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Methodology & Respondents
Questions were presented in topic areas of interest to the Long Range Property Planning (LRPP)
Core Group. Questions were developed with input from the BSA National Council, and after
review of many other organizations’ property planning member surveys and reports.
Ten demographic questions, and 49 program and property related questions were presented. Some
were presented to specific sub‐groups (ie: adults, or adults in a specific program group) in order to
understand the various perspectives of youth, parents, and adult leaders.
The survey was published on July 26, 2013, and participation invitations sent to all subscribers of
the council Compass Points Bulletin email newsletter, to district email newsletters, roundtable
announcements, and other methods. Members were encouraged to share the survey invitation with
all youth and adult members. The survey was active for 62 days, closing on September 23, 2013.
1,605 respondents started the survey. 87 submissions were removed from final tabulation, because
they were significantly incomplete, resulting in 1,518 responses for analysis; a completion rate of
94.6%.
A total of 3,769 individuals were invited to participate in the survey (3,708 by council email
newsletter, 61 by LRPP email newsletter). The response rate, calculated by these first‐person
invitations is 40.28%. An undetermined number of pass‐along invitations that members were
encouraged to make toward members in their units would lower this response rate, but it is not
possible to accurately calculate that rate.
At the time of the survey, the council had 18,731 traditional* youth members and 9,900 adult
members, for a total of 28,631 members. The total‐membership response rate is 0.75% for youth,
13.92% for adults, and 5.30% combined. *’Traditional’ members are those registered in Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts, Varsity,
Venturing, and Sea Scout programs.

IP addresses were evaluated to ensure that there were not a significant number of responses from a
single IP address, which may indicate a person attempting to submit multiple responses. We also
evaluated responses from the IP address of the council office, and found only six responses, which
is reasonable given the number of employees that also serve as volunteer leaders.
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Detailed results are contained in this report. The following details give a general understanding of
the respondent pool:
Respondents identified themselves as:
Youth Members:
Registered Adult Leaders:
Parents of a Youth Member:
Total:

140
1,129
249
1,518

(9.2%)
(74.3%)
(16.4%)

Youth Members:
Adults (Leaders & Parents):
Total:

140
1378
1,518

(9.2%)
(90.8%)

Male Youth Members:
Female Youth Members:
Male Adult Leaders:
Female Adult Leaders:
Male Parents of Youth Members:
Female Parents of Youth Members:
Total:

133
7
791
338
97
152
1,518

Male:
Female:
Total:

1,021
497
1,518

Age range:
7-10:
11-13:
14-17:
18-20:
21-29:
30-39:
40-49:
50-59:
60-69:
70-79:
80+:
Total:

23
23
90
21
31
239
549
335
151
47
9
1,518

Program Association:
A Cub Scout Pack:
A Boy Scout Troop:
A Varsity Team:
A Venture Crew:
An Explorer Post:
A Sea Scout Ship:
A Council Committee:
A District Committee:
Other: (fill-in box provided):
Total:

410
848
45
71
4
7
29
69
35
1,518
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Summary of Findings
Analysis of submissions reveals several key points, here organized in sections as presented to the
survey participants:

Section A: Basic Demographics
The survey was completed by 1,518 persons, mainly adults (1,378 / 90.8%), and most in Boy Scout
troops. We received 140 (9.2%) responses from youth members (23 Cub Scouts, and 117 older
Scouts), providing some insight into their perspective. [Q 8]
Responses were widely received from all corners of the councilʹs geographic boundaries, and from
all of the eighteen counties that it serves. Most of the responses were from population centers in the
Portland Metro area, consistent with member distribution. [Q9]
Responses were received from every program, from Cub Scouts through Exploring. Members
involved in Boy Scout programs returned the most responses, followed by Cub Scouts, Venturing,
and district‐level volunteers. [Q6]

Section B: What Youth Want
Desired camping styles:

Cub Scouts are interested in overnight camping and family camping activities, and they are only
moderately interested in day camp. They show strong interest in trekking activities, although these
are not currently offered in the Cub Scout program. Parents of Cub Scouts believe that their sons
want family camping and overnight camping, and they also believe that their sons want day
camping, although far fewer boys themselves want day camping. Volunteer leaders of Cub Scouts
believe their Scouts are interested in overnight camping. Similar to parents, leaders believe the boys
want day camping at a higher level than expressed by boys themselves. [Q11‐13]
Older Scouts want overnight camping and trekking activities, and moderately desire family
camping. Parents of older Scouts believe their Scouts want overnight camping and trekking
activities, with moderate family camping, similar to what older Scouts themselves indicate are their
desires. Leaders of older Scouts strongly believe that Scouts want overnight weekend and
overnight summer camping, as well as trekking activities. This group believes family camping is
less desired by Scouts than either the Scout or parent group does. [Q11‐13]
Members feel that the week‐long overnight camping experience is something that Cub Scouts and
older Scouts alike should experience once each year. They feel that weekend camping experiences
should be had by Cub Scouts twice per year, and by older Scouts on a monthly basis. They also feel
that families should have camping experiences twice per year for all age groups. [Q14‐15]
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Desired camping activities:

Cub Scouts want to participate in shooting activities at camp, and desire water activities such as
swimming, boating, and fishing, as well as STEM‐related activity areas. Older Scouts show interest
in shooting, high‐adventure, water activities, and also an affinity for STEM‐related activities and
programs. [Q16‐23]
Activities not currently offered by CPC camps:

Cub Scouts indicated interest in these activities that are not currently offered at CPC summer
camps: swimming, motor‐boating, paintball, kayaking, canoeing, soccer, fishing, and geocaching.
Older Scouts indicated interest in these activities that are not currently offered at CPC summer
camps: zip‐lines, SCUBA, jet skiing, ATV riding, paintball, auto mechanics, chess and games, disc
golf, geocaching, hunter education, mountain climbing, skiing, and service projects. [Q16‐23]

Section B: Selecting a camp:
When selecting summer camps, Leaders indicate that the most important factors are cost of camp
for youth participants, and having a service‐oriented, knowledgeable, and experienced camp staff.
Other factors such as cost of camp for adults, dining facilities, travel distance, and
recommendations by others are also important to leaders. [Q24‐25]

Section C: Property Utilization
As a whole, the properties that members have ever visited are Camp Meriwether (most), Scouters’
Mountain, Butte Creek Scout Ranch, Camp Clark, and Camp Baldwin. The least visited are Camp
Royce‐Finel (least), the Sea Base, Phlox Lodge, Camp Morrison, and Camp Ireland. [Q26]
When asked what properties they have ever visited, the properties most often indicated by Cub
Scouts were Scouters’ Mountain (most), Butte Creek, Camp Meriwether, and Aubrey Lodge. When
asked what properties they have ever visited, the properties most often indicated by older Scouts
were Camp Meriwether (most), Camp Baldwin, Scouters’ Mountain, Butte Creek, and Camp
Pioneer. [Q26]
As a whole, members most often visit Camp Meriwether, Scouters’ Mountain, Camp Lewis, Camp
Ireland, Butte Creek Scout Ranch, and Camp Baldwin. [Q28]
Cub Scouts most often visit Scouters’ Mountain, Camp Ireland, Camp Lewis, and Butte Creek Scout
Ranch. Older Scouts most often visit Camp Meriwether, Camp Baldwin, Scouters’ Mountain, and
Camp Lewis. [Q28]
When asked which property they visited most recently, members most often indicated Camp
Meriwether, Scouters’ Mountain, Camp Clark, Camp Baldwin, and Butte Creek Scout Ranch. It
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should be noted that the survey occurred in late summer, so summer camp may have been the most
recent camping experience for many respondents. [Q27]
For individual properties that members have never visited, they indicate they have never heard of
them, suggesting a need for better promotion and visibility of properties as resources to support
unit activities and camping programs. [Q31‐32]

Section D: Property Improvements
Each camp received individual rankings for various facility areas. From a holistic perspective,
members indicated that the areas that need the most improvement across all CPC properties are 1)
signage, 2) parking lots, 3) outhouses and roads, 4) shower houses and health lodges, and 5)
restrooms and tents. These areas are commonly seen by first‐time visitors, that most are visible
immediately upon entering camp, and that most are experienced in a personal way by visitors.
[Q30‐39]

Section E: Length of Camp
Cub Scouts prefer a full week of day camp, their parents and leaders prefer three to five days.
Their strong preference is for day camp during morning and afternoon hours, from 9am to 3pm or
10am to 4pm. [Q40‐41]
There is a strong interest in whole‐pack camping for day and overnight camps, where the entire
pack attends camp and participates in age‐level based tracks (rather than different camps for each
age group). [Q42‐43]
Weekend camping is very popular among all groups. Adults as a whole are willing to spend about
fifteen nights per year on camping outings, and volunteer leaders of all age groups are willing to
spend more nights camping than parents are. [Q44‐45]

Section F: Distance to Camp
Most members are willing to drive 30‐60 minutes to day camp, 1.5‐2 hours to a weekend camping
site, and 2‐4 hours to a week‐long summer camp. Many older Scouting youth and leaders are
willing to travel four or more hours. [Q46]
Most adults are willing to drive 30‐60 minutes to a one‐day adult leader training session, 1‐2 hours
to a weekend training session, and 2‐4 hours to a week‐long training. [Q46]
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Section G: Camping Styles
Tent camping, cabin camping, and Adirondack camping are strong favorites among youth and
adults of all age groups. [Q47]
Adults feel that tent camping, Adirondack camping, and cabin camping provide positive outdoor
learning experiences for Cub Scouts, and that tent camping, trail camping, snow camping, and
Adirondack camping are positive outdoor learning experiences for older Scouts. Adults
downplayed recreational‐vehicle camping and tailgate camping for all age groups, and do not feel
that trail camping and snow camping are positive outdoor learning experiences for Cub Scouts. [Q48]

Section H: Facilities and Amenities
Youth members desire tents and Adirondacks for weekend and week‐long camping experiences;
and those, plus cabins, for family camping outings. Likewise, adults desire tents and Adirondacks
for weekend and week‐long camping, adding cabins for family camping and for weekend and
week‐long adult training sessions. [Q49‐50]
Youth report that they spend 47% of their time in their campsite while camping; adults spend 42%
of their time in the campsite. [Q51]
At summer camp, youth and adults all indicate that 1) running water in their campsite, 2) showers
somewhere in camp, 3) flush‐toilets somewhere in camp, and 4) telephone and electricity
somewhere in camp are all important amenities. During weekend camping, their desires are
similar, with a slight increase in adults’ desire for communication such as cellphone service and
access to a telephone somewhere in camp. When summer camp and weekend camping alike,
having access to internet, electricity, and flush toilets and showers in the campsite were the least
desired of choices presented. [Q52‐54]

Section I: Who Decides Where to Go Camping?
When asked who makes decisions about where to go camping, respondents clearly indicate that
adults make camping plans in the Cub Scout program, and that youth do in older Scout programs.
[Q55]

Section J: Barriers
Camping barriers for Cub Scout groups include available leader time, non‐Scouting activities, and
cost. In older Scout programs, conflicts with non‐Scouting activities are a dominant barrier, along
with lack of leader time, and cost. Weather is also reported to be a notable barrier. [Q56]
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Section K: Compass Points Bulletin
Thirty‐four percent of respondents indicated that they either do not receive, or do not know if they
receive, the council’s weekly electronic newsletter. [Q57]

Section L: Other Comments
Slightly more than half of respondents feel that the survey was too long, and slightly less than half
feel that it was ‘just right.’ [Q59]

[ This concludes the Survey Report Summary (Part A) ]
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Questions and Responses
The following pages detail the actual questions presented, along with response summaries; and
comments regarding how answers determined later questions, or were otherwise utilized to route
the respondent through the survey.

The first page of the survey began with the following introduction:
Cascade Pacific Council is currently developing a long‐range plan to determine the future uses of its
facilities, and a vital part of our planning process is to gather ideas and opinions from Scouts and
Scouters. YOU are Scouting. We intend to shape our camping facilities so that we can best serve you
and your fellow members.
We appreciate your participation in this survey, which should take less than 10 minutes to complete.
Please click the [ NEXT ] button below to begin.
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Section A: BASIC DEMOGRAPHICS

Q1: Are you a member, or a parent of a youth member, of Cascade
Pacific Council?
(If you live in Southwest Washington or Northwest Oregon and are in Scouting, or your child is in
Scouting, answer ʹYes.ʹ)
Response choices:

Yes
No

Presented to all respondents.

Q1 Results:
Respondents who answered ‘Yes’ were permitted to continue; those who answered ‘No’ were thanked and the
survey terminated.

Q2: I am [male/female]:
Response choices:

Male
Female

Presented to all respondents.

Q2 Results:
Male:
Female:
Total:

1,021
497
1,518
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Q3: My age is:
Response choices:

7-10
11-13
14-17
18-20
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80 or older

Presented to all respondents.

Q3 Results:
7-10:
11-13:
14-17:
18-20:
21-29:
30-39:
40-49:
50-59:
60-69:
70-79:
80+:
Total:

23
23
90
21
31
239
549
335
151
47
9
1,518
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Q4: Please get a parent, and ask them to help you for a few minutes.
When they have joined you, please click the <NEXT> button below.
The above statement was presented only to respondents who indicated their age as below 18. The following
question was then presented:
PARENT: Your child has begun a survey of youth and adult members of Boy Scouts of America,
Cascade Pacific Council, which serves children in Northwest Oregon and Southwest Washington.
This is an anonymous survey, and no personally‐identifiable information is asked.
This survey asks questions related to camping, what youth would like to do when camping, and
camping facilities that your child may have visited.
We respectfully request your permission for your child to continue this survey ‐ or better yet if your
child is very young, for you to sit with your child and help him understand the questions being
asked.
May your child continue?
Response choices:

Yes
No

This question presented only to respondents who indicated their age as below 18.

Q4 Results:
Respondents who answered ‘Yes’ were permitted to continue; those who answered ‘No’ were thanked and the
survey terminated.
135 youth-age (under age 18) received parental permission to continue the survey.
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Q5: I am a [member-type]:
Response choices:

Youth Member
Registered Adult Leader
Parent of a Youth Member (not a registered adult leader)

Presented to all respondents.

Q5 Results:
Youth Members:
Registered Adult Leaders:
Parents of a Youth Member:
Total:

140
1,129
249
1,518

(9.2%)
(74.3%)
(16.4%)

Youth Members:
Adults (Leaders & Parents):
Total:

140
1378
1,518

(9.2%)
(90.8%)
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Q6: My primary BSA membership is in [unit type]:
(If registered in more than one, please select the one in which you are most active)
Response choices:

A Cub Scout Pack
A Boy Scout Troop
A Varsity Team
A Venture Crew
An Explorer Post
A Sea Scout Ship
A Council Committee
A District Committee
Other: (fill-in box provided)

Presented to respondents who indicated that they are a youth member or a registered adult leader.

Q6 Results:
A Cub Scout Pack:
A Boy Scout Troop:
A Varsity Team:
A Venture Crew:
An Explorer Post:
A Sea Scout Ship:
A Council Committee:
A District Committee:
Other: (fill-in box provided):
Total:

301
717
40
67
4
7
29
69
35
1,269
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Q7: My child is [male/female]:
(If you have more than one child in Scouting, please think of the OLDEST child in Scouting for the
purpose of this survey)
Response choices:

Male
Female

Presented to respondents who indicated that they are a parent of a youth member.

Q7 Results:
Male:
Female:
Blank:
Total:

248
1
0
249
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Q8: My child is a member of [unit-type]:
(If registered in more than one, please select the one in which you are most active)
Response choices:

A Cub Scout Pack (boys age 7-10)
A Boy Scout Troop (boys age 11-17)
A Varsity Team (boys age 14-20)
A Venture Crew (co-ed, age 14-20)
An Explorer Post (co-ed, age 14-20)
A Sea Scout Ship (co-ed, age 14-20)
A Council Committee
A District Committee
Other: (type in box below)

Presented to respondents who indicated that they are a parent of a youth member.

Q8 Results:
A Cub Scout Pack:
A Boy Scout Troop:
A Varsity Team:
A Venture Crew:
An Explorer Post:
A Sea Scout Ship:
A Council Committee:
A District Committee:
Other: (fill-in box provided):
Total:

109
131
5
4
0
0
0
0
0
249
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Q9: My home zip code is:
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents.

Q9 Results:
158 unique zip codes were shared, totaling 1,515 valid responses (3 were nonsensical numbers).
Zip Codes returned (in numeric order):

97005 (12)

97035 (15)

97080 (27)

97138 (3)

97222 (9)

97321 (16)

97386 (2)

98661 (16)

97006 (46)

97038 (7)

97086 (15)

97140 (29)

97223 (26)

97322 (5)

97389 (1)

98662 (17)

97007 (49)

97041 (2)

97089 (8)

97141 (3)

97224 (23)

97325 (4)

97392 (5)

98663 (11)

97008 (22)

97042 (7)

97100 (1)

97146 (5)

97225 (20)

97327 (3)

97396 (2)

98664 (8)

97009 (2)

97045 (28)

97103 (15)

97148 (2)

97226 (1)

97330 (1)

97502 (1)

98665 (20)

97011 (1)

97048 (2)

97106 (7)

97201 (12)

97229 (53)

97338 (4)

98058 (1)

98666 (1)

97013 (14)

97051 (4)

97111 (2)

97202 (7)

97230 (11)

97346 (3)

98604 (32)

98671 (15)

97014 (1)

97054 (1)

97113 (7)

97203 (4)

97232 (1)

97348 (1)

98606 (13)

98672 (5)

97015 (10)

97055 (8)

97115 (1)

97205 (2)

97233 (8)

97351 (3)

98607 (32)

98674 (4)

97016 (3)

97056 (5)

97116 (23)

97206 (10)

97236 (13)

97355 (12)

98611 (3)

98675 (2)

97017 (4)

97058 (10)

97117 (2)

97211 (3)

97239 (2)

97360 (1)

98620 (5)

98682 (39)

97019 (2)

97060 (17)

97119 (4)

97212 (10)

97266 (3)

97361 (3)

98625 (1)

98683 (10)

97020 (3)

97062 (23)

97121 (1)

97213 (8)

97267 (23)

97371 (1)

98626 (10)

98684 (20)

97022 (2)

97064 (6)

97123 (35)

97214 (7)

97301 (2)

97374 (3)

98629 (7)

98685 (32)

97023 (3)

97067 (1)

97124 (48)

97215 (4)

97302 (16)

97375 (1)

98632 (17)

98686 (20)

97024 (4)

97068 (32)

97127 (3)

97217 (4)

97303 (13)

97377 (1)

98635 (1)

98687 (1)

97027 (12)

97069 (1)

97128 (19)

97218 (1)

97304 (15)

97378 (3)

98642 (10)

98688 (2)

97030 (8)

97070 (7)

97131 (1)

97219 (24)

97305 (9)

97381 (5)

98648 (2)

98727 (1)

97031 (10)

97071 (5)

97132 (18)

97220 (11)

97306 (13)

97382 (1)

98651 (1)

97034 (15)

97075 (2)

97133 (4)

97221 (4)

97317 (5)

97385 (1)

98660 (4)

…continued..
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Zip Codes returned (in order of frequency):

97229 (53)

97225 (20)

97303 (13)

97030 (8)

97381 (5)

97127 (3)

97148 (2)

97232 (1)

97007 (49)

98665 (20)

97306 (13)

97055 (8)

97392 (5)

97138 (3)

97205 (2)

97330 (1)

97124 (48)

98684 (20)

98606 (13)

97089 (8)

98620 (5)

97141 (3)

97239 (2)

97348 (1)

97006 (46)

98686 (20)

97005 (12)

97213 (8)

98672 (5)

97211 (3)

97301 (2)

97360 (1)

98682 (39)

97128 (19)

97027 (12)

97233 (8)

97017 (4)

97266 (3)

97386 (2)

97371 (1)

97123 (35)

97132 (18)

97201 (12)

98664 (8)

97024 (4)

97327 (3)

97396 (2)

97375 (1)

97068 (32)

97060 (17)

97355 (12)

97038 (7)

97051 (4)

97346 (3)

98648 (2)

97377 (1)

98604 (32)

98632 (17)

97220 (11)

97042 (7)

97119 (4)

97351 (3)

98675 (2)

97382 (1)

98607 (32)

98662 (17)

97230 (11)

97070 (7)

97133 (4)

97361 (3)

98688 (2)

97385 (1)

98685 (32)

97302 (16)

98663 (11)

97106 (7)

97203 (4)

97374 (3)

97011 (1)

97389 (1)

97140 (29)

97321 (16)

97015 (10)

97113 (7)

97215 (4)

97378 (3)

97014 (1)

97502 (1)

97045 (28)

98661 (16)

97031 (10)

97202 (7)

97217 (4)

98611 (3)

97054 (1)

98058 (1)

97080 (27)

97034 (15)

97058 (10)

97214 (7)

97221 (4)

97009 (2)

97067 (1)

98625 (1)

97223 (26)

97035 (15)

97206 (10)

98629 (7)

97325 (4)

97019 (2)

97069 (1)

98635 (1)

97219 (24)

97086 (15)

97212 (10)

97064 (6)

97338 (4)

97022 (2)

97100 (1)

98651 (1)

97062 (23)

97103 (15)

98626 (10)

97056 (5)

98660 (4)

97041 (2)

97115 (1)

98666 (1)

97116 (23)

97304 (15)

98642 (10)

97071 (5)

98674 (4)

97048 (2)

97121 (1)

98687 (1)

97224 (23)

98671 (15)

98683 (10)

97146 (5)

97016 (3)

97075 (2)

97131 (1)

98727 (1)

97267 (23)

97013 (14)

97222 (9)

97317 (5)

97020 (3)

97111 (2)

97218 (1)

97008 (22)

97236 (13)

97305 (9)

97322 (5)

97023 (3)

97117 (2)

97226 (1)
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Q10: My primary language is:
Response choices:

English
Spanish
Other [Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents.

Q10 Results:
English:
Spanish:
Other:
Total:

1,509
0
9
1,518

‘Other’ responses included Japanese (2), German (2), French (1), Persian (1), Chinese English (1),
and Vietnamese (1)
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Combined Demographic Results
Some questions were cross‐referenced to gain a better picture of the response pool.
Combining Q2 (Gender), Q1 (Age), and Q5 (Membership), results in these details:
Male Youth Members:
Female Youth Members:
Male Adult Leaders:
Female Adult Leaders:
Male Parents of Youth Members:
Female Parents of Youth Members:
Total:

133
7
791
338
97
152
1,518

Combining Q6 (Membership) and Q8 (Child Membership), results in these details:
Cub Scout Youth Members:
Adult Leaders of Cub Scouts:
Parents of Cub Scouts:
Total Cub Scout related:

23
278
109
410

(27%)

Older Scout Youth Members:
Adult Leaders of Older Scouts:
Parents of Older Scouts:
Total Older Scout related:

117
719
140
976

(64.3%)

Other Adult Leaders:
132
(8.7%)
(Such as district, council committees; and ‘other’)
Total respondents:

1,518

(100%)
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Section B: WHAT YOUTH WANT

Q11, Q12, Q13: What types of camping do [you, your Scouts, your child,
Scouts] enjoy, or would like to try?
Response choices: (Select one or more)

Day camp at an established day camp
Overnight summer camp at an established summer camp
Overnight weekend camping
Trek (overnight hiking, biking, and/or boating trips)
Family camping (going camping with your family)
Other: (type in box below)

Presented to all respondents as three similar questions with the same response choices.
Question variations:
(Q11) Presented to respondents identified as youth members: “What types of camping do you enjoy, or
would like to try?”
(Q12) Presented to respondents identified as parents of youth members: “What types of camping does your
child enjoy, or would like to try?”
(Q13) Presented to respondents identified as registered adult leaders: “What types of camping do your
Scouts enjoy, or would like to try?”

Combined results are detailed below.
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Q11, Q12, Q13 Combined Results:
Frequency selected by these groups:
Cub Scout age youth members
(23 respondents)
Day camp
9
Overnight camp
12
Overnight weekend camping
15
Trek
12
Family camping
15
Other
2

(39.1%)
(52.1%)
(65.2%)
(52.1%)
(65.2%)
(8.7%)

Parents of Cub Scout age youth members
(109 respondents)
Day camp
73
(67%)
Overnight camp
80
(73.4%)
Overnight weekend camping
73
(67%)
Trek
51
(46.8%)
Family camping
85
(78%)
Other
6
(5.5%)
Adult leaders of Cub Scout age youth members
(278 respondents)
Day camp
180
(64.7%)
Overnight camp
214
(77%)
Overnight weekend camping
193
(69.4%)
Trek
102
(36.7%)
Family camping
198
(71.2%)
Other
6
(2.2%)

Continued…
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Older Scout age youth members
(117 respondents)
Day camp
31
Overnight camp
87
Overnight weekend camping
84
Trek
76
Family camping
62
Other
12

(26.5%)
(74.4%)
(71.8%)
(65%)
(53%)
(10.3%)

Parents of Older Scout age youth members
(140 respondents)
Day camp
39
(27.9%)
Overnight camp
109
(77.9%)
Overnight weekend camping
120
(85.7%)
Trek
101
(72.1%)
Family camping
91
(65%)
Other
16
(11.4%)
Adult leaders of Older Scout age youth members
(718 respondents)
Day camp
107
(14.9%)
Overnight camp
602
(83.8%)
Overnight weekend camping
626
(87.2%)
Trek
572
(79.7%)
Family camping
288
(40.1%)
Other
83
(11.6%)

Textual responses to ‘Other’ included:

Youth members: (Q11)
hanging with friends, patrol outings, rock climbing, father son campouts, camping with friends
Parents of youth members: (Q12)
day hiking, high adventure (5), horses, boating, kayaking, canoeing, snow camping, fishing, special
needs camping
Registered adult leaders: (Q13)
high adventure (24), winter lodge, backpacking (4), mud cubs, canoeing, snow camping (3), shooting
(2), fishing (2), hiking, climbing (4),
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Q14: In your opinion, how often should a young Scout (age 7-10) have
these camping experiences?
Response choices:

One day camping experience (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly
One or two night camping experience (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly
Five or more night camping experience (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly
Camping experiences with family members (Family Camping) (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly

Presented to all respondents.
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Q14 Results:
One day camping experience:
(1,451 responses)
Never
56
1 time per year
237
2 times per year
425
4 times per year
358
6 times per year
204
Monthly
171

(3.9%)
(16.3%)
(29.3%)
(24.7%)
(14.1%)
(11.8%)

One or two night camping experience:
(1,458 responses)
Never
136
(9.3%)
1 time per year
277
(19%)
2 times per year
534
(36.6%)
4 times per year
267
(18.3%)
6 times per year
123
(8.4%)
Monthly
121
(8.3%)
Five or more night camping experience:
(1,446 responses)
Never
509
(35.2%)
1 time per year
767
(53%)
2 times per year
114
(7.9%)
4 times per year
22
(1.5%)
6 times per year
11
(0.8%)
Monthly
23
(1.6%)
Camping experiences with family members:
(1,448 responses)
Never
26
(1.8%)
1 time per year
352
(24.3%)
2 times per year
512
(35.4%)
4 times per year
324
(22.4%)
6 times per year
147
(10.2%)
Monthly
87
(6%)
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Q15: In your opinion, how often should an older Scout (age 11 and
older) have these camping experiences?
Response choices:

One day camping experience (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly
One or two night camping experience (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly
Five or more night camping experience (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly
Camping experiences with family members (Family Camping) (select one):
Never
1 time per year
2 times per year
4 times per year
6 times per year
Monthly

Presented to all respondents.
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Q15 Results:
One day camping experience:
(1,418 responses)
Never
224
1 time per year
153
2 times per year
264
4 times per year
237
6 times per year
191
Monthly
349

(15.8%)
(10.8%)
(18.6%)
(16.7%)
(13.5%)
(24.6%)

One or two night camping experience:
(1,441 responses)
Never
10
(0.7%)
1 time per year
47
(3.3%)
2 times per year
152
(10.5%)
4 times per year
244
(16.9%)
6 times per year
286
(19.8%)
Monthly
702
(48.7%)
Five or more night camping experience:
(1,436 responses)
Never
43
(3%)
1 time per year
765
(53.3%)
2 times per year
481
(33.5%)
4 times per year
65
(4.5%)
6 times per year
38
(2.6%)
Monthly
44
(3.1%)
Camping experiences with family members:
(1,430 responses)
Never
49
(3.4%)
1 time per year
410
(28.7%)
2 times per year
442
(30.9%)
4 times per year
280
(19.6%)
6 times per year
143
(10%)
Monthly
106
(7.4%)
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Q16, Q17, Q18: What activities would [you, your Scouts, your child,
Scouts] like to participate in at camp?
(Please give one to five stars for each activity; five stars for those that you would MOST like to do)
Response choices (alphabetical order):

Animal Care
Archery
Arts & Crafts
Backpacking
Baseball
Basketball
BB Shooting
BMX Biking
Canoeing
Computers
Drama / Skits / Plays
Earn Badges
Engineering

Golf
Helping Younger
Scouts
Hiking
Hockey
Horseback Riding
In-line Skating
Kayaking
Math
Motorboating
Music
Nature Walks
Orienteering

Outdoor Cooking
Paintball
Photography
Primitive Camping
Robotics
Rowboats
Science
Skateboarding
Soccer
Swimming
Technology
Videography
Volleyball

Presented to those who indicated that they are a youth member in a Cub Scout pack as “What activities
would you like to participate in at camp?” (Q16)
Presented to registered adult leaders in a Cub Scout pack as “What activities would your YOUTH
MEMBERS like to participate in at camp?” (Q17)
Presented to registered parents of youth members in a Cub Scout pack as “What activities would your
CHILD like to participate in at camp?” (Q18)
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Q16, Q17, Q18 Results:
Ranking of activities by each group:

(lines link top and bottom five in each group for perspective comparison)

Cub Scout Youth Members:

Adult Leaders of Cub Scouts:

Parents of Cub Scouts:

Archery
BB Shooting
Earn Badges
Robotics
Horseback Riding
Swimming
Science
Motorboating
Engineering
Hiking
Nature Walks
Paintball
Kayaking
Outdoor Cooking
Technology
Canoeing
Soccer
Photography
Helping Younger Scouts
Videography
Music
Rowboats
Drama / Skits / Plays
Animal Care
Primitive Camping
Computers
Orienteering
Backpacking
Golf
Volleyball
Arts & Crafts
BMX Biking
In-line Skating
Skateboarding
Hockey
Math
Basketball
Baseball

Archery
BB Shooting
Horseback Riding
Swimming
Canoeing
Earn Badges
Hiking
Outdoor Cooking
Paintball
Kayaking
Rowboats
Nature Walks
Robotics
Motorboating
Orienteering
Science
BMX Biking
Engineering
Backpacking
Arts & Crafts
Technology
Primitive Camping
Animal Care
Helping Younger Scouts
Soccer
Photography
Computers
Drama / Skits / Plays
Music
Basketball
Videography
Baseball
Skateboarding
In-line Skating
Volleyball
Golf
Hockey
Math

Archery
BB Shooting
Earn Badges
Swimming
Horseback Riding
Canoeing
Nature Walks
Robotics
Hiking
Paintball
Science
Engineering
Outdoor Cooking
Rowboats
Backpacking
Motorboating
Technology
Animal Care
BMX Biking
Helping Younger Scouts
Music
Orienteering
Arts & Crafts
Computers
Soccer
Photography
Primitive Camping
Baseball
Basketball
Golf
Drama / Skits / Plays
Videography
Kayaking
Math
In-line Skating
Volleyball
Skateboarding
Hockey
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Q23a: Are there any other activities that were not mentioned on the
previous page that you think [Cub] Scouts would enjoy at camp?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Q23 was presented to all respondents as “Are there any other activities that were not mentioned on the
previous page that you think Scouts would enjoy at camp?” For clarity, the answers have here been split out
by respondent type – Q23a Results show the responses from respondents who identified themselves as
Cub Scout youth members, parents of Cub Scouts, or Cub Scout leaders. Q23b shows the responses
from respondents who identified themselves as members in older Scout programs.

Q23a Results: Cub Scout activities
Text responses:

Other activities suggested by Cub Scout age youth:
blacksmithing, board games, disc golf, fishing (3), football, free time, geology (2), gold panning,
mountain biking, myth‐busters style experiments, pedal‐powered go carts, recycle boat making,
remote control planes/cars, rock climbing, tide pool exploration, treasure hunt, whittling, wood
working, woodcarving, wrist rockets, climbing trees

Other activities suggested by Cub Scout leaders: (selection limited to registered
leaders in Cub Scout packs)
any type of activity that is difficult to get through school or community classes, astronomy (3),
ATVs (2), aviation, basic skills (knot tying, basket‐weaving, bicycling, black powder shooting (2),
blacksmithing (2), BMX, book‐making, botany, build working stuff (ie: boy sized derby car),
building and making things, campfire stories, capture the flag, carpentry, carving and making
things with pocketknives, caving, checkers, chess, cleaning up, climbing wall (3), cooking, COPE
course, crafts, dodge ball (3), Dutch‐oven cooking, family values, fencing, fencing, fire building (4),
firewood chopping, first aid (3), fishing (12), fishing poles (and tie flies), fitness‐oriented activities,
flag football (2), fly‐fishing (3), flying model plane, forestry, free‐time, frisbee golf (4), geocaching,
geology, good‐turn, gun safety, hawk and knife throwing, highland games, history, horseback
riding (more than once at camp), horseshoes, human foosball, hunter education, indian‐lore (2),
individual exploration, kickball, knife and hatchet skills, knife safety, knot‐tying (2), lacrosse, lawn
bowling, learning new skills, leather crafts, Lego robotics, Legos (2), making butter, metal‐detecting
(treasure hunting), military interaction, model rockets, monkey‐bridge design and build, mountain‐
biking, mountain‐climbing, mountaineering, Native American arts, night exploration, obstacle
course (5), obstacle course (with zip line), ocean activities, opportunities to learn how to help others,
organized games such as greased pig (ball or watermelon) keep‐away, outdoor adventure, outdoor
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survival (2), painting, patch trading / ham radio operation, physical fitness, physical fitness/health;
geocaching (7), pioneering (3), primitive camping mentioned including survival skills, raingutter
regatta/space derby, rappelling (3), remote control vehicles, rife shooting (6), river rafting, rock
climbing (8), rocket launches, ropes challenge, ropes course, sailing (3), scavenger hunts (2), science
experiments, scuba diving, self‐confidence building activities, shelter‐building, shotgun shooting
(4), singing songs, skill games/activities (to teach sportsmanship, slingshots (2), slip‐n‐slide or
similar at each camp to cool off, s’mores, snowboarding surfing, snowshoeing, songs and skits,
sports, star gazing/astronomy, storytelling, surfing, survival 101, survival shelters (2), survival skills
(4), tag, team sports, team‐based obstacle course, teamwork learning (such as preparing dinner,
tennis, touch football, trail‐to‐first class activities such as first aid, trashcan on wheels, tree‐
climbing, waterslide, whitewater rafting, whittling (2), wilderness survival (2), woodworking (3),
zip line (6), water/swimming activities at day/resident camp,

Other activities suggested by Cub Scout parents:
astronomy (2), building a computer, building habitats, building with legos, capture the flag, card
games, climbing wall, collecting, conservation, disc golf, first aid, fishing (2), games from other
cultures, geocaching, geology, giving back to the community, gold mining/panning (3), GPS (as
part of orienteering), helping elderly/vets, how to build a campfire (2), kites, learning about plants
and how to care for them, learning how to build a shelter, Lego Robotics, making simple things out
of wood, online gaming, pick up litter on school grounds or parks, pioneering, practicing making
and selling something to make money....ie a small business, removing invasive plants and/or
animals, rock climbing, rocketry (5), ropes and knots, running, sling shot, survival food (edible
plants), survival skills, taking care of nature, tree/plant identification, volunteering in the
community, water rockets, whittling (2), woodwork
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Q19-22: What activities would you like to participate in at camp?
(Please give one to five stars for each activity; five stars for those that
you would MOST like to do)
Response choices (alphabetical order):

Animal Care
Archery
Arts & Crafts
ATV Riding
Backpacking
Baseball
Basketball
Black Powder Rifles
BMX Biking
Canoeing
Caving
Computers
Drama / Skits / Plays
Earn Badges
Engineering
Golf
Helping Younger
Scouts
Hiking
Hockey

Horseback Riding
In-line Skating
Jet Skiing
Kayaking
Lifesaving & Water
Rescue
Math
Motorboating
Mountain Biking
Mountain Boarding
Music
Nature Walks
Orienteering
Outdoor Cooking
Paintball
Photography
Primitive Camping
Rifle Shooting
Robotics
Rock Climbing

Ropes Course
Rowboats
Science
Scuba
Search & Rescue
Shotgun
Skateboarding
Skim boarding
Soccer
Surfing
Swimming
Technology
Trail Running
Videography
Volleyball
Wakeboarding
Water Skiing
White Water Rafting
Windsurfing
Zip Lines

Presented as shown to those who indicated that they are a youth member in a Boy Scout troop, Varsity
team, Venture crew, Explorer post, or Sea Scout ship (Q19)
Presented to registered adult leaders in a Boy Scout troop, Varsity team, Venture crew, Explorer
post, or Sea Scout ship as “What activities would YOUTH MEMBERS in your unit like to participate in
at camp?” (Q20)
Presented to registered parents of youth members in a Boy Scout troop, Varsity team, Venture crew,
Explorer post, or Sea Scout ship as “What activities would your CHILD like to participate in at camp?”
(Q21)
Presented to registered adult leaders in a council committee, district committee, or other role as
“What activities do you feel that YOUTH MEMBERS would like to participate in at camp?” (Q22)
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Q19-22 Results:
Ranking of activities by each group:

(lines link top and bottom five in each group for perspective comparison)

Older Scout Youth Members:

Adult Leaders of Older Scouts:

Parents of Older Scouts:

Shotgun
Zip Lines
Rifle Shooting
White Water Rafting
Paintball
Earn Badges
Rock Climbing
Black Powder Rifles
Scuba
Kayaking
Archery
Caving
Ropes Course
Canoeing
Swimming
Jet Skiing
Hiking
ATV Riding
Windsurfing
Backpacking
Motorboating
Engineering
Outdoor Cooking
Primitive Camping
Horseback Riding
Helping Younger Scouts
Lifesaving & Water Rescue
Mountain Biking
Search & Rescue
Rowboats
Water Skiing
Surfing
Robotics
Technology
Computers
BMX Biking
Mountain Boarding
Wakeboarding
Science
Music
Photography
Trail Running
Videography
Orienteering
Nature Walks
Skim boarding
Basketball
Animal Care
Drama / Skits / Plays

Rifle Shooting
Zip Lines
Shotgun
Black Powder Rifles
Archery
Canoeing
White Water Rafting
Swimming
Earn Badges
Kayaking
Rock Climbing
Paintball
Ropes Course
Hiking
Backpacking
Horseback Riding
ATV Riding
Caving
Outdoor Cooking
Mountain Biking
Motorboating
Lifesaving & Water Rescue
Jet Skiing
Scuba
Rowboats
Search & Rescue
Primitive Camping
Orienteering
Water Skiing
Windsurfing
Wakeboarding
BMX Biking
Mountain Boarding
Helping Younger Scouts
Robotics
Nature Walks
Surfing
Engineering
Computers
Technology
Science
Photography
Arts & Crafts
Skim boarding
Skateboarding
Trail Running
Videography
Drama / Skits / Plays
Basketball

Lifesaving & Water Rescue
Archery
Rifle Shooting
Zip Lines
Earn Badges
Black Powder Rifles
Canoeing
Swimming
Shotgun
Paintball
Outdoor Cooking
Kayaking
ATV Riding
Rock Climbing
Backpacking
Hiking
Horseback Riding
White Water Rafting
Ropes Course
Caving
Orienteering
Search & Rescue
Motorboating
Rowboats
Helping Younger Scouts
Mountain Biking
Nature Walks
Robotics
Primitive Camping
Engineering
Science
Technology
Scuba
Jet Skiing
BMX Biking
Computers
Photography
Animal Care
Water Skiing
Windsurfing
Music
Wakeboarding
Videography
Mountain Boarding
Arts & Crafts
Trail Running
Drama / Skits / Plays
Surfing
Soccer
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Soccer
Baseball
Arts & Crafts
Golf
Skateboarding
Volleyball
Math
Hockey
In-line Skating

Music
Soccer
Animal Care
Baseball
Volleyball
Golf
In-line Skating
Hockey
Math

Basketball
Skateboarding
Golf
Baseball
Skim boarding
Math
Volleyball
Hockey
In-line Skating
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Q23b: Are there any other activities that were not mentioned on the
previous page that you think [older] Scouts would enjoy at camp?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Q23 was presented to all respondents as “Are there any other activities that were not mentioned on the
previous page that you think Scouts would enjoy at camp?” For clarity, the answers have here been split out
by respondent type – Q23a Results show the responses from respondents who identified themselves as Cub
Scout youth members, parents of Cub Scouts, or Cub Scout leaders. Q23b shows the responses from
respondents who identified themselves as members in older Scout programs.

Q23b Results: Older Scout activities
Text responses:

Other activities suggested by Older Scout age youth:
award programs, bird watching, body boarding, boogie board, bottle rockets, bungee jumping,
camp staffing, camp‐wide party., carpentry, cartooning, computer programming, COPE courses,
debating (2), dirt bikes (2), fencing, field archery, fishing (3), flag ceremonies and etiquette, gas
powered scooters, go‐kart racing, hang gliding, hunting, knee boarding, lead climbing, leadership
and team building exercises, lifeguard training, Mountaineering, mud obstacle course, music and
theatre, napping, origami, parkour, parasailing, patch trading, pyrotechnics, riding bikes to get to
classes at scout camp, rock climbing, rockets, rope swinging into the water, sandboarding, shotgun
shooting, skate park, sky diving, small boat sailing, something with the Army or Marines, sports,
survival school (man‐vs‐wild type), tailoring, throwing knives, tomahawks (3), tools and
woodcrafts, troop marathon/decathlon competitions, water inner tubing, water trampolines and
inflatables, welding merit badge, woodworking,

Other activities suggested by Older Scout leaders: (selection of all registered leaders
except Cub Scout packs)
3D archery (2), Airsoft, animal tracking/trapping, Applied Pioneering‐ lashing‐ build towers,
monkey bridges, etc., astronomy (9), ATV riding (2), auto mechanics (4), aviation (2), Backpack
cooking, backpacking (3), baseball, basketball, BB guns for younger scouts, big boat operation, Bike
touring, bird study, birding, black‐smithing (9), board games (2) (chess, checkers, etc), boat races,
boating skills, bonfire, bouldering, build\drive go carts, build/drive sandrails, bungee
jumping/reverse bungee jumping, burro racing, butchering class, camp baseball playoff, camp fire
activities/skits, camp soccer competition, campfire building (3), camping skills (2)
(fires/cooking/tents), camp‐wide competition (3) (ie: Hullabaloo style), cannon, canoe and kayak
treks from camp to another camp overnighter), canoe swamping (2), canoeing, canopy tours,
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capture the flag (2), card game tournaments (5) (magic), card games, cardboard canoe challenges,
Career Development, career planning, carpentry (2), caveman cookout, caving (2), challenges,
checkers, chess (4), chess Tournaments, clam digging (4), climbing, collecting, community project
for camp, community service, Competitive Wide Games (e.g. Capture the Flag), construction
equipment, construction projects (4), cooking (3), cooking contests (2), cooking/baking, COPE (5),
crabbing (2), cross country trekking, cycling, dance, dirt biking, disc golf (5), dock
building/maintenance, dodge‐ball, drama, Drivers Ed/Driving a stick shift, Dutch oven cooking (2),
Eagle scout badges, edible plants, entrepreneurship, environment, ethics, etiquette, family history,
fencing, field archery, field games (ie: capture the flag) (2), fire‐building (3), first aid (6), fishing (31),
flag etiquette., flag history, flashlight tag, Fly Fishing (3), flying, football (2), forensic science, fossil
hunting, game design, games (4), gardening, Geocaching (12), geology, giant slingshots, girls, glass
blowing , Go carts, gold panning, GPS, GPS, Group team building, ham radio (2), handgun
shooting (4), hang gliding (2), health care, helping in neighborhood, high adventure activities (2),
high adventure building (ie: suspension bridge, Tarzan‐swing, catapult), highland games, hiking
(2), Horseback overnighters, horseback riding (4), hunter education (4), Indian lore (5), indoor sky
diving, initiative Games, insect study, inter‐patrol challenges, inter‐troop competition, invention
history, inventions work at camp, junior Olympics, karate, Kayak Slide, Kite Flying, Kite Surfing,
kiting, knife and axe use, knife use, knife/tomahawk throwing (3), knot tying (2), knot tying;
practical applications of, lashing (2), leadership skills/training (5), leadership teamwork,
leatherwork (3), life skills: using and saving money, checkbook, shopping, local history, local
Native America history, Long‐range rifle shooting, Mafeking [Baden‐Powell’s game of bluff?],
marksmanship, martial arts (3), mental and/or physical competitions(2), mentoring,
metalworking/forge (5), motor‐boating (2), Motorcycle Riding (2), mountain biking, mountain
climbing (8), mountain to mountain communication relay, mountain‐man survival outing, movies,
muzzle‐loading, native American hunting and fishing, Nature Study (2), nature with
knowledgeable instructors, night vision activities, night walks, observation techniques in relation to
your surrounding area, obstacle course (2), oceanography, Olympic events, organized sports,
orientation about getting along with peers, being accepting of minorities, different points of view
and learning about things that they will need in life, orienteering (4), Out of camp overnights, like
Cascade Rangers at Camp Pioneer, outbound camping, outbound hikes ‐ overnighters, outdoor
survival, paleontology, Parasailing, patrol challenges/competitions, patrol v patrol and/or Troop v
Troop challenges (knots, tower build, tug‐of‐war, races, etc.), personal fitness, Personal interactions,
pioneering (16), plant identification, pottery, public speaking, Radio badge, rank advancement,
rappelling (5), reading time, recycling innovation, relays, races, games of skill , remote controlled
aircraft, repurposing , road bicycle riding, Rock climbing, rock hounding (2), rocketry (6), rodeo,
ropes course, sailing (17), Sailplanes/gliders, sand boarding, Sand dune buggies, scavenger
challenges (2), scouting history (2), SCUBA, service projects (6), skiing (8), skits, snorkeling (5),
snow camping (3), Snow sledding , snow tubing, snowboarding (2), snowshoeing (2), SNUBA
(surface supplied diving), soccer, solo quests: one scout, alone on a monitored self‐confidence
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building trek or wilderness quest., songs/skits, Space Technology, stand up paddle board (3), star
gazing (2), star navigation, star parties w/ telescopes, Story Telling, surveying, survival skills (10),
swimming (2), Team building (lashing, structures, team obstacles), Team building events/Team
missions/physical and mental challenges like survivor..., team courses, team games, team rowing,
teambuilding skills, tomahawk & knife throwing (3), tool making, touch football, touring, tracking
game (2), trade skills (ie: electrical, plumbing, building), trail building/maintenance , trail to first
class (2), trap shooting, trapping , treasure chests, trebuchets, trip planning classes for hiking,
backpacking, cycling, troop competitions, tug of war (2), ultimate Frisbee (2), ultra‐light
backpacking gear building, unique knots/lashings with a purpose, US history, vehicle maintenance,
velodrome bike racing, Video games, videography, war history, water navigation, water polo,
water skiing, water slides (2), Welding (4), whittling/carving, wild foods, wild life study, wilderness
first aid, wilderness survival (11), wildlife viewing/tracking, windsurfing (3), woodcarving (3),
Woodworking (2), zip line, Zombie Tag,

Other activities suggested by Older Scout parents:
astronomy at night, basic carpentry, better wilderness Survival ‐‐ actually make it a challenge rather
than just spending the night outside with a space blanket, climbing wall, cooking, CPR, film
making (2), fishing (3), flashlight tag at night, fugitive, geocaching, glass‐blowing, hair design, hang
gliding, haunted camp ground at Halloween, history, inclusion and disability awareness, knot
tying, life skills, metalwork, modern blacksmithing, mountain climbing, parachuting, rappelling,
service projects, skiing (4) cross country and downhill, sledding, small boat sailing, snowshoeing,
stand‐up paddle boarding, storytelling, survival skills, tubing, videography, wilderness survival
(2), wilderness survival and first aid, winter mountain camp experience, woodworking ‐ making
things,
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Q24: How important are each of these factors when SELECTING a
summer camp for Scouts?
Response choices (alphabetical order):

Respondents were asked to rate each of the following as ‘Not at all important,’ ‘Not Very Important,’
‘Somewhat Important,’ or ‘Very Important’
Aquatics programs offered
Availability of camp when you want to go
Availability of shower houses
Cost of the camp for adults
Cost of the camp for youth
Dining facilities
Ease of camp check-in and check-out
Ease of reservations and sign-up
Easy to travel to and from the camp
Experienced camp staff
First-year camper programs offered
Handicraft/Scoutcraft programs offered

Having attended the camp before
Health & fitness programs offered
High adventure programs offered
Knowledgeable camp staff
Location near home / not too far to travel
Nature programs offered
Number of merit badges available
Other leaders' recommendations
Recommendations of the youth in the unit
Service oriented (helpful/friendly) camp staff
Shooting sports programs offered

Presented to registered adult leaders, in random order

Q24 Results:
Ranking determined by weighted (0 to 3) answers:
Not at all important = 0 / Not Very Important = 1 / Somewhat Important = 2 / Very Important = 3
Cub Scout Leaders’ Ranking:
(234 respondents)
Cost of camp for youth
Cost of camp for adults
Dining facilities
Easy travel to/from camp
Aquatics offered
Health & fitness offered
Nature programs offered
Service oriented staff
Number merit badges
Availability of camp
Shooting sports offered
Ease of check-in/out
Having attended before
Knowledgeable staff
Handicraft/Scoutcraft
Ease of reservation
Experienced camp staff
Other leaders recommend
1st-year camper program
Recommend by youth
Location near home
High adventure offered
Shower houses available

Older Scout Leaders’ Ranking:
(743 respondents)
656
643
637
616
592
583
547
542
531
523
513
505
500
488
486
485
466
466
464
444
435
423
304

Cost of camp for youth
Cost of camp for adults
Dining facilities
Easy travel to/from camp
Experienced camp staff
Handicraft/Scoutcraft
Health & fitness offered
Number merit badges
Aquatics offered
High adventure offered
Nature programs offered
Service oriented staff
Other leaders recommend
Recommend by youth
Knowledgeable staff
Having attended before
Shooting sports offered
Availability of camp
1st-year camper program
Ease of check-in/out
Location near home
Ease of reservation
Shower houses available

1643
1594
1587
1537
1498
1480
1478
1463
1452
1393
1339
1295
1294
1290
1249
1226
1203
1171
1168
1129
1016
974
857
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Q25: Of those that you indicated were ‘Very Important’ when selecting
a summery camp, which of these do you consider the SINGLE MOST
important factor?
Response choices:

[Varied choices, based on responses to previous question]

Presented to registered adult leaders, in random order. Only factors answered as ‘Very Important’ in the
previous question were presented.

Q25 Results:
Cub Scout Leaders’ Most
Important Factor:
(234 respondents)
Cost of camp for youth
Knowledgeable staff
Experienced staff
Service oriented staff
Availability of camp
Location near home
Other leaders recommend
High adventure offered
Recommend by youth
Shooting sports offered
Easy travel to/from camp
Aquatics programs offered
1st-year camper program
Number of merit badges
Cost of camp for adults
Dining facilities
Ease of reservation
Handicraft/Scoutcraft
Shower houses available
Ease of camp check-in/out
Having attended before
Health & fitness offered
Nature programs offered

49
32
31
30
17
13
13
9
8
6
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Older Scout Leaders’ Most
Important Factor:
(743 respondents)

Combined Leaders’ Most
Important Factor:
(977 respondents)

Cost of camp for youth
Service oriented staff
Recommend by youth
Knowledgeable staff
Experienced staff
Number of merit badges
Availability of camp
High adventure offered
Other leaders recommend
Dining facilities
Shooting sports offered
Aquatics programs offered
Shower houses available
1st-year camper program
Location near home
Having attended before
Nature programs offered
Easy travel to/from camp
Cost of camp for adults
Ease of reservation
Handicraft/Scoutcraft
Health & fitness offered
Ease of camp check-in/out

Cost of camp for youth
Service oriented staff
Knowledgeable staff
Experienced staff
Recommend by youth
Availability of camp
Number of merit badges
High adventure offered
Other leaders recommend
Shooting sports offered
Location near home
Dining facilities
Aquatics programs offered
1st-year camper program
Shower houses available
Easy travel to/from camp
Having attended before
Nature programs offered
Cost of camp for adults
Ease of reservation
Handicraft/Scoutcraft
Health & fitness offered
Ease of camp check-in/out

124
91
84
77
76
76
66
47
21
15
14
12
7
7
6
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1

173
121
109
107
92
83
79
56
34
20
19
17
15
10
8
7
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
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Section C: PROPERTY UTILIZATION

Q26: Which of these properties have you ever visited?
Response choices:

For each of the following properties, answer “I’ve been to this property” or “I’ve NEVER been to
this property.”
Aubrey Lodge (AKA White River Lodge), near Government Camp, Oregon
Camp Baldwin, near Dufur, Oregon
Butte Creek Scout Ranch (AKA Gilbert Ranch), near Scott's Mills, Oregon
Camp Clark (AKA Adventure Cove), near Tillamook, Oregon
Camp Cooper, near Willamina, Oregon
Camp Ireland, in Hillsboro, Oregon
Camp Lewis, near Battle Ground, Washington
Camp Meriwether, near Tillamook, Oregon
Camp Morrison, near Stayton, Oregon
Nanitch Lodge, near Government Camp, Oregon
Phlox Point Lodge, near Timberline Lodge, Mount Hood, Oregon
Camp Pioneer, near Highway 22, between Salem and Bend, Oregon
Camp Royce-Finel, near Seaside, Oregon
Scouters' Mountain (AKA Cub World, Camp Discovery), near Clackamas Town Center, Oregon
Sea Base, near Portland International Airport
Respondents were required to provide one answer for each property before continuing.

Presented to all respondents.
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Q26 Results: Youth and adult responses
I’ve been to:

Youth Members:

Adults:

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Pioneer
Clark
Cooper
Nanitch
Lewis
Aubrey Lodge
Ireland
Phlox
Morrison
Sea Base
Royce-Finel

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Butte Creek
Clark
Baldwin
Aubrey Lodge
Pioneer
Cooper
Lewis
Nanitch
Ireland
Morrison
Phlox
Sea Base
Royce-Finel

94
77
71
70
61
58
45
41
38
37
28
14
9
6
6

All Combined:
919
899
769
709
686
564
559
526
452
420
406
196
185
150
134

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Butte Creek
Clark
Baldwin
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Cooper
Lewis
Nanitch
Ireland
Morrison
Phlox
Sea Base
Royce-Finel

1013
976
840
767
756
620
601
571
490
461
434
205
199
156
140

I’ve NEVER been to:

Youth Members:

Adults:

Royce-Finel
Sea Base
Morrison
Phlox
Ireland
Aubrey Lodge
Lewis
Nanitch
Cooper
Clark
Pioneer
Baldwin
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn
Meriwether

Royce-Finel
Sea Base
Phlox
Morrison
Ireland
Nanitch
Lewis
Cooper
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Baldwin
Clark
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn
Meriwether

125
125
122
117
103
96
93
90
88
75
70
61
60
54
37

All Combined:
1071
1055
1020
1009
799
785
753
679
646
641
519
496
436
306
286

Royce-Finel
Sea Base
Phlox
Morrison
Ireland
Nanitch
Lewis
Cooper
Aubrey Lodge
Pioneer
Baldwin
Clark
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn
Meriwether

1196
1180
1137
1131
902
875
846
767
737
716
580
571
496
360
323
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Q26 Results: Youth responses
I’ve been to:

Cub Scouts:
Scouters' Mtn
Butte Creek
Meriwether
Aubrey Lodge
Lewis
Clark
Ireland
Baldwin
Nanitch
Cooper
Morrison
Phlox
Pioneer
Royce-Finel
Sea Base

Older Scouts:
11
8
6
6
5
4
4
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Meriwether
Baldwin
Scouters' Mtn
Butte Creek
Pioneer
Clark
Cooper
Nanitch
Lewis
Aubrey Lodge
Ireland
Phlox
Morrison
Sea Base
Royce-Finel

Youth Combined:
88
69
66
63
61
54
45
40
33
31
24
14
9
6
6

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Pioneer
Clark
Cooper
Nanitch
Lewis
Aubrey Lodge
Ireland
Phlox
Morrison
Sea Base
Royce-Finel

94
77
71
70
61
58
45
41
38
37
28
14
9
6
6

I’ve NEVER been to:

Cub Scouts:
Cooper
Phlox
Clark
Pioneer
Morrison
Sea Base
Royce-Finel
Baldwin
Nanitch
Aubrey Lodge
Ireland
Lewis
Meriwether
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn

Older Scouts:
25
23
21
23
23
23
23
22
22
19
19
18
17
15
12

Sea Base
Royce-Finel
Morrison
Phlox
Ireland
Aubrey Lodge
Lewis
Nanitch
Cooper
Clark
Pioneer
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn
Baldwin
Meriwether

Youth Combined:
102
102
99
94
84
77
75
68
63
54
47
45
42
39
20

Royce-Finel
Sea Base
Morrison
Phlox
Ireland
Aubrey Lodge
Lewis
Nanitch
Cooper
Clark
Pioneer
Baldwin
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn
Meriwether

125
125
122
117
103
96
93
90
88
75
70
61
60
54
37
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Q27: Of the camps you indicated that you have visited, how long ago
was your MOST RECENT visit?
Response choices:

[Varied choices, based on responses to previous question]

Presented to all respondents. Only properties that the respondent answered as having visited in the
previous question were presented.

Q27 Results:
One to six months ago:

Six to twelve months ago:

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Clark
Baldwin
Butte Creek
Lewis
Cooper
Ireland
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Nanitch
Sea Base
Morrison
Royce-Finel
Phlox

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Aubrey Lodge
Butte Creek
Nanitch
Clark
Baldwin
Lewis
Pioneer
Cooper
Ireland
Phlox
Royce-Finel
Morrison
Sea Base

307
285
168
157
128
122
113
112
102
73
34
25
23
12
9

189
171
156
121
98
94
90
82
68
63
40
31
29
22
17

One to two years ago:

Three or more year ago:

Meriwether
Butte Creek
Scouters' Mtn
Baldwin
Clark
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Cooper
Lewis
Nanitch
Ireland
Morrison
Phlox
Royce-Finel
Sea Base

Butte Creek
Clark
Scouters' Mtn
Baldwin
Pioneer
Cooper
Meriwether
Nanitch
Aubrey Lodge
Ireland
Lewis
Phlox
Morrison
Sea Base
Royce-Finel

273
253
227
221
183
178
161
145
118
104
90
45
41
33
31

331
317
287
282
268
248
237
221
206
190
161
115
113
81
65
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Q28: Of the properties you indicated you have visited, which is the ONE
that you MOST OFTEN visit?
Response choices:

[Varied choices, based on responses to previous question]

Presented to all respondents. Only properties that the respondent answered as having visited in a previous
question were presented.

Q28 Results: Youth and adult responses
I visit most often:

Youth Members:

Adults:

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Baldwin
Lewis
Ireland
Butte Creek
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Nanitch
Clark
Cooper
Morrison
Phlox
Royce-Finel
Sea Base

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Lewis
Ireland
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Clark
Cooper
Morrison
Nanitch
Royce-Finel
Sea Base
Phlox

36
15
14
11
11
8
7
7
5
4
3
2
2
1
0

All Combined:
323
259
102
84
75
66
56
48
42
28
23
22
11
7
4

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Lewis
Ireland
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Pioneer
Aubrey Lodge
Clark
Cooper
Nanitch
Morrison
Royce-Finel
Sea Base
Phlox

359
274
113
95
83
80
63
55
46
31
27
25
12
7
6
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Q28 Results: Youth responses
I visit most often:

Cub Scouts:
Scouters’ Mtn
Ireland
Lewis
Butte Creek
Meriwether
Clark
Aubrey Lodge
Baldwin
Cooper
Morrison
Nanitch
Phlox
Pioneer
Royce-Finel
Sea Base

Older Scouts:
6
4
3
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Meriwether
Baldwin
Scouters’ Mtn
Lewis
Ireland
Aubrey Lodge
Pioneer
Butte Creek
Nanitch
Cooper
Clark
Morrison
Phlox
Royce-Finel
Sea Base

Youth Combined:
34
14
9
8
7
7
7
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
0

Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn
Baldwin
Lewis
Ireland
Butte Creek
Aubrey Lodge
Pioneer
Nanitch
Clark
Cooper
Morrison
Phlox
Royce-Finel
Sea Base

36
15
14
11
11
8
7
7
5
4
3
2
2
1
0
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Q29: WHY do you visit this* property most often?
*The question was shown with the name of the property that they visit most often, as indicated by their
response to a previous question.
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents.

Q29 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Q30: At this* property, how would you rate the following?
(please leave blank any that do not apply at this camp)
*The question was shown with the name of the property that they visit most often, as indicated by their
response to a previous question.
Response choices: (rate each with one to five stars)

Adirondacks
Campsites
Dining Hall
Health Lodge
Lake
Map OF the property (trail map)
Map TO the property
Mini-Dacs
Outhouses
Parade Ground
Parking Lot
Restroom Facilities
Road
Shower Facilities
Signage
Tents
Trading Post
Water Availability
Waterfront

Presented to all respondents, in random order.
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Q30 Results:
Results list the average number of stars for each choice, ranked high to low.
N/A areas have been removed for clarity (ie: Aubrey Lodge has no lake, thus that item was removed)
Aubrey Lodge
Water Availability
Dining Hall
Map TO Camp
Road
Restrooms
Map OF Camp
Parking Lot
Signage

Stars
4.50
3.61
3.55
3.54
3.43
2.91
2.65
2.49

Butte Creek
Dining Hall
Parade Grounds
Trading Post
Water Availability
Campsites
Map TO Camp
Health Lodge
Restrooms
Road
Signage
Parking Lot
Map OF Camp
Shower Facilities
Tents
Mini-Dacs
Outhouses
Adirondacks

Stars
4.24
4.17
3.85
3.76
3.72
3.63
3.61
3.54
3.46
3.44
3.41
3.40
3.34
3.30
3.26
3.05
3.05

Camp Baldwin
Lake
Waterfront
Water Availability
Campsites
Map TO Camp
Parade Grounds
Road
Parking Lot
Map OF Camp
Trading Post
Outhouses
Tents
Health Lodge
Signage
Restrooms
Shower Facilities
Dining Hall

Stars
4.27
4.18
4.15
3.96
3.89
3.65
3.60
3.58
3.53
3.51
3.38
3.37
3.35
3.33
3.31
3.30
2.90

Camp Clark
Dining Hall
Restrooms
Map TO Camp
Campsites
Parade Grounds
Waterfront
Shower Facilities
Health Lodge
Signage
Map OF Camp
Mini-Dacs
Water Availability
Tents
Parking Lot
Trading Post
Road
Outhouses

Stars
4.47
3.95
3.91
3.88
3.86
3.81
3.76
3.74
3.68
3.62
3.36
3.31
3.24
3.23
3.17
3.11
2.81

Camp Cooper
Campsites
Dining Hall
Map OF Camp
Water Availability
Road
Parade Grounds
Parking Lot
Tents
Shower Facilities
Health Lodge
Restrooms
Outhouses
Lake
Map TO Camp
Signage
Waterfront
Trading Post

Stars
3.87
3.67
3.63
3.57
3.40
3.25
3.21
3.19
3.11
3.11
3.07
3.00
2.93
2.87
2.86
2.86
2.68

Camp Ireland
Map TO Camp
Trading Post
Road
Map OF Camp
Water Availability
Campsites
Signage
Parking Lot
Parade Grounds
Health Lodge
Outhouses

Stars
3.58
3.28
3.15
3.14
3.11
3.04
2.91
2.76
2.62
2.54
2.53

Continued…
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Camp Lewis
Parade Grounds
Campsites
Map TO Camp
Parking Lot
Map OF Camp
Water Availability
Road
Adirondacks
Signage
Trading Post
Outhouses

Stars
2.97
2.97
2.81
2.81
2.74
2.70
2.56
2.34
2.29
2.29
2.16

Camp Meriwether
Dining Hall
Water Availability
Campsites
Waterfront
Map TO Camp
Parade Grounds
Adirondacks
Map OF Camp
Health Lodge
Lake
Shower Facilities
Restrooms
Trading Post
Signage
Road
Parking Lot
Tents
Mini-Dacs
Outhouses

Stars
4.55
4.12
4.10
3.93
3.92
3.92
3.85
3.78
3.76
3.76
3.69
3.64
3.58
3.49
3.43
3.41
3.35
3.23
3.05

Camp Morrison
Adirondacks
Water Availability
Parade Grounds
Campsites
Map TO Camp
Parking Lot
Road
Signage
Restrooms
Shower Facilities
Dining Hall
Outhouses
Map OF Camp
Health Lodge
Lake
Waterfront

Stars
3.53
3.25
3.00
2.91
2.78
2.70
2.68
2.28
2.24
2.20
2.16
2.00
1.83
1.38
1.16
1.06

Camp Pioneer
Lake
Dining Hall
Water Availability
Campsites
Road
Map TO Camp
Waterfront
Map OF Camp
Tents
Restrooms
Signage
Trading Post
Parade Grounds
Shower Facilities
Health Lodge
Outhouses
Parking Lot

Stars
4.41
4.34
4.26
4.19
4.12
4.11
4.05
4.04
3.68
3.62
3.62
3.61
3.52
3.52
3.38
3.19
3.19

Camp Royce-Finel
Lake
Water Availability
Map TO Camp
Outhouses
Map OF Camp
Campsites
Parking Lot
Signage
Waterfront
Parade Grounds

Stars
4.73
4.60
4.00
3.56
3.43
3.40
3.29
2.50
2.13
1.67

Nanitch Lodge
Water Availability
Dining Hall
Restrooms
Map TO Camp
Road
Shower Facilities
Map OF Camp
Signage
Parking Lot

Stars
4.29
3.76
3.57
3.50
2.88
2.79
2.57
2.40
2.05

Continued…
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Phlox Lodge
Map TO Camp
Map OF Camp
Road
Parking Lot
Restrooms
Signage

Stars
3.33
3.33
2.50
2.50
2.00
1.00

Scouters’ Mountain
Map TO Camp
Dining Hall
Road
Water Availability
Parade Grounds
Campsites
Map OF Camp
Parking Lot
Trading Post
Signage
Health Lodge
Restrooms
Shower Facilities
Tents
Outhouses

Stars
3.82
3.77
3.72
3.58
3.56
3.53
3.45
3.38
3.21
3.21
3.14
3.08
2.91
2.77
2.65

Sea Base
Waterfront
Water Availability
Restrooms
Map TO Camp
Signage
Road
Parking Lot
Map OF Camp

Stars
5.00
4.33
2.71
2.50
2.29
2.20
1.71
1.50
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Q31: You indicated that you have NOT visited these properties. Why
not?
Response choices: (please select all that apply)

Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they had never been to one or more properties. They
were provided a list of properties that they had indicated they had not visited, and asked to provide one of the
above reasons for each property.
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Q31 Results: sorted by property
I’ve never visited these properties because:

Aubrey Lodge
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

324
29
21
312

Camp Baldwin
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

149
16
25
345

Butte Creek
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

171
28
26
230

Camp Clark
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

181
31
20
300

Camp Cooper
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

284
31
21
363

Camp Ireland
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

334
89
38
385

Camp Lewis
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

343
50
38
365

Camp Meriwether
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

88
7
16
192

Camp Morrison
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

587
58
42
371

Nanitch Lodge
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

373
38
19
385

Phlox Point Lodge
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

490
74
24
477

Camp Pioneer
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

233
16
39
371

Camp Royce-Finel
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

631
56
31
400

Scouters' Mountain
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

109
31
8
182

Sea Base
Never heard of this property
Not Interested in offerings
Too far from home
Other reason

484
147
10
468

See below for the same data,
sorted by reason
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Q31 Results - Same responses as above, sorted by reason:
I’ve never visited these properties because:

Never heard of this property:

Not interested in what this property
offers:

Royce-Finel
Morrison
Phlox
Sea Base
Nanitch
Lewis
Ireland
Aubrey Lodge
Cooper
Pioneer
Clark
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Scouters' Mtn
Meriwether

Sea Base
Ireland
Phlox
Morrison
Royce-Finel
Lewis
Nanitch
Clark
Cooper
Scouters' Mtn
Aubrey Lodge
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Pioneer
Meriwether

631
587
490
484
373
343
334
324
284
233
181
171
149
109
88

Too far from home:
Morrison
Pioneer
Ireland
Lewis
Royce-Finel
Butte Creek
Baldwin
Phlox
Aubrey Lodge
Cooper
Clark
Nanitch
Meriwether
Sea Base
Scouters' Mtn

147
89
74
58
56
50
38
31
31
31
29
28
16
16
7

Other Reason:
42
39
38
38
31
26
25
24
21
21
20
19
16
10
8

Phlox
Sea Base
Royce-Finel
Ireland
Nanitch
Morrison
Pioneer
Lewis
Cooper
Baldwin
Aubrey Lodge
Clark
Butte Creek
Meriwether
Scouters' Mtn

477
468
400
385
385
371
371
365
363
345
312
300
230
192
182
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Q32: Of those that you marked ‘Other,’ what are the reasons you have
not visited these properties?
(you listed these as other: * )
*The question was shown with the names of the properties that the respondent listed as having an ‘Other’
reason to not visit.
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who marked ‘Other’ in the previous question related to why they did not
visit specific properties.

Q32 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Section D: PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWN ON THE PAGE WITH THE FOLLOWING SEVEN QUESTIONS:
You indicated that you visit (property name*) most often. *This statement was shown with the name of the
property that they visit most often, as indicated by their response to a previous question.

Q33: What FACILITY improvements would you suggest for this property
that would be good for SUMMER CAMP use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit one of the summer camp properties most
often (Baldwin, Butte Creek, Clark, Cooper, Ireland, Lewis, Meriwether, Pioneer, and Scouters’ Mountain).

Q33 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.

Q34: What FACILITY improvements would you suggest for this property
that would be good for WEEKEND CAMPING use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit any property except Sea Base most often
(because weekend camping is not widely offered at the Sea Base).

Q34 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Q35: What FACILITY improvements would you suggest for this property?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that the Sea Base is their most‐visited property (because
the Sea Base was omitted from the previous question).

Q35 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.

Q36: What PROGRAM EQUIPMENT improvements would you suggest for
this property that would be good for SUMMER CAMP use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit one of the summer camp properties most
often (Baldwin, Butte Creek, Clark, Cooper, Ireland, Lewis, Meriwether, Pioneer, and Scouters’ Mountain).

Q36 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Q37: What PROGRAM EQUIPMENT improvements would you suggest for
this property that would be good for WEEKEND CAMPING use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit any property except Sea Base most often
(because weekend camping is not widely offered at the Sea Base).

Q37 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.

Q38: What PROGRAM EQUIPMENT improvements would you suggest for
this property?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that the Sea Base is their most‐visited property (because
the Sea Base was omitted from the previous question).

Q38 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Q39: You made suggestions for one property. Do you have facility
improvement suggestions for any OTHER properties?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they have been to one or more properties.

Q39 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Section E: LENGTH OF CAMP

Q40: What do you feel is the ideal length of a DAY CAMP for Cub
Scouts?
Response choices:

One Day
Two Days
Three Days
Four Days
Five Days

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they are, or their son is, a member of a Cub Scout pack.

Q40 Results:
One
Day

Two Days

Three Days

Four Days

Five
Days

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Registered Cub Scout Leader

0
5
15

1
11
10

4
28
42

4
18
45

11
28
109

Totals

20

22

74

67

148
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Q41: What day camp hours would interest you?
Response choices:

9am – 3pm
10am – 4pm
12 Noon – 6pm
3pm – 7pm
5pm – 9pm
Four Days

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they are, or their son is, a member of a Cub Scout pack.

Q41 Results:

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Registered Cub Scout Leader
Totals

9am‐3pm

10am‐4pm

Noon‐6pm

3pm‐7pm

5pm‐9pm

12
159
58
229

11
86
51
148

5
20
6
31

4
27
4
35

3
27
3
33
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Q42: Would you be interested in a DAY CAMP where the entire pack
attends, with different program features for the various dens (age
groups)?
Response choices:

Strongly Interested
Interested
Neither Interested or Not Interested
Not Interested
Strongly Not Interested

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they are, or their son is, a member of a Cub Scout pack.

Q42 Results:
Strongly
NOT
interested

Not
interested

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Registered Cub Scout Leader

2
6
11

5
5
19

Neither
interested or
not
interested
1
17
31

Totals

19

29

49

Interested

Strongly
interested

6
53
90

6
10
69

149

85
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Q43: Would you be interested in an OVERNIGHT CAMP where the entire
pack attends, with different program features for the various dens (age
groups)?
Response choices:

Strongly Interested
Interested
Neither Interested or Not Interested
Not Interested
Strongly Not Interested

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they are, or their son is, a member of a Cub Scout pack.

Q43 Results:

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Registered Cub Scout Leader
Totals

Strongly
NOT
interested
3
7
26
36

Not
interested
2
9
19

Neither
interested or
not
interested
3
14
15

Interested
3
46
77

Strongly
interested
11
15
86

30

32

126

112
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Q44: What is your favorite length of time to go camping?
Response choices:

Day camp – daytime
2 days / 1 night
3 days / 2 nights
4 days / 3 nights
5 days / 4 nights
6 days / 5 nights
7 days / 6 nights

Presented to all respondents.

Q44 Results:

Daytime
0
3
8
11

2 days
1 night
2
15
22
39

3 days
2 nights
4
49
90
143

4 days
3 nights
4
13
59
76

5 days
4 nights
4
5
20
29

6 days
5 nights
2
1
13
16

7 days
6 nights
4
4
9
17

Older Scout youth member
Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

1
7
3
11

10
8
74
92

34
42
252
328

9
20
55
84

16
11
56
83

13
10
70
93

21
6
67
94

Other Leader Roles

1

12

40

10

7

18

15

Grand Totals

23

143

511

330

231

236

237

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals
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Q45: As an adult, how many nights per year are you willing to spend
camping?
Response choices:

[ slide pointer to select number of nights, from zero to 30 ]

Presented to all adults (parents of youth members, and registered adult leaders).

Q45 Results:
Grouped below in five‐night increments. The average value of all responses was 14.51 nights, with a
total of 1,073 responses
Zero*

1-5
nights

6-10
nights

11-15
nights

16-20
nights

21-25
nights

26-30
nights

Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

20
68
88

36
25
61

33
69
102

13
79
92

0
11
11

4
7
11

3
19
22

Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

42
151
193

15
25
40

38
115
153

24
160
184

5
75
80

10
92
102

6
100
106

Other Leader Roles

32

3

23

27

13

18

17

Grand Totals

313

104

278

303

104

131

145

*As zero was the default slider position, some unknown number of ‘zero’ responses are actually instances
where the respondent skipped the question without providing an answer.
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Section F: DISTANCE TO CAMP

Q46: How far would you be willing to travel to get to these types of
events?
Response choices:

Day camp
Week-long overnight summer camp
Weekend camping spot
*One-day adult training event
*Weekend adult training event
*Week-long adult training event

*These event types were presented to adults only

Presented to all respondents. Training‐related choices presented to adults only.

Q46 Results: Day camp
How far would you be willing to travel to get to DAY CAMP?

15
min

30
min

1
hour

1.5
hours

2
hours

2.5
hours

3
hours

3.5
hours

4+
hours

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

2
11
18
31

14
56
124
194

3
17
64
84

1
2
8
11

0
2
4
6

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

Older Scout youth member
Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

8
6
25
39

36
40
182
258

30
37
241
308

14
10
69
93

9
8
42
59

1
1
4
6

2
0
2
4

0
0
0
0

3
1
3
7

Other Leader Roles

4

47

40

5

4

1

1

0

0

Grand Totals

74

499

432

109

69

7

6

0

8
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Q46 Results: Week-long overnight summer camp
How far would you be willing to travel to get to WEEK-LONG OVERNIGHT SUMMER CAMP?

15
min

30
min

1
hour

1.5
hours

2
hours

2.5
hours

3
hours

3.5
hours

4+
hours

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

1
1
0
2

1
3
3
7

5
17
13
35

6
16
26
48

4
21
48
73

1
5
24
30

1
8
52
61

0
4
4
8

1
12
45
58

Older Scout youth member
Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

0
2
0
2

2
0
1
3

2
4
5
11

0
5
23
28

7
20
50
77

14
6
47
67

17
21
114
152

10
5
40
55

51
41
296
388

Other Leader Roles

0

0

4

10

14

9

26

7

32

Grand Totals

4

10

50

86

164

106

239

70

478

Q46 Results: Weekend camping spot
How far would you be willing to travel to get to a WEEKEND CAMPING SPOT?

15
min

30
min

1
hour

1.5
hours

2
hours

2.5
hours

3
hours

3.5
hours

4+
hours

Cub Scout youth member
Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

2
1
0
3

1
5
7
13

4
22
47
73

6
21
52
79

6
24
71
101

1
6
15
22

0
5
18
23

0
2
5
7

0
2
1
3

Older Scout youth member
Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

4
2
0
6

0
1
3
4

8
17
52
77

24
21
116
161

33
40
212
285

15
7
86
108

9
9
78
96

3
1
12
16

8
5
18
31

Other Leader Roles

0

2

17

24

38

9

11

1

0

Grand Totals

9

19

167

264

424

139

130

24

34
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Q46 Results: One-day adult training event
How far would you be willing to travel to get to a ONE-DAY ADULT TRAINING EVENT?

15
min

30
min

1
hour

1.5
hours

2
hours

2.5
hours

3
hours

3.5
hours

4+
hours

Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

10
11
21

37
82
119

28
87
115

3
19
22

7
14
21

0
0
0

0
2
2

0
0
0

0
0
0

Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

4
17
21

34
139
173

46
244
290

7
94
101

7
61
68

1
8
9

0
9
9

0
0
0

3
3
6

Other Leader Roles

3

21

51

13

10

1

2

0

2

Grand Totals

45

313

456

136

99

10

13

0

8

Q46 Results: Weekend adult training event
How far would you be willing to travel to get to a WEEKEND ADULT TRAINING EVENT?

15
min

30
min

1
hour

1.5
hours

2
hours

2.5
hours

3
hours

3.5
hours

4+
hours

Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

4
3
7

26
34
60

33
71
104

8
39
47

10
42
52

1
9
10

2
11
13

0
2
2

1
5
6

Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older Scouts
Older Scout Totals

3
9
12

15
50
65

41
141
182

15
112
127

17
168
185

2
32
34

6
48
54

0
8
8

3
7
10

Other Leader Roles

3

8

22

24

30

8

2

1

4

Grand Totals

22

133

308

198

267

52

69

11

20
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Q46 Results: Week-long adult training event
How far would you be willing to travel to get to a WEEK-LONG ADULT TRAINING EVENT?

Parent of Cub Scout
Adult Leader of Cub
Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

15
min

30
min

1
hour

1.5
hours

2
hours

2.5
hours

3
hours

3.5
hours

4+
hours

6

17

26

10

12

1

5

2

5

5

15

39

24

59

9

29

4

30

11

32

65

34

71

10

34

6

35

Parent of Older Scout
Adult Leader of Older
Scouts
Older Scout Totals

5

14

19

5

24

8

10

2

14

16

21

53

42

134

61

93

24

122

21

35

72

47

158

69

103

26

136

Other Leader Roles

2

3

8

8

31

8

15

6

21

Grand Totals

34

70

145

89

260

87

152

38

192
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Section G: CAMPING STYLES

Q47: What camping styles do you enjoy?
Response choices: (in alphabetical order)

Cabin camping
Camp-provided Adirondacks (three-sided cabins) in campsites
Camp-provided tents in campsite
Hammock camping (sleep in hammocks)
I don’t like to go camping at all
RV camping (RV trailer or RV motorhome)
Snow Camping
Tailgate camping (pull vehicle into campsite, sleep nearby)
Tent camping (pitch a tent)
Trail camping (hike for two or more days, camping trail-side in tents)
Other: (type in box below)

Presented to all respondents, in random order.
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Q47 Results:
Cub Scout age youth (25 respondents), sorted by frequency
Cabin camping
17
Tent camping
15
Camp-provided tents in campsites
12
Camp-provided Adirondacks in campsites
11
Tailgate camping
8
RV camping
8
Hammock camping
8
Trail camping
7
*Other
2
I don’t like to go camping at all
0
Older Scout age youth (117 respondents), sorted by frequency
Tent camping
89
Camp-provided Adirondacks in campsites
76
Cabin camping
76
Camp-provided tents in campsites
59
Trail camping
54
Hammock camping
44
Tailgate camping
50
RV camping
27
*Other
10
I don’t like to go camping at all
1
Adults (1,378 respondents), sorted by frequency
Tent camping
924
Cabin camping
817
Camp-provided Adirondacks in campsites
770
Tailgate camping
664
Camp-provided tents in campsites
644
Trail camping
586
RV camping
394
Hammock camping
206
*Other
83
I don’t like to go camping at all
22

*Text of the ‘Other’ responses can be found in the Appendix.
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Q48: How well do you feel these camping styles provide positive
outdoor learning experiences for these age groups?
Response choices:

Respondents were asked to rate for Cub Scout (boys age 7-10), Boy Scout (boys age 14-17), and
older Venturing (boys and girls ages 17-20) age groups
Cabin camping
Camp-provided Adirondacks (three-sided cabins) in campsites
Camp-provided tents in campsite
Hammock camping (sleep in hammocks)
RV camping (RV trailer or RV motorhome)
Snow Camping
Tailgate camping (pull vehicle into campsite, sleep nearby)
Tent camping (pitch a tent)
Trail camping (hike for two or more days, camping trail-side in tents)
I don’t like to go camping at all

Presented to adult respondents, in random order.

Q48 Results: for Cub Scout age group
How well do you feel these camping styles provide positive outdoor learning experiences for the CUB SCOUT
age (boys age 7-10) group?

Sorted by Good Learning Experience

Tent camping
Camp-provided Adirondacks in campsites
Camp-provided tents in campsites
Cabin camping
Tailgate camping
RV camping
Trail camping
Hammock camping
Snow camping

Not a Good
Learning
Experience
49
54
44
78
119
463
494
400
555

Neutral
134
156
203
233
247
327
303
414
268

Good Learning
Experience
837
802
767
699
650
212
207
188
178
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Q48 Results: for Boy Scout age group
How well do you feel these camping styles provide positive outdoor learning experiences for the BOY SCOUT
age (boys age 14-17) group?

Sorted by Good Learning Experience

Tent camping
Trail camping
Snow camping
Camp-provided Adirondacks in campsites
Camp-provided tents in campsites
Cabin camping
Hammock camping
Tailgate camping
RV camping

Not a Good
Learning
Experience
1
5
18
25
37
106
93
138
520

Neutral
24
55
149
200
261
325
386
364
283

Good Learning
Experience
972
921
817
762
688
553
501
488
175

Q48 Results: for older Venturing age group
How well do you feel these camping styles provide positive outdoor learning experiences for the older
VENTURING age (boys and girls age 17-20) group?

Sorted by Good Learning Experience

Tent camping
Trail camping
Snow camping
Camp-provided Adirondacks in campsites
Camp-provided tents in campsites
Hammock camping
Cabin camping
Tailgate camping
RV camping

Not a Good
Learning
Experience
8
8
17
48
69
76
131
176
473

Neutral
82
75
115
267
269
346
318
341
271

Good Learning
Experience
855
852
801
619
568
507
484
414
186
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Section H: FACILITIES & AMENITIES

Q49: What sleeping accommodations would you desire for these
events?
Response choices:

Respondents were asked to select desired amenities for each of the event types listed below.
Amenities:
Open area / Under the stars
Bring my own tent
Camp-provided tent
Adirondack (three-wall cabin, sleeps 6-8)
Mini-Dac (tent-sized three-wall cabin, sleeps 2)
Cabin with no electricity or water
Cabin with electricity, no water
Cabin with electricity & water
Other
Event types:
Day camp (for personal gear storage)
Weekend camping (1-2 nights)
Week-long summer camp
Family camping with your family
*One-day adult training event (for personal gear storage)
*Weekend adult training event
*Week-long adult training event

*These event types were presented to adults only

Presented to all respondents. Training‐related choices presented to adults only.
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Q49 Results: for youth members

Open Area
Under the
Stars

Bring my
own tent

Camp
provided
tent

Adirondack

Mini-Dac

Cabin – no
electricity,
no water

Cabin
electricity,
no water

Cabin electricity
& water

Other

What sleeping accommodations would you desire for these events? (122 respondents)

Day camp
Weekend
camping
Week-long camp

53

42

32

24

18

21

18

28

9

35

91

41

53

32

30

24

39

2

19

28

56

64

45

40

30

54

3

Family camping

22

73

25

41

25

29

33

72

3

Q49 Results: for adults

Bring my
own tent

Camp
provided
tent

Adirondack

Mini-Dac

Cabin – no
electricity,
no water

Cabin electricity,
no water

Cabin electricity
& water

Other

Day camp
Weekend
camping
Week-long camp
Family camping
One-day training
Weekend training
Week-long
training

Open Area
Under the
Stars

What sleeping accommodations would you desire for these events? (1,015 respondents)

357

217

228

157

133

124

75

108

193

213

822

457

570

467

398

317

331

10

76
73
287
74

423
580
226
476

572
313
236
393

650
430
182
439

506
267
155
381

407
413
172
406

317
438
122
411

374
661
213
564

11
33
171
25

45

332

355

393

357

389

420

713

34
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Q50: Of those that you marked ‘Other,’ please describe the sleeping
accommodations that you prefer:
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who marked ‘Other’ in the previous question related to sleeping
accommodations.

Q50 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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These [next] two questions related to CAMPSITES within a camping facility – the group site in which you
sleep, rest, and perhaps cook meals when you are at a camp facility.

Q51: How much time do you spend in your campsite?
Response choices:

[ slide pointer to select percentage of time spent in campsite, from zero to 100 ]

Presented to all respondents.

Q51 Results:
Grouped here in ten percentage‐point increments.
The average value of youth responses was 47.1% of time in campsite, with a total of 123 responses
The average value of adult responses was 42.0% of time in campsite, with a total of 1,032 responses

Youth
members
Adults

0-10

20-Nov

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81-90

91-100

2

8

22

25

30

15

7

3

6

5

31

98

194

236

224

118

75

35

11

7

Q52: What are important things to you in a campsite?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents.

Q52 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Q53: How important are these amenities to you at SUMMER CAMP
(week-long overnight camp) ?
(please rank each, with 1 star as least important and 5 stars as most important)
Response choices: (rate each with one to five stars)

Access to a telephone somewhere in camp
Camp store for convenience purchases
Cellphone access
Electricity in my campsite
Electricity somewhere in camp
Flush toilets in my campsite
Flush toilets somewhere in camp
Internet access
Running water in my campsite
Running water somewhere in camp
Showers in my campsite
Showers somewhere in camp

Presented to all respondents, in random order

Q53 Results:
Results list the average number of stars for each choice, ranked high to low.
Youth
Running water somewhere in camp
Showers somewhere in camp
Running water in my campsite
Flush toilets somewhere in camp
Camp store for convenience purchases
Electricity somewhere in camp
Telephone somewhere in camp
Flush toilets in my campsite
Cellphone access
Showers in my campsite
Electricity in my campsite
Internet access

Stars
4.66
4.20
4.14
3.91
3.48
3.37
3.23
2.83
2.69
2.60
2.39
2.03

Adults
Stars
Running water somewhere in camp
4.64
Showers somewhere in camp
4.36
Running water in my campsite
3.92
Flush toilets somewhere in camp
3.74
Electricity somewhere in camp
3.56
Telephone somewhere in camp
3.23
Camp store for convenience purchases 2.95
Cellphone access
2.70
Flush toilets in my campsite
2.24
Showers in my campsite
2.15
Electricity in my campsite
1.94
Internet access
1.89
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Q54: How important are these amenities to you at WEEKEND CAMPING
LOCATIONS (one or two night weekend campout) ?
(please rank each, with 1 star as least important and 5 stars as most important)
Response choices: (rate each with one to five stars)

Access to a telephone somewhere in camp
Camp store for convenience purchases
Cellphone access
Electricity in my campsite
Electricity somewhere in camp
Flush toilets in my campsite
Flush toilets somewhere in camp
Internet access
Running water in my campsite
Running water somewhere in camp
Showers in my campsite
Showers somewhere in camp

Presented to all respondents, in random order

Q54 Results:
Results list the average number of stars for each choice, ranked high to low.
Youth
Stars
Running water somewhere in camp
4.14
Running water in my campsite
3.73
Flush toilets somewhere in camp
3.16
Showers somewhere in camp
2.79
Telephone somewhere in camp
2.77
Electricity somewhere in camp
2.65
Cellphone access
2.57
Camp store for convenience purchases 2.36
Flush toilets in my campsite
2.34
Electricity in my campsite
2.25
Showers in my campsite
2.01
Internet access
1.88

Adults
Stars
Running water somewhere in camp
4.20
Running water in my campsite
3.19
Flush toilets somewhere in camp
3.01
Showers somewhere in camp
2.80
Electricity somewhere in camp
2.70
Telephone somewhere in camp
2.67
Cellphone access
2.41
Flush toilets in my campsite
1.85
Camp store for convenience purchases 1.83
Electricity in my campsite
1.70
Showers in my campsite
1.65
Internet access
1.51
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Section I: WHO DECIDES WHERE TO GO CAMPING?

Q55: Who decides where to go camping?
Response choices:

Adults plan our camping trips
Youth plan our camping trips
I don’t know who plans our camping trips
Other

Presented to all respondents associated with a unit – youth and adults in Cub Scout packs, Boy Scout
troops, Varsity teams, Venture Crews, and Explorer posts.

Q55 Results:
Who decides where to go camping?

Cub Scout youth member
Adult Leader of Cub
Scouts
Cub Scout Totals
Older Scout youth
member
Adult Leader of Older
Scouts
Older Scout Totals
Grand Totals

Youth Decide
where to camp
1

Adults Decide
where to camp
12

I don’t know
who decides
1

Other*
6

12

164

24

8

13

176

25

14

52

20

22

6

343

56

148

15

395

76

170

21

408

252

195

35

*Text responses to ‘other’ can be found in the Appendix.
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Section J: BARRIERS

Q56: The outdoor experience is a very important part of Scouting. What
prevents your unit from camping more often?
Response choices: (select as many as apply)

Conflicts with non-Scouting activities
Cost
Leaders have limited time available
Limited space at camp
The travel time to camp is too long
We don’t know much about camp
Weather
Other: (type in box below)

Presented to all respondents associated with a unit – youth and adults in Cub Scout packs, Boy Scout
troops, Varsity teams, Venture Crews, and Explorer posts. Presented in random order.

Q56 Results:
What prevents your unit from camping more often?

Cub Scout youth member
Adult Leader of Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Totals

Conflicts
with
nonScouting
activities
7
124
131

Cost
11
90
101

Leaders
have
limited
available
time
9
127
136

Limited
space
at
camp
2
12
14

Travel
time
to
camp
is too
long
3
27
30

We
don’t
know
much
about
camp
2
20
22

Weather
6
61
67

*
Other
6
50
56

Older Scout youth member
Adult Leader of Older
Scouts
Older Scout Totals

57

40

48

19

17

3

37

24

361

160

278

34

49

11

105

138

418

200

326

53

66

14

142

162

Grand Totals

549

301

462

67

96

36

209

218

Youth
Adults

64
485

51
250

57
405

21
46

20
76

5
31

43
166

30
188

Grand Totals

549

301

462

67

96

36

209

218

*Text responses to ‘other’ can be found in the Appendix.
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Section I: COMPASS POINTS BULLETIN

Q57: Do you currently receive the council’s weekly Compass Points
Bulletin email newsletter?
Response choices:

Yes
No
I don’t know

Presented to all adults

Q57 Results:
Yes
No
I don’t know

691
317
42

(65.8%)
(30.2%)
(4%)

Respondents who answered ‘No’ or ‘I don’t know’ were invited to sign up for the weekly email newsletter.
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Section J: FINAL PAGE – OTHER COMMENTS?

Q58: This is the last question of the survey. If you have any additional
comments, please share here.
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents

Q58 Results:
Text responses for this question can be found in the Appendix of this report.

Q59: Was the length of this survey:
Response choices:

Far too long
Too long
Just right
Too short
Far too short

Presented to all respondents

Q59 Results:
Far too long

86

7.37%

Too long

507

43.44%

Just right

566

48.50%

Too short

8

0.69%

Far too short

0

0.00%

Too long

593

50.81%

Just right

566

48.50%

Too short

8

0.69%

[ This concludes the Survey Report (Part B) ]
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LRPP Survey Report
Part C: Survey Results Appendix
Text responses to the August 2013 Long Range Property Plan Task Force
survey of Cascade Pacific Council members related to
camping properties and programs

Survey results are organized in three parts so that members may select which level of detail they desire:
Part A: Survey Results Summary
Part B: Survey Results Detail
Part C: Survey Results Appendix

Brief Summary of report findings
Detailed data analysis
Extensive list of text responses

8 pages
78 pages
198 pages

This appendix contains lengthy text and data results, presented separately to improve readability of the
report.
Minimal and non‐impactful editing of submitted responses has been applied to improve readability; editing
consisted of spelling corrections and minor grammatical edits. Excessively inflammatory comments related to
topics other than the focus of this survey have been removed. 384 instances of the following responses were
determined inconsequential to the analysis of the survey, and have been removed to improve readability,:
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Q29: WHY do you visit this* property most often?
*The question was shown with the name of the property that they visit most often, as indicated by their
response to a previous question.
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents.

Q29 Results:
Text responses:

Aubrey Lodge:
This is the Winter Lodge that is preferred by our Troop and is on our calendar each year. Our
annual summer camping varies from Baldwin, Pioneer and independent. / just happens to be the
top option for winter adventures. / Location / We have a yearly snow trip and leadership meeting at
the lodge. / Snow Day / It is our Winter snow day. / I help with the cleanup for snow camp. / Winter
lodge and snow tubing.
Husband has helped with work party. / We go to Winter Lodge 95% of the time and of that we have
only gone to Nanitch one time. / Annual winter lodge event / Annual Pack 710 Snow tubing / When
I was a kid we went there every year. / Cub Scout Snow Day & Boy Scout winter Lodge / More
opportunities during the year / Iʹm a lodge director / because the Scouts go there every winter, and
my son likes it / Close winter time activity / It has been an annual pack activity. / Iʹve attended for 5
consecutive tubing trips with Pack & troop, as well as a few Family Camp during the holidays. /
Comfortable winter lodge and the youth enjoy themselves there. / Itʹs a snow lodge. We have
recently be using it the last three years. Iʹve been to Baldwin probably just as often for various
purposes (snow camping, summer camp, my sons OA). Camp Lewis has been used by our district
for camporees and training. / The snow / Yearly Winter lodge / Cub Scout pack had an annual snow
day / It is a classic snow environment that allows overnight without sleeping in the snow for the
adults but allows older Scouts to practice outdoor skills. The tubing doesnʹt hurt either. / winter
camp / I run two Council Venturing Snow weekends at that lodge. Most other properties Iʹm at
once in a year. / Winter Lodge trip Troop 149 / Troop tradition to go to Winter Lodge every year,
love the availability for and ʺeasy and funʺ weekend. Also great place to invite parents to join us to
get familiar with troop leadership and other parents. / family snow day. / Itʹs located only 40
minutes from our Troops home base. / We visit once a year for a Scout tubing day in the winter. /
Yearly for an outing with my troop / It is a traditional activity on our troop. We go every year. /
Snow activities / Snow Trip / Snow activities but safe environment. / Happenstance / Annual troop
campout. / Iʹve only been once / Winter sledding every year / Itʹs our troops yearly campout in
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January. / Snow sledding / Snow tubing / inner tubing / playing in snow / my pack when i was in
Cub Scouts went there every year / My troop holds an annual winter lodge, which I always attend. /
we visit there as a troop every year. / My troop goes there as weekend snow outing most winters /
We have always had a good time. The Scouts always want to go back. We get to set our own
program for food and activities. / Scouts enjoy it. Rotate between summer camps. / Schedule / To
play in the snow, it is close to home, easy to get to after work on Friday evenings if need be. Like
the early sign up for wood cut.

Butte Creek:
Horseback program for Cubs. Outstanding program and staff / Horseback riding. / Fun and
exciting location for younger Scouts with a good mix for older Scouts. / Close to Salem and they
have horses! / Close to Canby, and we like the camp rangers they are very nice and friendly / Our
family loves this place and we go there as often as possible. / My daughter has been going to girls
camp for 5 years. / I think this is the best program to teach youth to be responsible and
independent, and it has something for all ages. Iʹve seen older boys truly mentor younger boys
here, and the horses bring a big sense of responsibility particularly for the teens (Boy Scouts and
Venture age). I have seen people who have trouble ʺfitting inʺ in other environments blossom and
become leaders at Butte Creek. That is the best of Scouting in my opinion. / It was the appropriate
camp for my child, who is a first year Webelos. I have only visited once as was the case with Cub
World, but your question would not allow me to bypass answering. / just the way things worked
out / Overnight Scout camp / Webelos woods and Summer camp / I donʹt. Iʹve only been to each
one a single time. Iʹve never been to a camp more than once. / We have only attended once. / Close
to home and many options for camping. / My son and I were both able to go. We both had a blast. /
The Girls Camp program for my daughter. / where our pack picked / Trips scheduled by troop. /
Thatʹs where the most Cub Scout activities happen... / We only visited each camp once / My
Scout is involved with the horse treks and their wranglerʹs program / I had 4 boys and a daughter
go there‐my daughter went twice. / Dad lad and summer camp / We Bring supplyʹs up to the camp
from time to time, we also have district events up there. / close / Summer camp with Cub Scouts / I
assist in teaching the Dutch Oven cooking classes, our boys help out Weblos woods. / Because I
staffed it the last 2 summers / Iʹm with the wrangler crew there and I staff on their summer camp
staff / This property is very close to our home base, less than a half an hour away and involves not
entering the city, like Scouters’ Mountain, so it is easy to get to and usually first on our list of places
to consider for camping. / That is where my son spent a weekend for camp. / Child was
volunteering this summer, went on horse trek this Spring, children have been to summer camp here
at least twice each (total of 8 times at summer camp). / girls camp / Horse program / My troop
frequents the winter horse program and I worked as a staff member at the camp for five years
between 2008 and 2012. / This is the only camp that had the Cubs program when we could go and it
is closest to home / Most of the Cub Scout activities were there. / Iʹve only visited it once, but it was
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the most recent. / It makes for a good weekend camping trip for the Scouts. We also do a service
project as a troop while weʹre there, which sets a great example for the Scouts. / webelso woods / Its
fairly near my home (about an hour away), and has an amazing facility and program. The kids
absolutely loved the cowboy atmosphere, and they really enjoyed the staff, especially our trail
bosses and the head ranger. If I could get a similar experience for my younger Cubs (keeping the
Webelos separate on a different weekend), it would be great. That said, we really enjoy Cub
World... / We hold our District Webelos Woods event here each year... / Have only been to
indicated camps once each, but Butte Creek is the first one that both sons will have attended,
eventually. / Take the den to camp / Based on ages and interests of my dens / Actually, have only
been there and Scouterʹs Mountain once. / We love the outdoor away from home camping
experiences. / horses, fairly close by / Troop does an annual horseback riding over‐nighter there /
Webelos Woods / girl Scout went camping there. / My Son loves to ride the horses. / My sonʹs den /
dentally went two years in a row / Webelos 1 camp / The costs of using this facility are
economically better than Scouters’ Mountain.

@$25, you get 8 sleeping locations at Scouters’

Mountain, and for the same price, you get Camp Section (flying J) for the same price. / We would
like the Scouters’ Mountain, but the costs for a Pack Sponsored event get too high when we want
many families to attend. / Horses / Most importantly, we stayed at the old log cabin and made it out
Honorary Scout Hut for Troop 27 (7027) in Salem. We also took 1/2 day rides.

When the cabin

closed, we stopped going there. Otherwise, it was on our annual agenda for a great winter camp in
Jan‐Feb. I would love to see that made usable again. Itʹs a treasure of character. / Dadʹs n lads and
Summer camp / dad and lad, and summer camp / There were a lot of ties with us visiting multiple
properties multiple times but Butte Creek we went a couple years with our son and a number of
years for the Sisters camp with our daughter. Then one session we went to help create a
memorabilia CD for the camp staff. / location, no‐fee camping during the off season / Scout camps. /
Because itʹs the most fun. / It was the longest summer camp so far. / The previous question required
us to report which, of the two camps we have been to, that weʹve visited most often. We have only
visited each camp once, for summer camp the last two years (though of course for the day camp
that was 5 days in a row), and there was no choice to answer that we have not actually been to one
more often than the other. So we do not have an answer to this question. / Because I had two kids in
Scouts at the time so they went through there. There are also day trips to the camp and it is close. /
Because it is fun / My son is on staff there / Webelos Woods / Donation work ‐ pouring concrete.
Camporee for our District / It is my sons first full year of Scouting. He went to camp there. / the boy
Scouts like to ride horses off season and i just took my Webelos den there for summer camp.
Aubrey may end up being the most visited from here out. / Because our troop only goes to a
Summer Camp once, and Butte Creek is an annual thing. / Camping & riding + horse trekking /
Great camp to take the kids for a weekend. Horses, hiking, great facilities and Rangers. One hour is
a very reasonable travel time to the camp.
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Camp Baldwin
I worked on staff and my husband is staff this year. / OA Ordeal Weekends / it is the best for great
weather, the boys get hands on cooking for larger groups, the staff are great it gives time for the
adults / leaders to watch from a distance there advancement in the goals they set for each day! /
Most recent outing / Like the outdoor experience / Close to home / That is what was decided on by
others. / Have only been there once but the survey would not let me continue. / For Summer Camp
and the Rock Climbing. / though there is great potential for more High Adventure at or around
Camp Baldwin more so than most of the other bigger camps. / Weʹve camped there twice for
summer camp. Have been to the other properties once each. We really like the horsemanship
program at Baldwin. That is the only reason we go to that summer camp. / We find value in
cooking our own food. However, if other camps had horses and a dining hall, that would win out. /
Staff / Great attitude of staff / Summer camp last year. Daughter worked there this summer / good
camp / Good climbing merit badge and Horsemanship. / Selection of activities / We live in Dufur,
Oregon / Drop off and pick up from summer camp. / The Scout troop went / OA events and
proximity to eastern Portland / Offers year around activities ‐ snow camp & weekend camp &
summer camp / We live in Underwood, WA, which is right across the river from Hood River, OR,
where our troop is based ‐ Camp Baldwin is our ʺlocalʺ camp. Klondike is there, Camporee is
usually there, my oldest son is an active OA member and has been volunteer staff at Camp
Baldwin, among other things, and so I find myself driving up to Camp Baldwin several times a year
‐ and Iʹm only one of the ways my kids might get there! / It has all of the activities and badges that
most of my Scouts enjoy, the quality of the Staff, and the week that I normally have available to
take vacation, I would like to have the choice of in camp cooking or dining hall, I would like to see
this at all the camps, I think that Cascade Pacific Council does a great Job at all their facilities but
overall the most important quality is the Knowledge and training of the Staff that runs the camp
programs. Hire them, keep them and pay them well with a training program. we rotate thru the
camps to give the Boys an overall experience of long term summer camping but we have been to
Baldwin the most. / Summer Boy Scout camp / It is the pride of CPC / Our Troop includes this in
the rotation for the summer camps we use. We have also used it for some troop campouts. /
Because of the horseback riding and the aquatics programs offered. / Spring camporee and
Klondike Derby / personal involvement for over thirty years / To transport my son since he worked
there / Near home. / We go to summer camp there every few years, we use the camp for weekend
troop outings, and we do service projects there. / We go at least every January for a snow campout
and it is in our Summer Camp rotation. / It is AMAZING. Real rock‐climbing, horseback riding and
a great lake. / camping / closet to home / itʹs close / summer camp / Our troop rotates through
camps every 3 years and this is one of my favorite campsites / winter camping / OA / Closest to our
troop / I do not visit it most often. There should be a N/A option. / It is the closest to my home and
we have several district activities there each year. / Work the OA Ordeal annually, as well as other
OA activities. Like the Camp and love the Ranger! :) / My boy Scout troop goes to this camp every
other year or so for our Webelos campout we do because it is only 2hrs away, it is out in the woods
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were you do not here the atv or traffic from the highway, and as a lot of open spaces and usually
dry a lot of the time. And also i go to Baldwin ordeal every year. / Because its very close. / Klondike
Derby and occasional overnighter there / Troop and OA activities / My son was a Scout camp and it
was close enough to go to for a parentʹs night. / summer camp / It is in our backyard and we do a
lot of District Events there. Nice facility / Like the camp and the programs. Like the dining process
there. / Favorite for Scouts and myself / Visit with sons & boys in troop during a camping week. /
Closest and the one we went to for Scout activities. / We have only participated on Scouts for one
year. I would like to visit all the sites. / I was on staff at Baldwin for 6 years & still feel close ties.
My boys and I have enjoyed attending the Alumni weekend the last few years. Also, because of
friendship with Larry Clark. / Proximity to hometown so that unit can conduct activities there.
Ease of working with camp manager. / Because it is where my troop goes about every other year for
our Webelos campout. We go there because it is out far enough in the woods that you do not here
other vehicles and also it is only a 2hour drive or so to get there. and that facilities are amazing.
And i also go up for Baldwin ordeal every year. / I have spent a week in camp on staff for over 25
years. I did 21 years without missing any years. Then I missed 4 years because I spent time in the
hospital with trouble with my right leg swelling up. I no longer walk too much anymore. Because
the staff at Camp Baldwin are so nice, now when I come, I always tell them, Iʹll do your laundry for
the week. Staffers are on the go all day, every day except when they have some time off on
weekends. / Yearly Scout camp / Iʹm a staffer at Camp Baldwin / Because we had a Scout camp
there, and at Camp Meriwether was just a regular one night camp‐out / I work there in the summer.
/ I havenʹt Iʹve been to each once, Iʹve only been to 3 summer camps and one was in Washington
(Parsons) . Also, our troop does not go to summer camps for anything else than summer camp. And
Scouters’ Mountain for a camporee. / Iʹve been there for several summer camps / Designated
location of summer Scout camp last year. / Horseback riding as well as rifles (black powder, 22ʹs,
and 12 gauge shotguns) and archery. / Close to home. Nice facility / It is the closest to where our
troop is located / not most often, just most recent. / Our troop has built almost all of the Kybos
there. Easy to get to, lake for fishing. There are a lot of different activities that you can do there. / I
enjoy horseback riding, and I am rather familiar with the property. / Proximity

Camp Clark
My son is on staff, therefore we like to visit him on the weekends and make sure he make it to
Mass. / program, scenic, adventuresome, enchanting / we have 2 boys and each went to adventure
cove / because of the activities I am currently involved in. itʹs not my first choice or most favorite
camp ‐ just the location that is most often chosen by the leadership of the programs. / Wood Badge /
Webelos Woods / woodbadge / Spent the week camping with my son there this summer / to attend
Adventure Cove and Wood Badge training / Training done there Wood Badge / Most events for
older son / Woodbadge / Actually the first time, Webelos camp / Council training staff member / I
am a Woodbadge Scouter. / it has the many features i desire. It also provides me with a chance to
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influence young Scouts lives. / Two of my three children were on staff there this last year. /
Beautiful beach / I work there / It is where the troop went / Have only visited each one once. / Was
the camp selected by the pack. / Great camp with a wide array of activities for the boys. Weekend
family camping at this location is always a hit. / The hiking, the summer camp, and Webelos Woods
in the Fall the setting is great! / My first year in Scouts and this was the weblos summer camp /
camp / I have Staffed there during the summers of 2010, 2011, and 2013 and plan on staffing for a
long time. / I have 3 sons that went to both Camp Clark and Butte Creek which I attend with them. /
beautiful / Woodbadge / That is where the group was going / delivered & picked up Scouts from
camp / Our pack used to have two years at Adventure Cove. Iʹve spent more than 6 weeks at
Adventure Cove between my three kids. / Scout camp / Cub Scout camp and location by the
coast....itʹs beautiful. / Scouting for a Troop / Went there when my son was a Webelos. / Woodbadge
was held there a couple of years ago. / Itʹs on the BEACH! / the camping trip is organized by pack ...
203 / both my boys have attended camp there / Itʹs close to home and this is where our district does
day camp. / That is where Wood Badge is held / It is a great property. I love the fact that it is right
on the beach and it is a great facility. /

Camp Cooper
Troop overnight for newer Scouts. Service projects. Youth Leader Training weekends. / spent many
hours working at this camp, close to home, enjoy the company I met there. Also for Wood Badge
courses / It is the site of Eagle Valleyʹs Webelos Woods & Camporees, also the site of N.Y.L.T. for
the Scouts and it is close. / Our district uses Camp Cooper for a good share of the district camping
events and itʹs close to my unit. / The camp is closest to Sheridan, where I live. Our troop makes
great use of this camp. / Close by and I cook at many events there... by far my favorite place on
earth / Availability and location. like the size too. Used for LDS camp week. / Love the camp, Good
friends with the ranger. Was involved with NYLT for many years. / My son has been staff member
there; also to take kids to NYLT / Been doing a troop service project there each of the last 3 years. /
My son attended an Order of Arrow event there. / I have visited each camp only once, but I visited
camp Cooper most recently, so I checked that camp / We do leadership training at Cooper. Our
troop has adopted Cooper to help with projects there. / NYLT, Woodbadge / I work on staff there /
Like it the most of all summer camps. Best size. Great location. / My oldest son attended Polaris,
Sogus, and NYLT there and has been on NYLT/Camp Cooper staff for the last two years; he has
been going there the last five summers. Our troop attended Summer Camp there last year. My
youngest son attended NLYT this spring. I attended Wood Badge there in 2012. My youngest
wants to staff there next summer; and my oldest wants to help facilitate a high‐adventure program
there. I anticipate I will continue to spend my summers driving back and forth to Camp Cooper for
years to come. / (that is OK though ~ Ranger Yoder is AWESOME and always fun to visit with!) /
The facility is well maintained, and offers the programs out team needs. The cost has been on the
high end however. / cope help to work on the camp / Close to home...go with my Scouts / I love
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camp Cooper and I go up there every chance I get. The facilities and property in general is very
well cared for and I enjoy myself everything time Iʹm there. Iʹm also a member of the camp host
program for Cooper. / it is closest to where we live. / Because our troop ran Webelos Woods there
every year until this year. / Because most of our district program is held there and it is used heavily
by the OA. Also it is a good place to take the troop overnight camping. / local units use it more /
Close and Camper events offered, Camporee, NYLT, Wood Badge, Troop camping / dropped off
my Scout for NYLT / The facility, the proximity and the boys enjoy the camp. / We conduct our
Youth Leader Trainings there, and that is also our next summer camp in 2014. It is also our adopt a
camp, and weʹve raised money for Cooper in the past. / Mainly because most of the camporees
were held there, however, I think it would be nice to have events like those at a different property
rather than go to the same place over and over again. / Remote and primitive and yet offers many
opportunities to explore a pristine natural environment.

Camp Ireland
Cub Day Camp ‐ proximity to home / Events for the units I work with are often held there / My
Scout has gone to Camp Ireland twice, and are pack has had 2 year end bbq there.

Scouters’

Mountain is a close second has my Scout has gone to Cub World twice and stampede. We are also
planning on doing Mud Cubs this year. Both properties are loved and enjoy going to, but Scouters’
Mountain is his favorite. / Nearby. / It is on the Westside where I live and it functions has a day
camp. / Iʹve been twice, once with each of my Cub Scout dens. So far Iʹve only had the opportunity
to go to Cub World and Gilbert Ranch once each, but plan to attend Cub World again in summer of
2014 and Gilbert Ranch again in summer of 2015. / Multiple kids in my Crew are on staff there /
Cub day camp there / It is the closest / I work there! / I am happy to say that I am on the summer
camp staff here for the 6 week Cub Scout day camp season. It is a great camp that gives the youth
their first taste of Scouting with Scouts outside of their troop/den setting. Ity is also one of the first
exposures for a lot of adults to what the Scouting program offers their youth. / it was a 5 day long
day camp / I have worked at Camp Ireland these last three years and went to camp there with my
brother when he was a Cub Scout. / Cub Scout day camp... 2 Scouts have been there... 1 more next
year! :) / Because they offer the closest events (Scout Olympics and summer camp) / Day Camp
location / Our pack has only had one event at Aubrey, our last pack went to Camp Ireland every
summer. / 5 Day camp / It is the closest. / Itʹs close to home and extremely convenient. It has
recently hosted activities that Iʹve either been on staff or participated in training. / Closest, it is the
one that our pack has always gone to. / We go for both Cub camp and 11YO Scout camp, which are
always held at this property. / Cub Day Camp / The kids were younger and went to Camp Ireland
twice. Wasnʹt as fun as Butte Creek and Camp Clark. / Close, convenient, awesome. / day camp,
first time / Day camp program / Pack meeting / I am a staffer here and have been for 3 summers
now. / Day camp and our Boy Scout was a camp staffer this summer. / My boys have done Day
Camp at Camp Ireland the past 3 summers. Plus our Pack (566) uses the facility once per year. / I
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staff there this is my 4 year, and I also have been a din leader for 3. / Day camp / Cub Camp and 11
year‐old camp / close to our Scout group / Cub Scout Day Camp chaperone / closest / ii y/o Scout
overnighter / Cub Scout day camp / Cross over / I worked there / only one / My former school
(Swallowtail Waldorf Education, grades PreK‐8) owns the property right next door, and the two
organizations often assist each other by sharing parking places and have an excellent relation
between the two of them. Several other members of my Troop also came from Swallowtail, and I
hope this relationship may last far into the future. / It is closer to where are pack is, so we have a lot
of day camp stuff there. We would really love to be able to camp there, and would be able to do it a
lot, but I guess itʹs not authorized for Cub Scouts for some reason, even for family camping. / I work
as a staff member at Camp Ireland and I was a participant at camp when my older brother went
there as a Cub Scout. / Close to home, most often used as Cub Day Camp for Pack, often used as
overnight camp for older Scouts / Our Cub Scout troop has used this property for years for Cub
Day Camp 5 days long. / Cub Scout Day Camp and 11 Year Old Scout Day Camp / Closer to home /
Medic for Summer Camp at Camp Ireland / It was close for one night camping. We are not looking
at other camps in the area / First year Cub Scout and that is where the 5 Day summer camp was
offered. Expect to visit other locations over the next few years for the other camps. / We also have
Scout Olympics there besides the day camp / I have a Cub Scout and is the only one offered at his
age that I was aware of and our troop went there. / close to my home / Cub Scout Day Camp / itʹs
the only one weʹve had the opportunity to visit / Scout camp, one time for week only / Day Camp
(Iʹm Cub Committee Chair) / close to home...our den has some meeting there as well / Itʹs close and
itʹs the only one the camps seem to be at. / Close / Closest / Closest to home / Other summer camp
programs located there / Scout day camp / Itʹs next to Swallowtail School Farm where my son
attends. / day camp / we went to summer day camp there is past summer / Only one I been at /
Nearby / Den and Pack activities are held there because it is very close by / Because our Pack and
Den have more activities there. / summer day camp / Day camp for several years as a leader,
outdoor training for leaders, next to Swallowtail School and we use it for some of our outdoor
activities including mid‐evil games and outdoor school. / blazer camp leading / It was for Cub
Scout day camp. / It is closest to us. / day camp / I have a Cub Scout and we go to Camp Ireland
every summer for day camp with our Pack / I was on staff there and supported the program all
summer long. The next in line would be Meriwether because it is convenient for out troop to go
there and we always find something to do ‐off season or event wise. / Itʹs where the Cub Scouts
have day camp, and the eleven yr old Scouts have their one night camp. And we live here. /
because we did / Summer Camp visits / Worked at this camp all summer / It is close to the house
and where the Tuality District hosts several trainings each year, plus Day Camp. / Day camp / It is
the neighborhood and is used for skills based camp out, travel time is a major fact when trying to
do so much on one night camp outs. / A few blocks away. We also go to Meriwether a lot. / Itʹs
close and convenient for day activities like Courts of Honor. / My son was working at camp and I
am enjoy watching the Cubs enjoy their last day/evening at camp. /
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Camp Lewis
It is a great place for Cub Scouts to meet. Camp Lewis is a gem stone in the raw that has not been
discovered. / Close to ʺhome baseʺ, meets the objectives of activities. / Itʹs close so the troop often
schedules things there / they have weekend campouts and other events there. / I am involved with
both Older Scouts and Cub Scouts / For Cub Scout and troop related activities because it is closest
to our troop and to home. / Our Troop hosts our fall Court of Honor at Camp Lewis. / Close to
home / It has programs for our youngest child and they are friendly and attentive to groups with
children on the autism spectrum. / Close, pack held family camp there / Close to home, open to
Dist. events, has great potential for outdoor activities especially for Tiger ‐ Webelos 2 / Closest one /
Circumstances ‐ the events I was able to attend with my sons were held at this location more often.
My husband has actually visited many more locations and will also take this survey. / Webelos
Woods: help out every year / It is close to home and makes a less expensive troop outing. / close /
Location and age of child / proximity / I help there when I can / camporees / Close to my district /
Itʹs the closest to my home. Our district conducts activities, events and training there. / Closest to
our troop / closer / close to us and events such as Webelos woods / It is close and we use if to
prepare for other camping experiences. / Close to troop location / District activities (Webelos woods
and leader training) and day camp / Proximity, convenient, easy access / camp Chairman / It is our
local camp. Our troop staffs at Sasquatch search, Webelos woods, and we use the facilities for troop
activities. We are there 4‐5 times per year. Could we please get the OA ordeal returned there? / Itʹs
close in location to our troop, we use it for court of honors and help the Cub Scouts with several of
their camp out activities / Close to home. Well set up for activities like patrol camps outs, youth
training camps, Sasqautch search, Webelos woods, Courts of honor, and general monthly camp
outs. / I am on the staff for several of the events. Serve on the property committee / Webelos woods
/ Close. Lot of off‐season and camporees / It was closest to us. / This is where our Cub camp is
every year. / I live right next to it. / Proximity / Proximity / Volunteered there. / Day camp as a Tiger
/ This is where my son has had camp the last few years / We loved the week‐long day camp. / close
to home / New to Scouting / Local camp / I was able to fit the one or two visits into my schedule. I
usually do not attend Scouting campouts because my son likes to be there without me. While he
was a Cub Scout he always wanted me on camping trips, but once he became a Scout, he changed
his mind. / This camp was close to home and offered day camp, which suited our pack well. / close
and has day camp for our Cubs / this is where our troop attends more often / because it is the Day
camp our Cubs go to. My kids have been to Lewis and Meriwether. When we lived in Portland we
went to Discovery. / Close proximity / Camping opportunities... Close / close to my troop / I work
these days with Cub Scouts, and it is the one we use most often. Also it is within 5 miles of our
home, so it gets used by our Scouts, etc most often. / Close to home and a nice setting. / Closest to
home / Cub Scout day camp / closest day camp. / We have a family campout there every year with
the troop / Close by... Cubbing program too. / Four miles away. / Close to unit home for out of
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season camping. / Our pack attends Cub Scout day camp there annually / Live there / Proximity /
Location / Availability / Father and sons outings / 2‐3 times per year / Nearest to our unit. / good
place to have a winter event / Pack went / Closest to our home and available year around. / Nearby
for one of the monthly camp outs. / It is close to where our Scouts live and easy to get to. The boys
enjoy the fact that they can have two nights of camping here because it is so close. / It just happened
that I had the time off, when the Scouts attended. / Itʹs close and a good place to go for a first time
camp out with the new boys / Location and program. (Webelos Woods and good spot in the rain.) /
Meetings, Day Camp, etc / This is the closest camp to my home, the camp our unit attends every
year for Cub camp, the camp my family members have worked at and the camp that my district
uses for district activities. / proximity / 5 Minutes Away / Troop family camp and District Webelos
Woods / Local camp. Troop staffs at Webelos woods, sasquatch search, and we hold YLTʹs and
courts of honor there / for boy Scout activities. / twice / Proximity and camp functions / It was used
for my girls camps / It is only 20 minutes away, so it is easy to have activities there that involve
family members / Close to home. Used by our church for other activities / It is close to where the
troop meets / Because we go to day camp, Webelos woods, outdoor leader skills training, etc. There
are many events here for kids and leaders. / Closest to where I live and most of the Scout activities I
have participated in have been there. / I am Scoutmaster for district events ‐ Webelos Woods &
Sasquatch Search. Troop also has fall COH at Camp Lewis. / We have pack events here and it is the
location of Webelos Woods and Sasquatch Search. / Cub Scout camp / I am closest to it, (only 25
minutes away) and my church frequently holds other events there. / Location for day camp used by
our pack / It seems to have the most local activities for our Scout / Because our troop and church do
many camp outs here / Jamboree and Camporee / because it is the only one Iʹve been to. / It is fun. /
I visit this property for summer camp. / Scouting events / Close and easy access for the Cub Scouts
Iʹm involved with / Once a summer / It is closest. / Proximity to Vancouver /

Camp Meriwether
I love it there. / I am a part of the Camp Meriwether Staff Alumni group. We do service projects at
Meriwether almost monthly / close, great setting, great activities. / Iʹm a Campmaster at
Meriwether, and my oldest son is an SIT this summer. / Accessibility to beach. Reasonable distance
from our area. / OA Ordeal / Iʹm a campmaster there.

Home away from home. / Scout camp.

Webelos Woods, troop camping, nice dining facility, lovely location. / Ever since I was a Cub Scout
and visited them camp to pick up my older brothers, I have had a love for this camp. It is a jewel in
the CPC and it will always be my first choice in camping. (But the boys complain if we go there too
often.) / The boys will go there on the off season to camp and work at the shooting range. This year
they went to summer camp. My brother used to be a cook at the camp and Camp Meriwether holds
a special place with our family. / 1. It has the best facilities of any camp in the council. / 2. The Order
of the Arrow holds several events there each year. / 3. My son is the program director at
Meriwether. / We have gone there for summer camp in 2010 and 2013 and ben there for a family
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camp. So, the most nights have been spent there.

However, in regards to Camp Lewis we have

been there more often in the past 3 1/2 years but les over night or total nights so the choice was a
toss‐up. / We have spent 14 nights at Meriwether on three visits and 13 nights at Camp Lewis on
nine visits. / Oa events / Great location, great facility ‐ ranges, climbing wall, beach / I just like it. /
Popular with boys and adults, site of Webelos Woods, choice of Meriwether or Clark, about 90 mins
from Portland. Summer camp has numerous stations, MBs offered, and the climbing tower. / OA
Ordeal / Our troop has done summer camp there every three years. We also go in the spring every
year / Off season camping in the Adirondack cabins. / Scouts have picked it. Also for Webelos
Woods... / Iʹve been there with my former troop as Scout and Scoutmaster, as camp staff, as
Campmaster, and to help at work weekends. My fatherʹs on the property committee, too... / It just
seems to be the camping trip that my work schedule lines up with. / Easy access for our troop off
season when I could attend.

As a troop we have used Morrison for the same reason, but I

personally have not been able to attend. / More things that my son is involved with have occurred
there. / OA / Webelos Woods, off‐season camping, training, Summer Camp / We have attended a
couple of Family Camps in addition to one summer camp / winter access / Summer Camp / Good
staff and facilities / Iʹm in love with this camp / Scout Camp and training / the Scout choose for the
dining hall / I worked there for a summer and have been there multiple times since then for
Rendezvous and other activities! / Iʹm on Properties Committee and Campmaster program. / Events
(Webelos woods) and overnight camping with troop / Summer camp / Troop selected it for both
summer camp and weekend outings. Close enough for weekend outings. Also, super‐weekend
made it a good choice for a spring campout. / Great summer camp program, plus the addition of
the new program I think is called Super Weekends, where the camp is opened with some staff for
the Troops to attend. Plus you can camp there year round on our own. / Summer camp + OA
activities / Variety of programs, ocean locale, good facilities, available off season (not snow bound) /
Coast property, all of the resources available / Family outings / I am a camp master / close and
availability during the off‐season / Summer Camp, Webelos Woods / Tree cutting / The boys chose
it. / The Scouts seem to vote to return almost every year or every other year for summer camp. We
try to make all the council camps but the Scouts really love Meriwether and Baldwin with a return
to Meriwether twice and then back to Baldwin. I try to encourage other camps but the love the fort
and horses and also that Meriwether offers Shotgun. / Iʹve been going there for almost 50 years. Itʹs
in my blood. / The boys request it most and it provides all things I think the boys need. / OA Events
and resident summer camp / camp host / Availability of facilities.

Scenic beauty. Helpful people

available all year. / Near the sea and beach / family camps and summer camp / Because of Webelos
woods, fin clip, and summer camp. / District events there, plus closest Boy Scout camp to use / I am
a Campmaster at Meriwether/Clark and I am heavily involved in shooting sports there. / Tradition /
My son attended his first summer camp there w/ troop 282 from Hood River, OR. We just moved
into the area last October. / Itʹs on the beach and a beautiful place to camp! Great facilities even off
season! / beautiful location, merit badge options, good staff, choice of activities / Summer Camp
and for a Day Camp. / Summer Camp (2013) / Winter Camping with Troop 728 (Crabbing in
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Netarts Bay‐‐Stay at Meriwether) / Other outing with Troop 728 at Meriwether / OA Events /
Former Camp Staffer, Great opportunities off season for the youth, Itʹs the beach! / I am camp
master, and close to home. as shooting ranges / District Activities are held there / itʹs close / Good
summer camp with many good programs; good for weekend visits in off‐season. / Webelos Woods
/ Troop shoot once a year / every 4th year for summer camp / Our own pre camporee when
available 2nd weekend in April as this is also Fin Clip at Whiskey Creek ‐ was extremely
disappointed we could not use the camp April 2013 / Troop uses this property for both every 4 year
summer camp rotation, off season weekend camping and district Webelos Woods events. / Great
site, experienced staff, wide range of activities, helpful and friendly staff / This is one of the places
where our troop does troop camping. And, while we rotate summer camps each year, I happen to
have been in the rotation where this summer camp came up most often. / Behind this one would be
Butte Creek, then Baldwin. / Ocean views, facilities, programs, events being held there. /
Familiarity, history of the camp, at the beach... / Amazing property and facilities. Terrific location.
Great program variety. Love the dining hall, waterfront, climbing tower and shooting/archery
ranges. What a jewel to have in the CPC. / We attend summer camp there every 4 years, OA events
every year, and have a troop campout there every year. / Hosting Webelos woods and camping as a
troop / The Scouts enjoy using the property. / Activities and the ocean / Summer camp and family
weekends / We live in Hillsboro and our boys like the Adirondacks / mostly hauling kids to camp.
My grandson’s troop goes there every year. which I do not approve of I think troops should
experience every camp, for their different types of activities and the and not just go to Meriwether
because they have a dining hall and is easy for the adults. But since I am not with this troop I have
no say in what they choose. / What it offers, location / Excellent facilities, organized staff and
program, good variety of merit badge courses / Great location seclusion from city life, lots of
adventure close at hand, great place to explore from. Facilities are good, Snoopy houses and on
site shelters are nice to minimize out carry in. / Our Troop goes to Meriwether about every other
year. Sometimes they plan a weekend trip near Meriwether and stay at the camp for the weekend. /
Just happens to work out that way. / A favorite of my sonʹs troop. / Great Scout skills instruction,
good outdoor opportunities, first rate staff / It is a beautiful camp with a great location. There are
lots of activities. / It is where the troop went to / Good Scout skills instruction, scenic setting, lots of
room for merit badge activities / Iʹve only been to camp 1 time and this is where the troop was
going. / Family member on Camp Staff / Convenient / Scout camp. / It is close to home and the kids
enjoy it. / We do monthly camp outs there as well as summer camp. Itʹs nearby and on the ocean.
Always fun! / It has it all / No specific reason, it was what the Scouts chose. / The Boy Scouts prefer
to use this location for camping ‐ itʹs near the Fin Clip Service activity they do, Webelos Woods is
held there and itʹs close to our city and available when needed. / Has a lot around the ocean my
grandson really enjoyed it. / Because that was where my Team was going / Its an excellent camp
and troop plus district schedules events there, beautiful too! / Troop activities, Webelos Woods,
camp / Beach. / Scout camp & weekend camping / Reasonably close & nice facilities / best camp / I
am a camp master for the property, and as a state park ranger at Cape Lookout my job brings me
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there from time to access the beach with service groups, and parts of the south trail are best
accessed from the Clark side of the property. / Premiere camp, reasonable cost, great location,
experienced and friendly staff, many opportunities for Scouts / summer camp, our location for
ʺpre‐camporeeʺ and OA activity / If offers the most variety of activities for our Scouts. Our
experiences at Meriwether have been positive. / we visited two times with in the last year. Once as
a troop and once for summer camp. / Scout camp / It was when I was a young Scout. / Order of the
Arrow, and the ocean. Itʹs the camp everybody thinks about. / Troop decision based upon location,
ocean, ease of access and nice surroundings. / Troop events at this location plus Summer Camps for
my boys plus easy to get to from Beaverton area / I visited there as a Scout from the Puget Sound
area, but I am new to this troop (and new to Oregon) and do not know where the boys have been
before. / Location is close to home / i actually only been there twice and just to visit my kid / It is
close, and our lodge runs this property. / Easy access, beautiful location, good wet‐weather location,
shooting sports (esp. now that there is the Super Weekend option). / I am part of a crew that cuts
down hazard treeʹs and treeʹs needing to be removed for expansion / I have several friends in the
Campmaster program. also OA functions and the troop camps there in the winter. / Yearly / Kids
choice and the ocean. / Great staff and great facilities. Needs more merit badges / Programs offered
and close proximity... / Ease of travel and variety of program / was Scout master that particular
year(s) in rotation for our troop. / a / Great facilities, convenience to drive to, coast is awesome,
availability of service projects. / New to Oregon, it was where our Troop did Summer Camp. /
Programs like Super Weekend, Webelos Woods, etc / Troop‐Scouts like winter camping in cabins ‐
prefer larger ones with bunks for 6‐8 Scouts vs. 2‐man mini‐cabins / Proximity to Portland /
Availability / Many activities are there. Webelos woods, summer camp, / summer camp / Not
really the most often. You just donʹt have any selection that applies. Of the selections there ISNʹT
one that is most often ‐‐ they are about all the same for me to go there.

Of the selections Camp

Meriwether is one the troop has visited more often in the past, because they can use the facilities for
a weekend during the ʺoff‐seasonʺ / because / Very nice property lots to do. / Off season camping
with troop. Weʹve also stayed during high adventure (biking the coast). / The Scouts like it. It is
beautiful there. Scouts like the super weekends they are doing now. Lots of merit badges at
summer camp. / Combination of proximity and breadth of activities / closest / Itʹs a very nice camp
on the beach with great staff! / OA Rendezvous and weekend troop campout / Where most of the
summer camping for our oldest son / Once with home troop. Once with Jambo troop / To visit my
husband and son at Scout camp. / Webelos woods and troop camping / worked there / Great facility
‐ broad number of activities / The number of activities available. / The shooting range, and the
quality of the rifles used. / The fort and associated primitive activities (metalworking, black
powder) / Swimming / Beautiful setting / Program, location, facilities / family tradition / The Scouts
vote every year on which camp they want to go to for summer camp and the vote has been to go to
Camp Meriwether more often than anywhere else. I speculate that they like that they do not have to
cook their own food and the troop has only been to Pioneer once so they are nervous about going.
Also Camp Meriwether has a great program other than they need more program areas open later in
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the evening for the Scouts to work on merit badges or just to have fun at the program areas. /
Stunning location loved by all, room to explore on the beach and woods. / Order of the Arrow
Ordeals / Private beach, good food, central location........would appreciate use of the
ocean..........fishing, etc. / Convenient for me attend with my Scout / Nearby location, beautiful and
well maintained camp. / weekend camping with the troop; we use this as our ʺbaseʺ camp for
summer camps. / I was a Scout then / We go every year for Webelos Woods. / because my troop
says to go there / Itʹs close to our troop and many OA activities are held there. / Our troop uses this
camp in the off season for weekend crabbing and other trips. As far as summer camp we rotate
between pioneer, Baldwin, and Meriwether. Meriwether was this summer... / Our troop is fairly
new and the leader who took us under his wing is a Camp Host at Meriwether so we go there
annually with his Cub Pack. We go just as often to Camp Lewis and Camp Ireland though. / It was
my favorite summer camp as a youth so i decided to come back and staff the past 2 years. / Winter
access / Tradition / its near home. / Lots of different camping and training sessions took place there
/ That is where the Troop goes too most. / Webelos woods / Itʹs where my troop most often goes / It
is the best camp in the council. / Has program for lone Scouts to get extra weeks of camp. / Needs a
big staff, so camp counselor. / Fairly close, so Troop uses it weekends. / Lots of district a, pack and
tropp events there / Closest / invitation by Boy Scouts for my Webelos Scout / Close, Dinning
Facilities, Beautiful Location, Many Merit Badges To Choose From. / My older son who is now an
Eagle and over 18, was a counselor at the camp one summer and I drove him out and picked him
up a couple times over the summer for trips home. We toured the camp each time (no campers
present). Also, our troop camped there 3 times over the years for summer camp. / The troop had
camp outs there / My sons both worked there over many summers! / With the troop / Best location
for summer Scout camp / Itʹs nearby. The Scouts enjoy it. Thereʹs a lot to offer. However, they
prefer Camp Baker, which wasnʹt on the list. / I was an Adult in attendance for my sons Troop.
Summer Camp. / Family camp. Our family consists of both parents plus our Scout and his sister. It
is a chance for our whole family to participate in a Scouting related activity (sister included).
Without an opportunity such as this, Scouting can easily become an isolating activity in our family.
Many of the other families I see that are highly vested in Scouting have either a single boy child or
multiple boys (brothers) in Scouting. / Great facility, knowledgeable staff, good programs / Go
every other year. Good camp, facilities, water activities, on the coast / The boys enjoy it and it has a
variety of activities. / Meriwether is the closest camp to my troop (troop 642) and we all enjoy it an
incredible amount. The staff is always good and every time I go I have a blast. / Close, easy to use
off season / We like the beach / Close and Convenient and available with good facilities. Troop
camp last year and 2 family camps / Cub Scouts and then Boy Scouts. The Boy Scout troop
alternates camps every year in a 4 year cycle, including Camp Parsons in Washington / summer
camp and various winter activities and Webelos woods / Guest of a District Council member /
Rover Camp is offered at Camp Meriwether. Our Troop rotates between summer camps but my
son has gone to Rover Camp the past two years. / summer camps and around the year activity
offered / The have many events at this location. / Ease of access, and on the beach! / Our troop and
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council hold a few events there during the year. / One of my sons worked there for 3 summers /
Webelos woods / My wife and I were members of the Camp Master corp. / Easy to get to. Boys
enjoy it. / Because many of the staff are friendly, the facility is in a very nice area by the beach along
with being one of the highest quality facilities and there is a wide array of merit badge
opportunities. / Summer camp / Scout camp 2 different times, Camp Clark for Wood Badge /
summer camp / My son has attended camp there twice, and our troop has had weekend camp trips
there / I love the beach, Its beautiful, love the Adirondacks / Chosen by the youth in our troop / Our
pack holds a family camp here every year. / Only been there once / Ocean, campsites, good dining
hall / Only went for camp I donʹt visit it / My son is now a boy Scout. / I personally am connected
with this camp / pre‐camporee camping / Beach / Merit Badges / summer camp, OA functions,
Family camp. / troop planned activities, summer camp, older son worked at location, OA / Only
been there twice, great location, nice lodge, good for new Scouts and those not ready for a high
adventure experience. / Our troop goes there for both summer camp and a troop outing in
November / n/a / Closest to home / Lots of activities to do; good campsites, good facilities, easy to
get to / location / Most consistent high quality staff and program; convenience; facilities / Worked
there. / Scouts and leaders have been here before and liked it / Relatively close to Portland. Has
summer camp, Webelos Woods, Adventure Cove (nearby), etc. Also have our yearly troop shoot
there. Not necessarily my favorite council property though. / Location, activities, and staff /
Summer camp, OA events, shooting sports training, shooting outings / short drive/beautiful
facilities / Nice camp, close to Portland / Closeness to home. / Itʹs a great camp / Our troop likes to
go to summer camp at Meriwether / best camp / troop activities / It is our 2nd summer camp in
rotation of Parsons, Merriweather, and Baldwin / The troop has camped there multiple times. The
boys really like it, although theyʹre tiring of it. / Good outdoor activities, skilled helpful camp staff,
great scenery / Summer Camp / It provides quality camping, especially with the use of Adirondacks
in many of the campsites. / I recently went there for boy Scout camp. / Summer Camp, Super
Weekend, Church Retreat / family camp / camp system there is good / Meriwether has the widest
variety of Eagle Required merit badges, therefore it is more effective in Scouting progression to go
to Meriwether than other camps that have more Non‐Eagle Required. / Because our troop likes to
attend summer camp there / It is a great summer camp to go to and is a amazing place to train and
recruit new Scouts with Trail to First Class(TTFC). It is also our main camping site for when we go
to the annual Fin Clip at the Whiskey Fish Hatchery down by the Oregon coast. / Summer Camp
and weekend camping. / It is at the coast. / Location, close to home / Updated facilities (dining
lodge, climbing wall) / Merit badges offered not offered at other camps / Quality of camp sites /
Outstanding property. Sonʹs programs seem to have been based here more than elsewhere (e.g.,
Webelos Woods). / Actually, weʹve only been to each of the camps once but the question required
an answer so I put Meriwether since I ʹve spent a great deal of time in that area in addition to going
to Meriwether. / S outs in troop like to attend ‐‐ all three of my boys have attended camp their at
least once if not more / OA events and we go there for summer camp a lot / family camp. : ) / The
dates the Troop attends events here match my work schedule. / OA ordeals / Troops decision /
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Summer Camp and Super Weekend / It is close and there is lots of room. Camp Baldwin is a lot
better though (favorite camp) / Itʹs closest to our home. / Good summer camp ‐ good off season
opportunities / great location, close to pdx. great camp, many district activities ‐ Webelos woods,
Scout camp, weekend camping / Great base camp for activities on the Oregon coast when itʹs not
summer camp season. Several OA events are held there too. / Facilities / Ease of Access / Location /
There are a lot of fun activities, and frequent events. / The only times I went were when I was a
Scout myself. We probably went often due to availability; itʹs location on the beach, and the
pleasant atmosphere. / First weekend of month camping / Cause itʹs closer to us. / Itʹs close to our
town. I went their when I was a Scout. It has a lot to offer. / Selected by local troop more often. /
Our boys voted to go there. We also sometimes go during the off season. / Boys love it. / Beautiful,
great memories, great staff, Near the ocean, / Availability of fall/winter camping / More stuff is set
there / It is the closest and has the most to offer our unit for activities. Also, other District activities
are held at the camp. / Overnight camping events / Troop goes there. / Location to home, variety of
activities, well trained staff / Troop selected / Programs offered. / OA & Troop events / Activities
such as Webelos woods / close to beach / Our Scout troop schedules activities there. It is also a very
nice camp near the beach, and it is nice to be able to play on the beach as part of the camping
activities. / OA events are held here. Close to Portland. Black Powder. Our troop rotation of one in
council camp and the following year out of council, just so happens that this last summer we went
to Meriwether. / Close and where most of the activities are that I am associated with / Close with
wide range of camp sites and programs / In addition to summer camp we have events each year
that take us there. / Always has availability (runner up Scouters’ Mountain). / In the area and
stopped in / OA / Good camp with wide variety of activities offered. Specialty awards and good
location. / Summer camp, off season camping, OA events / Reasonably close; large facility with
many features; great facility for summer camp and independent use for Boy Scout Troop. / boys
choose it / Proximity to home. Off‐season training offered there. Enjoy the coast. Family Camp
experience offered. / Facilities, location, staff, Order of the Arrow activities / It is large and handles
many Scouts, good facilities, wide range of activities, close to home, reasonable price, long standing
Scout property, good reputation / Summer Camp for Troop in 2013, Son (Scout) worked at
Meriwether in Aug, down and back 2x for him / more off season events are there / Campmaster /
Summer camp and the occasional camp out because its convenient. We donʹt use a lot of council
camps in the off season so this is a difficult question. / It is where my troop and family have visited
/ Family camp, weekend camp, Scout camp. Scouts like to go there. Beautiful property. / dropping
my brother off when he was in boy Scouts when i was younger / nd adult instruction, that fit into
my schedule / Crabbing, Webelos Woods, various other activities / I used to go each year for Scout
camp, until my Scout leaders had me do high adventure instead. / We attended summer camp, the
OA ordeal and used the camp for a troop event. / Great Facilities, good variety of Merit Badges
offered. /
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Camp Morrison
i did Webelos woods there for 2 years / location / It is close to home, not used very often (has lots of
availability), is a very tranquil location, and beautiful property. / Nearby and we conducted many
troop campouts there. / Close to Salem. / Because it is close, available, and inexpensive. Only short
visits because of lack of facilities. / Camp Morrison I close and near for the calapooia district. We
love this property and wish to see more use for it again, as well as it development campaign
improved. Morrison is the prefect weekend Scouting property, for Cubs and boy Scouts alike. /
webeloree / We visit about twice a year. We enjoy how close it is and its availability / Close to
home / Its close. My troop rebuilt two Adirondacks. Nice covered area in lower meadow. / Lds girls
camp / closest to our Pack/Troop / proximity / primitive, rustic, close to home / Itʹs the closest camp
to Albany. / Our troop likes to do service work here. We would very much like to see Camp
Morrison returned to a much more usable camp. / maficing / Close to us, used for unit and district
activities, cheap / Close and rustic / location / Closest, pack activities / Great property. / Perfect fit
for a large Troop. / Easy access (from Oregon City). / Close, rustic. /

Camp Pioneer
Rustics feel but updated facilities / My Scout left an item at camp and we returned to pick it up. /
Love it, on the way to Smith Rock / Itʹs beautiful, away from everything and everyone, nice drive
there. Good hiking trailheads, good parking, great atmosphere for Scouting activities. Everyone
that goes there, loves it. / They have things to do our Scouts enjoy. / Actually, there really is not
one that I have visited more often than any of the others in recent years. All have been visited
about the same. / Camp Pioneer is our troopʹs favorite camp. We go there every year in February
for a snow shoe hike it is an annual troop trip and have been doing it for 15 years. In summer you
canʹt beat the location (an hour from home) the scenery, the lake, the new docks, the dining hall and
shower facilities, and this yearʹs redesign of the outbound program and taking a break from merit
badges on Wednesday was a brilliant idea. The only problem is finding an outbound location for
large troops to hike since the restriction is groups of 12 and under. / Our Boy Scouts did a
snowshoeing trip in the winter and attended summer camp at Camp Pioneer. / Work weekends /
My son has now moved to Boy Scouts. Therefore all the Cub Scout camps are now too young for
my son. / It is close by, i spent much time there as a youth, another unit leader used to run the
camp, lots of short over‐night hikes nearby, the youth enjoy it...most years the staff is much more
friendly than Meriwether / Boys chose to go for summer camp two years in a row (due to Jambo). /
On camp staff at camp Pioneer / I am a member of the camp staff there. / Only been there once. As
a female I support the troop back in town. The males go on the campouts with the youth. / Relative
closeness. Beautiful setting. Diverse activities. / Our troop has a rotation of summer camps. We
visit Camp Pioneer every four years. As an adult leader, I enjoy the beauty and intimacy of the site
and the high quality of the staff and facilities. Our other adults feel the same way. / Best Camp in
the Council. Staff is awesome, programs are great. Location is amazing. / two Scout camps there in
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the last three years ‐ nice sized camp for our boys with a relatively good selection of badges and
activities / Order of th Arrow / The troop enjoys the camp. / Iʹve only been in Scouts as a leader for a
short time and this is what we went to last. / Son staffed at camp past two years, troop summer
camp 3 years ago. / snow shoe campout every year with troop / Remote, less crowded. / small
enough to be personal, still have great programs. / Halfway point to my parents’ house in Bend. /
Access to wilderness, high adventure activities, merit badges offered, quality waterfront, weather
and overall scenic qualities / Our boys attended summer camp there / First summer camp with the
troop as Scoutmaster, attended OA Ordeal and Brotherhood here. / open and fun / Iʹve been to each
camp 1x. / Our Troopʹs Scoutmaster, Gary Etchemendy, likes to use Camp Pioneer as a base for
some of our troopʹs activities. / Was Scout Master and that is where the boys wanted to go. Flat,
sites close to water, smaller camp so felt more close with staff. / I really enjoy the camp. I have gone
to summer camp there twice and recently I had my Ordeal there. / Itʹs where my Scout troop went
for summer camp / Beautiful camp. Good outbound program / For summer camp with my Scout
troop. / OA functions and great camping... smaller crowds. / I like it! / I had 2 boys who were there
for Scout camp more than once. / Our troop always goes to Meriwether because they are the most
familiar with it, but this is the only camp I have been to. / My son does not camp there yet. I visited
with our Troop when I was involved as a Scout. / That’s where my troop goes to Scout camp most
often / i staff there on a regular basis / Camp Pioneer is by far the best camp in the CPC. The staff is
extremely friendly and provides a wonderful experience for the campers and gives us continual
reason to return. I have never been to a camp that has shown such an interest in the program and
provided such an amazing week for the boys. The program is unique and they truly care about the
Scouts. / I loved it after visiting the first time, and so I keep going back. The staff are great and the
access to wilderness/natural landscapes are something you canʹt get anywhere else. / Only visited
once, just like the others but was there fr 4 days / Because every year our Troop does a snowshoe
hike up the road to get to the staff cabins from the highway. / Camp Pioneer is where I went to
camp as a Scout in the 80ʹs. It has maintained its true wilderness camp feel. The boys loved it this
year! / It is the nearest to me / It is the closest to us. In fact, it is, along with Camp Morrison, within
our Troop and Crews boundaries, so we attempt to get in on all the service activities (i.e. OA
Ordeals, and Clean‐up activities). None are ever offered at Camp Morrison, so we default to Camp
Pioneer. / it is beautiful and fun activities they offer / Because I work there and I love it / when my
son was a Scout he went to two years of camping there / quality of the camp / Location in
proximity to home.

Camp Royce-Finel
Because I live here in Clatsop County / To work on camp maintenance. / I live near it and help
maintain the camp. / This camp is 5 Minutes from my home. / That is our canoeing campout / our
troop loves this camp/ we canoe there and it is the perfect size for our troop. Love the Patrol
camping style of the camp / It is close / Camp upkeep with Tom Grimm / Its closest to us so our
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troop has been there most frequently / It is close to where I live. Our Venturing Crew likes the
primitive setting, kayaking and canoeing, fishing, and close to the beach. Potable water is a plus as
are pit toilets. / Closest / Proximity to where most of the Scouts live in our area /

Nanitch Lodge
Annual tubing / Go there every year for a winter experience, fun place for Scouts / I am a winter
lodge director / Sledding / Lodge director and help with repairs in off season / Snow camping each
year! / Good place to go in the winter time. Only one day. / Snow camping, hiking, overnight stays
/ It is an annual event for our troop to go to Nanitch. Our Scouts look forward to this trip all year.
It could be more than a year before we visit other camps again. / The kids love this trip every year! /
Yearly trip for the troop, the others we rotate through visiting one a year except Butte Creek which
we get to about every other year. Winter Fun time, wish we could stay for two nights as an option. /
Team has an annual winter trip. / each year troop does a winter camp / I visit the camps as a
function of being the father of 3 Scouts. I never attend a function for my benefit, but for my sonsʹ
benefit. Nanitch is a annual event for the Troop. / Itʹs my troopʹs favorite Sno‐lodge. / Close. /
Smaller than Aubrey lodge, so there are fewer other units to share it with. / Our troop goes there
every year for our winter lodge trip. / Consistently great winter time outing considering the limited
opportunities/choices in winter / We try to do a winter sledding trip each year. Nanitch is often
were we go. We alternate summer camps each year to provide variety for the boys. / I volunteered
as a Scout when I was a kid. / Because our troop goes there every year. / We do the wood cut there
and go for the winter and snow tube every year. / Because i love to go in the winter time to go with
the other Scouts and troops just to go have fun doing tubing. / winter lodge / Visit yearly for Winter
Lodge. Like the lodge and cooking facilities for groups. / Our troop goes there annually for snow
camp. Also Camp Meriwether as it hosts Webelos Woods annually; however I avoid Meriwether as
it has insufficient womenʹs restroom facilities so no longer attend Webelos Woods.

Phlox Point Lodge
ski with team or crew / It was cheaper less hassle to go to and kids enjoyed it more and it was
different as far as doing snow sports and it was in the winter and less competition from other
activities. / It was close by / because we can ski / Yearly winter lodging to go snow showing, tubing
and have fun in the snow. / It was or is unique and the youth like doing their own thing with no so
much supervision. We able to spend some quality time and not worry about a lot of issues. The
issue is that we havenʹt been there for many years because of the requirement to cut wood /
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Scouters’ Mountain
As Cubmaster of Pack 413 I bring groups to both Day and Resident camp here each year. Also the
OA uses the kitchen/dining hall for events. / Cub Scouts. Plus P221 uses it for arrow of light
crossover overnight. / For various training / Close in, easy access, wilderness environment,
available activities / It has several events hosted at this site. / Cub World, various ʺopen houseʺ Cub
Scout activities that are hosted there annually / Scoutersʹ Mountain is close to town and has Goldaʹs
Kitchen which provides facilities for meetings and training. Chief Obie Lodge used to have much
better facilities for that sort of thing and it is sorely missed. / Itʹs closest and itʹs where Iʹve had the
most programs to be involved in. / COPE Program / Itʹs nearby / Iʹve been to Cub World with my
three boys 2 times each ‐ for a total of six times. / Cub World summer camp and Pack over‐nighter /
It is the closest property and it does not cost very much to drive there and we as a Scout unit can
use it to put together a great program that includes other activities that may not be available, unless
we drive and pay a lot of money. / Because it is convenient and even though it is so near populated
areas, it still has the feel of being out in the country. / For Mud Cubs, for resident camp at Cub
World, for parent/pal overnight event, for the one day intro to camp in the fall for new Scouts. / I
am a Discovery Staffer! / Attended summer camp at Cub World twice. Enjoy the Slip N Slide! / Itʹs
close, itʹs available, and BSA seems intent on giving it away, so better go there while we can. /
Because i have been there twice. However, i have only been to the others once. / Boy Scout family
and training camps. It is close to home so it is easy to camp there and not have to worry about
driving time etc. We can concentrate on the training etc at hand. Very sad that it is being sold, but
totally understand and agree with it. I only hope another property can replace the program there
(Ireland or Lewis) Oh yea ‐ better signage needed for Lewis / Thatʹs where the Cub Scouts go
during their early years. / Cub World / Close to home and our troop has done a yearly campout at
this property / Ease of location for Troop, Church/family, and organized Cub Day Camp. / Close /
Many different Scouting events are held at Cub World. Order of the Arrow chapter events, Merit
badge courses, summer camps and on and on. The facilities and short driving distance are a key
draw for its use. If sold it needs to be replaced with another camp site that is local. / My sons are
Staff at Camp Discovery. Our troop uses this location for Webelos crossover. / Day camp, Cub
Scout stampede, mud Cubs / our district does a lot of activities there. / It is the closest property to
Portland, and so I guess thatʹs why so many events are scheduled at that property. Itʹs convenient
for everyone to travel to. / Close to home. District holds events there and I work as camp staff. /
Troop Camping at Discovery, OA chapter events, District meeting place / Programs that were
offered there and it was conveniently close / My sonʹs Cub Scout pack went to day camp there
several summers in a row; theyʹve since changed that, and go to a different day camp every
summer (but since then my son has crossed over to Boy Scouts). / COPE Course Level 1, Both my
Boy Scout and my Cub Scout go do activities there. / Cope, training, Scouts use it for weekend
campouts / Younger Cubs, so this is where most of their camps have been. Itʹs also where Mud
Cubs, Mom and Me, Parent and Pal are located :) / Multiple different events, Troop, Jamboree, and
OA. It is also close to the city of Portland. / Close / Did junior leadership training during camp out
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& rifle shooting at Portland gun club / Also son is currently a staffer at Camp Discovery/ Son
attended OA ordeal there / Camp Discovery, day camp / For Jambo and OA events. Plus itʹs close
to where I live and easily accessible. / adult training / Mud Cubs, Resident Camp, and Stampede. /
Lots of activities are scheduled there and itʹs close. / Because it is used for various programs at
different levels which I am involved with, i.e. Troop overnighter, District Camporee planning
retreat, Jamboree training event, etc.

Your questions are not well directed (which do I use the

most...?) A well rounded program rotates around and uses all of them on a fairly even basis. Our
troop uses almost all Scout properties, but none of them do we try to repeat too often. / And when
you are asking (on the next page) about Scoutersʹ Mtn facilities you fail to ask about the biggest one,
location. and thatʹs the problem with the CPC selling it off. There is no comparable property with
the urban location that is useful for the variety of purposes as is SM. It is not used because of its
facilities, it is used because itʹs location. / Camporee and Jamboree events held there. / Phlox Lodge
next most. Due to high adventure and proximity for older Scouts. / Just happened to be where
Scouts went for leadership training / To help the boys. / Fall ordeal, Camp O Ree and Ed Harris
Memorial Auction (Council Fund Raiser) / The number of activities that occur there, and its close
proximity to the Portland Metro area, which will be difficult to replace, in my estimation. / mud
Cubs, camp, / A great place to do overnight camping and not too far to travel. / Availability of
programs for Scouts of all ages / It being close in it is used often for, training, ceremonies, and
camping / Has great programs for Cub Scouts and is conveniently located / Overnight camp, day
camp / Participation through the Cub Scout program / Most activities coordinated with Pack 358.
Only been here twice, FTR. / Scout day camp in tigers. / I have 2 boys in the Cub Scout program. /
Wolf den attend summer camp there. We use for Family Camp many families can come for one
night of two night campout that otherwise would go since they often have sport events on Saturday
morning.

Cub boys love camping in Fort. / Activities in which Iʹm involved are frequently

scheduled there. (training, meetings, etc.) / I work the COPE course. / Discovery is in portland and
serves a very large area. Our boys love being able to drive there quickly. / OA, IOLS / Scout
worked at CW and Discovery for many years. / Attended different functions / Day events, training,
equipment storage. / Itʹs a close drive. / No trip permits required. / Great property where Scouts
and Parents can get outdoors quickly and away from city life. / actually I only visited each of these
camps once, but that option was not available / Right location and right age for Cub Scout / Cub
Scout pack events and camp / This camp is close to home. great Experience for all to enjoy. Very
sad to hear it sold and is no longer available. / Cub Scout camp / A lot of programs ( mom & me,
parent& pal etc.) take place out there. / We are new to Boy Scouts. Our Cub Pack was very active
and we participated in day camps, overnight camps, and Mud Cubs at Scouterʹs Mt. LOVE that
facility and itʹs ease of access to Portland. / Iʹve actually only been to each camp one time, but there
wasnʹt an option for that. / Our Cub Scouts LOVE this camp. We have had full attendance for 5 out
of the 6 past yrs at this camp. Itʹs great that it is so close to our homes and the program offered is
excellent! Erin (Program Director for the past several years) offers a wonderful time for everyone
involved. / Camporees, training, events / That is where the pack leadership selected to go / Close to
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home and lots of programs that all of our dens can participate without age restrictions / Being
Cubmaster of a pack, our boys are younger, but wanted the overnight camp experience / Cub Scout
Day Camp every summer / Cub Scout leader / Only program offered to us. Donʹt know of activities
at other sites. / Cub World overnight camp / because that is where the Cub Scout programs were
offered ‐ not a big fan of the facility / Itʹs where his den goes for summer camp / I have only
attended each camp once but it would not allow me to put that. / National Jamboree activities were
scheduled there. Day only and overnight/weekend / Other Scouting activities are there. Day
activities are there. / Day long/weekend merit badges are offered there. / Winter camping for the
Scouts in the box cars ‐ we love this. / Cub World overnight camp and mud Cubs as well as
welcome day at the beginning of the school year. / Hosts both Scout activities and Cub Scout
activities / Because my child had Cub Scout day camp there during summer and also because itʹs
the closest from where we live. / Itʹs close. / it seems to offer the most at the times we are available. /
Cub Scout summer camp / It is closest to my home. I have also had my own sons working there
during the summer. / As National Jamboree Staff, my husband and I were participating in a ʺRound
Robinʺ event to inform Scouts & leaders of all the activities available at National Jamboree. / My son
has been to camp there twice. It also offers mud Cubs, parents/child camps during the school year
and events in oct. / Cub programs and Mad Science programs / Because that is where our tigers and
wolves go / Eagle ceremonies, events / I have attended Cub World with our pack the last two years
as well as the Cub Scout Stampede and Mud Cubs last year. I also attended a camp planning
meeting at Goldaʹs Kitchen last year. I plan to attend Mud Cubs and a camp planning meeting there
again this year and if there is a Scout stampede we will most likely attend that as well. Additionally
I dropped our oldest son off for the all contingent pre Jamboree training recently. / Location / I have
two Boy Scouts. They have attended Day Camp, prep camping prior to the National Jamboree in
July with jambo Troop B311, and my oldest Scout did a Cooking Ameritech Badge weekend. /
Because it is so centralized and it is the best property that CPC has to offer. It may be getting kind
of close the housing but Cub Scouts donʹt care they just want to have fun. I always have a
wonderful youthful feeling when I go back to that camp with OA, my troop, my district, my crew,
and when I staffed at Discovery. / camping, pre‐camporee / This site has a lot of council activities /
Only gone to both sites once for camp but had to choose one for the question. / It is the closest and
currently has Cub Scout activities scheduled there. / Participation in Cub Scout day camp. / Had
more activities offered / Events held there / Itʹs the camp that has been chosen more often for day
camp by our Pack leaders. / Youth in Cubs / Rental canoes are stored at Scouterʹs mountain / To
volunteer rebuilding some stuff / Have only been to camp this summer. Wolf Den / I had two Cub
Scouts and I went for Camp Discover and Cub World with both of them. I also have been at
Scouters’ Mountain for various activities because we live in Gresham and it is close by / It has
resident camp for Wolves and Bears so each boy goes for 2 years instead of just one for the other
Cub Scout resident camps. / The events that are there with the troop. Helping with mud Cubs. /
Close... / Scout Camp, Mud Cubs, Trade o Ree and Pack use of Goldies/Box Cars for Arrow of Light
Ceremonies...and Pack Campout. / Camp / It is very close to our unit (less than 3 miles) we are very
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lucky to have it available. Too bad they closed the Hall at the top. / Leadership training, meetings,
OA events, courts of honor and more, because the property is so versatile and close to town. / We
will return next year and the staff was great. and well organized with lots of activities / We
attended Cub World this year and last year. We attended Mud Cubs last year. We were going to
attend this year. We did not attend Cub Scout stampede, but we sent others from our pack who
missed out on summer camp. We have not yet attended on of the parent and son weekends, but we
hope to do so someday soon. / Distance and ease of access. Most of the others I visited as a Scout. I
have only visited a couple as a leader/adult. / Mud Cubs / I took my boys to day camp there as Cub
Scouts and to a weekend merit badge session as boy Scouts. / Iʹve attended summer camp with my
2 Scouts and it is also very close to home. / My son used to be a Cub Scout & thatʹs where we
usually went to camp. / Close by for day camps and a Scout leader honoree dinner / Itʹs the closest
and is available for various events. / Cub Day Camp‐ Den Leader / Day camps / More Scouting
activities scheduled there. / This was the site of my sonʹs first overnight camp. I went with him. We
had a great time. It is a very nice property. / I didnʹt, but your survey didnʹt offer the choice of
ʺN/A.ʺ Iʹve visited each camp only once. / A lot of the activities that Iʹm involved in use the property
and buildings. / attending day camp program with Cub Scout / Only went once, summer camp
program for Cub Scout. / Close and convenient / We have had several events there. / That is often
where the closest events are for our pack to attend... / it is the closest. and i have different ages of
Scouts. from Cub to boy Scout and more Cub Scouts to come. / Because it has the most activity for
younger Cub Scouts ‐ mine are Wolf and Webelos I now / Took Scouts there for Cub World 2 years
in a row. / Training / It is close. A good facility to use for a campout even when doing an activity in
town. / Closest and has the most Cub Scout oriented activities / merit badge activity / Training
events / Near our home town / More activities, close, LDS church activities there / most of my boys
visit this one. They like it more than day camps. Itʹs a great first camp for a lot of the boys / Age of
my two boys, and Cubmaster role. / Open house. Close. / Close to home when my boys were Cub
Scouts day camp and then son (Eagle Scout) worked there so went to watch his activities. / Had
two Cub Scouts / It offers the most year round opportunities for the Cub Scout Pack that I am
involved with at this time. / for non‐Scouting reasons... just checking in with staff, checking for
viability for AHG events.... / It was offered to us on multiple times. Day camp and overnight. I did
not even know the others existed. / We do an annual thanksgiving in Nov. there, but unfortunately
we canʹt get it this year. / It is close by. / This remains the closest property to the metro Portland
area. It is used for Cub, Boy Scout, adult training, events and for recruiting purposes it is the closest
to attract new members with the least effort on the part of the family, especially for young families.
/ help with Cub Scout camp / Campout / Convenient, great facilities / summer Camp, parent and
pal / Camp Discovery and Camp Helaman for 11 year old Scouts. / Because of day camp for Cub
Scouts / This camp was not very clean, and things were in ill repair. This camp seemed to be the
one most open to us. / 3 boys in Scouts and our pack goes overnight for wolves and bears. They are
close to home and yet give the boys the feeling we are out in the mountains camping. / Cub Scout
events scheduled there. / Staff for C.O.P.E Course / Itʹs location is great. Itʹs history also. The
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structures are fun. But mostly the box cars make for a warm dry winter camp event. / Scouters’
Mountain is an easily accessible camp which offers fun programs for Cub Scouts such as Cub
World overnight camp, Camp Discovery Day camp, Mud Cubs and parent/child programs. Since
Cub World is fairly close to home, it is easy to go for short as well as longer programs. Also, when
my older son was in Boy Scouts, it was great for short weekend campouts. / Because it is close to
town for weekend camp outs / OA events, and troop events / Itʹs easy to find and there are several
activities to do . / Cub Scout program, Scouter trainings / Cub Scout camp; OA ordeal; central
organizing site; jamboree prep camp / It was our best option, availability, cost and location for the
first three years of Cub Scouts. / outings, trainings, and day camps / Closet place for the entire
Metro area. Best place to start youth in Scouting. / Troop 174 uses it several times a year for their
monthly outing along with many Thunderbird district and OA activities that are held there
throughout the year / Convenient. / closest to home, and is very versatile. Cub camp, o/a arrow of
light ceremony, blue and gold at goldas kitchen. great location and great facility and close and easy
to get to in 20 min. / because I helped at camp that year / In the last year, due to national jamboree
requirements / taking children to day camp / Two camps same location / Involved with 11 y o
Scouts / It’s the one that has had more events relevant to tiger and wolf Scouts. / Camps and activity
days. / My boys have day camp there / My son is in Cub Scouts / Had a Cub Scout that went there
for 3 years in a row. / My Cub Scout goes to camp there, my Boy Scout is a Cub World staffer. /
Jamboree stuff. I will miss this property a lot. / as a Scouts and Webelos leader I have been there the
most. / Weʹve always gone there, It offers Day Camp, Itʹs close to our home. / Both of my boys have
gone to 3 day camps there. / east to get to and nice area to camp / my little brother is in Cubs and i
help out from time to time / Camped with Pack / Proximity and now you sold it. A huge close
resource. I hope you find something bigger and better and closer. / We went to summer camp twice
and mud clubs once. / itʹs close to home. / when i was in Cub Scouts and we (troop 648) had our pre
camporee there / my troop doesn’t want to go anywhere else but I do. / Have visited each of these
sites 1 time / It is convenient and it offers several different program for Cub Scouts as well as
activities such as Mud Cubs and parent child programs / i have 3 sons so i have visited Scouterʹs
mountain every year for the last 5 years / We visit due to events held through our Scout group. /
My son is on the camp staff, 2012 and 2013. / Because it is the closest to where I live & it has been
used for many, many District & Council activities. / summer camp and a family campout / because
mud Cubs is fun and muddy / summer camp / Closer to the Metro area where most activities occur
/ It is the only property I have been to. / Son been there more often / Cub Scout day camp, father
and sonʹs camping lds church / Itʹs great camp for the kids and the location is perfect for weekend
camps. The amenities are great as well. / location easy to get to on a Friday night and spend the
week end plus I have been there for training events / . / overnight camp / We go every year for
thanksgiving / Order of the Arrow and other trainings or meetings / Cub Scout camp / Order of the
Arrow activities / Proximity to my home / Only been once. Only one offered for his age group. /
Easy access to site, and lots of activities to do there. Best Camp in Portland area / It is where our
troop does summer camp and is close by. / Because it was the closest and only option for our
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situation. If I had to go again I would not, it is not clean and many areas are not safe for the kids. /
Most going on there. / Very local, so itʹs more convenient for our troop/pack. / Troop went two
years in a row. / District and Council events. / Cub World is there, Mud Cubs is there. Easy to get
to, the staff is terrific. / Convenience and program offered / I went to visit on the last day of camp
when my son was a Wolf Cub / Many different Scouting activities are held there throughout the
year. / It is close to Portland (only a 20 minute drive from our house), easy to travel to, has many
camp offerings throughout the year and a great staff (although my son and I really enjoyed the
Lads and Dads program and staff at Gilbert Ranch too). / Cub Scouts / troop camps there regularly
and have gone for other activities too. / There are many events at this camp including adult
training. I would imagine that is because it is in such close proximity to Portland. / location /
Summer camp, scheduled activities / Close to my home / It is the closest camp to Portland. / For
annual Camp Discovery day camp / We went to mud Cubs and will be going for Scout intro and
mom and me / Near home. My son worked there as a staff member this past summer. / Been there
for trainings, Eagle Board / Wood Badge informational and beading / Come to think of it has been
longer ago since I have been there. / Time Flies. / Proximity, variety, multiple purposes. / Attended
many training and Order of the Arrow activities there. / Nice local option for Cub Scouts /

Sea Base
I am a Skipper for a sea Scout ship and we have adult leader meetings there. /
chair and active volunteer for one of the units there. /

I am Committee

Committee Chair for supporting

organization / My son is a Sea Scot and I am an adult leader / was executive in charge / My Sea
Scout Ship meets there twice weekly / My son is a Sea Scout and I teach there. /
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Q32: Of those that you marked ‘Other’, what are the reasons you have
not visited these properties?
(you listed these as other: * )
*The question was shown with the names of the properties that the respondent listed as having an ‘Other’
reason to not visit the property.
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who marked ‘Other’ in the previous question related to why they did not
visit specific properties.

Q32 Results:
Text responses:

Mostly Cub Scout activities are not offered here. I am new to Troop 127 (first year) and have not
attend summer camp with the troop yet. We went out of council to Camp Baker this summer / Just
out of c Scouts. Most properties are Boy Scout related. Also seas out program isnʹt advertised to
Cub Scouts outside of a $40 per person ride on MB Reliant. Thatʹs too expensive. / Our Troop hasnʹt
seen anything advertised that would entice them to put any of these camps on their calendar. /
Phlox has been used by our Varsity Team but not the troop or me. / Extensive boating is not part of
the troop program, so Sea Base isnʹt utilized with the whole unit. Some individuals have
participated in special programs. / I have never seen and advertisement of what these camps offer
that might be of interest to our Troop. / Iʹve never had a reason to go to these places but I wouldnʹt
mind going there. / Our sons have been out of Scouting for over 13 years. I basically serve on the
district committee / I really only deal with Meriwether and the Meriwether staff Alumni / I am a
retired Scout Leader and Assistant District Commissioner and never got around to attend those
Camps. / Recently relocated to this area, so I have not been here long enough to have been at the
properties. / The opportunity to visit just never came up when considering camps. / My son is just
starting Scouting and we havenʹt had a chance or reason to visit these sites. / Havenʹt had an
opportunity to attend / i haven’t been there with my troop / we have these camps on our radar to
visit either for a summer camp or weekend adventure but just havenʹt made it out there yet. / Phlox
Point ‐ Scouts have not been interested in going / Royce‐Final ‐ my schedule did not work when my
unit went / Just havenʹt had a chance or reason yet! / I donʹt like cold weather camping and several
of these locations only offer cold weather opportunities (that I know of). The others are ones that
my unit has been to and I just wasnʹt available to go with them or properties we donʹt have a reason
to go to (Sea Base is a good example of one Iʹve had no reason to go to.) / Never had opportunity for
winter activities here. We did Klondike Derby at Big Springs Sno‐Park. / Just havenʹt been to them,
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no specific reason / Iʹm well acquainted with the location and offerings at these Scout properties.
My older son hasnʹt chosen the boy Scout activities there and my younger son, a Webelos I hasnʹt
had the opportunity yet. / The Mt Hood properties sound excellent. Canʹt visit them all. / I have not
had an opportunity where my unit or the OA has used the facility. / Troop hasnʹt scheduled at these
locations / Have not attended an event there or go to camp with troop / boys were too young for
most of the camp programs at those camps. / Havenʹt had the opportunity to visit them, but would
love to in the future. / Iʹve heard of these, but while my troop and other units have been there, my
schedule has prevented my visiting these sites personally‐‐and Iʹve only been a Scout leader for a
couple of years now. I suppose if thereʹs something there for me to do, and I got the chance, I would
visit these and other locations. / Have wanted to go there but just havenʹt been able to be part of a
contingent yet. / Never came up as an option in planning. / We just have never had the opportunity
to get to these camps /

We try to go where the Scouts vote based on what information we have

about a camp or have a Troop only camp at times. / Heard that this camp recently opened. / As far
as I know Ireland and Morrison are Cub Scout day camps, they are also too far for troop events like
Court of Honor. / We are a Troop and donʹt have any Scouts interested in the Sea Base at Portland
and no one in the troop seems to want to have to hike around the lake to get to Camp Royce‐Finel.
The adults donʹt want to leave their vehicles on the other side of the lake from camp either. / Mainly
I have other camps that I like better that are closer to home. I will travel a long distance to a camp
but I need to like it. I like Nanitch lodge so I will go there before I go to White river. I guess its just
a personal choice. / Rustic ‐ not suited for co‐ed ‐ I let the dads take the boys if they decide to
include a trip in their yearly calendar / We havenʹt had the input from the troop to go there. / I have
not been in Scouts long enough to have been to many camps/properties (only 2 years). Also, our
troop usually only visits camps and Scouting properties for summer camp. / My sons entered
Scouts when they were older. The pack and the troop went to camp Ireland when the boys were
younger, but have not gone back since we joined. / As for Pioneer, all I hear about is the bugs. Our
troop has decided not to go to this camp because of that reason. / Camp Clark: It seems this is for
younger Scouts and my boys never visited there. Distance. I have heard it is a nice camp. / Camp
Ireland: We have talked about going there many, many times on an overnighter but every time we
try to make a reservation there is some sort of issue, it isnʹt available etc., etc. We stopped trying
honestly. / Camp Pioneer: We have had a couple of Scouts go there on an OA ordeal. Our plan was
to go there in 2014 to summer camp but we couldnʹt get a Sunday to Saturday week that worked for
our schedule and we werenʹt going to cheat the boys out of a day of summer camp so we flipped
over to Camp Cooper. We were looking forward to seeing Pioneer and it was a disappointment to
have to switch / These properties are in our troop rotation, but I have not visited them yet. / My
husband has been to all of these properties with our older sons. I have not because I was tending to
our younger children over the years. / Iʹve heard of these properties but do not know what they
have to offer and therefore do not know if I would want to visit them. I will be attending Butte
Creek this summer for Cub Scout summer camp. / reason to go to these camps never came up /
Difficult to get to, too many other options to discover, not compelling ‐ don’t know what they have
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to offer / My husband has attended camp at some of these but I have not. We have a Wolf Cub
Scout and a Boy Scout in our family so our younger son hasnʹt had the opportunity to experience
any camps other than Camp Lewis and Butte Creek. Our older son and my husband will be going
to Sea Base this weekend for the first time. / donʹt know how to get there / was not picked by the
troop leaders or boys. Was not available when we wanted. Boys were not interested in what was
offered. Money. Take your pick. / The primary reason I have not attended those camps is because
my Cub Scout and my Eagle Scout did not have camps scheduled at those camps. Also, it is really
nice when camps are convenient in location. For instance, this summer our Cubs attend Adventure
Cove, but since it is so far away, most of the parents will not attend the end of camp BBQ and
ceremony. / Iʹve never been to Sea Base, even though it is convenient, because our Pack and Troop
were not involved in boating activities, other than canoeing. / Our troop has gone every 1‐2 years,
but I have not had the opportunity to attend with them. Iʹve heard positive things about the camp
from our Scouts and adult leaders. / I think these are Boy Scout camps, not Cub Scout camps ‐ so
not age appropriate for my boys yet. / Iʹve never visited these facilities because there location didn’t
offer what our Troop was interested in. / Our troop wanted to go elsewhere ‐ though I have heard
of them I am unfamiliar with them / These properties sound interesting, just never had the time to
go, or havenʹt had enough interest from the boys to pursue going. / Havenʹt had time to visit these
other properties yet. Our Troop will be visiting some of them in the coming years. / Never had the
chance to visit them. My oldest has been to Baldwin (loves the horses) and Pioneer this year. /
Ireland: I donʹt know anyone who has camped here, I would be willing to camp here, just donʹt
know much about it. / Camp Lewis: I donʹt know anything about this camp / Nanitch: Just havenʹt
had a reason to go here, because more familiar with Aubrey Lodge, have stayed at Aubrey for
Family overnight and Troop overnight 3 times. What I donʹt like about the program here is that the
lodge directors rush you out if you are a Friday arrival group. The Lodge Guide says that check out
for Friday arrival is at 1pm on Saturday, but they make you take your stuff to the car before noon,
because theyʹre freaked out that the Saturday people start arriving at 1pm when theyʹre not
supposed to arrive until 4pm. This means that the kids get about 2 hours of sno play on Saturday
morning and then have to do clean up chores and haul their gear to the car. I will never stay here
again on a Friday night. Have tried it twice. In fact Iʹm kinda POʹd about it. The lodge directors
were frustrated because we used the kitchen for lunch at 12pm on Saturday. They wanted us out
and let us know about it. I would also like to see a weekend option offered, so you could actually
stay 2 nights, and not have to worry about cleaning or moving gear on Saturday. / Phlox Point: I
totally want to go here, I have been trying to get my troop to plan a trip there for 2 years, but one of
the obstacles is that it only sleeps 6 or 8? Iʹve been thinking about trying to hike there during the
summer just to check it out and come back in the winter. / Royce‐Finel: I donʹt really know
anything about this camp, havenʹt had a reason to check it out / Sea Base: Unfamiliar with program
offered here / Weʹd love to go to Phlox Point Lodge, but our troop is too big, so everyone who
wanted to couldnʹt go. Our Troop did go to Nanitch Lodge this year, but I personally didnʹt go. /
We go where the troop decides to go and we havenʹt been to these places yet / Opportunity to visit
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these areas has not occurred. They are on my list to visit for sure. / Troop and Pack I have been
with did not go to these camps when I was active with them. I didnʹt have the funds to go as an
adult and pay my own way. / For some, Iʹm too new with the troop to have gone (Baldwin) but we
will be going next a year as part of our normal rotation. / Never had involvement with sea Scouts.
Have personal boats, so had other opportunities to be on water. / As my Scout is just now a
Webelos we look forward to going to some of the properties as he gets bigger and joins Boy Scouts.
/ Troop chose other camps instead. / Some my son has gone to alone, others my husband has gone.
Baldwin is our next year summer camp, / Programs at Ireland and Morrison are similar to Lewis
(which is close to us). Havenʹt used any of the Scout properties for winter activities ‐ we always
snow camped or stayed in a commercial lodge. / Havenʹt had reason to go to sea base. / Troop or
Pack plan to visit these in the future. / Camp Meriwether ‐ we havenʹt made it to this camp yet;
hopefully in two years the Troop will go. / They are Boy Scout camps and I am just starting Boy
Scouts, however I have been to a lot of Cub Scout camps. / I have not had the opportunity to visit
these properties. I feel that Scout staff never reached out to me as a Cub Scout leader to tell me
about what overnight camps had to offer for Cubs. If you are unable to attend roundtables, you
donʹt hear about a lot of things. Scout staff should reach out to adult leaders instead of asking us to
come to them. / Mostly financial considerations have kept us from sending Jules to camp. He is also
too young to not have a parent go but also has a younger sister. If one of us missed work to go with
him, the other would have to miss to be home with his sister. So really it boils down to finances. / I
had to work when the Troop went to these places, or the boys have never chosen to go to them. I
go where the boys plan on going, not where I want to go. / PLC never decided to go there. Venture
Crew is planning on going to a couple of them next year. Would love to see all of them. / We could
never get reserved for use of this property, so we gave up. / Baldwin: no dining facility; Iʹve heard
that it is a dustbowl. / Ireland, Lewis: no offerings have coincided w/ sonʹs interests/activities. / Was
not available when our unit attended. / My sons leaders/pack have not arranged for outings/camp
at these locations or my husband attended with one of our sons (Camp Clark, Camp Meriwether,
Nanitch Lodge). / never had cause to visit these properties / Camp Morrison ‐ Was not selected by
the Scouts during the yearly planning until this year (we are going next July). / Nanitch ‐ Not had
the opportunity. / Phlox Point ‐ Not had the opportunity. / Camp Royce‐Finel ‐ Not had the
opportunity. / Since I have younger boys, Cubs, most of these camps are for older boys. / none of
these properties have been part of the packʹs schedule camp properties. / Iʹve just never been given
the opportunity to visit. / Have not thought of using these properties / Our troop was at Camp
Baldwin for 2013 summer camp. I was not available to attend this year. / We have used other
locations for winter camping that were better suited to the activities we were interested in doing. /
There is nothing at this property that my youth would be interested in. Too primitive for 11‐13 yr
olds. / Son is too old to go there now. / Going to Pioneer next year / Havenʹt considered going to Sea
Base / Camp Ireland. I missed out on the troop camp out there. For the Sea Base the outing on the
river was canceled do to to few participants. / These are special facilities and for winter activities we
have elected to go to Aubrey instead / It didnʹt fit into our schedule at the time / Could not make
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snow day this year, reservations full on desired dates / have not had an opportunity to visit there /
Iʹve not had any reason to visit these properties. The Scouting units that my son and I have been
involved in have never had any events scheduled at these properties. / the opportunities did not
arise / The facilities are too small to accommodate our group size. / No occasions / to far for winter
activities / not interested in sea Scout activities at this time / Just never been there / Just havenʹt
explored what we could do at those properties yet. Large troop so Phlox and Sea Base would mean
splitting up the group. / no reason / Havenʹt had a chance to head up there. Thereʹs multiple lodges
so one lodge usually fits the activities you want to do. No need to visit multiple. / I understood that
Phlox Point is for the Explorer/varsity programs. Also, reservation process is not to my liking. /
Never had the opportunity or when the opportunity was there was busy doing something else. /
Simply didnʹt have events in the last 4 years planned for these sites that I could attend because of
scheduling. Would like to visit and experience them. / I havenʹt been involved in selecting summer
camp locations and we often visit non‐Scout owned locations on weekend campouts. / Butte Creek
is the favorite by far. / Not had a reason to go there for a program we were age appropriate for yet /
Havenʹt explored the options offered at these properties. / For most of these camps, I havenʹt had
the opportunity to attend. My son has been to Butte Creek and Adventure Cove and enjoyed
himself. / Never heard of it / We just have not scheduled a trip to these properties yet. Camp Clark
is for Cub Scouts (?) and I am long removed from Cub Scouts:). / I am a single mother working full
time so it makes it difficult to go to these camps on the work week (Monday through Friday). My
son is 8 years old. His father isnʹt a supporter of Boy Scouts. / Have not had the opportunity to go
there for summer camp or Scout weekends. I hope to! / Our troop has not signed up to visit these
locations for summer camp since my son has moved to Boy Scouts / Just have not been in our camp
rotation. / My Cub Scouts are not old enough to attend these properties yet, although we plan to
attend Adventure Cove in the summer of 2014. / Other facilities are superior / they just havenʹt fit in
too date, also ‐ getting a doctorʹs signature prevented me from attending adventure cove / I have
Cubbies, and most of these are for Boy Scouts. Iʹm sure weʹll get there, but as of yet, there are no
events held at them that we can go to. / Just have not had the chance / Havenʹt had time and interest
from the kids / Not into winter snow activities / Not had the opportunity to attend or not scheduled
any events at these locations. / Age of child and parental schedule / The reason I have not been to
most of them is because there was never an event that I (or my son/family) was interested in
attending.

Some of them, Iʹd never even heard of, and did not know they existed. / none / Not

familiar with what is there, and for overnight/weekends, traffic is bad from our area / My boy
hasnʹt been there yet. Our pack does camps in order of Cub rank‐ Tigers go to Ireland, Wolves goto
Scouters’ Mountain, Bears go to Gilbert ranch, and Webelos goes to Adventure cove / Meriwether /
no Cub Scout program offered / My Troop prefers Aubrey Lodge over the other winter lodges. The
other camps donʹt advertise anything interesting to my Troop. / To date, we have not had the
opportunity to attend or we choose another camp. / I had no need to go to them. Either my boys
are too young or some‐one else took them camping. / no reason / We roate summer camps, so we
will be going to Pioneer and Meriwether in the future, and we are going to Baldwin in two days.
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We are also going to camp Lewis in September and visit Ape Caves. I am only in the troop for a
little over a year, so the others may come up as time goes by. Our old Scoutmaster didnʹt have
anything good to say about Royce‐Finel, so we probably will not be going there. / For the winter
lodges, we like Nanitch the best for its facilities and location / Other camps we have not decided to
travel as far. / Aubrey Lodge it is hard to get the older Scouts willing to come do the service so we
cna use the lodge and scheduling is not the best for our troop. Camp Clark our Cub Scouts do not
spend overnight camps so not a great fit for our program but love the location and seeing the
WEBELOS touring Camp Meriwether during summer camp. Camp Ireland only recently have
heard about it and have to look in to the possibility of utilizing the facility. Camp Lewis same as
Camp Ireland. Would like more information of what they offer and also off season programs like
Gilbert Ranch has a trail to first class that we can use year round and is awesome to take the troop
put for an all day 5 mile hike and knock out a ton of Trail to First class requirements while the older
Scouts do the training. / It always seemed to get left off the list. Probably a combination of the boys
nor adults in our unit have any experience there. And it is a little farther off, I think. / Unable to get
time off when events have occurred at those locations / not on our troop schedule / Havenʹt been in
Scouts that long / Never went to them / Our pack has never gone to these camps. / I would visit all
of them if given the chance. The activities our Troop and Pack have not taken place at these camps.
/ Our boys didnʹt vote to go to these properties. / Opportunity never came up. / Did not have the
need to visit. / I am mainly a committee member of our troop and do not go out with the boys on
their adventures. I do drive every once in a while to transport the boys there or back. / No reason /
just never have put them on the calendar... we go to the other lodge / Iʹve only been involved in
Scouting for a few years, and my sonsʹ troop and Den have never visited these properties. Itʹs
nothing intentional ‐‐ they just havenʹt come up in the rotation. / Not part of our Packs camp
programs / We had a better day camp located elsewhere that we attended. / Camp Morrison &
Royce‐Finel: I would like to visit these two camps, but have not taken the opportunity to do so. /
Phlox Point Lodge: Iʹm not a skier. / usually went other

places in our troop / Just have not had

a chance to yet but would like to. / Donʹt know what is offered there or how to make use of it / My
son joined Scouts late and did not have a opportunity or reason to visit / Not appropriate for my
Scout at his age / No opportunity yet / Just recently moved into the area in October. / That was not
selected by others. / Either my sonʹs father went with him to camp or my son hasnʹt had the chance
to go to these camps. / Crew or Troop has never arranged a camp there. / Although my sons and
grandsons ‐‐ Scouts I know ‐‐ have visited and had great experiences at these camps ‐ I just havenʹt
had it in my schedule to do so. / Have not had reason too. / just hasnʹt woeked out yet / tried to go
to royce finel last year but was unavailable the times we were looking at as another group/groups
had already booked it / I donʹt go out in snow much and that is when itʹs available. / either our
troop hasnʹt gone or my husband attended with the boys / not had time available to visit / As a Boy
Scout Troop we have elected for other places to camp out at. / We usually go to Nanitch for our
Winter Lodge Experience. Weʹre a big troop and can utilize all of Nanitch for our own troop
activities. Itʹs the perfect size for us. The boys love the tubing hill! / Den all went together to same
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camp at same time. Only did one camp over the summer. / My husband was the one to attend, not
myself. / Our group was never signed up for camp at these places. / My son has attended camp
there with his father bit I have not been there myself. We are interested in Aubrey Lodge but have
not been able to make a snow day there yet. / I donʹt make the reservations so I havenʹt had a
chance to look into them. / Camp Cooper has been closed for Summer camp and this year I did not
go with the troop when they did go. / Sea Base ‐ no interest / Royce‐Finel ‐ did not camp with the
Troop that weekend / Morrison ‐ We have never really considered going there ‐ no real reason why
/ Not had the chance to yet. / unable to attend my packʹs events that were held there / With so many
fine facilities, we just have never gone there. / Us another lodge in winter / No Scouts interested in
Sea Base at this time / Have only visited Scout properties as part of a pack/troop function. If the
troop or pack offered to go to these i was not able to attend. / Possible selections for future summer
camps / I am interested in seeing what there is at Lewis and Morrison for example but the
opportunity has not come up yet. More info online about facilities for both camping and activities
would help facilitate the use without actually visiting the property first before bringing Troop there
to camp. Phlox is on my list to do in the next couple years. / A combination of being able to get
those programming opportunities closer to home and them being too far from home. / Clark was
for kids always younger than my age group of boys. Have never gone to other winter camps due to
cost per boy, availability, or small size for number of people who wanted to go. / Other camp
choices were made / My son wonʹt be scheduled to go there until next summer. / Had no reason /
The pack and troop Iʹve been affiliated with never used these properties. / I havenʹt had a reason to
visit them yet. / Phlox... went to Nanitch instead / Sea Base... no connection / I was a Boy Scout in
another council and son not yet Boy Scout age. I currently go to Cub Scout camps. I will attend
Clark next summer. / Camp Lewis: our troop did an overnight camp out there. I was unable to
attend. Otherwise, I would have gone. / Camp Pioneer: our Scouts have not been interested in this
camp in spite of the good things other leaders say about it. / Just havenʹt looked into this camp. No
familiar with the program options here. I know of it, but havenʹt investigated it. / Phlox point ‐
never had an opportunity. / Sea Base ‐ never had an interest in sea Scouting. / Never had occasion
to go. / Had no reason to go based on what was offered / Our troop has not been to these camps yet
but have plans to go these camp. / Never had a reason to go there / I just donʹt have time between
work and other weekend commitments / Our youth choose where to go and they have not wanted
to go there. Better info for them might help. / Never really had a reason to go there. / No reason in
particular, they just havenʹt made it on the Scoutsʹ planner. / Never had the opportunity. / Have not
had a reason to visit. / Phlox is too small for the troop, but I have never made a patrol outing there.
Our troop has used it, I just was not along / Royce‐finel , we keep talking about but the troop has
never made it. One year we will. / Just never knew enough about them to determine what type of
event i would schedule there / Lack of time and lack of a specific reason to go. / Only reason is that
there has not been an age appropriate activity for our group at those sites. I do expect to visit them
going forward in Scouting. / Have not gone. / Camp Baldwin: The Troop has currently chosen to
have a dining hall at all summer camps; this is changing with the new set of boys. / Camp Lewis:
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Know of the facility but has not come up on the troop radar. Need more information on the site. /
Royce: I want to go but the troop has not bit. / Just moved into the area. Havenʹt had a chance yet. /
Not interested in Sea Scouts. Go to Aubrey, and boys havenʹt wanted to go elsewhere. Cooper ‐ just
no request by boys. / Have not had an event there I was invited to. / Our troop was never able to go
to Aubrey. Camp Ireland is not often spoken of in our district so donʹt know much about it and we
donʹt have any Sea Scouts. / Troop decided not to attend / My son was not of the right age to attend
these camps. / They are Cub Scout Camps / did not have an opportunity to visit / Scouts did not
choose to go to any of these camps. / Havenʹt had the opportunity to visit these camps with all the
other activities the troop does / We plan to attend camp here when our Scout is old enough. /
Accessibility of lodges. Cost for each Scout to use facilities. Size‐ Phlox is ok for a patrol but not a
full troop. / Our kids are eagle Scouts and I continue in the program serving at the district level. /
Havenʹt had the time or the reason to go there. Donʹt know enough about what is offered there. /
Involved in Cub Scouts for only a year and pack has not visited these camps / Never been because
the unit has never been asked to part in any programs there / itʹll be avail for our den next year.
was not on our agenda at this age. / Our troop has plans to use these properties. / I am interested
but my Crew hasnʹt been and I do not know if or when Venturing is allowed to go to Summer
Camp there. We havenʹt done any off season camping at Baldwin. We just learned about Sea Base
because there is a duel registered Crew member/Sea Scout in our Crew and we plan to help out
with Sea Base activities and try and get together with Deja Vu(?) but it is not well publicized that it
is there or that other members can use it‐or it hasnʹt been to us until now. / Never been invite or
know enough to visit on my own / The Troop choose this camp for NEXT year. So, itʹs just that I
havenʹt had an opportunity to visit the camp / Have not had an opportunity. New to Boy Scouts.
Scouterʹs Mt. is closer to us than Camp Ireland. / Unit did not choose to attend event at this facility ‐
or ‐ menu did not meet the needs of my Scout. / My brother went to some of these camps, when he
was a Cub Scout... so Iʹve heard of them. But, these camps are not offered thru our current Pack, so
we havenʹt gone. / Camp Cooper was closed when I was most available to go there with my troop. /
No one in my troop cares to go to the Sea Base / My son and I were unable to go. / our troop youth
determines where we go and what we do. Adults have suggestions but it is up to the youth to
decide what to do. / An idea: What if these and all the camps had invitation weekends? where they
invited troops out to check out the facility? Bring own food and gear. Come see the camp, have a
Staffer or two on hand to tour and show off the camp and what it has to offer? This maybe
complicated but it is a way to get exposure to camps. / As an adult I talk to other adults and Scouts
to find out where they have gone and looked at. This is 99% of the way we get information, web
sites and literature just doesnʹt do it. Going and seeing is the best way. / Maybe even videos of a
summer camps offerings can be shared? / or what is available for weekend camping in the area?
come camp here and explore these areas around the camp? / My Scouts are not old enough for the
programs yet. / I have not got there, yet. I is on my list to see soon. Looks like a good place for
winter camping. / Camp Baldwin is not chosen for our troop to attend. Ireland, I have not has an
opportunity to attend this camp. We are going to Camp Pioneer next summer 2014. My boys are not
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interested in Sea Scouts. / I have just started my son in actual BOY Scouts and have not had the
opportunity yet. Most of my camping experiences have been with our CUB Scout pack. / Just used
others. No reason not to. Plan to in the future. / Son never went to camp the / Not necessary for
our boys to attend a structured Camp...We develop our activities in our Crew and execute at the
Unit level... / As a female on the committee and a parent of a boy Scout, I support the troop from
town and do not go on the campouts with them. / Was otherwise engaged when my sonʹs troop
visited. / I attended all camps with my son for Cub Scouts. I went to the locations that leadership
selected. I have not attended any of the camps with my son for Boy Scouts. However, he has been
to Camp Clark, Camp Meriwether, and possibly others, but I cannot provide feedback as I did not
attend. / My son and husband have been to a number of these places, but I have not attended all of
the places with them. / The troop has not gone there / My understanding that Morrison was closed
& the Sea base was for sea Scouts. / The questions asks if I have visited them. I have not, but our
troop has visited several of them. / we never have need to go there / My son attended but I could
not. His Pack did not attend Cub World. / Iʹve only been to camp one time and Meriwether was the
scheduled one. / Previously my son was not old/mature enough to make the trek. Also we tend to
travel as a pack and we usually go to the same camps. / My Scout has attended a few of these
camps, but I have not been able to attend. / Prefer other lodge, not interested in sea base, and Royce
Finel needs drive‐in access for equipment. / Did not know they existed except for one Camp Ireland
Just never been there / I remember now, I have been there once ‐ took the kids sledding there and
one of my children was injured tubing down the hill and didnʹt stop before hitting a tree. Not
going back. / Our Scout has not had an activity there yet. / I have special needs children at home
and am unable to camp with my Scout. The cost for me to do so (after paying for his Scouting
adventures) is to much for me. / We actually will be attending summer camp in 2014 to camp
Cooper. We havenʹt been there before because it just reopened.

Same with Camp Ireland. It was

closed before we had the chance to go there. / Have not had the chance / Never had the opportunity
with unit...too far from home....too expensive... / Our boys are younger in Age, and will be going to
Gilbert Ranch next year / Havenʹt had the need to visit them ‐ Cubs always go to Camp Discovery. /
My teen son has been to Camp Baldwin for a week and Camp Meriwether for a week ‐ but the
survey asked about ME and not him. / Never had a need to visit these properties. / similar
programs to what is offered elsewhere or not aware of whatʹs offered at these sites / pack has not
gone there as long as we have been part of it. / What a silly question. / I don’t visit properties just to
visit them. If our kids are going to one of them, and I have been asked to view the place beforehand
or are driving them there, then I will go there. / Put another way, if I asked you why you have not
visited Kenya, what would you say? / Not offered through my sonʹs Scouting program / for Camp
Meriwether ‐ our boys were supposed to go to Camp Meriwether this summer; however, our Scout
leader in charge ʺforgotʺ to turn in the request / Its on our list to do in the future / I donʹt attend
camp with the troop. I only drop off and pick up on occasion. / Our troop has not gone here so I
have not had reason to go. / Have not visited because our unit has not visited them. / Unavailable
when interested / Not invited, as our den went to various camps based on rank / We go to ones that
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weʹve been to before. / Not age appropriate overnight camping for Cubs or plan to go in the future
when it is age appropriate. Also some are too far from home. / not familiar / Never had an
opportunity to visit. / Scouters’ Mountain I have visited otherwise the camps where not offered to
the pack / Have not had the opportunity yet. / When I have had Scouts at the ages appropriate for
most of these camps, I have been unable to get another adult to attend the camp and therefore have
not been able to go with our den. / Havenʹt had the opportunity yet... we are going to Cub World
this weekend. / Troop has not been there when we were able to attend. / we just made it to become
Webelos, give us some time. / New to this. / Because I was doing other things when my team went
there / Mothers donʹt generally visit the camps / Camp Baldwin: Went to hospital just before
summer camp / Cooper: Heard of it, never been there though / I have visited Meriwether and Cub
World. I liked them both. / Just have not made it to those camps, my boy will have a chance to visit
during Webelos Wood / No opportunity yet / Have wanted to use this property many times with
the boys but lack of availability to use it has been a great factor. / They have not been scheduled for
our troop yet. / Camp Ireland is Cub Scout day camp in a different area. Sea base is sea Scouts‐ I
have no idea why I would go there / I have not had the opportunity to work at those, nor have I
had sons to take there. Would love to in the future. / my Scout is not old enough for some of these
camps / Not convenient time / Just havenʹt had the chance to go yet / Baldwin: the troop went and
had a great time, but I was not available. Cooper: not enough merit badges offered. Ireland: the
Cubs in our unit attend regularly, but I am not a Cub leader. Scouters’ Mountain: I am not a Cub
leader. / have not had the opportunity to visit these camps / New to Scouting / Missed camp outs,
donʹt know what is there, other options in the area / Heard it just opened. Not familiar. / Better
options closer to home / This was my sons first year at the Cub Scout / No reason to attend. / not
interested / Iʹve only been in Scouts a short time. / only been volunteering since Jan 2013, have only
had the opportunity to go to Pioneer for summer camp with the troop but didnʹt. / Have not had an
event or camp there. / Some of the locations are too far for one night camping trips. Not enough
weekend spots to visit every camp. / New to Boy Scouts ... Our troop chose camp Hahobus this past
year / not had the occasion to / never had the opportunity. This was our first year in Scouts. We
went to Trojan Park and it was very buggy! / They are for Boy Scouts and we primarily attend with
Cub Scouts. / Just an FYI, for Aubrey it is too far for just a day trip with Cub Scouts or we would
definitely be going there. / My son likes to go on the troop campouts without me. He had enough
of my attention while a Cub Scout. / Butte Creek Scout Ranch ‐ my kids have been there, but I
wasnʹt a driver / Camp Ireland ‐ kids have never had an activity there / Camp Lewis ‐ son has been
there with OA, but I wasnʹt a driver / Scoutersʹ Mountain ‐ kids have been there, but Iʹve never been
a driver to it / just not had the opportunity‐ interested in all of them! / I have a Cub Scout / Aubrey
Lodge... dates were not available when we wanted to go. We plan to try again this winter. / Camp
Baldwin...Cooking our own meals has not yet appealed to all of us as a troop for a whole week. /
Camp Cooper... leadership skills for at least one of our boys is in the plans for next summer. / Phlox
pt....not enough space for our group. / Camp Pioneer...I recently heard about this one and would
like to see what they have to offer. / Scouters’ Mountain...Our Scouts are all Boy Scouts now and not
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Cub Scouts, so too old. / Just began Scouting program last year and I work with the Cub Scouts
only, not the older boy Scouts, so our Cub Scouts have never been to a boy Scout camp. / Troop has
plans to attend Camp Baldwin and Camp Clark later this year. / Although they were not too far
from home we only took one opportunity to go to camp this year and our troop all went together to
Camp Lewis. We did not go to camp before becoming a Tiger and this is our first complete year as a
Scout...so we have only had one opportunity at this point. / heard of them but have not visited due
to time, distance and no reason to go just to check them out. / These are Boy Scout camps and I have
only worked with Cubs. / I am only a member of the Scout committee. / Itʹs all about timing. I have
been less the organizer and more the support on these trips. / Nothing scheduled for my Cubs / The
boys have been to Winter Lodge on Mt Hood, but I had to work and did not attend. We plan on
going to Camp Baldwin next Summer, and we go with our Troop. Some of these camps have not
come up with the Troop yet. / The leaders pick where we are going, we have no say in the matter. /
My Son Just crossed over into a Boy Scout Troop and we have not been up to the hut yet.. we are
planning to go this winter! / Havenʹt gotten around to it and I have not been told about things to do
there or events. / Was not the Scout leader at the time the Troop went to this Summer camp would
like to go next time troop selects this site. / Would like to go to this facility and try it, just have not
planned a trip to this camp facility, will consider it in the future / It sounds awful I just wanted to
see what happened when I pushed next. / My son has been in Scouting less than two years and is
also busy with sports. We have limited time to go on many Scouting trips. / Preference for Scout
camp with a dining hall. / Not had the opportunity to go to these camps as of this date. Will
probably go in the future. / Have not had a reason to visit these yet / heard of them but missed or
never had the opportunity to visit / Scout is not old enough to go yet. / never had interest / No
activities offered at these locations that our group was able to attend. / Lewis‐‐‐ our troop decides
where we go. This one has not been chosen. / Morrison‐ our troop has been here. I havenʹt. /
Pioneer‐‐ our troop went there this summer. Its a favorite. I didnʹt attend. / Sea Base‐‐ my Sonia
interested but is too young I think. / My Schedule / Have only been a Scout leader for 1 year. / Did
not attend with either of my Cub Scouts. Oldest is in his first year as a boy Scout. / Iʹm a mom. I
did my thing as a den leader. My boys are all grown and Iʹve never been invited to the other camps
for any reason. Usually the dads go on the camp outs. My youngest son is 17 and has a sever
handicap he doesnʹt do a lot of things with the Scouts cause the last time they had him hike the ape
caves something his doctor recommended he didnʹt do but there was no one to stay with him at
camp. Itʹs hard when your kid has a disability his dad works a lot and doesnʹt enjoy camping and
you canʹt really trust others to take care of your kid in the right way. / This is a poorly worded
question. My son, a Scout, has been to some of these places, but I have not. The question is have ʺIʺ
been there. He has been to Camp Lewis and Camp Morrison. / I didnʹt go on when the troop went
to those. / Haven’t had the opportunity yet. Weʹve only been in Boy Scouts 1.5 yrs. We are planning
on Cooper next year, and I do believe we are planning on Aubrey next January. / No events my son
was involved in at these locations. / Troop never chose this for summer camp in our tenure. / I
havenʹt visited any of these, but my son has with his unit. I have never had a need to visit these
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properties myself and donʹt know what they would offer me. / We are new to Scouting. Second
child getting into the Scouts now. So many of the properties are new to me. / Our troop doesnʹt
have any activities at these sites. / When our troop does have activities at these sites, I am unable to
go. / Not involved the year our unit went to Camp Cooper. / Not sure what is available to do there.
/ I donʹt know whatʹs there (if anything) / I forgot we have been to Aubrey, my boys are still Cub
Scouts / I donʹt know what they offer / Never had the opportunity. / Just havenʹt gotten around to it.
/ I have never taken advantage of th invitations to attend. / Since working with the Scouts in this
area, I have not had reason to go to these camps. / After having a bad experience at Aubrey Lodge I
will not be returning to any of the council run lodges. / Just havenʹt seen a need. / I am with the
little Cub Scouts we have only gone to Scouters’ Mountain for summer camp / Kids interest in their
favorite properties. / Just never had an opportunity / We are not old enough to go to Camp
Merriweather yet, We missed our year at Cub World and did Camp Ireland twice, we were
bummed. / No reason to go there. Have wanted to visit the Sea Base but havenʹt gotten around to it
/ havenʹt gotten around to it yet. / not convenient for my use. / I am unfamiliar with the route to get
there. / Never had the time/ reason to visit. / My sonʹs troop has been to all 3 of these, I just was not
available to attend. Iʹve heard Pioneer is wonderful, and Royce Finel needs some upgrading. Iʹd
love to head out on the Reliant, that sounds like a great program too. / Have not had the option of
going to them yet / Camp not offered to us. Chose camp by date offered / There is only so much
time to do activities. Perhaps the Mt. Hood properties could be advertised and opened throughout
the winter if a caretaker could be found / I have been there, donʹt recognize the ʺAubrey Lodgeʺ
name first time around. / We quit going when it was a ʺraffleʹʺ to schedule a night. / Troop has
attended summer camp and/or gone on campouts to these facilities, but I have never attended these
campouts. / I have not been on any campout with our Boy Scout troop. My husband is Scoutmaster
and he has attended most of the camps since our sons became Boy Scouts. / Our Troop has been to
Aubrey Lodge, Camp Baldwin, Camp Meriwether, and Nanitch Lodge. We were scheduled to go
to Camp Royce‐Finel but it was closed due to weather issues. / They are Boy Scout camps and my
boys are still Cub Scouts. / Just moved from Cub Scouts to Boy Scouts and have not had time to
visit. / Just never had the opportunity to go yet, but have discussed it during every years planning
meeting with the leadership / it is far and we have other facilities close to us that offer the same
atmosphere. / Baldwin is on our rotation of camps(4) and i have not been here long enough. we also
have only 3&4 boys that go to camps and meal prep is difficult with low numbers. / Ireland has not
made the boys agenda yet other things more interesting and not so far away. / New to the area. Just
have not had the time. / We are a boy lead troop. / Your questions basically ask ʺwhen we, the
adults, select a campʺ In our Troop, the PLC decides where the Troop camps on weekends (except
for Patrol campouts) and the Troop votes where to go to summer camp. The adults have NO say. /
Providing the Scout boy leadership with information about all of the council properties could
generate some interest. Having reviews from other Scouts about the camps, like the OA camping
guide, could generate some interest, pros and cons of the facility. / The boys often select facilities
where they have been before. Holding events (camporee, OA functions, NYLT, etc) at these other
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facilities could ʺforceʺ Scouts or troops to go to a new place and they may find that they liked it. / In
our church only the men are allowed to go to Scout camp with the boys. Otherwise I would go. / I
havenʹt heard of most of these properties. The year the troop went to Camp Pioneer for summer
camp, I had something else going on during that time, so I did not go. No reflection on the Camp; I
have other obligations.

The properties that the troop chooses to go for their yearly activities

depends on several factors ‐‐ mostly what the boys want to do. I find that the properties that the
Boy Scouts run (both inside and outside CPC) are in pretty good shape with each having their own
advantages and disadvantages. I donʹt really have a particular bias. / n/a / I am in Pioneer District.
So many of these Camps are out of District. Also, just getting into Boy Scouts as we crossovered in
April 2013. / Unit has been to most, but I missed going to those. / Many are Boy Scout camps and I
am presently involved in Cub Scouting. / The older Boy Scouts in our area use these. For young
Cub Scouts they are too far away for day camp trips. / Timing / Just have not got around to it. /
Troop went and I was not able to attend (Scouterʹs Mountain).

Or, we go to the stand‐by

(Meriwether). / not as much participation with the troop / Our troop simply has not chosen to
attend those camps while I have been a member. Havenʹt had the opportunity. / Simply have not
had an event there that I was drawn to. / Have just not worked for us for what we have required /
When the troop went, I had other plans. / Not scheduled in troopʹs yearly activities / Just Havenʹt
had time and troop has chosen to go to other camps / Too far and no reason to go. / Did not interest
the Scouts and easier to get to a free camp up the Clackamas river, so part as cheaper and closer to
home and less hassle to deal with the Scout office to get the property / Because I sent my husband,
while I kept the farm going, or because other adults accompanied my son OR in one case (Scouterʹs
Mt) our troop never went there. In each case the main reason to visit is because the troop decided
to visit. The only exception ‐‐ we went without the troop ‐‐ is when my son worked at the camp. /
Just havenʹt had the opportunity yet. / Donʹt need to go the leaders take the boys there /

Not

camping any more, children have grown, I visited some as a youth.... not a youth anymore...! / Itʹs
our first year, possibly unavailable, possibly did not have a great understanding of the area / My
son is not yet old enough to enjoy Butte Creek, we hope to go there this coming summer (2014).
Likewise, he is not yet old enough for Adventure Cove. We hope to go there next summer (2015).
Iʹve been interested in attending day camp at Camp Ireland, but the others in my pack keep
choosing Camp Chinook for our day camp. / No opportunity. / Never knew what was offered. /
Camp Cooper‐Just opened, never been there. / Phlox Point‐Too small for our troop / Not a big
adventure person‐ if my Scouts had gone then I would too / To little time to visit all / Our troop
uses both Nanitch and Aubrey, but we generally do not have women go, because the facilities are
not set up for mixed company. / While I have heard of Camp Lewis, Camp Morrison and Royce‐
Finel, these properties are not close to us and I do not hear other adults talk about these cites, so I
donʹt think about using them. / My boys and brothers have been to Baldwin, Meriwether, and the
White River Lodge regularly. I have not because I am female and our troop does not have the
female leaders go to overnight camps with the boys. / Camp Cooper I just recently heard of (this
year if I remember correctly) and I do not believe any of our troop has been there yet. / It makes it
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really hard to try and pay for your Scout to go to camp and then if your successful in getting your
Scout there it makes it almost impossible to pay for the parent to go with them. / I am have limited
Scouting experience. I plan to visit many of these facilities. / I have never had a reason to visit
them. My husband has been to many of them. But there has never been a reason for me to visit
them. / Iʹve only been in Boy Scouts for a year. / Troop has gone I havenʹt been available to go to
these properties when they have gone. / My son is not a boy Scout and not ready to visit those
places yet. / I have not had the opportunity to go as a parent. My son has attended camp at a few of
these places: Pioneer, Meriwether. But he has been driven there so I have not visited them. /
Havenʹt had the opportunity to visit these sites. Not ones that our troop frequents. / no awareness
of what goes on there. / just never went to these properties / Proximity of Scouters’ Mountain is
much closer to us in Clackamas County. / My Scout just crossed over to boy Scouts this year and as
Cub Scouts we never pursued the larger camps out of our area. / Other Camps closer by that we
would attend or werenʹt those selected by the boys / Our Cub Master chose Camp Discovery,
because they is where our pack has always gone. / Never had the opportunity / Troop did not
schedule activities there or when my son went, I did not participate since he was an older Scout. /
Iʹve never had a reason to visit these properties. Iʹm a Cub Scout leader ‐ perhaps you needed to
fork your survey based on Cubs vs Boy Scouts? / Just never had an opportunity or reason to attend
that property. / White River ‐ The value is not there. From what I have been told about pricing and
check in / out times, we are not willing to spend the money. / Ireland, Lewis, and Phlox I have
heard of but the boys have not picked these camps. We are boy lead and although we adult leaders
throw out a list of camps to go to, they have never picked these. / I donʹt attend with my son ‐ he
has been to Aubrey Lodge, Camp Baldwin, Camp Meriwether = his favorite was Meriwether and
Aubrey Lodge. He likes having the large dining hall for summer camp. / Most of them I have just
have not been there. Some of our Scouts or leaders have been to some (Camp Cooper, Camp
Pioneer, Phlox Lodge). Some of them have been discussed for activities but never used (Scouterʹs
Mountain and Camp Clark). However, we have never had a reason to use Camp Ireland. / The
Scouts want to go to a different place / Havenʹt had the opportunity to visit / Not conveniently
located. / work schedule would not allow when my pack went / We normally do our own high
adventure each summer, so we have not gone to established week‐long camps. We usually stay
closer to home, or to a specific activity when we go overnight camping. / We just havenʹt chosen to
visit yet. / just havenʹ t had the chance or the reason to go yet. / Cooper ‐ was planning to do OA
Ordeal there but had a scheduling conflict / Pioneer ‐ going there next summer / not had the chance
to visit yet / Just finished our first year in Cub Scouts, havenʹt gotten there yet. / Just have not had a
chance to visit these properties. / I did not attend Adventure Cove as a Cub Scout an d have not
visited the camp since then. / Just have not had the opportunity to do so. / Iʹm the mom, I donʹt go
on camp outs. / Not really had a reason/chance / We have never had the opportunity. All the
information provided to our council has been for the Scouters’ Mountain location. Our Webelos did
go to Camp Lewis this year but that was two boy out of our whole pack. They seemed to really
enjoy the location. We are considering the overnight camp there as a possibility for our bears next
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year... / I donʹt usually go camping with the boys / Not had the opportunity as a parent. One son
has been to Camp Pioneer & Camp Lewis. / camp times chosen did not work with my work
schedule / Aubrey Lodge is due to the work service requirements and the lack of available slots to
use the property. / Camp Clark because we do not have Cub Scouts that can participate in an
overnight camp like offered here. / Camp Ireland, Camp Lewis, Nanitch Lodge, Phlox Point Lodge,
Camp Royce‐Finel, and Sea Base only recently heard about them and plan to get more info on these
facilities / havenʹt had any reason to be at these properties yet. / Iʹm relatively new to our Scout
branch and have not been on any camping trips with them yet. / Never on my or our troops radar. /
Just have not had a reason to go there yet. If there was a web site that had all of the camps listed
with descriptions and contacts all in one place that would help to get the word out., / scheduling /
Time and availability. / I intend to pay a visit, just hasnʹt been high on my current priority list. /
Aubrey Lodge ‐ Not really sure if it fills a need for my unit. Not that familiar with itʹs offerings /
Camp Royce‐Finel ‐ Not sure what is there / Never had a reason to visit. There is nearly 60 years
between my Scouting days and my present involvement with the Cub and Boy Scouts / I often stay
home with the other children while my husband takes our son to camp. / Simply never got around
to it as a Scout. / I have Cub Scouts ‐ these camps do not have programs that I am aware of for
Cubs. / Haven’t found the time to take the pack. / I have never had the occasion to visit them. If the
opportunity presented itself and I had a reason to visit I would. / Never got the chance to go /
BALDWIN our troop rotates between the camps and this coming summer is the summer for
Baldwin. Just haven’t been in long enough to experience it yet. / White river, if things work out
right the troop has decided to try white river this year. We are large. It is pretty convenient to book
all of Nanitch for one night and be the only ones, but they want to try white river this year. / Either
it hasnʹt come up yet or, in the case of Royce‐Finel, we hadnʹt received proper training/education to
utilize the camp. We are actually camping there this weekend with half the troop as we finally have
a dad in the troop who knows backpacking camping. / I go to Scout locations to support my sonsʹ
interests, not mine. If there is an opportunity that one or all three of my Scouts would like to
participate in, I will go. / Iʹve just not had the opportunity to visit all of the properties as of yet. It is
my goal in 2013/2014 to visit all of them. / The Troop did not arrange to go there yet. / not familiar
with the programs there / Have not had the occasion / The year before i joined Scouting my troop
went to pioneer and half of them got food poisoning so we never went again. / No pack or troop
outing to these locations / Do not know what they offer. / Phlox is for skiing‐‐no funds for this
activity‐‐but highly desired by the boys‐‐we are considering a trip here... / Havenʹt had the
opportunity yet. / I thought it was for Cub Scouts / Opportunity not there / My Cub Scouts are not
old enough to attend Boy Scout camps yet / Have not had a chance too. / My sonʹs first year in
Scouts. I wasnʹt in Scouts as a youth, so I havenʹt had a chance to visit them. / scheduling / Busy
when opportunity arose to camp or visit there / I have not had the opportunity or need to visit the
camps. Only Scouterʹs Mountain have we had the opportunity to visit. Did not work into our
schedule. cost is always a factor to my youth and self. / New to Scouting our den has not attended
events there in the last year / I was working when my Pack went to these other properties so I have
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not had a chance to go / Troop did not have camp there. No reason to go without troop. / I have
been to white river just mistook the name / We go Snow Caving / Want to go but have not had time
yet. / Too small for our unit / I either have not signed up for an event at one of these properties or
they donʹt offer events for Cub Scouts / Have visited white river, that was a typo. Pholx was never
something the boys in my troop were interested in, although I was very interested in it. / Just
haven’t go to them yet. / Have not had the opportunity / Sea base because in not a sea Scout / Scout
troop has shown no interest. / Our troop has been to all of them, I just havenʹt been an adult leader
on any of those trips. / With our troop, we have not been given the opportunity to attention any of
these properties as of yet. Though we may be planning a trip to camp Baldwin soon. Also I seem to
find it hard to get information on when these are open and what they offer, and whether or not they
allow family to join their Scouter. / Our group never planned an event for this lodge.

We

considered it but chose Nanitch instead so we could have a bigger group. / have not had an
opportunity to take Scouts there. / troop has not planned it yet / My sons are Cub Scouts and those
properties are for Boy Scouts. / Havenʹt had the time yet to visit them. / Lived out of the area for a
while / We found a number of Scout camps that we liked and were familiar with, and we got into
the habit of returning to them. It was easy for parents to go back to the same places, and the Scouts
were happy with the choices. Personally, it wasnʹt my call to make, so I left it alone. / Havenʹt been
to them yet, but are planning to visit. / First year as boy Scout havenʹt had opportunity as of yet. /
Troop has visited Baldwin, Pioneer, and Royce‐Finel. As a committee member I donʹt go to all
campouts. / Most of them we just havenʹt gotten to them yet. I have heard of them, but troop makes
the decisions on where we go for the summer and they have their favorites they want to go to first /
Our troop has not visited the camps because they did not meet our troops needs / So far these have
not worked into our schedule. / my son is new to Scouting and hasnʹt gone yet / number of people
going to large for these lodges / Simply havenʹt made it there yet. Weʹll make it to them eventually
I am sure. / have not had the opportunity yet, but would like to visit each of these / I have heard of
the camps, but donʹt recall events for Bears, or events not a good match for my son. / My den will be
going to Camp Clark in a couple of years as Webelos. I guess camp Meriwether as Boy Scouts. /
kids didnʹt want to attend camp the year of Adventure Cove, Cooper wasnʹt doing summer camp
and boys didnʹt do leadership training, Didnʹt know about Ireland when boys were Cubs, Sea Base
didnʹt know could attend. I would like to visit Sea Base. / I have a Cub pack...not sure that those
properties are appropriate for Cub camping / Pack or Troop did not arrange trips there, or I was
unable to go with the troop / We went to the other property on Mt Hood / havenʹt had the
opportunity / The troop has been to Camp Pioneer, I personally have not. / The Scout troop hasnʹt
gone to them yet. / They were not available when we wanted them, or our troop went but my son
had other activities at the time. A couple of them our troop feels are not the best. / Just have not
had the opportunity to visit / Our family is brand new to Scouting and we just havenʹt had the
opportunity to go to these other camps. / Have not been to an activity there yet (i.e. Cub World or
Mud Cubs). / I working primarily with Cub Scouts and have not had the opportunity to visit these
camps. I have any older Boy Scout who has visited several without any issues. / I have not been
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involved in the Cub Scout program and I understand this camp to be for boys of Cub Scout age. /
Husband took kids to camp so I didnʹt need to go. Donʹt know much about camp but Iʹm not
opposed to what I do know. / I have not had the chance to visit Baldwin. My Crew hasnʹt tried
camping there yet and they offer no Summer Camp for Venturing as far as I know. We only
recently found out about Sea Base because a duel registered Venturer/Sea Scout in our Crew told us
about it. We plan to help with a Sea Base duty in October. It is not well publicized that other units
can use it. / My troop has not used this camp for activity / Havenʹt aged in for these camps. Have
not been offered by pack leaders as an option. / Would like to go but other camps were chosen
instead / My son, the Scout has been to Camp Cooper but I have not. / I donʹt attend summer camps
/ My Troop has gone, but I was unavailable those weeks/weekends. / Our Troop/ Crew has not
shown an interest in going to these locations, either because we donʹt know what is offered there,
donʹt know about the ʺfacilitiesʺ part of the property, or we find another (more well known)
property more suitable for our needs (large Troop). / No opportunity or Scouts have not decided to
visit these sites / Most of them by the time I knew the existed I was too old to attend. / Boys are
either not yet old enough to try the programs or weʹre not interested in day camps. / In the
programs I have been involved over the years, other properties were used. Therefore I have no
view on these properties. / Donʹt know enough about them to use them. / our Scouts registered at
other camps / Just hasnʹt come up yet. / Have not yet had enough interest from boys in doing more
than one camp per year. / Havenʹt had a reason too. Son has been to a few of them though for
camping. / Have not had the opportunity to go. / Cooper, Ireland, Morrison ‐ always seems like
better camps available. was going to go to Cooper but closed down due to weather. / will be going
to Pioneer next year (reservation already made for Jul 14) / never had a reason to / I have never had
the opportunity to visit these property.

I probably would if I had an option. / Scouts not interested

in horses, have not found a need / Have not had the opportunity to go to these camps yet. They are
all camps that I would like to visit. / Our Troop has not signed up for these camps / Havenʹt had the
opportunity. Not in the Troop cycle / various, no longer have a reason with boy Scouts, specific to
Baldwin, for a summer camp donʹt want Scouts to focus on cooking when there are other areas they
can work on. / When we moved to Oregon, our sons were out of Scouting (both were eagle Scouts)
had two daughters and spent my time with them a our Churches Girls Camp week long programs.
I was a Scout Master in Utah for many years and my responses were based on my experiences
there. One thing the boys i had like best about camp was planning their own menus and then
preparing them at camp. Each year we would celebrate a different Holiday and invite another
Troop at camp to eat with us that night. Worked great in building relationships. / Our troop has
visited several of these campgrounds however since i often work on weekends I have not been to
some of the locations / Has not been in troop rotation. / No real reason just havenʹt gone / Our
patrol or troop does not hold activities there. / Our Troop has never scheduled an event at these
facilities. / I moved to the Portland area 3 years ago and my children are all adults now, youngest
serving in the US Navy. I was just called to be a Cub Scout Den Parent and have not been able to
attend any of the camp properties because I had no reason to. / These are boy Scout properties and
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my son isnʹt in boy Scouts yet. / Ireland was inaccessible due to bridge out. Nanitch, the unit has
been to, but not myself. Phlox is too small for our needs. / Just havenʹt had a chance to visit them
yet, Iʹve heard of them, we just havenʹt been there yet. / My oldest son went but I couldnʹt get time
off work. He really enjoyed himself. / I have only attended Scout events at any of these camps. If
our Pack/Troop didnʹt have an event there, I didnʹt go. / My troop and previous pack never planned
anything there. / heard of them, but they werenʹt as high on the boyʹs priority list. There is only so
much you can put in a year. Easier to stick with what you know. / Never had an event that I could
make at these properties. / Our group leaders have not chosen to go to these facilities. I am not sure
of the reasons, but I generally provide transport and donʹt stay with the boys, so if these camps
arenʹt selected then I donʹt get to see them. / Only been in Scouting for a couple years so havenʹt had
a chance to go to them yet / never took part in activities at Nanitch, Phlox or Sea base. / Because my
troop has never gone to these camp areas because either we are to big( Phlox Point) or it is just to
far out of the way to get to. / We did chose to go different site instead of Camp Baldwin. / We could
not make to join our sonʹs Summer camp at Meriwether because of job. / I have had no reason to go
there. Iʹm very busy and donʹt go to these places just for no reason. / never had a reason, no event
there that I would be attending / Camp Lewis is close and is a good resource to provide primitive
camping skills. Scouting has to faraway from what Baden Powell envisioned / We are busy with
many things for our Troop near home and need to research these camps in the future. / I am a Cub
Scout leader. From what I know, these camps are for Scouters 11 and older, for overnight camping
and summer camp. My Cubs do not do that. They participate in Cub Scout Day Camp at a local
park. / 1. My Scout is not old enough to attend summer camp at some of these locations. / 2. Our
Pack hasnʹt scheduled activities at these locations. / Never had opportunity to visit Camp Lewis or
Sea Base. / Troop has gone to camp out of council the 2 years that my son has been a Boy Scout. /
Didnʹt offer programs for a young Cub Scout. Plan to attend for events that are for older Cub
Scouts / Butte. Creek: other leaders were more excited a out horses than I am. / Phlox: tends to be
for older Scouts and availability is limited. / Since I have been more heavily involved in Cub Scouts,
than Boy Scouts, the camps I have attended were offered at these camps. My husband and older
son have attended a number of the other camps, but I have not, because my husband was more
heavily involved in Boy Scouts than I was. As well, there were a few of the other camps that I did
drive carpool to, but did not stay at, and some of them were convenient, whereas, some of them
were quite far away, which was quite inconvenient to be a carpool driver for. / I do like the
convenience of Scouterʹs Mountain / Havenʹt really thought about using these properties. / Have
not have any interest by the Scouts to use these properties. / Camp Baldwin: When my son attends
here every year I am working at Cub camp and cannot leave Friday evening campfire to go visit his
campʹs campfire. / Camp Cooper: My boy Scout has never attended here. / Camp Ireland: My Cub
Scouts have not attended here and there is nothing that council offers offseason at this property. /
Camp Pioneer: My boy Scout has never attended here. / Sea Base: Council has not offered any
activities at this property that would give us an opportunity to go visit. / I donʹt know what the
connection is to the BSA/troops / Wasnʹt age appropriate for my Scouts. / During Scout leadership
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tenure went to independent high adventure camp instead. / schedule conflicts / Our units knew of
the ones I went to. I didnʹt really know about the others. / Our troop lets the boys pick the camp
sites and these have not made it to the top of the list yet. Our boys are not familiar enough with
what they have to offer. / I didnʹt see Camp Meriwether in the original list. I have been there. / As
for the others, our troop has just never been to any of those. None of them are too far away, Iʹm not
familiar with what they all have to offer. / Boys have not decided to go there yet / The other adult
leaders have not been interested in attending these camps and therefore donʹt encourage their use. I
believe this may change with a new Scoutmaster in place. / With the exception of Phlox Point I
have never had the opportunity to do so. Phlox Point the accommodations are not feasible for the
Scouts, male adults and female adults at the same time, so is a dad and Scout event / Has not come
up as a summer camp location. / Went to other places ‐ distance / have not had a need to go to them
/ I never went to Scout camp with my son. / New to area and have not had the chance to. / no
reason to visit / I have had cancer return so Carl and i have not made it to Cub Scouts outings. / The
troop has camps that are their favorite and we go to those. / Troop has not decided to go there, or
when it did, I didnʹt attend. / Aubrey: I donʹt chaperon winter campouts. Ireland: troop has only
considered going there once, but we know about the bridge getting washed out the last two springs
which makes camp inaccessible during times weʹd consider going. Royce‐Finel: Troop is a car‐
camping type troop. / My son chose to go to other camps then the ones offered at these properties.
we can only afford so many camps a year. / Considered by the troop but not chosen for this year.
They will be considered for 2014. / Troop has never do the winter lodge thing, we snow camp
instead. / royce finel is just out of the way / I have a Cub Scout and we have not had a reason to get
to these places. We have used the Cub Summer camps and Lewis and the winter lodge at white
river for camping as Cubs. / I also am active in the O/A and the O/A does service at most summer
camps, so they are ones I have visited on many Ordeal weekends. (With regard to summer camps,
I have visited Meriwether and Pioneer during summer camp, but never stayed since I do not have a
Boy Scout age son. / For most of these properties we just have not had a reason to visit yet but are
certainly not opposed to doing so. My husband and older son have already been to Butte Creek
and loved it. I am a leader for my (now) bear den so we will be going to Butte Creek next summer. I
am looking forward to it very much! / the troop has visited several...I just did not go with them /
Just didnʹt fit schedule of time to go to every lodge. / Just havenʹt yet. / was not able to attend
because of schedule conflict / I donʹt choose the locations / Not aware of activities going on at these
facilities / Heard of it but never had an activity scheduled for there. / I only take my grandson to
camp & pick him up / Too busy to go w boys, conflicts w other sports / Havenʹt had a reason to
visit; my den was tigers last year and are now wolves. No events have been published relevant to
my boys at any of these sites that I am aware of. / Scout too young. / Boys in troop have not selected
them yet / Meriwether is right next to it and it isnʹt clear the difference / My boys have not had a
camp there / My son has been in Scouts less than a year. I have not been to two of the camp outs.
That is what I meant by other. / Just have had no need to go to these sites / Various / My son isn’t
old enough / Weʹve always just gone where the den goes and they havenʹt gone to these places. /
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Never had the chance to go to these great properties / has not been a chosen location, not suitable
for troop for activities needed / Just never had a reason. / Iʹm the Troop treasurer so I donʹt do a lot
with driving Scouts or attending campouts / Just havenʹt gotten there yet / We have always gone to
Aubrey Watzack. / I am a 24/7 caregiver of my 96 year old grandmother, so it makes it hard for me
to go on these trips the troop takes. / Not had the opportunity yet; will go someday. / Just never got
around to going there. I have nothing against any of them. / Never been invited to any of these
properties and never had any good reason to go there / I just have not had an opportunity where
my troop was going there at the same time that I was available. / We are not interested in any
program except for Day Camp which Camp Discovery offers and itʹs not very far from us. / Iʹve
wanted to go but there just hasnʹt been time. / Have not had a reason to go there. / Venue was too
limited to fit into our schedule for so many years that we stopped trying. / Would have liked to go
with my troop but was busy. / Bugs too bad / Not sure what is offered there. / We were not able to
make it on the weekend our troop selected this past year. / Scouts were not prepared to go yet / I
am not one of the drivers when the troop goes. / Not in our regular rotation, not knowing what
those properties have to offer. Mostly out of habit of not going there, Iʹd say. / Our troop and packs
have not had the opportunity to go, or to choose summer or winter activities yet. / Too far to
transport Cub Scouts to and from every morning and night for day camps. / Havenʹt been on our
troop schedule / Too far from home to take advantage of whatever programs are offered. / My son
is not at the age/rank to participate in the summer camp activities at these camps. / Cost / Iʹm in a
Cub Scout Pack. These facilities, I believe were not allowed to have Cub Scout age kids. If you
change that with respect to Family Camping, we would look into using these other facilities. / My
Boy Scout troop has never gone to any of these camps or we have been to big to fit camp there
(phlox Point) / Have not had a need to plan activities that would cause our troop to need to travel
there. Have only been Scoutmaster for short period of time. / Have never had a Scout camp or
outing to attend there. / Not heard of this camp. Itʹs quite a distance from Vancouver, WA / My
sonʹs are Cub Scouts and do not have invited access to other properties. / NO open invitations for
parents to explore properties feeling. Encourage adults to check out properties. / Cost of going is
rising... / distance from home is important in order to not use my vacation time to let them
participate. / Have not had opportunity to visit them. / Because we are Cub Scouts we have not had
the opportunity to visit those camps. / the troop hasnʹt been since my son joined. / Havenʹt had the
opportunity to visit any of the camps. I could have visited Camp Baldwin when my boys went this
summer but was unfortunately too busy to go. / no opportunity / going to another camp / Couldnʹt
make it to summer Scout camp with our troop the year they went here. / I am a Cub Scout. My
brother is a Scout and he has been to some of them. / Havenʹt been there in my summer camp
rotation yet / Not had a chance in my schedule, etc. / Have not visited yet / My troop traditionally
goes to Nanitch. / We go where the boys choose to go. / Was unable too when are troop did /
Because my Scout troop has never gone there together / My troop went there for summer camp, but
I was away for the summer. / my troop doesn’t want to go but I do / Camp Clark: Iʹm just starting to
be a WEBELOS so havenʹt had any activities there yet / Camp Meriwether: Itʹs a Boy Scout camp
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and Iʹm just a Cub Scout / Sea Base: Itʹs for Sea Scouts and Iʹm a Cub Scout / Never had any interest,
Heard only negative things about these places. / We just havenʹt gone to these places because we
have had other plans. / Have not had the opportunity to visit these properties / They were too small
for our troop. / Do not have the opportunity to visit these property. Would love to visit them when
I have a chance / schedule conflict this year. / Iʹm interested in attending, but have not had the
opportunity. / Got into Scouts a year late or they havenʹt offered me to go yet / FEMALE
participants are not welcome unless it is Family Camp, and Family Camp is only offered at
Meriwether / We were out of town when our Den had a campout there. / i havenʹt gotten to go yet /
We are planning on having our Webelos go camping with Boy Scouts at Camp Baldwin in a few
weeks. / The reason we have not attended other camps is that they have not had programs for our
Cub Scouts. / Because I was busy the times my troop went to these camps / my son is not old
enough. / Scout groups funds have not been enough / our troop has not selected these locations /
The Day Camps were too far from Salem for that intended purpose. If I had gotten more clarity on
them for an overnight value for older Scouts, I might have considered them for overnighters.
Distance had a factor for me not looking into them more closely. / Phlox Point was definitely on the
list, but just never had the right circumstances come together to get to it. I have recommended it
often. / My troop has not visited there for a summer camp yet. / The youth in the groups that I work
with either have not chosen to go there at this time (Phlox, Royce‐Finel) or there is not a program
that allows the youth I work with to attend the camp (Pioneer, Baldwin) at this time. / Troop unit
has not registered to go there and the Troop is a camping unit not a boat or water unit. / Doing
other things / The Pack has not organized a trip to these locations so far. Donʹt know if they are
available to Cub‐ages boys. / either I was not able to go to the camp when my Scouts did due to
work or I had forgotten that the property existed. / Scouts choose where to go. / For Butte Creek,
my troop has not gone there and, as a social person, I would only want to go with people I know.
For the other two, I would have gone if there had not been scheduling conflicts. / My son was not
interested or we had family vacation planned at the time his group was going to camp. He really
was not interested in an overnight until age 10, and definitely not a 5 day trip. / Too expensive ‐ not
able to sell products to raise money. / I think my son went there one year but I missed out. / Missed
chance to go to summer camp with my troop / Not sure what is offered at the Camps, our Youth are
probably unaware of them & havenʹt suggested that we have an outing there, donʹt know what else
might be of interest to our Youth in the immediate areas surrounding the Camps. / Troop voted for
a different camp / Just have not had he opportunity to go there. Looked at Mt hood lodges for
winter but full at times we wanted. Going to Baldwin next winter / Have not had an opportunity /
Iʹm not a boy Scout iʹm a Cub Scout/ 2 year Webelos. / I was too old to go to Scout camp when my
troop went to these places / no opportunity / My troop has gone many times but I have not been
able to go. / Our Troop has been to most of these in the past two years in one capacity or the other.
My work schedule is that I work weekends, so I have to choose which events I can attend. I just
havenʹt made it to these camps yet. / son is still in Cub Scouts / Iʹve never had the opportunity. As
long as Iʹve been in my troop we havenʹt camped there. / Some are Cub Scout camps & he is too old
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for those. The others, the troop just hasnʹt gone there yet. Except for Merriweather, the troop went
,but I was working and couldnʹt go. / Not enough time, no reason to go there (no activities planned
there for our pack.) / Troop simply hasnʹt ever decided to attend this particular property / I chose
ʺotherʺ because our troop wanted to Snowboard down to the cabin. Most of the troop didnʹt know
how to / Snowboard, including me. So we went to Nanitch instead. / Troop hasnʹt gone there. /
Went to another winter lodge and going to Pioneer next summer. / timberline: because other loges
have less people / Camp Royce: too busy and not that interested (have no idea what’s there) / We
are a boy‐led troop, and weʹve simply not planned accordingly.

Not for a specific reason.

Exception: IʹVE not been to Phlox Hut, but weʹve had Varsity Scouts there in the last 10 months. /
White river lodge seems a great facility in same area. / I have just never taken the opportunity to
visit / I only visited Baldwin before I was a Scout because my family and I had to pick up my older
brother from summer camp. I didnʹt like it very much because it was really dusty there. / My troop
decides where to go to summer camp by voting the last time Baldwin was chosen was the summer
of 2007. That was before I was in Boy Scouts. / I havenʹt had the opportunity to go with the Scouts. I
have heard great things about the campsite cooking and the horses. / Never went as a Scout, not too
many activities offered that my troop participated in. / not old enough / Camp Ireland was
mentioned, but never really discussed. I personally havenʹt been to Phlox point lodge but I am
skeptical of whether my troop went there for one of our winter activities. They said it was nearby to
Timberline. / Had no reason to go. / Didnʹt need to transport son there / Age requirements (Phlox) /
Cooper is next years Summer Camp / Missed the rotation to Butte Creek / not old enough for
Scouting / Iʹve heard about them and they arenʹt that far away but ive never been to them. For
future reference you might find it a good choice to add a ʺNever Been Thereʺ choice. / I understand
some of these properties are for day camps and weʹre past the day camp stage. We considered
Royce Finel for a canoe camp out this summer but summer schedules got in he way. Iʹd like to go to
the Phlox Point Lodge but we have just never gotten around to it. / Our troop voted not to go to
pioneer 2 years in a row, and I was not available to go when the troop went to sea base. / Never had
an opportunity. / Not sure what is there. / My kids are to young; they are just beginning with
Scouting. / booked for season / My Boy Scout has visited these properties, but I have not. He either
went with his Dad or his Troop. / Scouterʹs Mountain, I have heard of, but donʹt know much about
it. / Havenʹt been in Scouting that long / Have not had the chance to visit yet / Iʹm maybe going
sometime. / Active with Cub Scouts who do no usually visit main camps. / too young / havenʹt had
a chance to go yet / Phlox Point is limited in the number of people who can stay and intended for
older Scouts. It is not easily accessible unless you have proper gear. / Nanitch Lodge ‐ When I first
got involved in Boy Scouts I was told that women were not allowed at Nanitch. Though I now
know that isnʹt true, it influenced my opinion for many years and Iʹve just not gotten past that. Iʹve
been to White River many times, just never had any reason to go to Nanitch. / Scouts did not have
interest in going / Our troop never voted to go there. / My Cub Scout has only had activities at
Scouterʹs Mountain and Butte Creek Ranch thus far. / When I was made aware of these properties
they no longer fit in with the needs of the boys (Boy Scout age) that I was working with. It is my
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understanding that they are either used for Cub Scouting activities (Camp lark, Nanitch?) or they
just recently hit my personal radar as BSA properties / Our troop has never gone there, and I hadnʹt
found out about it until after I left my leadership position. / There were conflicting options at the
time of scheduling Summer camp and the other facilities were selected. / Never had a reason to go
as a great many other properties to choose from. / Donʹt have the money. / Donʹt know much about
them and what they offer or what they offer doesnʹt match interest of our Scouts or cost. / The
opportunity to go has never really presented itself. Living in Mill City and Gates area, we have
disbursed camping at our disposal and try to mitigate costs by using that. We also have the horse
camp which, if we do service, we can stay at free of charge. / Never had an opportunity to go. Or
missed the trip with my child due to scheduling / other properties are either more convenient or
offer more options than those available at these properties / Havenʹt had any events scheduled
there. / because I have never been to these properties! / Havenʹt had a Scout event there yet. /
Nothing offered for his age group there except the Battle Ground one. Oh yeah, we have been to
Camp Lewis and it was great / not familiar with property and have heard no input from other units
who have used the facilities. It is close enough, just no information on it. / because most of them are
boy Scout camps / My troop always went to other camps for camp‐outs or summer camp. /
Opportunity hasnʹt presented itself. / Iʹm with Cub Scouts. And Iʹm a woman. Usually the men go
to these camps with the older Scouts. / There was never an occasion that would have required / The
troop has visited these properties and had a great time, but I couldnʹt go / This is our first year of
Boy Scouting ‐ most of these camps are Boy Scout camps. / I just havenʹt had an opportunity to visit
these camps. / No scheduled program with pack or troop at these properties. / Activities at sites
have not been on dates we were available yet. / We camp other places. Or I have not been able to
attend the other camps due to scheduling or cost / Not offering Venturing specific activities / My
troop hasnʹt scheduled an activity there. / We want to go to Royce‐Finel but have so far been unable
to get it on our very busy schedule. / no reason... no Scout of mine had the opportunity to go there /
My childʹs pack/troop have never selected these camps / not acquainted with the property /
schedule conflict / Have not had the time to get to these yet or it has not been offered by the troop /
We are in an LDS group and are limited by which camps we can attend because of the issue of the
child’s age and rules about going over night. Also as a female I am not able to attend. We have
been to 3 day different day camps and only one overnight camp, Tillamook which was awesome! /
Just have not had the opportunity yet. / just got involved as an adult. / Our programs for Cub
Scouts simply have not taken us there. / Did not go to Camp Meriwether this year because my son
was participating in another non‐Scouting camp. / New to Scouting and his previous pack and
current troop have not visited these sights yet. / Either the camp is not available to the Cub Scout
program, or the opportunity hasnʹt yet come up. / I have not yet had a chance to visit the property. /
Work schedule conflicted with the times that out troop was going there. Some camps our troop has
not gone to, why I am not sure. My boy is not old enough for Phlox / All of these are properties I
would like to visit but I have missed the visit with our Troop or we have not gone there. Our
Troop has visited all of these, except Phlox Hut. / Either Cub Scout, damaged or donʹt know much
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about. / My husband took our boy to that camp...I didnʹt go / Time/priorities / Havenʹt had the
opportunity to get to them yet. / We just have not gotten around to it yet, We have planned to go to
several / Troop chose to go elsewhere / Scouting events I have attended, either Unit, District, or
Council were not held at those camps. / Weʹre either not old enough to go, or weʹve spent our $$
camping at Cub World. :) / Have not had the opportunity. / Morrison ‐ with other options, it has
not come up. / Nanitch ‐ Scouts like Watzek / Sea Base ‐ Scouts not particularly enamored with the
water / Our troop has used, I just did not attend that event. / Didnʹt attend the outings our Scout
troop went on at these locations / Troop has just not visited / I intend to visit in the future, but Iʹve
never taken the chance to do so. / It just has not happened / Haven’t gotten to them yet. / My son is
a 2nd Class in the Boy Scouts and we havenʹt visited many of the camps mentioned. He only
attended Scouterʹs Mountain two years. As Webelos, we didnʹt have the available adult volunteers.
/ Have not had an opportunity to go to these places. / Have used other camps/facilities for activities.
/ Not take opportunity, but would like to. / Troop has not visited these places. / We have always
used Nanitch instead. / My understanding is that it is for older boys and my son is still a Cub Scout.
/ Havenʹt had the opportunity yet / You can only go to so many Scout properties every year... /
donʹt always go camping with the troop. / Spouse took our boys to Cub Scout Summer Camp. Did
not know Royce‐Finel was still an active council property / I have not had the opportunity to visit
when the troop has gone to these. / conflicting events on the schedule, so I have never been / many
of those properties are on the troopʹs plan in the upcoming year / My Pack and Troop have never
chosen to go to these locations and there hasnʹt been an adult training event held at any of them
that I am aware of. / Waiting until son is appropriate age to attend / No opportunity / We are not
familiar with what these camps have to offer. Our troop visited Camp Lewis once several years ago
which was before my sons joined the troop, / We have always gone to White River instead of Phlox
because of the size and age of our troop, however, this is someplace we hope to go with older
Scouts, / We went to Royce‐Finel once 8‐9 years ago, but it was difficult to find and was badly storm
damaged. It seems very little information is available on his camp. / We have not thought about the
sea base being available and we are unfamiliar with what it has to offer. / We just have not had time
yet to do these! / Our financial resources & time are too limited since the younger Scouts are always
supposed to be with a parent. Our other child is a girl so she couldnʹt go. We are not both able to
take time off to both babysit one & camp with the other. This will change when I am done with
school. / just hadnʹt gone there / Occasion never arose. / the boy Scouts heard that Nanitch was not
in good repair and don’t want to go there for that reason, phlox is too small and we have not had a
small group sign up, the troop did pioneer the year before my son joined and will go back
someday, and we just have not had time to do sea base. / Just havenʹt known of an event that was
happening there that was applicable for me to attend. / Camp Cooper closed. Phlox lodge small,
camp pioneer too far away. / I do not have a son that is in boy Scouts anymore and have not had the
opportunity to attend these camps. / My troop hasnʹt gone to them yet but I know of them. / we go
where the boy Scouts choose. we have only been in boy Scouts a few months / The troop has not
had reason to visit there ‐ Adult training has not been offered there when I am available / We are
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new to Scouting and have not had opportunity to go / We are a boy lead troop, we go where the
boys vote to go. They usually plan a in council one year, mid‐range the next and a long range the
next. / Just havenʹt been there yet. I wouldnʹt mind visiting them all eventually! / White River: our
troop couldn’t get a reservation on the date that we wanted / Camp Lewis: No reason to go except
for an oa vigil ceremony / still interested / when my sons went their father was the adult going to
the activities. Father‐son time............ / May be going this year with grandsons.. / Mainly time
conflicts when anything planned for any of them. / I thought I had marked that place as visited
earlier. / Scouts preferences / Have done a few wood cuts but havenʹt made the time to camp there
yet. / Gilbert Ranch and Adventure Cove are both Cub Scout camps, when my son was a Cub we
were never offered summer camp. His final webelos year, when I could organize myself a weeks
vacation I organized a week at Ireland, Other than that camp was never mentioned and at that time
I was unaware that it was offered. Sea Base I have driven by, but as it is for Sea Scouts have never
been / We have not had an event scheduled for this camp before. / New to Scouting / Mostly
because we havenʹt really had a reason to go to them, or just havenʹt considered them in planning. /
Someone else drove my boys to these camps. /
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Q33: What FACILITY improvements would you suggest for this property
that would be good for SUMMER CAMP use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit one of the summer camp properties most
often (Baldwin, Butte Creek, Clark, Cooper, Ireland, Lewis, Meriwether, Pioneer, and Scouters’ Mountain).

Q33 Results:
Text responses:

Camp Baldwin
Improved staff housing, another shower house in upper camp, expanded rock climbing program,
new feeders in the corral, expand staff dining hall, updated kitchen, more freezers in the
commissary, new health lodge, new trading post, new program center, more mountain boarding
equipment / improved tent platforms and dining hall / they made the improvement to the out
houses they are much better and the water stations. / ? / The road to the campsites from the check‐in
site. / Only been there once, but my Scout says everything is very spread out and it is difficult to
walk to some of the stations, particularly when trying to achieve the merit badges. / A new Health
Lodge, Program Center, & Office with better wifi. / Additional shower house in the upper camp. /
Program center updates. / Deck is hammered. / Basically things are fine as is. Replacement of worn
out stuff (like old tents) as possible. / bigger dining hall / I only dropped off and picked up Scouts
form this camp. I did not stay there. / N/A / Is pretty good for summer camp. Am no fan of the
cook in camp ‐ but understand it is part of the mystique of Baldwin / Dining facility so less cooking
at camp site is an option ... Should have option to cook at site or eat at hall for all meals ... / New
shower houses and a bigger dining hall / I think that the camp has what it needs but some of the
buildings are getting old and need some updating and refreshing, they are well used and worn, I
would also consider the Staff areas being improved, a more robust design for the shower house
ability to be cleaned easier. the parade grounds smoother grabs the ankles fairly easy, last time I
was there seemed like the Rifle range was being eaten by black ants a lot. / Anything Larry needs.....
/ Climbing tower and COPE course. / Outhouse and shower improvements. / better staff facilities / I
didnʹt see or hear from my son facility needs / Better tents / Improved shower facility / Sorry but I
do not have enough info to answer this question. Even though I do make it out there with the boys
every year it is only during the winter and the facilities are shut down for the year. The last time I
was able to go to Baldwin in the summer was when I was 14 years old. / None, it is pretty great as
is. / more shower facilities / haven’t been there in a long time hard to recommend / donʹt know /
closer showers / better parking lot and parking system for loading and unloading / none / a mess
hall would be nice / A dining hall.

Camp cooking is a good experience, but is one easily
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reproduced at troop weekend campouts. Scouts should focus time on what they cannot do at
regular camping outings. / Upgrade dining facilities, health lodge, program building, and trading
post. / Canʹt think of any. Maybe a secondary water source. / Make the Baldwin youth shower stalls
a little bigger (like Meriwether). and maybe add a more of a fence to help block the accidental adult
to see a youth changing because right now it is a little open to the wind. / An actual dining hall
where the food is prepared for the boys so that they can focus on merit badges and rank
advancements. / Upgrade to the troop campsites ... future OA Ordeal projects. / It seemed in fine
shape when I was there. / I like the proposed plans I have seen for a new Medical, Program, Office
and Dining for Camp Baldwin. Sure would be a great step in the right direction. / Nothing. I think
it is fine. / v / We had a poor camp ground, on the side of a hill. Got very tiring by the end of the
week. It may be fine with a different camp ground. Tent shelters were showing their age. The
trading post did not have much to offer for all the time the boys tried to spend there. / Staff shower
house improvements / I cannot think of any. Many improvements have recently been completed at
the camp, which improved it greatly. / Make the youth side shower stalls a little bigger so that the
youth could change in the stall. and maybe put up a little more protection like a privacy shield so
that a adult or staff does not accidently see a youth changing. / I really donʹt know much about the
camping areas for the troops because I donʹt walk around camp. / Shower, bathroom / None / to
make the bathrooms cleaner / The tents could use some improvement along with some of the
stations for merit badges. / I donʹt know about physical improvements, but I would suggest
allowing people to give troop yells everyday rather than just at the beginning and at the end. My
friends and I enjoy coming up with yells. / Add in a in‐hall eating/dining room for the masses. /
Dust control. Enough food for the boys to eat at meal times / Update Staff housing, store, dining
room, restrooms, and main conference room. / It could be within reason to include a lodge in Camp
Baldwin that provided meals for the leaders who manage the camp. /

Butte Creek
Better outhouses on the camping ʺhillʺ. More seating at campfire bowl. / Bigger, more private
restroom facility. Private, lockable doors for showers with room to disrobe and dress. / More older
youth activities; mostly geared to Cub Scouts and Webelos. / Hills are too steep; level them. / Better
rest room facilities, and add showers / New barn/feeding facility / The mini dacs are awesome. The
new wash station is awesome. Best dining hall / They need a new truck and tractor to keep the
camp under good repair. They could also use improvements to the feed station to cut down on
mud in the feeding area. They could also use repairs to the hay barn, which sometimes leaks in
rainy weather. Also, new paint on the ʺwestern main streetʺ facade. / Fewer youth showers and
more adult showers on the male side; fix loose boards on boardwalks and in ʺtentsʺ / trail
conditions / Drinking water availability / upgrade trails in camp and road into facility / New tents,
fix loose boards in benches and boardwalks, get SYSCO to provide a coffee service to replace the
old percolators (they were always out of coffee), one or two more mens showers, fix the leaning
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picnic table in the archery shelter. / We had a good time. / none / Finish adding the Adirondacks
that have slowly replaced the platform tents. Move the highest camp sites down to lower areas if
room is available. / wider road more parking / Donʹt inlet the facility that well. Signs are not posted
so we have spent lots of time there trying to find where to go. / none / better Kybos / A Small
Chapel should be installed, as well as new benches on the fire bowl, the fire bowl stage should be
refinished, it would also be nice if the mini‐dacʹs were installed all the way up the hill.. / road
improvements to the campsites to help control the mud on the hill (also vehicle access to drop off
gear on the hill would be beneficial to us poor leaders.) / Oh and make the hill shorter :P / drainage
for fields / hot water in showers / I think the camp is great the way it is. / New shower house and
better staff living quarters / It has been years since I camped at this property at a summer camp.
Our troop uses this property for weekend trips. I do not know that I have any helpful suggestions. /
Letting the kids that want to ride the horses ride. / Road rut improvement / some of the platform
tents need repair / More powerful pump to bring water up the hill to the upper campsites. / I use a
CPAP at night and needed electricity. I was accommodated, but it seems that an electrical line to the
mini‐dacs should be possible. / more access for persons with disabilities. Maybe providing some
transportation to and from the camp site would be helpful / Better campground area / Butte Creek
would be challenging for a week‐long summer camp. If there was access to a lake for swimming it
might help, but thatʹs not particularly feasible. I would recommend improved potable water access
to the camping area. / too much horse manure in the meadow for summer camp / clearer maps of
the facility...perhaps topographic type maps? show program areas as well as camp areas, trails, etc.
/ More/ better tent sites...larger parking area...larger/ more shower facilities. / Some of the tent
platforms are rotting. As an adult I had to take care not to break through. Trail to creek is a bit
tricky for the age group. / Pretty much everything is in a state of disrepair. group seating areas
under cover in each site. More bathrooms.

Better shower house. Bigger trading post. / Better

maintenance of the out‐houses and camp washing facilities. Better layout of campgrounds‐ some
appear to be laid‐out on old lumber roads. A more direct route to the stable area via trail and
bridge. Addition of a shower house up the hill closer to campgrounds. / More store items and
souvenirs for kids to choose from and undercover area for projects in case of rain. / when we were
there a couple of years ago some of the platforms were falling apart. Not all of them were useable
in our campsite. / Keep up what youʹve got! / Facilities work well for summer camp / did not see
much of property just drop of girl Scout / build a swimming hole. / Water. Our campsite rarely had
running water available. Some of the tents that our Scouts were assigned had holes in the roof. / It
would be great if people were allowed to drive to unload at their camping siteʹs / None / Hmm... Iʹd
say continue with the camping structures to the top. The canvas tents are getting very worn. If not
going to, then The decks/platforms where those tents are used need replacing. / Bigger fire pits in
the Campfire Bowl. / I don’t know / It would need water activities. How, I donʹt know. / real toilets
instead of Kybos / none / Leveling the hill LOL. Just kidding, I canʹt think of any improvements. I
would for sure be interested in an older boy camp at this location as well as an older Sisters camp. /
we use during off season. / None / Better outhouses. / Improved road to the camp. / More horse
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activities / None / The road going in and out / Offer more activities / None that comes to mind! / No
new ideas, but too bad they clear cut right into the camp sites on the hill. Whoʹs idea was that?
Why not leave a small buffer? / None. / Bunkhouse area upstairs to use for camp staffers/wranglers
in a new building that can also be used during the rest of the year for... / Summer staff housing, acid
stain dining hall floor, new campfire bowl benches, fishing pond, build more mini‐dacs, coffee bar /

Camp Clark
please improve the road. We got a flat tire last summer due to a sharp rock and deep rut. The pot
holes are even worse this summer. / I really like the new Native American village and black smith
area. The dining hall looks great, too. / better pit toilets / drinking fountains / better wash stands in
campsites / maybe offer hot chocolate with the coffee in the dining hall / Directorʹs Cabin,
permanent covered shelter areas / Redo the outhouses and water stations / Waterfront/aquatic
program / Serve meals family style....rather than having Scouts wait in long lines. / Basic water
filtration system at least in the dining hall and shower house. Water shouldnʹt look like bug juice.
Biological management of kybos. They donʹt have to smell that bad. / Parking lot improvements.
All of the equipment in the kitchen should work also. / Latrines need updating / Better signage /
find some way to reduce smell in the outhouses. It was really bad and the smell spread all over. /
Better surface management‐ mud is awful when it rains / Water facility / improve the trail from the
fire bowl to the beach. / improve the steps to the campfire bowl. / improve the trail to Kilchis and
Killamook and the Chapel. / Build the Long House. / Expand the NW Indian and CPN Wm Clark
Traditions. / Build the Family Cabins / Develop a Tracking Pit. / Improve the acoustics in the Dining
Hall / Activate the Drinking fountains. / Build better steps to the Campfire Bowl / improve toilet
facilities and wash stands in the campsites. / Improve the road into camp. / Restore the lake. / Have
a place to view Beaver damage or houses. / Replace the wooden platform in the Chapel with
concrete or stone. / Improve the trail to Kilchis and Killamook and Chapel. / Install a couple of
Totem Poles. / Sweep needles off the shelters so they appear cared for / Place a tread on the slippery
bridges. / Make wi‐fi available. / Develop a firewood depository. / . / Swimming pool or water
feature. / New toilet facilities and hand washing stations throughout the area / A kitchen designed
by someone who actually knows how camp kitchens work. Get a new coffee machine. Seriously.
Weʹve been told that we would he getting one for the past three years. Last year I was told by
multiple people that I would have it by Tue end of summer. We didnʹt have it this year. Those new
staff cabins we were promised four years ago. A pool would be cool, somewhere near the parade
grounds. Mini‐dacs in every campsite. A full size grill to speed the barbeque. More wheelbarrows.
/ While I understand the dining hall is relatively new ‐ it doesnʹt feel ʺScoutyʺ. . .feels like it could be
any kind of generic summer camp. No sense of history of the camp. Boys should feel like there is a
sense of tradition ‐ that many boys have come here before, and many more will come after they do.
/ Swimming pool or other option for water activities / Improved shower houses for youth and
adults. Also, more potable water availability near the campsites. Lastly, replace tents with the
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cabins. / Indian Village / Parent guide emailed directly to parents not just leader so we did not have
to search web for camp information and packing needs. / If kids have brought water shoes let them
get feet wet (sonʹs opinion). / Better outhouses‐ they were really smelly and the doors did not look /
New Staff cabins as they are falling apart, better trading post, med shack, staff lounge and ranges
could be better and the kitchen to be reorganized. / Shower house / More beach activities / I
understand they did redo the dining hall, havenʹt seen it / don`t know / Thank you for redoing the
dining hall and revising the program. Itʹs much better and more Scouting focused. Like the
robotics program, new trail to boy Scouting classes, etc. Indian village is a great idea. Thank you
for getting rid of the sand sculpture event ‐ was always a bust. Just back from a week that was
great. I wish there was a swimming facility ‐ even an indoor pool. Would have liked to have seen a
block of time for a game of some type. Food service operation at dining hall needed work ‐ mob
scene. / The Kyboʹs were rather unsanitary and nasty. / There is no lighting, inadequate parking and
the facilities need to either have a mattress or offer to get or rent one. The pamphletʹs never tell you
about the things you ʺneed to bringʺ because they donʹt provide / I havenʹt been for summer camp
in many years, but the womenʹs shower could use mats to stand on while dressing. Another mirror,
maybe a long one, and counter top space. / road improvements to camp / Better road signs going
down into camp. Road improvements. Trading post building update. We werenʹt able to use it
this past summer due to mold issues. / Better road in, all camp sites have mine dax /

Camp Cooper
Restroom facilities at the Health Lodge. / Possible expansion of Health Lodge. / Increased or
enhanced electrical power generation for power to Trading Post and lower shower house. / Duplex
getting run down with time. / Improved signage on roads from Carlton and Willamina even if
temporary. / Dining hall needs to be improved, The last time I was up there the staff cabins could
use improvement / The map to the camp is horrible! Really needs to be redone. The road into
camp could use some grading. The lake is being upgraded, but looks like it still could use some
dredging. / The kitchen could be bigger with more dry food storage and more room for moving
around the stoves and oven area. / Better restroom/shower availability. / Shower house no
lights...not fun . Separate med lodge. It is currently located in / The main office. Not fun when you
are checking in and a kid is puking just two feet away. / Bathroom for the cooks. They have to go
down the hill and wait like everyone else to / Use the bathroom. Do you know that the cooks cut an
estimated 0ne and a half ton of vegetables and meat and fruit by hand this summer because they
donʹt even have a food processor? Spend a little on equipment might help. / none / New dining hall
/ kitchen facility. / Waterfront improvements. / Better showers. Also better highway map on
council website / Kybos need to be vented better. Further improvements to the COPE course. /
None. / Better locks on bathroom doors, better med‐shack, healthier food like salad more often. /
Nicer better and more a‐frames. Not enough in each camp site. / I donʹt know / go to camp site
cooking to foster citizenship training. / Improved lighting in the trading post. / Improved signage to
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camp, and a better online map. (I know the way, but many people get lost or feel like they are
going to!) / Increase size of the health lodge/office area. / Mini‐dacs would be a great addition in the
future. / Recent improvements to the dining hall and kitchen are wonderful! (though both are still
too small for full Summer Camp capacity) / The physical facilities were great, however the cost is
prohibitive. / cope course improvements, trading post / I wish there was more space around the
dining lodge to congregate. The medical lodge also needs some serious updating with things like an
isolation room and separate bathroom and sleeping facilities for those who are sick. Other than
that, some general beautification of some of the facilities such as the staff shower house would help
to make the camp look more appealing to those who stay there. / A place to play or swim in the
water would be a great addition. If not a place to fish. Trimming of brush from trails and sleeping
pad/frames. / Signage to the camp would be a big improvement. / The camp desperately needs a
better shower house as well as more parking probably close to double what it has now. / the lake
and waterfront are awful. Expand programs like an ATV or horseback riding experience / Better
kitchen and dining facilities / I only dropped off my Scout, we didnʹt even see the camp / Better
bathroom facilities. Much. / Better Medical shack, with bathroom facilities built in to that building.
Larger medical area, also, with private areas for Scoutsʹ privacy when ill. Some have to wait quite a
while for a parent when being picked up. / Entrance sign at the entrance. Directional sign or two at
road intersections.

Optional route called out coming from Carlton side, with appropriate

directional small signage as well. The lake is cold but not sure what to do about that. Also,
shallow. This camp is gorgeous and great, just been neglected, all around, but has had a great deal
of improvements to a couple buildings. / I honestly donʹt think itʹs a good idea to use that facility
for a summer camp. It would be better for weekend use. / Improve trails and sleeping areas

Camp Ireland
Fix the bridge / Itʹs a good day camp area for Cub Scouts. / This property has a great location, but it
is getting older and needs some TLC.

I would recommend rebuilding the shelters and picnic

tables. New restrooms and removing the roots from the trails. / Parking. / Restrooms. / Removal of
invasive species, habitat projects. Partner with SOLVE for creek clean up. / repair of the suspension
bridge / permanent bridge / Pond, Tree house, Zip line. Clean the garbage out of creek... / Fix the
ʺrealʺ bridge if you can. More property expansion (purchase neighboring property? ‐ it was nice to
park in the neighborʹs yard and have a BB gun range there this year). Campfire bowl and stage
need to be redone for safety (rotting wood, uneven steps). / New stairs in the campfire bowl. / Have
THE bridge brought up to standard or build a replacement bridge. / Upgrade the standing covers in
the den and station sites! / a functioning suspension bridge ‐ we are constantly asked about its
repair by former camp attendees and current youth attendees as it was/is a visible draw at camp, it
would also allow us to use the closed down BB gun range that canʹt be used due to the ʺtemporaryʺ
bridge now in use, a phone line ‐ I do the paperwork for summer camp and would appreciate it to
contact the main office as well as attending troops, permanent wash station at upper camp office, a
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fixed BBQ pit ‐ we do a Friday BBQ each week with our summer program and on site cooking
would be awesome with a working pit. Permanent sun shelters for the archery ranges ‐ much like
our one BB range has. / None / A wash station would be GREAT! That would make clean up so
much easier in general and on our Friday BBQ days. Fixing the suspension bridge would be
awesome. A lot of Cubs see it and want to use it but get disappointed when they find out they canʹt
because itʹs broken. Fixing it would make camp more fun as well as allow us to use the range on the
other side. Then move the current bridge to the other end of camp and close off the areas that were
used as paths. This will make for faster movements between stations and allow us to have a
campfire on Fridays during camp in an area it was located in. Fixing the stage, grand stands and
stairs would be greatly appreciated. Drainage pits by the hand wash and water station by the
trading post and the water station down in the field would help prevent the large pools of water.
Even something as simple as a pit filled with rocks. Permanent structures in the archery ranges and
fixing the holes in the road to camp. Again, something as simple as more gravel to fill the holes.
Repair to the obstacle course so it is safer. A phone would be cool for camp to use too(I know, kind
of the wrong area). But a smart phone would make it so that calls made for camp business donʹt
have to be done on personal cell phones by staff‐not everyone has huge minute plans‐and would
allow for the installation of an app to take credit cards. This would make payments and camp
easier. Filters for the vents in the office would be cool too. Fix the BBQ grill would be a dream come
true, but honestly the bridge is the biggest thing on my wish list. If you forgot everything else and
fixed the bridge, Iʹd still be happy. / less dust! So, maybe more ʺpavedʺ trails of some sort? /
Nothing‐‐‐it serves itʹs day camp purpose well enough. / build bathroom facilities / Better direction
in the camp, sometime new people really donʹt know where to go. Itʹs a camp, we expect it to be
rough. Better ʺouthousesʺ for moms! / None / Keep bridge and canopies at sites in good repair.
Not a good camp for Summer Camp ‐ too small and no improvements. / Some of the shelters and
railings are old and falling apart. They should look into fixing and updating. / Also, some flush
toilets. The area has built up enough that Iʹm sure there is sewer there. That would be a great
improvement. / More clean water sites. / Better bathrooms for sure. / What wouldnʹt be good to
upgrade? The road, the bridge, the one permanent outhouse, the water (tastes horrible), the parking
area. The program supplies area, the medic area, the cooking pit, the campfire bowl. The ranges, the
camp security, the list goes on and on. / restroom cleaning / none / non / Fix the bridge! / New stairs
for the outdoor stage area. Stairs are uneven and seem a bit dangerous. / more water at stations
and Have the bleachers and stage wood replaced . / archery and bb gun shooting areas. / Signage,
condition of the road / better parking and turnaround, better restroom facilities for SURE,
permanent good bridge(s) / Water, parking / Running h2o for toilets, hand washing and drinking
water. / Fix the suspension bridge / only there to pick up my son, only saw the parking lot. / More
water stations, posted maps of the camp/trails, BRIDGE, / Lack of dining facility, proper outhouses,
parking, etc. / I would love to see the old bridge fixed. It would allow for the use of the other set up
range as BB guns as well as allow us to make a fire bowl by the stage where the current bridge is.
Many of the Scouts see the old bridge and returning staff or adults that were there as Cubs see it
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and want to be able to use it again. I recall it and it was one of the best parts of camp. In addition to
fixing the old bridge, move the current bridge to the other end of camp to have two operational
bridges. This will help groups move more quickly to stations as well as provide another way to get
supplies to the lower field without causing distractions by using the suspension bridge. Whether
the currently used bridge is moved or not, here needs to be a way to secure it during the off‐season
so that units that camp there arenʹt using it‐like I have seen them doing. The banks under are also
starting to wear away with the winter flooding and weathering. This needs to be slowed or a fix
needs to be take care of. The BBQ grill by the trading post should be fixed. It is currently damaged.
Having it working would make the cooking station easier, whether it is plumbed for gas that we
can attach and remove daily or if itʹs turned into just a raised fire pit that we use charcoal in. The
hand wash and water spigots need something to drain into. The spigots leak when we attach hoses‐
itʹs going to happen no matter what‐and the hand wash station drains into a bucket that has to be
emptied. The spigot down in the field turns to mush and creates a mosquito breeding ground. A fix
is something as simple as digging a pit and filling it with rocks for the water to drain into. A
permanent wash station would be great too to allow for clean up of dishes and materials from the
food station as well as Friday BBQs. Canopies over the archery stations as well as a table would be
ideal as they donʹt have any but thatʹs not a huge deal. The obstacle course is beginning to fall apart,
specifically the tire mountain and the swinging foot bridge. The stage‐floors especially‐and
bleachers and stairs need work. An area to dump grey water needs to be put in as well. Some way
to keep food warm during days when we are feeding camp such as Friday BBQ or during ʺTwilight
Weekʺ that way food is kept at the proper temperature and we donʹt get ʺdingedʺ on our health
inspection. Lacking a proper kitchen or food prep area, we have no way to be sure of this. Some
food even has to be prepared off site and brought in because we donʹt have the facilities to make it
but we still run into the problem of keeping it warm enough to be safe and pass inspection. / Camp
Ireland is not well suited for Summer Camp.

As a Cub Day Camp improve latrines, water

availability and trails. / Fix the big old bridge / Parking is pretty rough on the cars. / real bathrooms
would be nice but the port‐a‐jons are okay / Fix the bridge / Needs an overall refresh / Fix the high
bridge! / Stage and bleachers need to be replaced with new structures as they are getting pretty
worn out. Some regular restroom facilities so that honey buckets donʹt need to be ordered...unless
it costs more to have an outhouse maintained. Better access to the camp and larger bridge to bring
equipment into the large field across the creek. / Permanent bathrooms. / Better water supply. Fix
the craft areas. Remove the bridge which is unsafe. / The stage and sitting area seamed dilapidated.
/ upgrade facilities / Just make it cleaner and less expensive / Trading Post ‐ Kids could not get in.
We waited in line, but there seemed to be no time limit for the few at a time allowed in. / Lodge /
n/A / This camp is only good for day camps. But it would be great to have more signage and
parking. / Donʹt recall, I didnʹt attend the camp but rather my son did, and it was a while ago / clean
the tables / it is a day use camp so most the the questions didnʹt pertain to this camp site. / Just
improve activities / Clean up the river. It has old tires and garbage in it. / Real bathrooms. / better
bathrooms, sinks to wash hands. less dust :) / Stairs and benches fixed heading into the campfire
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bowl. / Unknown / Property needs some love ‐ bridge, archery and BB ranges, the stage, all need
repairs. Not great access for the mowers ‐ have to access through private property from the back of
the camp. No outhouse facilities, groups must rent port‐a‐potties when they use the camp. Water
quality is questionable ‐ often looks brown. / Incorporate Webelos as well. There is no other close
day camp for Webelos that isnʹt overnight in the area. / Please fix the suspension bridge. It was
open when I attended with my son as a Cubbie and was my most vivid memory of the camp snd is
most asked about by those attending the summer camp when I am staffing. This would also allow
us to open up our secondary BB range that had to be decommissioned when the temporary bridge
access was put in. / If possible, put a second bridge in at the other end of upper camp, down by our
nature trail area providing access to those den sites and a secondary evacuation route from the field
if the need should arise. (We do practice this every week of summer camp.) / I would address the
steps of the fire bowl area ‐ they are uneven on one side and nonexistent on the other side of the
seating. The stage could use new flooring and if the bridge issues were taken care of we could have
a fire bowl by the stage area for opening and closing ceremonies as well as winter camp uses. We
have found rouge fire rings around camp and a designated fire burning area would help alleviate
this issue. / I would give the archery range areas some attention ‐ permanent sun shelters and
fencing around them. / I would make the pit potty more usable ‐ needs cleaning out. / It would be
great to have a permanent wash station set up with a dry well for steady summer camp use 6 weeks
out of the summer to avoid issues with the county health inspector over drainage of our summer fix
and ease of cleaning up after camp activities involving food. (we do a Friday BBQ meal in camp.) /
Fix up the broken BBQ pit so it could be used for charcoal/fire grilling or even propane ‐ one pit for
each would be really awesome but at least a working charcoal pit would be great. (Supposedly this
was to happen two years ago but the plan fell apart when the OA member who volunteered
couldnʹt get to it due to personal issues that arose.) / A covered area roof for the shelters by the
trading post area would be great as well. / The out houses can be emptied before the end of the
week at day camp. By Friday, itʹs quite full..... / ? / This is a great Cub Scout camp property. The
suspension bridge is a way cool feature and should be brought back to service. The field in the
center is great with a trail system all the way around makes the place seem big to the young boys.
The covered areas over the stations need to be repaired. there are holes and they look neglected. / I
know the campers would love the bridge would be fixed, The camp just needs a little TLC /
Better/more parking. / Fix the suspension bridge / I think this is a Great day camp. I love the fact
that its still wooded and your are able to ʺescape the cityʺ while still being in town. /

Camp Lewis
Bulldoze and start from scratch. It is a good camp for roughing it. It could be the best Cub Scout
camp in our council if time and effort was applied to making it so. / I do not think this property is
large enough to support summer camp. If you wish to invest the monies to accomplish this, move
the dollars to one of your more established camps designed for summer camp. / Road signage / Fill
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in ditches on trail / water is rusty ‐ fix that. / Adirondacks are rotting / Repair/replace some of the
older Adirondacks that are falling apart, get electricity into the camp, add a dining hall and health
lodge and improve the river front access for the Troops that use the camp. Get the ADA
Adirondacks built on the foundations that have been in place and waiting for several years. / Major
improvement on trails, buildings, and property in general. It does not seem like it has a large
enough building for a mess hall and it lacks a trading post. The area may never be good for a
summer camp because it is too close to residential areas. / Everything! It needs water, power,
showers, toilets, tents or Adirondacks. An improved parking lot and clearing of most of the
overgrown brush would help to make this camp useable. / Bathrooms, not Honey Buckets / Water
availability, better, updated shower facility. / Additional Adirondacks, metal roofs for all buildings,
Council takeover of cabin from Troop 30, giving the camp a budget in order to improve and
maintain the facilities, allowing voluntary donations of materials without deducting the value from
the budget [if one is set], Camp Ranger located locally, better security against vandals crossing the
river from Lewisville Park, improved road to the camp, i.e., grading, graveling on a yearly basis,
power run down to the main shelter, a fair share of the revenues from logging. / Restrooms / More
bathroom facilities. The outhouses are located only in the parking lot and young boys need to use
the bathroom frequently especially when consuming a lot of water during hot spells. / It would be
nice to have more covered space where there is no shade (large meadow & den meadow). / More
picnic tables. / More permanent structures (HQ, medic). / better restrooms. they smell bad! / Trail
maps, signage. / more waterfront facilities / Works well as is / fix the parking lot. fix the chapel, fix
the roof over dining hall, clear the scrub so there is more usable area. remove the troops private
lodge and make it open for everyone. / Kyboʹs, campsites, Adirondacks, road / Install a water
system and electrical service. / wook Adirondacks and fire bowl / seems very neglected compared
to other camps / Better kybos, the existing ones are very odiferous and not up to the kind of use
they would receive if Lewis was used as a summer camp. Additionally the water supply is
inadequate for long term use. / Replacement of sleeping structures. Replacement of kybo structures.
Build bathroom & shower buildings. / Additional program sites (shelter with built in benches) &
brush clearing (perhaps in the area between the parking lot and the large meadow, and in the small
meadow next to the large meadow, behind the flagpole); a shelter at the chapel area and (possibly)
shifting the chapel benches to the fire bowl; posts for a backdrop at the bb gun range; an enclosed
building to be used as an office; running water; electricity; grass seeded in the logged area between
the small meadow and obstacle course; perhaps another set of ranges on the south end of camp;
pave and widen the road into camp. / Larger parking lot and some unique Scouting feature to make
youth want to go here vs somewhere else. / Road widened and paved, Electricity to the bottom of
the hill . Water piped thru out camp. / Improve the Kyboʹs / platforms for tents. though it is a good
camp for Scouts to set up and use their own tents. / More access to fresh water. More access to
toilets. Facilities with soap and water to wash hands after using a toilet. Well (regularly) pumped
and cleaned out toilets. / The entire camp needs to be remodeled. The kybos are out dated. The
Adirondacks need to be replaced along w/the campsites. The fire bowl needs a lot of lovinʹ. This is
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the perfect time to make the camp Scout world since Scouterʹs mt has been sold. Spend the money
and make a quality camp. / Not a summer camp facility other than Cub camp or 11 year old Scout
camp / actual bathroom facility, better road down to parking lot, Bigger parking lot, better signage
(easy to get lost...especially for Cub Scouts. / Nothing / Updated Trading Post / Pit toilet, wells for
hand pumping water, more directional signs within the camp / Quite dusty and hot. Bathrooms
were disgusting. More sports equipment. / There is rotting wood in the stands. Nettles should be
killed. / Better road, better bathrooms / A little more space around the dinning / grill area / I havenʹt
been there often enough to make a suggestion. / There must have been an error in the survey
because when I tried leaving areas blank that we did not experience it would not let me move
forward, so all of the areas that were marked with 1 star I did not experience at Camp Lewis. /
Otherwise, it would have been nice to have a bathroom in the outer areas of camp to lessen the
need to go all the way back to the front during the day. The boys were on a tight schedule some
days and could feasibly avoid going to the front had they not needed to use the restroom :( / For
one add the new exit off of I‐5 onto 503 (219th St) on the map. I donʹt think itʹs good for a full‐
blown summer camp. / Only been to this facility for day use, doesnʹt seem to be an extended stay
facility / Itʹs fine for day camp use. Would be nice to have a paved road and flush toilets but itʹs
fine. / Plumbed bathrooms. Showers / Restroom improvement / shower house / Better trails for the
younger Scouts... / Dinning hall and showers / Add dining facilities for long term camping and
Adirondacks for summer programs, improved trails between areas and improved signage for
marking locations. / Real flushing toilets, and places to wash hands. Better trail upkeep. (remove
poisonous plants.) / Add bathrooms and showers, improve the Adirondacks add more
Adirondacks; add shooting ranges Have a water experience. / A waterfront would be necessary.
Dam the Lewis River (if you can). Lodge, etc. Otherwise itʹs a good primitive summer camp for
two or three day camping. / Maps and signs. / Everything! The road into the camp, Adirondacks
are in sad shape‐moss growing on roof, council needs to spend some $ on this camp and NOT close
it! Let volunteer other than Order of the Arrow do work on this camp! / Some adventure tings
would be nice‐climbing wall? etc. / Better signage to camp, better roads leading in, more shade in
parade grounds / Dining Hall / Larger footprint in the camp sites, improved Adirondacks,
improved trails, better mapping of the area / trails / needs maintenance / Better road into the
property and a better parking facility. / Showers, more ranges (shooting sports), an emphasis...zip
lines, mountain biking, paintball range etc / could / Donʹt know / develop a orienteering course
there. / Showers, trading post, more Adirondacks, more signage ‐ very difficult to find locations.
Better restroom facilities / Itʹs pretty sparse but I like it that way, itʹs good for the boys to be out in
nature without a lot of amenities. The only thing I would improve is the restrooms. / Sleeping,
food, other activities. This isnʹt a great site for a Scout summer camp. / Better bathrooms, and
parking area closer to where we will be. / A permanent, council owned Trading post/cabin. New
campfire bowl benches. Even out the large field so it could be better used for large field games
without tripping. Electricity ran to the bottom of the road to the kitchen. More forts. Permanent tarp
frames for the den meadow and the ranges. / Access road, general improvement of facilities /
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Obviously this property is not suitable for sustaining an overnight summer camp. / flush toilets /
Didnʹt spend much time / Bathroom facilities & swimming facilities / better river access. / Almost
everything needs work. How about starting off by fixing the outhouse situation ‐ maybe even flush
toilets? / Showers, bathrooms with sinks, remodel Adirondacks, more Adirondacks remodel vault
toilets, more vault toilets, enclosed dining hall / Repair and improve the obstacle course. /
Maintained of Camp Fire benches, Chapel benches. / KYBOS need work... Maybe more shelters:) /
Flushing toilets. / better food prep/ cooking facilities / Wider road, more parking, better signage to
facilities throughout camp, cleaner restroom facilities / Easier access to water per campsite / The
outhouses, they stank from afar since I had last visited. / Not a summer camp / nothing /
amphitheater / Covered eating area they seem to be falling apart if memory serves me correctly,
The area where the merit badges are worked on like environmental science could be upgraded from
a tarp, some rope, and few benches. / A permanent structure to house the first aid area, check‐
in/office area, and tot lot area out of the heat of the summer. More developed den site areas during
summer camp more in the forest with shade. Safe access to the water nearby for swimming. /
Bulldoze it and start over. Spend some money on the main shelter and get some staff that isnʹt so
grumpy. / Canʹt think anything /

Camp Meriwether
Add a zip line / The senior staff shower house. It’s a pit. I feel like I need a tetanus shot just from
looking at the building. It needs to be replaced. / More High Adventure options / Keep adding
activities and merit badges, use the beach more in some way... / add water fountains / Shooting
range consolidation and redo. / Better shower houses / Having clean, and very close by, flush toilets
and showers available at the camps. / The new climbing tower is great as is the new chow hall.
Improvements could be made to the big lodge restroom facilities. / The kids had a great time. I
didnʹt hear about anything they wished for. I did see pictures of the new improvements to the
ʺstageʺ area. Much nicer! / More rest room and shower facilities. / Iʹd like to see more added to the
trading post. Wider selection of shirts and sweatshirts and pins. We were there the first week of
camp this year and it was slim pickings. / Honestly, you could use at least one more all male
shower house.
houses.

Great that women have showers but not enough to dedicate two sides in both

Use the middle one near the campsites for male/female sides and make the one by the

ranges all male or add a third which is all male. / Need to have bark dust on hand for the rainy
weather.

Lots of up and down on the hillsides and the trails get muddy really fast. / Outhouse

dock on lake / More Adirondacks. I had to stay in tents last time, not as nice. / Itʹs been too long
since Iʹve been there and they have made some improvements I havenʹt seen. / Zip line course /
Improved trails to the beach / Roads could be improved into camp and throughout camp / none /
Replace tent like structures with Adirondacks. / Rebuilding the Adirondack cabins to extend their
life. Rebuild the shotgun range for better teaching area, and allow more shooters to participate. / It
has been awhile, too long for me to recommend improvements other than the usual...KYBOʹs
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always need extra attention. / Pioneer had solar night lights in the kybo which was really nice for
middle of the night trips / I havenʹt been to Meriwether as a summer camper for several years, so
Iʹm not certain. / I have never been there for summer camp. / Renovation of existing Adirondacks. /
More/larger shower facilities. / upgrade the wash stands, kybos and shelters in the campsites.
Camp Baldwin has the best wash stands, kybos and shelters Iʹve ever seen. Put in more mini‐dacs
so Scouts canʹt cut up the tent canvas anymore / I think Meriwether is doing a great job of
upgrading the facilities: lodge‐dining hall, climbing wall, water front, roads. / Program shelters
(large, with roof, no walls / Restrooms and showers at each camp site, Tent camp sites should be
changed to cabins. / I would suggest you look at Camp Parsons model in Chief Seattle council for
camp site development. / all is good / Road maintenance, better parking, rest room improvements /
more flashing toilets / The facilities were pretty stellar at the camp. My biggest thing would be to
run through all the Adirondacks and fix the ones in disrepair. / Repair/replace Adirondacks that
need it. Some are pretty shabby. They could also be used more effectively in the winter program.
Also, expand mini‐dac construction at Camp Clark. / I would invest in other camps such as Pioneer.
/ Greater lake access for fishing or more open ocean programs. / RV sites so that disabled family
members can attend. / The signs for vehicles is very poor. Sometimes the regulars that run these
camps forget that some people have never been to the camp before and need to have better signs
directing people to where the need to go. Meriwether has always been very poor in this category.
On our last visit, there were about 7 or 8 cars that went down the wrong road and got stuck. It took
them 3 hours to get un‐stuck and finally get to camp. They wasted their whole Friday night! /
Better Scout shower facilities / Better upkeep of roads / Clean up the staff shower houses / Better
facilities for winter camping. / None / Better food and staff. / None / Benches for the foot rinse off
area the waterfront. Shooting lanes cleared so the entire Black Powder range can be utilized. But I
think the best thing would be to have open time in the program areas from 7‐9pm similar to Camp
Baldwin so the Scouts can work on their merit badges. We had 3 Scouts needing to go on a 5 mile
hike for the Obie Ranger program but were in Cooking Merit badge and no time to make up the
class. If there had been a 7‐9 open program time they might have been able to do both and with that
2 of the three might have come home from camp as 1st class Scouts. love the obie ranger program
totally awesome! / waterfront equipment and structural improvements / Long term parking space. /
drainage on some of the trails so they donʹt become mud pits during the rainy season. / mini‐dacs
newer Adirondacks better lake front area / Improved shooting areas. Cope course including zip
line. / More water activities / keep the motorcycles and other atvs at Sand lake off of the Scout
portion of the beach / Better weather? The place is great, keep it up. / Disc golf course, ropes
course, nicer kybos / Range improvements, limiting driving during the off season, repairs to kitchen
facilities, / fix Adirondacks / Better restrooms / Use of the Ocean.... why have a camp along the
ocean that you basically IGNORE the ocean during the entire week. There should be surfing,
windsurfing, kiteboarding, sCuba, snorkeling, etc. / Some of the older Adirondacks are in need of
repair. The step down into Struan is scary and needs hand rails or something. / camp sites &
Adirondacks / Add another shower and real restroom facilities. / A high adventure ropes course
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with a zip line would really enhance this property! Shotgun range needs more throwers and guns
to provide more efficiency during summer camp. / The facility is great. Just need to make sure that
the current facilities are well maintained and cared for after the summer season. / shooting areas /
Canʹt think of anything right now / better shower houses, / Shotgun range having a better thrower /
New health lodge & museum facility. Shower house facilities could be improved to decrease mold
and mildew during the heavy summer camp use season. Also a larger rifle range to facilitate more
shooters. / Get rid of nasty platform tents, somewhat enclose the one open wall of Adirondacks.
Trail improvements. / Beach access. The stairs may be good for active kids, but some adults, myself
included, cannot manage the washed out stairs, nor the distance between them (height). / Kybos:
Holy cow! I know boys are boys, but the kybos are a health hazard on a daily basis. / Trail signs,
more improved camp sites, better food. / Cannot offer suggestion / Replace all tents with
Adirondacks. Restore the old campfire bowl. Restore the old lodge for special programs. Create a
museum space. Restore the old campsite north of Staff City for outbound ventures. Build up the
road surface with a dense gravel surface. / Better Adirondacks, tents, and shelters. It rains a lot
there and not all campsites have good shelters. Out last 2 campsites had rotting tent platforms and
leaky tents. / Flush toilets / The ability to offer camp sites with enough space for our group. We
often end up in a too‐small space in most CPC camps. Oddly this never happens when we go out‐
of‐council. / better lake access and activities / Parking and accessibility / Show the history of the
Camp ‐ Old part of Camp Meriwether has a great history that needs to saved and shared / As a
female I have never stayed there so couldnʹt tell you what is a good idea for the camp. But my
grandson just came back from a week there with his Mormon troop and he was disappointed
because for that week they didnʹt offer some of the things that he wanted to do while there because
it was ʺMormon weekʺʹ. / remove the hills level the ground / Another shower house? / better trail
mapping, Ocean related adventures ( surfing, sailing, ocean kayaking) I liked to see the Stagecraft
area this year, expanding this into stage production?, word of athletic sports program was passed
around this too sounds like a great expansion of property resources, ATVʹs with sand lake so close
would be a great option, this is a perfect camp. Investing into its future with a foundation fund so
it can stay in great shape and expand as funds allow would be wise. / Lots of the Scouts were
disappointed when they could not participate in certain merit badges because not being first class.
The requirements have that they needed to be 13 years old. It was not very clear in the
requirements that they had to be first class rank. / Its fine. / Zip line through trees. / Institute patrol
cooking in place of the dining hall / I canʹt think of any. / Improve the road and parking areas / The
outhouses...gross. More for the kids to buy in the trading post other the candy. / Update restrooms /
I donʹt know at this time / Canʹt think of anything / better showers / More flush toilets/showers /
None / Better shower facilities, a bigger trading post, bigger campsites closer together for larger
troops / Longer week / More troop/team competitions / None come to mind / More flush toilets / I
believe that my time since visiting these sites has been too long for me to indicate appropriate
measures of fixing. / Should have enough foods every meals for young Scouts / None / Not sure.
Perhaps road improvement into camp. / none / Immediately improve Tsunami and Fire warning
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system...this summer during the drill the Fire siren could not be heard in Struan. I would assume
the other camps farther from the dining hall also could not hear. / nothing highly important for
summer camp enjoyment / I canʹt think of any facility improvements. Overall very happy with the
facility. / I think some healthier food options would be good. More raw or fresh steamed veggies,
maybe some high protein legumes? / Cleaner out houses / replace the very old canvas tents with
something that has a better chance of keeping out the rain. Make the trails more ʺall weatherʺ
accessible. Rain turned some to sloppy mud. / There has to be a better way to deal with all the
mud. / Showers might need some updating to shower hardware. The flag area next the dining ball
could use gravel or something to keep the dust down when all the troops gather for flag
ceremonies. / roads better maintained. some Adirondacks somewhat worn down. / I have not been
in so many years that I cannot answer honestly. / needs to be modernized / Cleaner outhouses. /
New canvas on tents / Gravel on the muddiest trails (such as below the chapel, toward the shower
house, and between the dining hall and Obie Rangers) / Dry firewood supply (maybe a woodshed
near the commie shack?) / How about starting with ensuring all buildings are up to proper building
code. Thereʹs no reason any boy or adult should be offered a building with electrical wiring stuffed
into an open hole in the wall. How many of these same buildings have working smoke detectors, I
know of one that does not and Iʹd bet thereʹs plenty more, while were at it how about fire
extinguishers, they may be there but the ones in the little lodge are all expired. There is not really
enough time to talk about all the problems. / Spend the money to Maintain it. / Showers... / More
waterfront opportunities. / Improved road to sites / better roads, new bathroom would be better if
they were put together better. the shower stall doors don’t close properly and need more signs to
remind boys 5‐10 minute shower. / wet, wash, rinse and get out 1) Adult ʹwatering holeʹ with WiFi
access. Communicating back from camp was a big challenge. 2) Add a lower and upper ropes
challenge course. 3) Fix the little things that are broken (ex: lock on the adult/coed restroom door
near Chinidere) / Shooting sports facilities are poor compared to some other camps. Wet weather
shelter and all weather (gravel, well‐draining) trails into the ranges. / Old outhouses ‐ Kybos are in
need to improvement, especially at camp sites near beach. / A zip line to cross the canyon between
the dining hall and Lookout. Needs to go both ways. (or a bridge, but thatʹs boring). Trail
improvements at slopes‐ add stairs. / sCuba / It is already good for Summer Camp use; Donʹt really
have improvements / n/a / Don’t know / I have not been for summer camp. / Wash stations on the
north side. More mini‐dacs, fewer tents. Mostly because of the damp weather. / Showers, Tent
Platforms / NA / Unsure. I am not familiar enough with the property to know what improvements
might be helpful. / none / Better Wi‐Fi connection for the adults who have to work or coordinate
with their places of business while taking a week off to stay at camp. Being self‐employed with
multiple clients who need occasional information during my absence makes it really hard to take a
week off. I donʹt plan to camp out on the internet and cruise interesting sites, but being able to send
and receive a file is important. / For the boys, perhaps expanding the shotgun facilities to allow
more participants. There always seems to be a bottleneck. / Relocate Campfire Bowl to overlook the
Pacific Ocean / Something to help make the out houses smell a little better. not sure how but
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something / Continue to support and fund the Obie Ranger program and also the Fort and all the
programs offered there. The Fort is a great asset to this Council and I know some of the Scouts in
my troop are already working on a merit badge schedule to have them spend most of the week next
year there because it was so much fun this year. Thank you for improving the forge area it looks
awesome! / Better accommodations for Adults campers. / Upgrade bathrooms, keep food top notch,
provide activities that can be done without a lot of supervision like use of boats for fishing, etc. /
Some upgraded Kybos. / It was too long ago, Iʹm sure it is nowhere as primitive as it was then /
Reduce the odor in the outhouses. / more free time / Better fence on the way to the beach / One of
the boys suggested some simple changing stalls at waterfront so when they were wet and had a
merit badge at the other end of camp they could change quickly instead of freeze all morning or be
late because they had to run to their camp site to change. / Unknown, Iʹve never been to summer
camp personally. It seems like during off season itʹs hard to get used to which direction each camp
site is (Pirates, Viking, etc.) but during summer Iʹm sure there are more people to point you in the
right direction. I wish the Kaibo didnʹt smell so bad but Unsure how youʹd fix that! It gets pretty
bumpy and muddy on the road into camp. The roads are pretty narrow to during unload or pack
up at the bookends of the trips. / Camp Meriwether’s archery range really needs to have a covered
shooting area. The archery staff works hard and it is a shame that there equipment can be damaged
by the rain that is so common on the coast. / Program shelters / Always the dining hall in any camp
that I have been part of. / parking and better wash locations. / None / hotel style resort for the
adults / Bigger visitor parking lot, more staff quarters, improve existing staff quarters and showers,
no more tents ‐ make all sites wooden structures, hand washing station on the north side of dining
hall. / Cleaner water supply / single bathroom/shower units / i / Counselor facilities are pretty good,
but just overall the campground needs more annual maintenance. I canʹt remember if it is this
location, but I think some indoor plumbing restroom need serious upgrades. Newer dining hall is
awesome. / Staff housing needs to be improved. / None / I would work on improving the trails.
Not sure that can be fixed.

The road and parking area could use some improvement.

The

Adirondacks need maintenance. / No suggestions. / Improved outhouses. / The camp is large so
perhaps better maps would help. It does take a couple of days to get oriented. / its pretty good
right now / I like it the way it is. / Improvements to the shower houses, kybos, and Adirondacks. /
Not sure / Hook ups for trailers for commissioners visiting. / Replace outhouses with more modern
facilities / the have a good shooting program, improve the facilities to make it the BEST shooting
and gun training program around. / parking lot and road coming into camp. / Tree‐to‐tree type
activities / Better showers / new activities for repeat visitors / Road leading to camp needs repairs, a
different type of light switch for bathroom and shower ( not a timer), better hand washing stations
by the kybos, / I think it is a great summer camp. / Close to home / A shelter at the parking area. /
Not sure / More camp wide beach activities, surfing may be fun too if possible, more integration of
the ocean into activities and maybe a safe alternative to the old Meriwether cannon at flag. More
Adirondacks. / n/a / The rain makes the roads a muddy mess, but otherwise I think this is a great
camp. / improved outhouses‐they need some work‐such as locks that work / Maps and trail
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information are vague. Scouts and adults often walked the roadways (the long way) because the
trail maps are either too vague or non‐existent. / I have not been there during summer open time so
all of the thoughts I have as of now are below in the ʺweekend campingʺ section. / Keep facilities
maintained and relevant / The out houses smell really bad. There has to be a way to remedy that.
That canʹt be healthy. / None / Newer, bathroom facilities, newer shower houses for the staff, new
rifle, and shotgun ranges. / None I can think of. / under‐cover area by parade ground for assembly
when it rains heavily / Better tent maintenance / improved foot wash station at waterfront including
shower house or at least a changing station / road in and parking / More importantly though, is
providing the resources required to provide routine scheduled maintenance for the buildings
(especially drainage systems), bathroom and shower houses, Kybos and roads/trails. / Donʹt do the
following until resources and responsibilities to do all of the above maintenance and repairs are in
writing and resourced for at least 3 years. / Re‐establish signs and maps of plants, geology, history
(camp & Oregon Coast & BSA), but donʹt initiate until resources and responsibilities to establish,
maintain and repair are in writing. / Establish Surf fishing signs and safety markers, with a fish
cleaning station that can be used for cleaning clams also, but donʹt initiate until resources and
responsibilities to establish, maintain and repair are in writing. / Have the alarm be heard from the
far ends of camp. Campsites near waterfront could barely hear it. / More toilets or newer Kybos. / I
haven’t been there in years. / New rifle range (or doubled in size), pistol range / none / It is very
good as it is. / Out House, Lake improvement, Multiple Covered Dining areas in each campsite /
better outhouses / nothing / Adirondacks at every campsite / Eh. Keep the coffee filled. :) / Improve
the parking lot and road into camp / Less dusty trails / Placing Adirondacks in all of the campsites
would help make summer camp there even greater than it already is. Also, while this isnʹt really an
improvement, the Trading Post is one of the best I have seen and it should not be downsized in
favor of something else. / Better bathrooms and showers. / Better showers. / upgrade restroom
facilities, improve drinking water access, main lodge remodeled/restored (rodent abatement) /
bathrooms of campsites need to be improve / Facilities met satisfaction. Insect infestation
prevention is recommended. / none / Cleaner and Fixed Outhouses, Water pump supply,
Clear/Repair trails, Easier access to and from the beach, Camp boxes / nothing. Great camping
place. / none / Tent repairs / better beach access / Alarms! Fire and tsunami alarms need to be
audible throughout camp. It was not audible from the sites farthest from the lodge and closest to
the ocean. / Improve lake property / Keep them clean‐ish / the kybos. are stinky : ( / I have not been
here for summer camp. I have never seen the Trading Post open. I have never seen the Health
Lodge open, so I do not know if they need improvement or not. Better roads would be better / none
/ I havenʹt been there in a while so I donʹt remember a whole lot / more merit badges ... high
adventure / Nicer staff (camp Baldwin’s and pioneer’s is a lot better) / take care of rock wall and
show case nature merit badges more / none that I can think of / Rebuilt/cleaned up Adirondacks /
Adirondacks upgrade/replacement / better access to the beach from the campsites. / Itʹs been 20 or
so years since Iʹve been to Meriwether. Iʹm sure many improvements have been made in that time. /
Cabins, Bathrooms / Heated pool!

I know... not practical. / No idea.

Only drove to Camp
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Merriweather once. / Cleaning and restocking of the bathrooms needed to be more often. / Dining
hall needs to provide more food. Children were starving! / Donʹt change it. Make it cheaper to
attend. / the road needs re‐grading / Better outhouse / the out houses need updated to something
similar to those at Baldwin. Also something needs to ne done about the odor. I believe there are
chemicals that can be added, or just move them. / Improve the Kybos. / Cope Corse / The facilities
are great! / pistol range. Wood chips on the trails instead of Mud. / Improved water activities
including fishing / better Food, and access to the Beach. Perch fishing and clamming in the ocean. /
Continued replacement of old Adirondacks. / It has been several years since I was there, although I
will be going again w/I next month. My recollection is showers, Kybos could be improved. During
wet weather, the trail system suffers. / road / Shooting sports ranges, add pistol, re‐arrange archery
area. / New shower house, more restrooms / No recommendations at this time / I Thought the
trading post this year was very week. Not much selection and very limited clothing items. Why
would you not offer sweat shirts at a beach camp? I thought the Merit badge program was also very
disappointing. An Eagle Required Merit Badge (cooking) will be required for those Scouts that are
life Scouts but will not have attained their Eagle by 1/1/14, yet 1 session offered of 40 kids‐‐with a
lottery at that. Also, some of the badges were shown as 1 1/2 hr badges, yet my Scout was done in
an hour every day and was only able to take 2 merit badges at camp because he signed up for one.
This is a Scout who completed 5 at Camp Parsons last year. Pretty disappointing. Out troop of 25
boys only took 46 merit badges‐‐same amount of Scouts last year took 88 MBʹs. Sounds like I am
still annoyed! / more shooting sports (pistol would be nice) / the trading needs to be much better.
Scout souvenirs and craft things. there seemed to be a lot of junk this year. / facilities are very good
at this camp / none that I can think of right now / None / i donʹt know, haven’t been there in a very
long time / I would suggest smaller sift gravel on roads and better restroom facilities. / More toilets
(not Kybos), and make the water at the campsites less yellow. / Sewage issues must be addressed. /

Camp Pioneer
Pit toilet upgrade , finish inside. Shower house, more water presser for toilets & showers. Fishing
dock, replacement of decking. Finish updating of wash stands. / I havenʹt actually checked out the
property so no comment / better shower house / Maybe a bigger, better suited Trading Post. More
shelving, so they can order more items to sell. / n / Replace the benches at the campfire bowl. Cell
phone access. Or at least use of an emergency phone. When we arrived this year and one of our
adults locked his keys in his car with boys gear, we were told there was no phone at camp to call for
a tow, so we had to drive 20 miles back down the road in another car to get cell phone access to call
for a tow truck. The camp staff were not helpful to us with that problem. / This was a beautiful
camp. Everything was great. / Shelters for each campsite, KYBO near parking lot, campfire bowl
refurbishment. / Continuing on working on upgrading the Adirondacks. Making sure that they stay
in good shape and keep up on the maintenance on them. / Permanent shelters in the activities areas
/ Signage / Better roof on dining hall, needs major improvements on Quartermaster/TP/Camp
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office/Health lodge building (aka maybe remodel it?) / More/better parking available, and a kybo or
restroom close to the parking lot. / A more modern KYBO system. There are much better designs
now. / I only visited for one evening and therefore do not have much input / Bigger adult shower
house / Wow. Iʹm not sure. This is a gem of a camp. My son says it is his best summer camp
experience he had ‐ twice. Donʹt unnecessarily disturb it! / Facilities? None. Fairly primitive. Thatʹs
fine with me. / More merit badges. / I heard there were some issues with the showers. / Setting at
camp fire bowl. / new tower for water front / Bigger paved parking lot! / rock wall, orienteering
course / Bathrooms! / Adirondacks or A‐Frames at campsites / There was a bees nest in the
outhouse our boys had for their camp. Need to make sure that those facilities are kept safe and free
of those kind of hazards. / Canʹt think of any. / I didnʹt go, my son did / Iʹve never attended Summer
Camp at Camp Pioneer; thus, I cannot answer the question. / parking. / Some of the dirt paths can
be quite dusty during the summer, so resurfacing may be helpful. Improve outhouses (doors, or a
start). / I havenʹt been in 10+ years / Canʹt think of any / Better Adirondacks. / solar and wind power
generation / Itʹs been too long since I was there to say. Last time I was there, the Lodge has just
been remodeled and looked great. / I have not been to this camp in 15+ years. I am not familiar
with current facilities / more permanent facilities / I have notices a lack of funding for this camp,
There is limited amounts of kayaks, canoes, and row boats, and some of their facility could use
upgrading. The shower houses could use an overhaul as well as some of the campsites and the
program areas. If they had proper funding they could do some cool things and expand their
outbound program. Rock‐climbing wall or Zip line would be awesome features for this camp. /
Having another campsite would be a great improvement as it would allow the popular camp to
seem less crowded. Also, the floor the dining hall clearly needs to be re‐waxed. / I think the camp is
developed adequately for the area it is in. Itʹs high up. Perhaps the outhouses. The main shower
house was adequate / Merit badge counselors that arenʹt passive and sign off requirements just
because itʹs good enough. I experienced this at Camp Meriwether in summer 2011 with my merit
badge counselor for First Aid and Emergency Preparedness. When we did the req. where we had to
explain/tell what we would do in an emergency situation, he chose our situation to be a zombie
apocalypse. Give me a break. / And better marked trails. / A new fence and updates to the
waterfront. Some of the docks are listing due to broken bladders. Patch the tents! I really liked the
solar powered night lights in the kybos! / I worked there years ago as a staffer, and many of the
buildings remain the same and are very dilapidated. Going there for OA weekends, I usually opt
out and simply sleep outside if the youth are occupying the spaces in the tents. / very dusty camp‐‐
and better signage in the camp / New fire bowl, non‐broken rowboats, dining hall floor waxed,
llamas, more/better staff tents, fixed docks / too long since i have been there to even guess /
unknown / trail improvements around the lake and to the camp sites. camp site improvements, /
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Scouters’ Mountain
IF it was not being sold..... a pool or water front activity, mini‐dacs / Install disc golf course. Install
swim center. Create a good low cope course for Cub Scouts. Bouldering area. Create a Webelos
centric area for just them. / None I can think of at this time. Although I would suggest to survey
staffers of the camp as they spend a lot more time on the property and have a good idea of what
improvements are needed. / access to an aquatics program / improved outhouses (how about
cinderblock, vault toilets with running water sinks?) / anything to smooth out the roughness in the
fields ‐ I always feel that Iʹm about to sprain an ankle / I have not used this property for summer
camp use. It is primarily used for Cub Scouts in the summer. / Roads are miserable and narrow,
and the parking lots arenʹt suited to the high traffic of summer camp users. Signage and property
maintenance in general appear poor. Bathrooms arenʹt sufficient for much use. / Full renovation of
all sleeping structures, better organization of parking areas, improvement of COPE course elements
/ kind of a moot point ‐ I believe Scouterʹs mountain is going to be sold ‐ however the kybos here
need to go ‐ since there are so many different things which go on here for younger Scouts ‐ better
bathroom facilities would be nice ‐ / Each of the campsites needs a refresh, the fort, the teepees and
the boxcars all need care. / The teepees need to be repaired as they have a lot of rotten wood on
them. The Kybos are pretty gross. They need some major updating and cleaning as well as some
wood replaced that has rotted out. Iʹd also like to see a more nutritious menu selection offered that
includes fresh fruit and vegetables instead of canned. / This facility would be used best for a day
camp, as this facility does not have a lake for swimming, or other activities. / kybos are not very
nice. / One thing I have been wondering about though, is that in prior info from Council, I had
heard that Scouterʹs Mt is being sold, so I really doubt that Council will put any money into
facilities. / Also, I feel bad that such a nice, convenient properly will be sold, because not only does
it provide a great environment for Day camp and Cub World, it is also a great properly for Troops
to use for overnight camping during other parts of the year, because it is really convenient to get to
for those short weekend camping trips. / Netting system to keep mosquitos out. / Really, you
should keep this property ‐ it is easy and quick for everyone to get to this property. It is the closest,
most convenient property in this whole region. It was ranked as one of the top 3 camps in all of
America for Scout properties not long ago. To sell it, for short term financial gain, is very short
sighted. The Scouts will never have a chance at such a wonderful property again. Iʹm sure
whoever donated it would be sorely disappointed. I am very disappointed in this decision. Its the
worst thing Iʹve heard. Iʹm sure the Boy Scout House in South Kensington, London has a million
offers for its land before, but they have never sold ‐ and they have a prime site in the middle of
London, for Scouts the whole world over to use. Iʹm glad they werenʹt so short sighted. / Pave the
driveway and parking lot. Electricity to the Main Building. / Extend the Backdrop on the archery
ranges, so it covers all shooting stations. / Hay bales for the archery targets! / Better, modern
restrooms / Itʹs been 13 years since I did summer camp at Cub World.... / none / I though we sold it?
/ I wouldnʹt change much. / better food and less stinky kybos. / unsure of what needs to be
improved, maybe update some of the facilities as far as repairs / actually I donʹt think this is a good
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location for Summer Camp ‐ we have other choices better suited for Summer Camp. / Keeping it /
Flush toilets for camp participants. / Larger shooting range. / Some type of shade, maybe camo net
draped over the camp fire amphitheater area. / donʹt know why you are asking this you already
have summer camp there for Cub Scouts / Shower house available for youth. / Update of the camp
site structures. Addition of mini‐dacs for the adult Scouters, most of whom are new to Scouting
and we want to keep them around. / Spruce up the structures in the Discovery day camp area.
Donʹt think they need a rebuild but they are looking a little ragged. / Highly suggest improvement
to the COPE course but it is a little out of place. COPE at Pigott in Chief Seattle council is so much
better than anything in CPC so I think that may be why ours are underutilized. / kybos! My child
would not go to the bathroom at all at Cub World. / None ~ I like how the camp is run. / Not selling
it. / Better signage, better roads, cut back blackberry bushes ‐‐‐‐‐ scratches car on narrow roads / I
have not been all over the property, so I canʹt comment on the water or out houses. I believe they
upgraded Goldas Kitchen, which is helpful. / none / Showers available for all during the day and
evening. / A lake for aquatics / I went back and made my comments on the prior pages, The critical
element of Scoutersʹ Mountain is not the facilities which are barely adequate, itʹs the location.
There is nothing comparable in the urban area. Example, our troop has used the Portland Shooting
Club (near 174th and Powell) for shooting skeet as a monthly program event. The only property to
make this feasible is to then camp at Scoutersʹ Mountain to make the event a ʺovernightʺ program
for the month. We need the place, we donʹt use the mess hall, we donʹt use the health lodge, etc.
We just need the location. (Donʹt sell it) / Not suitable as a summer camp location for Boy Scouts.
More of a short camp property centrally located for the council. / I could not say it has been too
long since I was there. / This property is for sale / Outhouses there can be quite ripe. / Better
obstacle course / Clean‐up of the house and shop facility at the entrance of the camp. The old
vehicles and JUNK left lying around are an embarrassing eye sore. / Scouters Mt has been a good
property for Cub Scout day and short overnight camps. As well, Scouters Mt has worked well for
short weekend camps because it is close to Portland and Gresham, so that Packs and Troops do not
have to travel for too long to get to camp. Unfortunately, I have heard that Scouters Mt is on the
chopping block and scheduled to be closed soon, so there will not be any convenient camp for those
programs. It would be impossible to have a day camp at a camp such as Butte Creek, because it
would take parents too long to drive carpools to and from camp each day. / Better signage and
direction where to go when you get there / It is super fun. / Mow more often. / Tear down teepees
and replace with pole and canvas teepees during summer. / Renovate dining hall / Doesnʹt matter
itʹs sold / None. The quicker we sell it the better. / The same KYBOʹs are still in use when I was a
Cub Scout! Are there better designs that donʹt smell as much? / My Scout wanted a fort type
structure that was available for all the boys to use, not just the lucky Scout that got assigned to sleep
there. / Out houses / keep it! smooth out lumpy soil where tents would be. make pit toilets into
vault toilets to be cleaned out more often. / the outdoor toilets and food / both were awful / none /
Pool or lake / shaded area for campfire/ opening/closing ceremony at Camp Discovery / ADA
improvements / Do not feel qualified to answer / It has been too long since I have gone to be able to
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provide valuable feedback / Kybo is very smelly very quickly. / Open the big lodge / I would
improve on the bathroom facilities. / Some shade for the upper fire bowl area. / no suggestions /
Needs a cleaner kitchen / i donʹt care for the location / better bathrooms! / Of all of the camps I have
visited they were all great I think that the facilities are great. / none, I think it should be as wild as
possible. / Lighting of some sort in outhouses. Water fountain/spigot at med shack (central location
easy access) more goodies in the store like logo towels and non‐candy snacks (jerky, etc.) Batteries
by the piece in AA AAA C D. / better signage / paving and making the path to the summer camp
site wider / There needs to be a shade canopy over the campfire area in Camp Discovery. It was
way too hot. / I donʹt think it matters I heard this property has been sold. / Better outhouses. We
lose too many Scouts from the Cub Scout program because of bad outhouses at summer camp. /
Scouter Mtn parade grounds smoother. / More charging stations for cell phones. / The old houses
were horrible. The food was a major problem. You have active boys running around in the hot sun.
They are starving when they get meals and hungry when they leave the dining halls. staff at all the
camps were stingy with the food even when people were begging for more. Adults were giving
boys their food so the kids would have enough to eat. Food was not cooked with kids in mind at
gilbert. There was so much onion, huge chunks of onion in everything. I was served potato salad
that was entirely onion with maybe 2 chunks of potato. Already hungry boys wouldn’t even touch
some of the food. The first 2 things my son said about the camp was the horses were awesome and
he was so hungry. unacceptable. / Sign at front of entry road. / I donʹt know itʹs awesome / It doesnʹt
matter... You have sold the property... Very unfortunate / It was extremely dry while we were at
camp this year. While at fire bowl and waiting to enter Goldaʹs Kitchen the dust was extreme. I
donʹt know if it would be cost effective to spray some kind of dust abatement or if it would even be
safe around kids. Maybe something could be set up to use gray water to spray the area periodically
to keep the dust down...or minimize the ʺmarchingʺ type songs during extremely dry times. We did
not have any boys with asthma this year...but we do have some in our pack and those conditions
would have been problematic for them. / Maybe add lattice or something over the windows of the
fort area. Our pack has not camped in that area yet. However we were told by a staff member that
last year a boy fell out of one of the windows and broke an arm. Whether or not that did happen, it
seems that fortifying the window areas to prevent something like that would be prudent. / Our
pack stayed in the box cars this year. We did find it difficult to monitor whether or not the boys
were adhering to BOB time as well as determining which boys really were culprits in rowdiness
after lights out. Iʹm not sure how that could be addressed short of adding a door or window and
porch on the opposite end of the box car from the smaller door. I have to say, we thought we would
like the box cars, but for this reason the teepeeʹs were a much better option... / But honestly, this
camp is exceptionally awesome. I will be sad to see it sold if/when that happens :( / Better
restrooms. / Better parking. Itʹs a good property for Day Camps. / Electricity at Discovery would be
awesome. / Upgrade water slide. More trails. Better kybos. / Outhouse are horrible and gopher
problem. Waterslide needs to be checked for dangers around it. Last year one of our Scouts cut his
foot on a broken cover to a water valve as he got out of the slide. / Why are asking this‐‐when you
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have sold the facility? / this site is not likely a candidate for summer camp / None / A way to get
shade at the flag area when there are hot days. / Iʹm not interested in summer camping at Scouterʹs
mountain, it is too close to the Portland metro and canʹt provide a genuine wilderness camping
experience. / Better trail for the flag ceremony / I have not been there for many years so I cannot
really say the state of the camp now. While I was there, it was a fine camp, it had good campsite, an
adequate lodge and was relatively accessible. Biggest issue was that there were limited true trails
around camp or through the meadow so it was hard sometime to traverse the camp. As a female, I
have never met a flush toilet that I didnʹt use so as to avoid the Kybos if possible so having better
bathroom facilities would always be a good idea. / no idea / Improve the tepees. I love this camp
because of its closeness to where we live. I will miss it when it is gone. / Bring drinking water
pipeline into the Fort/Tepee areas / The food was wretched. Would love to see some better food that
is at least somewhat edible. Iʹve been to a lot of boy Scout camps growing up = never was food this
bad in quality. / Showers, upgraded trails at the main parade ground to deal with mud. / Meadow
needs some smoothing to make running around safer. (Mole holes etc) / Goldaʹs kitchen is terribly
noisy. Echos. Needs sound reduction boards or softer wall acoustics. / It is impossible to hear well
when we have older guests, parents, or large groups. / Zip lines, climbing wall, / I have not used
this facility for summer camp. However, since it is used for Cub camping it would be great to have
nice bunk space for parents to stay with individual rooms and convenient shower and bathrooms. /
I donʹt really have any solutions to suggest. Though shower times were difficult for women as their
shower times were different and was slightly feeling that timed showers were specifically put in the
women’s showers due to stereotyping / Replace rotting wood in the teepees. Paint the teepees so
they match my sonʹs Lego sets. :) Add more bathrooms and showers for the adults. Figure out how
to get the little Scouts to put the lids down in the latrines so they donʹt fill up with ammonia. /
Improved bathroom and sewage facilities. Every time I have been there, there has been a sewage
pump truck onsite late in the evening. Updated facilities for the Scouts sleeping quarters. Better
ingress and egress trails for camp equipment. / Some facilities seemed run‐down / Easier access to
water for drinking. / Kybos / I understand that adults cannot enter sleeping area, but this created a
ʺLord of the Fliesʺ scenario. If it was just our snarky Scouts, then leave it. For us, it dampened our
experience. / I only did the day camps here. / improve the upkeep of the facilities (teepees and fort
specifically) / None, it was great! / ? / Leveling some of the ground near the train cars and other
places where the parents setup tents. The ground was very uneven and difficult to sleep on. / What
improvements? Isnʹt Scouterʹs Mountain being sold. / With it being sold I have no recommendation.
/ More shower availability for the Women campers. / Upgrade OB Lodge / don’t know it has been a
while / The outhouses are disgusting... / personally thought this was a great site with no
improvements needed. / None / Adult tent sites / No outhouse / Separate the four corners of the
fort. Take down the connecting walls / too much mud when it rains / Better bathroom facilities for
adults. / TO keep it there! My two oldest boys have been there and my youngest who will be a tiger
in 2 years is Really looking forward to staying in the fort and go down the huge slip nʹ slide. I think
Cub World was a wonderful camp for new Scouts and it was a great way to introduce them into
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Scouting / No real recommendations, general cleanliness and trained staff is a must there. A great
program is what makes that location really awesome. / Only one visit. Iʹm not able to advise. /
Kybos / A small number of tent rentals could be made available for those adults who do not have
their own camping equipment. / Iʹve never stayed there and so canʹt comment on this. / Better use
of the fort. Plow the field and reseed it then us it as a sports field. More activities. / Updating the
boxcars. They have a lot of mold in them. / Ensure it is up to code in all safety issues. Plant
perimeter tree lines to provide sound and light buffering from adjacent development. / outhouses /
Havenʹt explored it enough to say. / enlarge property partial selling was unacceptable / It seems
like the Cafeteria could be bigger. / Knot Boards like at Camp Meriwether. More fire pits in cooking
area to give Scouts more realistic view. For nature there are some trees and bushes that will always
remain, make signage that can be used and left out when camp is not going on so plants and bushes
can be identified. Camp has potential of pioneering. I would have somewhere that has a plaque or
signage that tells about the history of the camp. / Couple of the areas are hard to find so better signs
would be nice / buildings used for Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts who give Instructions. / Take down
the crosses in the dining room. Youʹre supposed to be non‐denominational. / Better Showers, but
not much else ‐ nice place. / A real water slide would be great. Nothing fancy but a slide with a pool
would be huge. Then repair the Teepees and improve drainage on the field. Then a zip line would
go well. / I would like it very much if Cub World were to continue to run as it is, however, I have
heard that it is being sold. This will be a great loss for the Council, because now I do not see that
there is any convenient camp for Cub Scout Day camp or any of those short one night activities. /
None / nothing / Clean up the bathrooms. / a swimming feature, water fountains, horseback riding /
All camps should go to online merit badge sign up; all camps should have maps and schedules for
each boy and adult; / Clear area for adult tents or better tent platforms in Teepee area. If tents arenʹt
supplied bigger platforms would be nice to accommodate more variety of personal tents. / Since itʹs
sold nothing / Reopen the LODGE, get it up to code or grandfather the issues. This was not a fire
prevention issue. / Add a shower house / It doesnʹt have a lake does it? / It would be great to get
more flushing toilets / shower houses int he camping areas. / Billeting and outhouses/shower
houses. / You are selling it so this does nt matter. / Cleaner outhouse / Bathrooms and showers need
maintenance / More buildings. / Build a Lake for boating, swimming, etc. / bathrooms / none /
Kybos / Work on kybos so that there is adequate ventilation. The kybos were unusable while we
were there due to the overwhelming odor / Improved microphone PA system. The one there was
not working or train your staff to use it in Cafeteria. / Create rock bike trails in open field for easier
walking around and riding bikes too. / Golf carts for disabled adult leaders option. / camp fires
every night. / none. They are pretty good. / Offer merit badges with counselors. / nothing /
better/fixed tee pees / Scouters’ Mountain is a good adequate camp, which is convenient. I would
not do any upgrades now, because the Council has said they will sell the camp. Unfortunately, it
will be a great loss of an easily accessible camp for Cub Scouts. I have no idea, how day camps will
be able to be held in the future, because there are not any other convenient Scout camps which
could serve well for day camps. (For day camps, you must have a camp which can be driven to
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easily each day in order for car pools to work out) / wish there were more trails and opportunities
for hikes / Bunkhouses with proper bug screens. Ability to drive your gear to the site then return it
to the parking lot. / Ability for parents who attend to share a small campfire in the evenings. / Staff
facilities and quarters / It has been a while since I have been in the Teepees, but they needed to have
some wood replaced on them the last time that I was in them. The Kybos might need some
attention. / replace the ʺdragons tongueʺ. / bathrooms, bigger parking area and changing areas. /
better sleeping accommodations when cold or hot / Swimming Pool; more Program Shelters; Tents
& tent platforms; Staff facilities; all the facilities that the long term camps currently contain. / Better
outhouses. / facility maintenance, improve roads and parking / Upgraded camping sites for the
kids, more benches and tables in the each camping area. / More shower houses and actual
bathrooms closer to camping areas. / why you sold it against the wishes of Scouters why asked us if
you just do what you want anyway / The acoustics in the dining hall are terrible . . . I would
definitely improve that. / none / Since it is being sold no recommendations. / none / Less stinky
outhouses / shower house / There was nowhere for the children to get out of the sun in the area
where the skit went on. My son came home and he and my husband both had headaches and were
nauseous from sun exposure there NEEDS to be some sort of shade put up. He were very prepare
with wet neckerchiefs, plenty of water, and wide brimmed hats and still were affected. It is unsafe
and I cannot believe that an organization that prides itself on safety would put children in harmʹs
way. Later on in the week we simply left early, but many boys were ill prepared and left to suffer
and try and get shade by hiding in their shirts. This maybe our last year. We spent a lot of time
selling popcorn and were top seller in the troop. / It is generally not very clean or kept up. There
are several areas which are not safe such as the trails where you have to jump from side to side.
The tent sites had broken boards and nails exposed in many of the tent sites. We were there two
different years and did not get to choose where we stayed so did not get to see the other areas
much. The rail cars were too hot to sleep in. The new shower areas were nice but did not use them
because we were at day camp. / Camp Discovery didn’t seem well organized from a youth
perspective and leadership for taking the kids around to the different functions. / No body of water
for swimming/water related activities. / Better bathrooms. / NONE / Moot point / I hear BSA is
selling this property. / more bathrooms as opposed to outhouses. Showers for Cub World. Eventual
replacement locally for Cub World when the property is sold. / Build permanent fire ring areas for
each pod of camp sites (one for box cars, one for the fort, one for teepees). Arrange tee‐pees so they
function more as a group like the other camp sites. / Toilets / Camp Discovery is fine. Cub World
could use some clean up and some non: dark, smelly, full of birds’ nests, and full of spiders and
their webs. Cub Worldʹs water fountains (minus the ones in the mess hall) donʹt or hardly work
either. / Na / Improve road (widen and smooth it). / Basically adequate as is. / Maintenance and
updates. Camp sites and electricity @ Discovery. Better shower houses. / Maintain current facilities
/
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Q34: What FACILITY improvements would you suggest for this property
that would be good for WEEKEND CAMPING use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit any property except Sea Base most often
(because weekend camping is not widely offered at the Sea Base).

Q34 Results:
Text responses:

Aubrey Lodge
none come to mind / better parking / The lodge is just fine. / Bathrooms could use a little help, but
otherwise it is a great lodge for what the Cub Scouts use it for. / More air flow in the lodge. /
Parking, disabled access / The frustration is in the disagreement between the guide sent out and the
verbal information given to us. There are always changes and they are not communicated. Adult
leaders are not gung‐ho to go anymore because of this. / Bathrooms / Even though the restrooms
just got updated, it would be nice if there were more restrooms for use when mixed company is
present. / I havenʹt been there since I was a kid. I canʹt suggest any. / Improve what is stocked in
the kitchens / Bathrooms, bunk area / signage that informs the public that it is not a public use
facility / not appropriate for weekend camping / My impression is its difficult to get properly
qualified to use this facility. / Showers:) I donʹt know if it is available for use other than tubing, but
would be a great base camp for trails and backpacking on Mt. Hood. / Bigger parking lot. Better
(safer) winter trail from parking lot to lodge. Bunk assignments could be better organized and
issued by lodge host. / Itʹs a good facility. Just keep it in repair and good shape with minor
upgrades over time. / Showers would be nice. / Better cell phone reception. A device can be added
to your internet connection to allow cell phone traffic. I know ATT has them. Iʹm the others have
them too. / None / a bit more area to dry clothes / Improve the kitchens and cooking equipment
there. The pot and pans are slowly disappearing. I have bring stuff there to do Venturing events.
There always seems to be problems with the ovens. / Lodge remodel refurbish sleeping areas / Not
really applicable to Winter Lodge as tent camping facility. As Winter Lodge usage I would
recommend checklists for kitchen supplies (pots, pans, etc.) to standardize all kitchens. Also Would
like a curtain as a door on the upper sleeping quarters (usually for females). The light from the
common area really shines in :) / We usually rig our own tarps up. / More separation between the
sleeping areas and the kitchens. People going up for the day can use the kitchens while other
people are in the sleeping areas which could lead to missing gear. / None. We like the lodge, and
any improvement would make it too ʺmodernʺ. / ? / A larger parking lot would be nice. Maybe a
rope tow? / Upgrade / repair / replace kitchen and bathroom facilities / itʹs fine as is...Just make sure
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the camp director at snow lodge is not a butt headed, mean, unfriendly guy or gal...it has happened
before. / Better access to the lodge. Especially for people with disabilities. / None / No suggestions.
We greatly enjoyed our stay. / none / none / Nothing I can think of. / nothing i think the facility is
great. / I canʹt think of any. In the winter time (I have only been there in the winter), it has an
excellent building and a good hill for tubing. / Parking lot and trail to lodge. / Better parking, some
sort of security, car was broken into last time.

Camp Baldwin
Winterize the commissary, kitchen, dining hall building and staff shower house so these building
could be used during the winter. / Improved tent platforms / I can’t think of any right now. / ? /
Same as above. / Cabins to be used and a better campsite out near the rocks for climbing trips. / n/a
/ Deck at program center. / Really like the upgrades to the campfire bowl and nature areas. /
Basically things are fine as is. / bigger dining hall / N/A / None, really. Is excellent for weekend
camping. / Less draft in building during winter camp in building with fireplace ... Otherwise
perfect for winter camp ... Option assistance packing in camping gear during winter snow ‐ maybe
snowmobile ... No suggestion for non‐winter camp / Adirondacks or something more bad‐weather
friendly to stay in, other than the dining hall. Road improvements, if possible ‐ the back part tends
to flood, the hill can get really icy ‐ or at least improved signage to warn people NOT to attempt to
drive the back part when itʹs likely to be bad. Baldwin is accessible through Dufur most of the fall,
winter, summer ‐ and can be fun during those seasons, but itʹs not as amenable as the winter
lodges. Some improvements in that manner might increase usage. / tenting areas flattened out / Set
up weekend use camp area at the ʺold Camp Baldwinʺ site. Could be a mix of tent/Adirondack
areas / Same. / Same. / off the top of my head,, i would recommend holding rough camp motif... /
same / Better restrooms / Improve the covered table areas in the camps. Some have full structures;
others are old frames without tarps. / Sorry but I do not have enough info to answer this question.
Even though I do make it out there with the boys every year it is only during the winter and the
facilities are shut down for the year. The last time I was able to go to Baldwin in the summer was
when I was 14 years old. / None. / a lodge type structure for winter use / donʹt know / ok / not sure /
A mess hall would be nice / A dining hall. / Dining area with more insulation and larger. / None
that I can think of. / making sure the wash stations and out house are in good working order. /
More advertising the availability of the camp for off‐Scout camp season camping. / Same / Donʹt
have any suggestions. / Same as above! / Spraying some of the thistles would be a good idea. / v /
Donʹt know. / More space for winter camping / You would have to weatherproof things so that it
could be used during the winter despite snow and rain. Water would have to be available despite
cold weather. / maintaining the water stations so that they work more efficiently. / I heard someone
say that new cabins were going in for the staff. They could be rented out on the off season. / Same
as above / None / To make the bathrooms cleaner / Someplace to sleep other than the dining hall. / I
think that the improvements above would be good for weekend camping use too. / N/A /
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Rejuvenate tent stands. Add more things to do. (Zip lines, climbing wall) more rest rooms. Have
someone qualified to teach archery rifles / Adirondacks / cannot think of anything at this time /
Restrooms and showers, / Wooden Map signs could be added in certain places for the purpose of
easier navigation. /

Butte Creek
permanent dining shelters at Adirondacks. / More hiking trails, the tent camping area platforms,
etc. are NOT maintained sufficiently to be comfortable. / None. / add showers / New barn/feeding
facility / They need a new truck and tractor to keep the camp under good repair. They could also
use improvements to the feed station to cut down on mud in the feeding area. They could also use
repairs to the hay barn, which sometimes leaks in rainy weather. / Same as above / trail conditions /
Restroom upkeep / dorms or other sleeping quarters near the dining facility / Same. / none / none /
None / wider road more parking / I went with my sonʹs troop to camp in the Adirondacks. There
were no doors on the outhouses, so I had to ask one of the Scoutʹs fathers to stand outside
whenever I had to use the restroom so that boys did not come in while I was using it. This was
uncomfortable for me (a female). I have not joined my sonʹs troop on a campout since. / See above /
none / Better kayos / Mini‐Dacʹs would help in the off season because the covers come off the tent
platforms and they get wet and slimy... road improvements to the campsites to help control the
mud on the hill (also vehicle access to drop off gear on the hill would be beneficial to us poor
leaders.) / cabins / I think the camp is great the way it is. I especially like the camp host. / N/a / The
property meets our needs. / letting them spend some more time with the animals. / Road rut
improvement / repair some platform tents / The current weekend camping program is top notch. I
can think of no practical improvements. / more access for persons with disabilities.

Maybe

providing some transportation to and from the camp site would be helpful / same / Improved
potable water availability. It is fun to send the small Scouts off on a quarter mile hike for water, but
thereʹs a practicality issue involved in that. / service out houses they were terrible have running
water turned on especially at campsites on the hill. / none ‐ have never used the facility for
weekend camping / More/ better Adirondacks... / None / Campfire stoves in campgrounds. /
Undercover areas for projects if raining. / At Webelos Woods a few years back the rain was intense
and the path into our campsite was a mudslide. There were no steps to speak of and we tried to
carve out a path but without much success. Adults and Cub Scouts fell frequently just trying to slip
slide (aka walk) up or down from our tents/platforms. Boys ended up soaked, muddy, without
enough changes of clothes and cold. / No facility improvements necessary / Better handling of
ground water during rain. Adirondacks and trails have some flooding issues. / did not see much of
property just drop of girl Scout. she said the outhouse smelled and had not light / build a
swimming hole. / Water. Our campsite rarely had running water available. Some of the tents that
our Scouts were assigned had holes in the roof. For weekend camping that I would assume would
have more families then just Scouts I would suggest a clearer ADA warning about the campsites
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and possibly the development of more ADA campsites that can be reserved. / None / Not much,
dreaming of a full camp, then you need those structures done. Rental use of equipment with
guidance. Like Archery, Panning for Gold, Flags to set borders for a soccer game, and such. / I
don’t know / Restore the old log cabin, just enough to reopen it for weekend camping, but not too
much. Itʹs authentic as it is and the only ʺcabinʺ a lot of boys have ever stayed in. That place
exudes character and we miss it a LOT. / good toilettes / none / No suggestions. Itʹs great. I hope the
Western Program continues forever and ever. / minor maintenance / None / Better tents. / More
horse activities / None / The road going in and out / the Adirondacks need maintenance / Offer
more activities / same / fix the mud pit situation at the mini dac campsite with the covered table
area. / None. / Training Center for council events with a small kitchen + meeting room + with heat ‐‐
this could take the place of the old cabin that was retired from use a few years ago. / Also, the
equipment for camp maintenance, such as the tractors & camp trucks look as if they might be ready
to retire? It seems that this is a good place to start in anticipation of future upgrades. / RV sites
would be very helpful. / Improve pond, 2 or 3 24ftx36ft shelters around camp and one past the
barn, a kybo in the parking lot, an Adirondack parking lot

Clark
cleaner Kybos. / SA / nothing / Office / Meeting Space, shutters on windows (for some programs) /
New or replace the shelter areas in the campsites. / works fine the way it is / Kybos need some
chemicals for smell / Basic water filtration system at least in the dining hall and shower house.
Water shouldnʹt look like bug juice. Biological management of kybos. They donʹt have to smell that
bad. / Parking lot improvements. All of the equipment in the kitchen should work also. / Parking /
Troop boxes built in each site / find some way to reduce smell in the outhouses. It was really bad
and the smell spread all over. / Continue to convert to mini‐dacs / Water Facility / See Above. /
Have a trading post which handles camping equipment, cook kits, dutch oven and fire bricks. /
Install grey water disposal, sumps, etc. / Improve the water quality. The water is often brown
coming out of the lines. / Access to the flush toilets/shower house on weekends (sometimes it is
locked up during the off season). / Availability of dining hall in case of inclement weather and
better toilet facilities throughout the camp / Mini‐dacs everywhere. / Swimming pool or other
option for water activities / Having a covered patio / outdoor eating area that gets the boys out of
the rain during off season visits. / I think it is good for weekend camping already / No suggestions /
Better outhouses‐ they were really smelly and the doors did not look / New Staff cabins as they are
falling apart, better trading post, med shack, staff lounge and ranges could be better and the kitchen
to be reorganized. / Shower house / More beach activities / trails / don`t know / You need to make it
possible to do overnight camping at Camp Ireland. The only local Scout facility is Scouters’
Mountain and that is too far away from the west side of Portland. / The Kyboʹs were rather
unsanitary and nasty. / Newer tents. / Same as above / I canʹt think of any right now. / Same /
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Cooper
Mini‐dacks. / Stove for Dining Hall and Trading Post for cold weather use. / Possibility of mini‐
daks, and possibility of a meeting/training building / The map to the camp is horrible! Really needs
to be redone. The road into camp could use some grading. / Bigger dining hall so that districts that
use this for an event could fit everyone in when itʹs too muddy to walk to the campfire bowl or
chapel for services. Also needs to have a way to be heated for those cold, rainy, soak to the skin
events to get people warm and dried up / Better shower/restroom availability / Shower house lights
/ easier car access / Permanent dining shelters. 4 season housing. / It rains a lot at Cooper. / Better
showers. Also better highway map on council website / Kybos need to be vented better. Shelters in
campsites need to have roofs. / None. / same / Same. It would be nice to have access to the shower
house too. / Need to add Adirondacks / better road into camp / Mini‐dacs / The physical facilities
were great, the cost is getting prohibitive. / year round tent / Adirondack / See above. / Having the
camp sites usable, identified. / Signage to the camp would be a big improvement. / None. / none /
Availability of lakefront activities / All of the above, as they donʹt touch summer camp program yet.
Weʹll see this summer. / Have people make sure the property is ready for use and kept well
maintained so that way Scouts can enjoy their time there. / Dining hall availability /

Ireland
None / I don’t think it would be a good weekend camping area because of logistics. The urban
growth around the camp has taken away from its appeal for weekend camping. / Possibly a
permanent building for Kitchen and food area so that it could be used year around. / Better
campsites. / Access to meadow area during off‐season. / tent sites available for overnight camping /
permanent bridge / A fire ring‐ / Water to the campsites. Picnic tables are falling apart. / New stairs
in the campfire bowl and taking care of the bridge. / dedicated camp sites for winter camping with
fire pits for use to avoid fires in inappropriate sites ‐ two or three would help out immensely. a
working BBQ pit for winter season campers to use. / More access for the mobility challenged. / Fill
in the gravel road and provide tent pads so that it is clear where people can and canʹt put their
tents. A permanent fire place would prevent off‐season users from making them all over camp as
they tend to do. If the old bridge doesnʹt get fixed or if the current one gets moved, there needs to
be a better way to close off the bridge so people who arenʹt supposed to be on it arenʹt. / less dust!
So, maybe more ʺpavedʺ trails of some sort? / Not sure. / bathroom facilities / Have not been there
for overnight camping, cannot really comment. / It works great for this purpose. / Same as above. /
Shower facilities. / Better bathrooms. / Outhouses, bridge, water, road, parking, shelters designed
for weekend camping as well as summer camp use. Make camp more secure to prevent vandalism!
/ none / non / Fix the bridge! / Put toilets / bathroom maintenance / camp sites / Overnight camp
sites, restrooms / same / same / Full use bathrooms / Fix the suspension bridge / unknown / More
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water stations, posted maps of the camp/trails, bridge / The out houses are terrible. Maybe add a
couple down by the field and allow camping for Cub Scouts. / It would be great to have marked off
areas where people can put their tents. Level ground would encourage more off season use‐making
the property more worth the investments council makes‐as well as encourage units to get more
outdoors and involved in Scouting. This camp is rare in that it is a local camp units can go to. It is a
great way to get Cubs into Scouting because they can go camp without the fear of being hours from
home. Making the lower field accessible in the off season when weather allows and fixing up the
ranges a bit as well as making sure Den leaders know they can get archery and BB guns from
council would be a great way to get Boys involved. Opening up the lower field to ranges would
also make this a great location for Council to set up recruiting events in the off season because let’s
be honest, what boy doesnʹt love to shoot things? It would be a great draw and boost the Scouting
program. Creating a fire pit would make one spot visitors are allowed to make fires. There isnʹt one
currently so they make them all over camp which is dangerous and a mess to clean up when
prepping camp. Clear ways to lock off lower camp if it isnʹt being opened would be safer and help
keep Scouts off the bridges. Last year during an early work day, staff showed up to find a unit
parked against Scouting rules and across the caution taped off and damaged bridge. Water access
and an area to dump grey water need to be put in. / Improve water availability and latrines / I donʹt
see the facility as a weekend camp ground. / Fix the bridge / Camping sites... / Fire pits / More
campsites in more secluded areas. Restroom facilities / Same as above. Add dining facility. / Is
there weekend camping? if not it would be a great location to do so. You would need a meeting
hall. / Cleaner / Tent sites away from mosquito river / n/a / Donʹt recall, I didnʹt attend the camp but
rather my son did, and it was a while ago / only a day use area. a water feature would be nice. /
Campsites / Real bathrooms. More covered areas. / proper showers and bathrooms. / A permanent
replacement for the bridge. / Unknown / Outhouse facilities, mowing and other grounds
maintenance by council. / As stated above, the bridge, fire pits, wash station, BBQ pit and better
defined parking. It would be awesome to have designated tent pad sites for winter camping to
encourage LNT practices with the younger groups that use the facilities ‐ we have seen haphazard
tent areas they made/used because there are no defined areas. / none / ? / A relatively small meeting
building that can have adult bathrooms, camp store, office, med area, meeting area would be good.
Could be partly open air etc. / First priority would be the bridge. It has the cool factor! / Could have
forest service style Kybos instead of chem toilets/ porta‐potty / Some AC power in the field? / Being
able to get to the lower camp in the winter. / Maintained outhouse and better water supply. / Same
as above / Having the old swing bridge up and operating would be GREAT. /

Lewis
Electricity down to the camp is needed especially to the large covered area. Better Adirondacks
and kybos would go a long way.

The camp is basically ignored by the council.

Roles and

responsibilities of the camp ranger are ill defined. Camp rules and regulations, for what they are
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worth are ignored consequently the camp continues to decline in the facilities it has. / Better
restroom facilities. People ALWAYS have issues with restroom facilities. Sanitation is a hot button
nowadays. / Adirondacks need plywood on the underside of the roofs because there are nails
sticking out of them. / rusty water needs to be fixed / Adirondacks are rotting. / Repair/replace
some of the older Adirondacks that are falling apart, get electricity into the camp. Get the ADA
Adirondacks built on the foundations that have been in place and waiting for several years.
Improve the river front access for the Troops that use the camp. / The shelters and trails should be
improved to make it a good weekend camp. / Better water and Toilets. Repaired Adirondacks
would make it much nicer for quick weekend trips. / Bathrooms, not Honey Buckets / S/A/A /
Improved road, electricity brought into the main shelter / Bathrooms / potable water and better
restrooms / Rebuild Adirondacks and dining shelters; clear space at some sites to make room for
tents. / more covered areas / YES / Adirondacks, need water and power / Build a new program
shelter next to the parade ground. / Water Supply, Electricity, better kybos / Same as listed above /
updated/maintained/freshly built Adirondacks (the current ones are bordering on unsafe); finish up
the handicapped campsite; improve the camp road; improve water and power access (would open
up the camp to Cub Scout usage). / for an older guy like me, how about a yurt? Not really kidding
if you had half dozen of these and could rent them for $40 per night and the adjacent site for maybe
$10 more or thereabout. / Same as above / Improve Kybos and drinking water / We like the way the
camp is set up, may be a cabin type structure for a family to stay in / More access to fresh water.
More toilet facilities ‐ flush toilets if at all possible ‐ regularly pumped and cleaned toilets. Facilities
to wash hands with soap and water. / see above comments / Works fine. Covered dining area is
nice but always wet. Unless recently fixed. / Tent sites for family use, actual bathroom facilities,
access to river / Nothing / Shower house / Same as above / Unknown / There is rotting wood in the
stands. Nettles should be killed. / no idea / no opinion / I havenʹt been there often enough to make a
suggestion. / We only went during day camp. I am uncertain how one would camp over the
weekend at this facility. / For one add the new exit off of I‐5 onto 503 (219th St) on the map. /
Having access to facilities / same / Take better care of it. / same / better camp sites / Just the trails
and markings / Easier access and easier marked fire pits. / Same. / Add bathrooms and showers,
improve the Adirondacks / Tidy up the campsites. Signage. Keep it primitive. / Maps and signs /
See above. / Riverfront Access / Larger footprint in the campsites, improved Adirondacks,
improved trails, better mapping of the area / trails / needs maintenance / None. / it is not ready to
be a full summer camp / donʹt know / update the Adirondacks / better restroom facilities / Better
restrooms / Adirondacks are falling down. Trail maintenance. We enjoy it a little rustic. / I am not
involved in camping overnight. So I donʹt feel I have any say. / Clean up and repair Adirondacks,
level out the large meadow for tent camping, scour the outhouses. / Unless this has been done in
the last six years or so, Iʹd say redoing the road that goes down the mountain into the parking lot ‐‐
I think that road is the reason why an engine bolt broke on my vehicle! / flush toilets / Didnʹt spend
much time / Bathroom facilities / Better access road / Everything needs work. Real campsites with
water to the sites? / remodel Adirondacks, more Adirondacks, remodel vault toilets, more vault
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toilets / Repair and improve the Adirondacks. Make Tent Camping Spots a little better. / More
camping sites. / Same / Fire pits. Spots for tents / better bathrooms / Easier access to water per
campsite / Better mapage to where the water pumps are. Also more activities to offer. / Camp is
good as is / nothing / trails / Camp Lewis is fine for a weekend stay. / All camping structures need
to be upgraded and maintained at a higher level. more of camp feeling in some the sites with better
permanent structures in place. / Bulldoze it and start over. Spend some money on the main shelter
and get some staff that isnʹt so grumpy. / Canʹt think of anything /

Meriwether
Have the watercraft accessible & usable / Put shelters down in the old meadow for weekend
camping. / better beach access / allow shower houses to be open / Water system redesign for winter
use. More mini‐dacks. Better camp master sleeping facilities. / Better shower houses / Having
clean, and very close by, flush toilets and showers available at the camps. / Big lodge restroom
facilities / We didnʹt know it was open for weekend camping until just last year. The troop was very
happy to learn we could use the camp during the fall and winter. I donʹt think they said there was
anything they would change. / Upgrade the facilities in staff city, since this is an area used off‐
season. / I think it is pretty accessible and useful for the weekend use. Having the climbing wall
available on weekends and lake boats available would be great! / Out houses / Make sure facilities
are available. / There is an awfully lot to do there for only one night. / Same / none / Open dining
hall just for a place to eat and stay warm if weather happens to be bad / Parking gets clogged on
busy weekends. / Same. / Again, I havenʹt been there in a few years. I didnʹt have any needs for
weekend camping when I was last there with our troop. / Many of the campsites are flooded during
the year. A better drainage system, or moving the campsites. / Renovation of Adirondacks and
expansion of mini‐daks. / Nothing comes to mind. / upgrade the wash stands, kybos and shelters in
the campsites. Camp Baldwin has the best wash stands, kybos and shelters Iʹve ever seen. / I think
all CPC facilities could do a better job of maintaining the camp facilities; tents and tent platforms,
Adirondacks. The kyboʹs could definitely use upgrades. / Adirondack improvement / Enclose
Adirondacks for winter use / more rain shelters in the camp sites / same as above / dont know /
Same as above / Add more Adirondacks. Improve wash stands. / More chances to use facilities
such as the ranges and climbing tower. / RV sites so that disabled family members can attend. /
Same as above for signage. / Access to cabins (used by staff during the summer) / none / Enlarge the
chapel / Better covered areas and drainage from camps and trails. Lighted archery and rifle ranges.
/ None / Make it free. / None / Having not spent to many weekends at Camp I am not sure. But I
will try and get the troop to come out in the off season soon so we can enjoy this wonderful camp
during non‐summer camp times. / Permanent Shotgun range facilities. More robust nature area.
Better waterfront facilities. new shower facilities / Sorry, never gave it much thought. / Drainage on
some of the trails so they donʹt become mud pits during the rainy season. / mini‐dacs or new
Adirondacks improved trails / Improved roads and some parking closer to campsites. Improved
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cabins for family use (current ones are in very poor shape). Improvements to Big Lodge for small
group use (small kitchen for up tp 50?) / Water activities / better care of the restrooms in the dining
lodge / Fix up some of the trails that tend to puddle when it rains. / Finish replacing tent platforms
with mini‐dacs, kitchen for troop use / Installation of removable barriers to limit driving by
campers. They drive right into campsites/program areas with the potential for destruction of plant
life/habitat and erosion. / More shelters / Improve drainage / better parking signs, ability to park
near the main office/trading post and then move to extended lots. The trading posts needs to
handle more gear / camp items, leatherworking, knives, etc. The room was almost empty. / Same as
above, repair and clearing of brush and cleaning of Kybos. / camp sites & Adirondacks / The Camp
is good as is. / Same as above. / Renovate the Big Lodge. Great gathering place for troops during
inclement weather. Besides that, itʹs a really neat building. / shooting area / Canʹt think of anything
right now / shower house / Access to shotgun range during winter months / More permanent
shelter areas for use in the off season. / Same as above minus platform tents. / Beach access. The
stairs may be good for active kids, but some adults, myself included, cannot manage the washed
out stairs, nor the distance between them (height). / Kybos need cleaning between weekends. We
visited in a February and I was appalled at the condition of the kybo. I am female and would have
MUCH preferred to use a bush for my business. / Taking into account Family camping, or troop
camping where moms do join in, should be kept very much in mind. / Better notice of events being
held on the property. / Not sure at this time / Replace all tents with Adirondacks. / Same / More
large covered areas that a unit could reserve, it rains a lot there. / not sure / Gravel on the road ‐ it
get pretty muddy during the winter months / Available for Troop JLT training in the Staff cabins
with power. / none / Information on surrounding area and activities, Trail maps updated, more
adventure trails, Build dedicated stations for things like astronomy (scope with building), Ocean
peer for boating, / hard to think of stuff for weekends as usually we use the camp as a base camp
for doing things in the area. But Family weekends, Waterslides? Mud bog? (mud ball type games),
have staff that can be hired for running ranges? shotgun, rifle, archery? so we as a troop could do a
shotgun weekend or something like it. Where we could hire or find someone to run a station over a
weekend for our troop? / I cannot think of anything at this time. / Its fine. / Zipline through trees. To
Dining Hall from above and from Dining Hall down to the Lake. / More parking space / Not sure. /
Improve the road and parking areas / Coffee! / same as above / I donʹt know what this time / none /
IDk / Easier access for vehicles to drop off equipment at campsites / None / Bigger campsites closer
together for larger troops / More open weekends / Better communication between who gets certain
campsites / Spread people around visiting, let people use bathrooms and clean them / Ability to
park cars near campsite / I believe that my time since visiting these sites has been too long for me to
indicate appropriate measures of fixing. / None / Itʹs great for weekend camping / none / Slowly
begin to replace all Adirondacks...some are old and dilapidated / road / I canʹt think of anything. /
More staff / donʹt know / The beach it totally underutilized. You could have a huge marine science
program, and there is terrible beach access and no interpretive information about the beach, no
kiosk, history, info about beach and ocean creatures, tides….totally nothing. / Same as summer
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suggestions. / I have not been in so many years that I cannot answer honestly. / Cleaner outhouses,
nicer Adirondacks. / Parking for single vehicle/trailer near unit sites. / Gravel on muddiest trails... /
Why doesn’t the CPC enlist more volunteers instead of relying on the same people year after year. /
Same as above. I like the mini‐dacs. / Shooting facility / More staff support opportunities during off
season. / Better shower houses / ....... / Ease of access and parking / better roads / weekend use is
usually in the off season and its wet and muddy / Marked 5 mi course for 2nd class hike
requirement / Compass Course / More patrol table shelters. There should be one shelter for every 8
bunks or 4 2‐man tent platforms so that patrols can be separated to allow the patrol method to
function. Several patrols sharing a shelter leads to conflict. / Sites should be laid out to promote
patrols with separation between patrols (and adults). / Hand washing stations outside each KYBO
on a deck or platform so you donʹt stand in the mud all winter (and summer) with water drained
away from the camp and trail into the brush / sCuba / It is already good for weekend use; Donʹt
really have improvements / n/a / Dont Know / I prefer the more primitive camps (water, outhouse,
Adirondacks). Iʹd prefer to have the council not spend money on the lodge because it seems the
costs trickle down to the Scouts going to camp. / More mini daks, not bringing home damp/wet
tents. / food, bathrooms / Unsure. I am not familiar enough with the property to know what
improvements might be helpful. / Inside campground parking / none, never been there on the
weekend / Having a covered spot to stand inside of near the rifle range would help during the
rainy season. / None / Not sure have never used this facility for a weekend camping trip but hope
to fix this within the next 12 months if the Scouts are willing. Again our trips are based on the
Scouts and then we adults verify it is a safe activity and one that has merit / Same as above. /
Canoes, kayaks, ability to catch/cook food from the ocean. / Same as above. / Too long ago to
comment / Same as above. / open the ranges / Better fence on the way to the beach / .? / Again, more
unload/loading area and better smelling Kybo. It would be good if there was more opportunities to
use shotguns or rifles. Mostly we just love the beach so maybe handrails for the trail down to
beach? / For weekend camping the camp needs to have the outer roads into camp paved as the get
horrible in the winter. / Program shelters / S/A above / some of tents need repairs. / None / some
comfortable lounge furniture in the lodge building. Suppose you want to sit down in a nice
comfortable lazy boy and read a book while it rains, or while the kids are sleeping. Canʹt do that. /
Larger or more covered or protected and lighted areas for year round use. / Cleaner water supply /
not sure / donʹt know / None / Adirondack repairs. Trail and road improvements. / No suggestions.
/ Same, plus improved Adirondacks in some camp sites. / The camp is large so perhaps better maps
would help. It does take a couple of days to get oriented. / it’s pretty good right now / Access to the
canvas for the platforms. / more detailed and a better map of the camp ie. trails, kybos, camp sites.
that sort of stuff / Way finding signage / Improved shower and bathroom facilities with women/girl
access in mind. Camp parsons in WA has shower/bathroom in each major camping site. / see above
/ Tree houses, rope bridges. / Availability of dining hall / road improvements / Same as above / Fix
the ACCESS road, weekend visitors donʹt want to wreck their vehicles for a quick camping
experience, make sure that it isnʹt double booked‐‐this has happened to our troop just a couple of
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years ago on a weekender to Meriwether. It was a bad experience for the boys to be psyched up to
go camping then get kicked off the platforms then not ready for tents and then rain ending up in
coming home early‐‐not great. / All ok / Repair the doors on the lodge and maintain the structures
that are there. / Letting people know itʹs open then. / n/a / indoor restrooms open / s/a / We visit
before the open of camp for the summer and the things that come to mind are better drainage for
the wash/sink areas and a cleaning of the facilities or access to cleaning supplies before the grounds
are open for use no matter the time of the year (the bathrooms at the side of the lodge were horrible,
seriously gag worthy). / Better trails to beach / None / bathrooms and shower houses / None I can
think of. / Better tent maintenance / cleaner outhouses / canʹt think of any / Currently the Monday
following use of Camp Meriwetherʹs facilities (some or all), results in additional work for Campʹs
Facilities Staff. This is usually restocking, cleaning and minor repairs. Use of the campʹs facilities,
i.e. camping at Meriwether should include a damage deposit, specific facility condition
requirements to get the damage deposit back and consequences the unit, and camp will cover for
damages beyond the damage deposit. Accountability, responsibility and honesty about your
behavior are critical elements of the character BSA expects from youth, leaders and parents using
this Camp. Each individual participating in a campout (transporting and attending) should know
and be given an opportunity to demonstrate these characteristics in good and challenging
situations. / More mini‐dacs. / I haven’t been there in years. / Pistol range / none / Availability
would be key. / Multiple Covered Dining areas in each campsite / better roads / nothing / access to
the indoor plumbing bathrooms / Road improvements / Less dusty trails / Again, Adirondacks is
the only thing that could really be improved, and still this is one of the best camps Iʹve ever been to.
/ Better bathrooms and showers. / None that I can think of / upgrade restroom facilities, improve
drinking water access, main lodge remodeled/restored (rodent abatement) / Facilities met
satisfaction. Insect infestation prevention is recommended. / keeping the canvas over the platforms
all year / Water pump supply, Pre‐set Axe yard / Nothing. / none / None / better beach access / Roll‐
down rain/vapor barriers for the Adirondacks so that it is more enjoyable during rainy times. And
of, course, louder alarms! / No suggestions / Keep them better managed / the K.Y.B.O. are stinky. /
better rain drainage in the ʺrainyʺ 9 months of the year :‐) / closer parking / Same as last / better
signage for night time arrival. more activities open for super weekends. / better camp features /
none that I can think of / Rebuilt/cleaned up Adirondacks, better cooking shelters / Kybo upgrades /
Better tents/Adirondacks / Itʹs been 20 or so years since Iʹve been to Meriwether. Iʹm sure many
improvements have been made in that time. / Open shower house / Bathrooms / hmmm? / See
above / No change. / None we can think of. / None. / access to shower facilities / Better outhouse /
see above / Same. / Pistol Shooting / The facilities are great! / Only weekend camping iʹve done is
OA events. They kind of have their own thing going on. / fishing ‐ closer to parking lot (donʹt mind
walking in for summer camp but for a weekend it can be a pain) / same as above / Great site for
weekend camping. No improvements / Same as above. / road / Covered archery / New staff cabins
(often used for weekends) / No recommendations at this time / Do a better job of getting the
dirt/such off of the steps going up the stairs S of the Dining Hall (To the Obie Rangers, lookout,
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camp craft area) I felt it was a safety hazard all week. Other than that, pretty decent conditions.
Could have the sun on a bit more....:) / improved fire pits to allow for Dutch ovens / fixing
bathrooms / Showers upgraded. Bathrooms in lodge repaired and improved. / don’t know / same /
a better sign in/out system (possibly in the main office) / I donʹt know, Iʹve never visited on a
weekend. / Kybos. /

Morrison
more soap / lodge / A functional dining hall is most important. However, more frequent attention
to kybos would also be helpful. Last time the Cub unit I am affiliated with was there the kybos
were so full they were close to overflow stage. That is just plain GROSS! / Improvements to Dining
Hall. Development of camp sites. / Dining hall needs major repair and the outhouses are falling
down, literally. / dining hall, camp sites, covered areas / Camp Morrison, could use a ʺhaircutʺ.
Plants and the forest has over grown much of the camp, trails are difficult to clearly find, and the
camp map and trails are not clearly marked. Camp development of the campsites and the lodge
would greatly improve the camps functionality. / not much there. there are work weekends just to
keep it accessible. / More Adirondacks/camp sites. / Too many to list. Bathroom/Shower house is
never open. We have rebuilt two kybos but it needs more. Firebowl has nasty widow maker. Tent
platforms r rotten. Lower meadow road needs drainage and gravel. The lower meadow is the most
useful part of this camp but has the worst road in wet weather. The lake has been drained making it
useless. Most of the camp spots r overgrown and not maintained. Its too bad this camp isnʹt treated
better by the council. / Lake? / The thing that Camp Morrison could use most is a Comprehensive
Plan worked out with Brian Carroll at Linn County Parks. / Linn County Parks is recognized as a
leader in managing natural resource destinations, so we should work with them to develop a
compelling destination for Scouters and non‐Scouters, alike. / campsites, outhouses, hiking trails /
Repair dining hall and kitchen to be usable. /

Individual camp site maintenance and

improvements. Mowing, tent platform and picnic table repair, fire rings added. Mess hall clean up
and repair work. / More Hot Water . more undercover areas / Small Adirondacks, work on
lakeshore, clean up the dining hall‐‐‐itʹs a mess‐‐‐ better general maintenance would really help. /
None / Lake / Water supply to campsites, access to lake with floating dock, trail maps, directions,
parking / Regular upkeep to property. / Trail improvements. / Refurb the lodge.

Nanitch
Open road in for vehicles / bring in food. / better parking and access to trail to lodge / Make sure
ALL ovens work even in cold weather. Re‐install the light large light that lit up the entire inter‐tub
slope.

Finish the upper rooms so they can be used as originally intended.

Repair the air

compressor or replace it with a high volume one. Make the restrooms more sanitary and cleanable,
and therefore less odorous. Move the entrance door to the location under the fire escape which is
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always free of snow and ice therefore elimination the tracking in of dirt and snow. Insulate the
ceiling over the dorms which would reduce the amount of wood consumed. / Extend tunnel,
provide better shower facilities during winter season / Better parking / Itʹs been 10 years. donʹt
remember. / We like it the way it is. / Help for us older folks to get up the hill to the lodge! Itʹs not
such a bad place, rustic, it works for the intended purpose. Perhaps develop some activities to do
that are close to the lodge such as geocaching or orienteering. / Restroom/shower upgrades / Stair
steps from the road to the lodge. / Improve the bathroom area. Perhaps, and this is just me, have
lockers in the bottom level for Scouts to store backpacks or bulky gear that they may not want in
the dorm rooms. Also, have outside benches or picnic tables for adults to sit while the boys enjoy
inner tube riding on the snow. The kitchen area needs a redesign for effective patrol use. Sure itʹ
usable, but it could be much better. / Cleaning up and replacing the front deck that is rotten and a
hazard, at least that was a concern the last time I was there. / none / Redoing the bathrooms would
be very nice, as they are somewhat lacking as they are now. / Itʹs only a place to visit in the winter
and even then for us only one each year. / Ski lifts, but that’s never going to happen. / better
restrooms. / Improvements that i suggest is to keep the restrooms clean and make sure other troops
do their job in helping / clean. / easier hike in winter / Better parking. / Our troop has used it for
weekend camping only and it is good for that, any longer and you need a shower. The only fault I
see with Nanitch was locating it was difficult, but once you find it the first time you know where it
is. Especially in snow signs are hard to find. /

Phlox
none I like it / Nothing leave it alone but we have not gone in the last 5 years because its been too
hard to get to the wood cut, if we did not have to go to the wood cut we would go every year /
Make it easier to be able to go like not going to the wood cut if possible /

Pioneer
Add additional cabins in staff area for off season use. Add forest service type restroom at parking
lot/staff city. Water in Camp sites after Camp is over. / see above / none / A bigger Scoutmaster
Cabin. Lots of units use this for winter camping and it would be nice if adults and youth could use
it together so the boys arenʹt tucked away in the staff housing without heat from the wood stove in
the cabin now. Maybe two huge rooms, fireplace in‐between. They have something like that in
Bend at the Rim Rock Riders Clubhouse. Huge room, huge fireplace and a divider that goes down
the middle of the room for privacy. Great place! / n / Put a wood burning stove in the Program
Building for troop winter use. Allow troop access to the ʺIce Castleʺ the cabin in the staff camp
area, so we can use that for adults in the winter. There is already a wood burning stove in there.
There is no way to heat the cabins in winter. Adults should be able to use that building with special
permission. We have called before and were told that it could not be used.

Contact Nick Smith

from Troop 19 about the wood burning stove, he is willing to install it and is a contractor. 503‐580‐
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3604 / Staff cabins we used during our snow trip were extremely primitive. Might be nice to better
equip them for winter use. / Access to water, weekend camp host, snow camping ‐ high adventure,
new program room for summer camp/winter lodge use. / Same as above. Keep the property clean
and nice. Ensuring the buildings are kept up and not allowed to fall apart. / Permanent covered
area in each camp site area. / Snowplow for late fall to late spring access / Roof replacement needed
on dining hall / Better facilities for Scouts if the weather turns bad, ie: rain or snow. / A winter
capable structure for larger groups during winter that would allow for some shelter but not require
doors or locks. / I only visited for one evening and therefore do not have much input / Wow. Hmm.
A long way. I donʹt know. / See above. / None. Too far away for weekend camping. / I think itʹs
great as is. / Organized program specific topic, backpacking education etc. / wood stove in program
cabin / Same / Bathrooms! / Access year around / Canʹt think of any. / More fishing docks. Fewer
mosquitos. :‐) / Too far away for us to use on a weekend. / Improved outhouses (doors would be
nice, for a start). / I havenʹt been in 10+ years / Same as above / See above. / snow plowing / Canʹt
say. / See above / Shelters in the areas of camp that can withstand winter. / I think this property
would work great as a weekend camping site, as is. Perhaps more clearly marked trailheads. / More
developed cabins/tents with bunks mattresses. / Better trails. / Access to fresh water. / I think for
weekend camping, Camp Pioneer is set‐up great, and I cannot think of any improvements. / none /
Llamas. / unknown / I think this site would be great for weekend stuff ‐ maybe improving the
restroom availability /

Royce-Finel
A good Fire bowl and strong benches, Fix Tarp Shelters that are damage. Fix flagpole for ease of
use. / More campsites; less vandalism when unoccupied. / Repair of tarp shelters. / Clear more of
the campsites of brush. There is a lot of down trees from the storm of 2007 that need to be cut up
and could be used a firewood. A small dock or boat landing would be great. / Shelters need to be
repaired. / A younger volunteer base to maintain the camp. The current volunteer group is aging
out. / Seems the biggest problem there is outside persons abusing the site ‐ so finding some way to
restrict those who donʹt have permission but not making it too difficult for Scouts to use ‐ a problem
at this location, i know. / The biggest problem is the rapid growth of coastal vegetation. The
volunteers do a decent job of keeping it clear, but more help keeping the camp sites and trails clear
would be good. / none

Scouters' Mountain
IF it was not being sold..... a pool or water front activity, mini‐dacs / Fix all the camp area to the
south of the parking lot. Those sites are not usable. / None I can think of at this time. / access to
environmental friendly cooking / improved outhouses (how about cinderblock, vault toilets with
running water sinks?) / We need to replace Chief Obie Lodge, including the bunk space that was
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inside. In my years of service with the Scouts I have spent over 300 nights in Chief Obie Lodge at
various events. We no longer have a facility to replace its utility, so we are using non‐Scout facilities
that cost far more money. This financially impacts the program that we can provide to the boys. /
Some of the common roadways between activity areas are steeper than they need to be, particularly
for the most common of activities. Having to traverse these can be a hard on an old disabled guy
trying to keep up, and the overgrowth of brush means that alternative paths arenʹt accessible
/visible. Bathrooms and other facilities that are available are in poor repair and short supply. / Full
renovation of all sleeping structures, better organization of parking areas, improvement of COPE
course elements / again ‐ moot point ‐ however ‐ trail to first class stations ‐ a 5 mile hiking course, a
1 mile orienteering course, plant identification course ‐ maybe other stuff ‐ would need to review
trail to first class requirements to refresh my brain on things we struggled with setting up at times
for our Scouts / The council should strongly consider selling the Scouters’ Mountain property, and
use some of the proceeds to endow the maintenance of the other council properties and construct a
new day/short stay use camp somewhere in close proximity to metro Portland. / Same as above. /
Keeping it under Scout control and not sell it. / as stated in prior section / More info on how Packs
can use this for a family camp weekend. It would be great to have preset meals that we can order
so that when we arrives, the correct food amount is available for us to use. If you donʹt have the
man power for this service, then an easy formula and recipes available for those of us who arenʹt
used to running/preparing the food for a family camp event. Like for 20 adults for a taco dinner,
buy: 12 cans of refried beans, one pack of 30 shells, 4 pounds beef, etc..... I wouldnʹt even know
where to begin to organize that, so our Pack hasnʹt done it. / None / Better, modern restrooms /
Campfire Bowl area lighting, for stumbling around in the dark. But mostly, just donʹt give it away!
/ none / Also ‐ wouldn’t change much. / The only general item would be to possibly plant some fast
growing trees behind the archery range to hide some of the houses back there. Again doesnʹt
matter if you are planning on selling it. / better trails between the different waypoints at the camp. /
Improvement on maintenance of the overnight sleeping facilities. Maybe even more locations for
more units to use the facility at the same time. / Restrooms / Flush toilets for camp participants. /
Fixing the kybos, ie doors that close. / Have not used weekend camping facilities yet. / it is a great
place for week end camping. / new latrines / Good location for weekend camping that is close to
urban area but still sort of ʺcampingʺ Options for young kids with the structures at Cub World and
works well for troops to do tent camping down at Discovery. / Need to determine what can be done
to keep from generating so much deep puddles/mud at the boxcars, field and teepees in the winter
which could improve its use. / doors or curtains on the tee peeʹs. Hammer down the nails on the
inside of the tee peeʹs that fasten the walls to the structure. Very Dangerous especially if you are on
the top bunk / None ~ itʹs basic when not staffed, but perfectly acceptable and usable :) / Not selling
it. fix the Tee‐Pees so they can be used / not sure ‐ havenʹt been all over the camp grounds. / none /
Multiple campsites with fire pit and picnic tables. / Better Adirondacks / What it needs it to be kept
and not sold off. / Permanent lodging facility such as Adirondacks vs boxcars. / I do not know what
improvements have been made in the last few years. / See above note / Perhaps a few more cabins,
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especially if they could be slightly secluded from the rest of the camp. Itʹs hard to convince boys
they ought to crawl into tents during the rainy months. / same / Cleanup of the house and shop
facility at the entrance of the camp. The old vehicles and junk left lying around are an embarrassing
eye sore. / I would prefer if Scouterʹs Mt would not be sold. / Not sure /

yes I Did. / Mow more

often / None / Improve the overnight accommodations / none / Doesnʹt matter itʹs sold / Same as
above. / Better fire‐pits. / Out houses / see above / same / none / Power options for medical needs. /
Camp Discovery does not offer Weekend Camping. / Cub World has excellent facilities.. we
particularly love the train cars. / ADA improvements / Do not feel qualified to answer / It has been
too long since I have gone to be able to provide valuable feedback / I would look into the feasibility
of composting toilets / Better restroom facility ‐ maybe a shower room. / no suggestions / i donʹt
care for the location / donʹt know / For year round it need gravel on trails so there is less mud. /
Lighting of some sort in outhouses. Water fountain/spigot at med shack (central location easy
access) more goodies in the store like logo towels and non‐candy snacks (jerky, etc.) Batteries by the
piece in AA AAA C D. / n/a / more faucets for cooking / place where you can dump dirty water into
/ again I donʹt think it matters because his property I heard has been sold / Same issue as above. /
Better fire pits / no suggestions. / same as above / Better parking / I really donʹt know / NA due to
the message above / I would say the same issues...except for possibly the dust at fire bowl and in
front of Goldaʹs Kitchen... / Better restrooms / I would like to see a camp activity guide that helps
leaders plan activities that are easy to do that that location. / Better parking. There is no Trading
Post. / Some type of camping structure at Discovery. / Road to bring in troop gear. / Why are you
asking this‐when you have sold the property? / tent platforms, hiking and mountain bike trails /
None / I didnʹt notice any camping areas there. / more semi‐permanent camping facilities ‐ cabins or
yurts or permanent tents. / Iʹm not interested in weekend camping at Scouterʹs mountain, it is too
close to the Portland metro and canʹt provide a genuine wilderness camping experience. / Better
trails / It would be wonderful to be able to bring Chief Obie Lodge back into use. I always felt that
it was rather appalling that an organization with the motto ʺBe Preparedʺ did not have sufficient
foresight to equip this building for fire safety. I remember the year it was closed and there were
many weddings that had to be cancelled and rescheduled. It is an amazing place and could be used
not only by Scouts but also rented out to the public if it was properly maintained / none / I donʹt
know. / Bring drinking water pipeline into the Fort. / Fire pits. / Same as above. / Replace the
facilities lost with the destruction of Chief Obie Lodge / None / same as above / Same as above. /
Some facilities seemed run‐down / An area to camp. I have not seen every part of the property but
did not notice any area set up for overnight camping. / Kybos, Cub World covered structures to
make cooking out easier in not so good weather. / improve drainage around campsites so boys can
stay out of the mud in the off season. / None / ? / Same as above. Level out some areas for tents. /
Fire pits in all camp areas. This would be a weak place for weekend camps. / With it being sold I
have no recommendation. / Itʹs all good / Same / Don’t know. / It would be really nice if someone
did something about the road and signage. The road is in bad shape and thats hard on cars. Also
there is little signage so its hard to find. / it would be nice if there was more family camping
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weekend opportunities. I am not sure if they exist. but i would be interested in attending. / None /
Tent sites / Shower / Same as above. / Donʹt know. / platforms or Adirondacks / Again ‐ a rental
program for those who are not set‐up with their own camping gear. / Again, canʹt comment. / Tent
stations more plumbing. Unit camp fires. / Updating the tepees. / Focus on young family comfort to
provide aspirant members a positive camping experience (without new members, the program will
die.) / Havenʹt explored it enough to say. / stop the rain / Hiking trails. / To be able to cook in
campsites with charcoal. Be able to have campfire in contained fire pits. Have some permanent
stations set up that would help with the Trail to First Class. / Itʹs not level so really hard to pit a tent
/ Updates on shower facility and Latrines. / Take down the crosses in the dining room. Youʹre
supposed to be non‐denominational. / Not much. / Rebuild the Lodge! It should never have been
torn down. The money, labor, and materials to repair the old lodge could have easily been raised
through private means. / same as above / None / heating in box cars / Clean up restrooms. / a
swimming feature, water fountains, horseback riding / Same as above. / Since it was sold nothing. /
see above / I think it is great the way it is / Nothing? / For weekend use, the camp is very nice. I am
not sure it needs a lot of changes / Same as above. / see above / Bathroom and showers need
maintenance, adult supervision or nightly checks on Cub Scouts is needed at night for Cub Scouts
due to children playing all night etc / Not to get shut down. / Build a lake... / bathrooms / Kybos /
Improved microphone PA system. The one there was not working or train your staff to use it in
Cafeteria. / Create rock bike trails in open field for easier walking around and riding bikes too. /
Golf carts for disabled adult leaders option. / camp fires every night. / none. They are pretty good. /
Air conditioning in the rail cars. / nothing / good soil that isn’t as muddy after rain / I feel that Cub
World is adequate in its current form. / wish there were more trails and opportunities for hikes /
N/A / Nothing different here...

Same as the Summer Camp list. / more comfortable beds /

bathrooms, bigger parking area and changing areas / better sleeping accommodations / All of the
summer camp facilities would be useful for weekend camping as well. / Better outhouses. / facility
maintenance, improve roads and parking / Tables and benches in each camping area / It would be
nice to have rooms available for breakout meetings / trainings (like we had in Chief Obie Lodge) so
that we could use the facility for trainings and such instead of having to use facilities that are not
ours. / none / Since it is being sold no recommendations / none / Less stinky outhouses / None, it is
perfect for weekend use / I have not overnight camped there yet, but overall safety is lacking in this
facility. / Please see above. Cub World needs a general face lift and cleaning. / none / NONE / Moot
point / It seems to be a good place for camping and day camping, though development is getting
too close. / Same as above. / Toilets / Camp Discovery is fine. Cub World could use some clean up
and some non: dark, smelly, full of birds’ nests, and full of spiders and their webs. Cub Worldʹs
water fountains (minus the ones in the mess hall) donʹt or hardly work either. / Na / Improve road
(widen and smooth it). / Basically adequate as is. / Same / Maintain the fort better /
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Q35: What FACILITY improvements would you suggest for this property
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that the Sea Base is their most‐visited property (because
the Sea Base was omitted from the previous question).

Q35 Results:
Text responses:

Sea Base
New docks. /

The availability of potable water to each unitʹs boathouse, better parking, some

additional Fleet storage and help on correcting the personnel problems at the base ... some adults
do not exhibit good ʺScoutingʺ traits...! / upgrade the driveway and parking area, add water to the
individual unit facilities, correct and upgrade the sewer system, paint and reside the Sail loft
building, remodel the youth bathroom, fix the piling that is directly behind our boathouse and
restricts the units boat from leaving and entering the boathouse, this has become a safety issue, last
week it took 6 youth and 5 adults twenty minutes to maneuver the boat out of the boathouse to
allow the unit to go on Long Cruise..! / Better road, sign for bike riders regarding Vehicle access,
cleaner restrooms, decent furniture in meeting rooms, friendlier atmosphere...... / remove and
upgrade several boat houses/harbor master house....repair docking, establish rescue equipment in
case someone falls into water... / Toilet facilities are currently non‐existent. / Drinking water safety
is questionable. / Dock maintenance is poor. Parking lots are cluttered with trash, junk boats, fuel
tanks, and space not efficiently used. / Many boats are dirty and not maintained at all.
Harbormasters residence and sail loft buildings are in an embarrassing state of disrepair. / Parking
and access are very tight, but it is on the dike between Marine Drive and the Columbia River so
space is at a premium. / Storage space is limited. / The docks require and receive continuous
maintenance. Keep it up!
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Q36: What PROGRAM EQUIPMENT improvements would you suggest for
this property that would be good for SUMMER CAMP use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit one of the summer camp properties most
often (Baldwin, Butte Creek, Clark, Cooper, Ireland, Lewis, Meriwether, Pioneer, and Scouters’ Mountain).

Q36 Results:
Text responses:

Camp Baldwin
more mountain boarding equipment / nothing / cannot think any! / ? / Zip lines. / n/a / SCuba / ,, /
N/A / Would be cool to have jet skis / No suggestions ... / Shotguns and/or black powder are
popular, but rare, and would be appreciated. A climbing wall would fit in well. / Archery and Rifle
range seemed like they go use some serious help, I would find some gun clubs that would support
this area and also be used for training programs. the merit badge training & visual aids would be
good projects for art and science college programs to support find students who need projects,
water front repair to the boats find vocation and welding students. I really like the History and
heritage of Baldwin and the program that is put on at the Camp fire, I think that needs to be seen
more around the camp and at other CPC Facilities. More location appropriate visual aids and of
good out door quality, ( rowdy boy proof ) / The types of equipment look great. May just need to
normal replacement of broken/worn items / Donʹt know. / maintain.... / I didnʹt see or hear from my
son equipment needs / Climbing wall / Improved rock climbing facility for training in camp. /
Sorry but I do not have enough info to answer this question. Even though I do make it out there
with the boys every year it is only during the winter and the facilities are shut down for the year.
The last time I was able to go to Baldwin in the summer was when I was 14 years old. / Maybe a
rock climbing wall for free time climbing. / cope course / nature trail / again not been there for a
long time / donʹt know / ok / not sure / kayak and/or paddle boards / kayaks and sail boats / making
sure all necessary equipment is updated (biking, climbing, etc.) / A better mountain boarding
course having something with maybe sweeping turns like a skate park. / Dinning Hall that prepares
the food for the boys. / None / I donʹt know about the equipment. Iʹve been there a few times for a
parent type night or to pick up and drop off. My children that have been there like the camp just
fine and didnʹt complain about anything. / Updated equipment of what is in place. Last time there
was a lot of broken equipment that they were waiting on parts and such. ie bikes and mountain
boarding. / it is fine / v / Staff shower house improvements. Campsites and camper/adult leader
showers seem adequate & beyond / Seems like the available equipment is in place. / better paths for
the campsites close to the dining hall to get the food for meals easier. and a more permanent
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mountain board track. / No improvements needed / None / I donʹt know. / The last time we were
there it took them a while to get us a bee catcher, even though we had someone who was allergic to
bees. So I would suggest coming up with a better way of getting people the equipment they need. /
waterfront extension... / More activity’s / Rifle range to be available more during camp. There are a
lot of boys that like to shoot and time is limited / Unsure. It can always be improved to some
degree. /

Butte Creek
None / Zip line, more horseback riding opportunities, expand the Archery area. Expand the size of
the covered ʺpicnic tableʺ areas in the pasture. / none. / Add or improve the dining hall / New
trucks and tractor / An improved leather working station would be excellent to allow for more
leather work by older Scouts (the program area for younger Scouts is good, but not suitable for the
Venture‐aged Scouts). / Increase size of BB gun range and archery range to allow boys even more
time to practice those skills / ability to have the Scouts spend more time doing the stations
especially at shooting and archery. the Scouts have a lot of down time because of lack of equipment
and instructors / Better compasses, replace worn out hammers in craft area, have rock samples in
geology shelter, update the posters for the geology shelter (some were a little faded). / none / none /
None / n/a / Kybo repairs... problems with water / ? / none / More horses in camp so the adults
can join on the trail ride, a slues box for the gold‐panning/geology station would be a fun addition.
More Dutch Ovens and a more in‐depth Dutch oven cooking station would be enjoyable too. / none
/ More than one ride on the horses for the Scouts. Adult horseback riding. / tables in the dining
hall. / N/A / Once again, it has been a while since I have used this property as a participant in
summer camp. I do not recall the program details from the time I spent there. / They had
everything. / Donʹt know / it all seemed good / New bows and arrows for the Archery Range. / IDK
/ more horseback riding. we didnʹt get enough. / None. / none / Most likely will need more horses
for full‐day (or half‐day) rides, it appears... / Orienteering was a joke. revamp the equipment, staff
training, program and concept. Larger ranges for archery and BB gun. More trails up and down
the mtn. / none / Improve the Nature program with better exhibits, live animals, demonstrations.
Focus on local flora and fauna. Nature hike should focus on local edible and useful plants and
identification of dangerous plants. / Longer period of horseback riding, better use of time at the
stable when Scouts are not riding‐ instruction on caring for horses, bridle and saddle care and use. /
Brooms to sweep cabins out. / n/a / donʹt know / Signage for the stations that isn’t made of paper. /
None / Not sure I know what you mean... I like to see some sort of semi‐permanent Map &
Compass course set up. One that makes the Scouts go to different areas using a compass and
maybe find a secret words that then makes a message. / I don’t remember / Iʹm sure the basics
would do. You have the dining hall. That and water, and you have the basics covered. / zip line /
archery: more arrows / blacksmithing! This would fit in with the western theme. / n/a / None /
None. / new dodge balls / na / None / rock wall / animal care / More variety / More horseback time!
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/ give the Scouts more farm and ranch work to do. They should learn how to have fun working
outdoors like the old days / N/A / Western coffee shop for the adults! / Some new saddles, kids mt.
bikes, put fish in the pond, /

Camp Clark
more BB guns and additional nature crafts supplies / Some crafts relating to the Captain William
Clarks experience on the Corps of Discovery. relating to the river travel, identification of plants and
animals, Indian cultures from the Prairies, designs of costumes, implements, ceremonies, etc. /
Drawing, painting, sketching, clay pots, weaving, making of moccasins, costumes, etc. / none / none
come to mind right now / Donʹt know / trail to first class / Sound system in the dining hall. / All
good / nothing to mention. / None / If used for boys a trading post / NW Indian and CPN Wm
Clark expedition activities. / ie: Boils sea water, cook in an Indian Oven / smoke pemmican /
Pegboard zoo. / display of sea life, the birds, shellfish, etc. / Put a knot yard in camp sites. / Expand
the native American village. Expand the rocketry program. Hire more staffers and fire the poorer
staffers. / More organized games on the beach. More beach hikes. / I donʹt know. Thatʹs an Elsa
question. / None that come to mind. / Nothing comes to mind. / more science equipment to study
ocean environment and better materials for plant identification / the boys also really like the lego
robots this past summer so more of that would be great / unknown / Gaga ball / Better Bows. /
Replace tents with the ʺdog houseʺ tent like structures. / ? / don`t know / None / n/a / Mentioned
before / Better access to the beach. / I would like to know or see more of the history of the camp. /
none / Better accessibility to water. / Unknown

Camp Cooper
Will be attending summer camp next year 2014. Havenʹt seen Program yet. / Unknown, as we have
never used the property for summer camp. / Put a kybo closer to the kitchen for the cooks. / New
bikes / none / Maintain the COPE course, get it all back in service. / None. I really like this camp /
None. / Weʹve only been there for weekend camping. / I donʹt know / none / Bouldering wall is nice,
but a full climbing tower would be great too. / Improve Trail to First Class program / Increase
access to COPE course for more participants in the summer / Continue to develop a high‐adventure
program (similar to Cascade Rangers at Camp Pioneer) / None / New mountain bikes and/or ATVs
to help make use of the numerous OHV trails that surround the camp. / I donʹt know at this time. /
The seem to have all of the standard camp things. They have an excellent COPE course, which is a
big plus! / None. / mountain bikes / weʹll see next summer. / The Dining Hall doesnʹt seem like it
would be big enough for people to use for summer camp. / Improve power distribution and
waterfront /
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Camp Ireland
BMX bikes for day camp / Add a pavilion or two for crafts. / A second BB gun range / flag pole
bases continually fall over. Taller containers would hold the top‐heavy flags more easily. / na / Zip
line / tree house / Tractor for hay rides / Having 2 BB and 2 archery ranges this year was excellent.
Keep that up. / Bridge, stairs in campfire bowl, / Permanent Kybo upgraded / rebuild the
suspension bridge, build a useable BBQ pit area, a permanent wash station in upper camp by the
cook area ‐ hand and a deep sink for BBQ dishes? provide the camp with two or three large garden
cats to get BB/Archery range supplies to the stations each day, a working phone line, repaired
shelters ‐ new fiberglass sheathing on the roofs. / Better trails / The bottle rocket launchers need to
be repaired and new grills would be excellent for the cooking station. The obstacle course needs
repair on the tire mountain or a different obstacle needs to be put in. A pit to use for fires for
stations would be good. / Nothing. / ? / None / Gimp learning needs more than one instructor / BB
gun learning needs longer time / N/A / Nothing comes to mind. / Volleyball court. Bigger rifle
range, with more rifles. More cooking areas. Fire pit area. / It was okay, just younger stuff, great
Obstacle Courses would always be good. / Fix the bridge! Fix the ranges! / none / non / Fix the
bridge! / Unsure / nothing at this time that i can think of. / none / archery facility / ? / better shelters,
better restrooms, improve accessibility of amphitheater (hard to negotiate for anyone with mobility
challenges) / n/a / The suspension bridge / didnʹt see any. / I donʹt think it could handle summer
camp. / The bottle rockets need some attention. The pumps jam up‐though that may be Operator
Error on staff part‐and they need a way to be drained of excess water at the end of the day. The
suspension bridge should be fixed and the currently used one moved. The BBQ grill should be
fixed/replaced. The stage, bleachers and stairs need repair as well as the obstacle course. Archery
ranges could use covers. Not sure if this falls under equipment or not, but a smart phone checked
out to the camp would make camp business calls easier as we have no phone and donʹt want to use
up personal minutes. A smart phone would allow for the installation of an app to make camp
payments easier by card. Drainage for water stations would make camp safer. / N/A / Loudspeaker
/ Trail signs / Water access / Fix up amphitheater. / Time to refurbish the seating in the ʺcampfire
bowlʺ area... some boards are starting to get a bit rickety. / Run down craft sites / The BB guns
seemed like they were not working properly. / donʹt know / Zip lines / Donʹt recall, I didnʹt attend
the camp but rather my son did, and it was a while ago / none‐ it was great / Camp sites, fire pits, /
None / none / Ranges need improvements. / Not sure. BB gun and Archery range repairs. /
Incorporate Webelos activities as well. There is no other day camp close to me that is not overnight
so my Webelos Scout can attend. / Fix the suspension bridge so we could gain back the second BB
gun range that was negated with the temporary bridge that had to be put in for lower camp access.
More storage for equipment used in the summer. / none itʹs good / same as previous answer / Again
the camp needs a little TLC, and the bridge. / Improve the High Bridge / None /
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Camp Lewis
Improve on the campfire bowl. The rifle range and the archery range needs updating to say the
least. The Adirondacks need a lot of repair. The kybos are disgusting. They are pumped only
when it becomes a health and hygiene matter. / Havenʹt given it much thought / None / one set of
flush toilets. / N/A / Camp Lewis would need a rock wall, row boats, canoes, kayaks, a mess hall,
other merit badge required equipment, other buildings for leadersʹ lodging, large amphitheater/fire
bowl, ect. In other words, Camp Lewis is far from being a summer camp. / Updated ranges and
more program shelters. / More obstacle course options, especially for the little ones. / .. / Mostly
equipment for maintaining the camp, i.e., shovels, loppers, pruners, saws, tools in general for
maintaining buildings as well as materials[ nails, roofing materials, lumber, etc.] / obstacle course /
More archery and BB stations so more Scouts can shoot at one time. / More garbage/recycle stations.
/ Hand wash stations. / Permanent covered areas near camp stations. / ropes course / n/a / target
range / yes / Cope course / Improve the appearance of the Cub Scout Day Camp storage container:
consider paint, roof, siding, or landscape planting. / fire bowl / I donʹt think Camp Lewis is a good
property for summer camp use and therefore donʹt see any need for program improvements
directed toward summer camp use. / Additional shooting ranges on the south end of camp;
waterfront/river access (such as for fishing, ʺpanning for goldʺ, skipping stones) / Obstacle course
or some kind of challenge course / A lake or pool for summer camp. Program could be MBs but
high adventure could be its base(Climbing Mt St Helens, Caving, rock climbing etc) But the camp is
better suited for a permanent Day camp / none / More covered picnic tables. Better access to water. /
The only thing that is worth salvaging is the PE course otherwise make the camp what you would
like. / rifle and archery range / anything for games, sports; Balls, volleyball nets, badminton, horse
shoes, baseball / Nothing / Add whittling! / ? / OK / no opinion / I remember the boys saying there
werenʹt enough life jackets. / All of the program equipment that was used during our visit was in
good shape, no complaints. / Better hand craft activities / tents / Range for shooting / Walkie talkies
at each station. / Probably some archery and other items that could be used for Cub Scouts. If itʹs
logistically possible maybe a rifle range. A good ropes course would be of value. / None / better
ranges / none / Improved facilities / larger / Zip lines / lots / donʹt know / Climbing area/wall, / none
/ none / Water access/activities. Zip lines. / More fire areas, and maybe more areas for the BB guns
and Archery / shooting, archery, climbing wall / Gear Rental / Checkout for troops / n/a / Didnʹt
spend much time / I donʹt know. / Not sure / Better shooting ranges / It just needs some TLC... /
waterfront and water equipment i.e. boats, life jackets, life guard stand ect. / More bows/bb guns for
participant use so our entire pack could get through the rotation / Canʹt think of anything / Maybe a
cleaner looking eating area. / None / no health class / none / Need to add two more ranges on the
south side of camp to expand the camp use area. Expand the trail to the lava flow through camp to
be able to explore that area with greater detail. / fire pits / Ropes course, climbing wall /
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Camp Meriwether
I would like to see better internet/cellular availability for the adults. / better cooking gear for the
camp craft area / Zipline / unknown. / Activity merit badges, physically fit part of the Scout law /
Having clean, and very close by, flush toilets and showers available at the camps. / I think the kids
would love to take beach bikes out on the sand. Maybe even teach them some ATV courses / I know
that there has been some talk of having a mountain board program, but I donʹt know if itʹs been
implemented yet. / Kayaks for the lake ‐ you need them.

If there were a way to add a small

contingent of horses for beach riding it would be a fantastic draw. / Nothing comes to mind / Zip
line, ropes course / Itʹs fine as is. / Newer rifles, and bows/arrows. / none / None, this place is well
equipped. / A zip line for high adventure. / No suggestions (see previous) / The boys said they had
lots of fun, I have never been there for summer camp, so I do not know what is needed. / None /
Greater range capacities (black powder, rifle, archery). / Tomahawk range, atvʹs at Sand Lake /
nothing comes to mind / donʹt know / The nature area needs to be developed further with better
signage. / better rifles / Better organization of the shooting sports equipment. A pile of rifles or
shotguns does not teach proper care and handling. Wheeled gun caddy... / dont know / Getting
some better PFDʹs down on the waterfront would be nice. Maybe some kayaks too. / Replace Troop
Shelter at waterfront for teaching area. / Fishing, motor boats, BMX or mountain biking / na /
Everything is good at this camp. Butte Creek really needs the work! muddy paths and camp sites
are not acceptable and it seems all of the money for Butte Creek goes to the horses and not the
Scouts. / none / Use ATVʹs on the dunes / na / None / n/a / More Shotguns lanes so there is not such
a backup on the range. Please remember you offer something no other camp in the area offers. I
know one of my Scouts was very frustrated that he was not able to shoot as much as he would have
liked due to the long lines. Again maybe an after dinner Open Area might help alleviate the back
up. / More durable handicraft supplies. The stuff in use is not taken care of well and is almost
unusable for young boys. Itʹs a perfect example of garbage in, garbage out. / Very well fitted as it is.
/ boats and canoes / Zip line and cope. Replace aging boat fleet. Provide covered area for archery
and shotgun. Add a stage and backdrop for camp fire bowl. Add more AC power outlets in select
campsites for CPAP and battery charging. / no comment / none / Disc golf course, ropes course,
SUP / I would like to see a range where boys could use muzzle loaders to shoot at paper targets for
score as in rifle MB, handgun range, & handicap trap. / Good summer program / Library ‐ nature
books, merit badge books, campfire stories, etc.

Kites, ocean fun gear, mountain bikes, tree

climbing equipment/ repelling / N/A / add kayaks / Beach gear check out. / As mentioned, a high
ropes course with zip line. Enhancements to shotgun range (more throwers and guns). / It also
seems that if possible Meriwether could become an alternative Sea Base location. A high adventure
sailboat excursion from Yaquina Head to the Columbia River would be amazing! / Campcraft,
develop a outdoor dutch oven, campfire cooking area. Zip Lines, Canopy Tour. In Camp High
Adventure experiences for the youth. / shooting area / unknown / atv mb / Dust control / Kayaks! &
more 22ʹs to complement the larger rifle range to facilitate more shooters. High adventure ATV
program. / Kayaks for waterfront / Better guns for the shooting programs. Improved staff
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knowledge of their respective MB class that involve equipment. / none / A Cope Course would be
great. / Expand shooting ranges to accommodate more shooters. / Cope Course / Many of the merit
badge program areas are pretty primitive. Larger covered areas with more seating and work areas
would be nice. / Lake equipment / Shotgun Range needs to be improved / nothing / Stage craft
could use a stage, and simple stage workings curtains and props stage panels to move about and
create a working perform‐able stage. Sports craft could use a field or multi‐purchase arena (tennis,
basketball) soccer field, tag football, ultimate Frisbee. Iʹm partial to disc golf but this may be
difficult with the amount of trees and such. / I did not attend summer camp this year. My two boys
did attend and they have no suggestions. / N/a / keep up on the general maintenance / Canʹt think
of any / Patrol cooking facilities / The boats at the waterfront / none / None / A zipline, activities for
older Scouts that have completed most of the available merit badges offered. / None / Bigger Rock
Wall, Larger Range Area / More beach equipment‐ volleyball / none / I believe that my time since
visiting these sites has been too long for me to indicate appropriate measures of fixing. / More merit
badge time / We really liked the beach being so close as well as a great lodge. / none / no comment /
nothing comes to mind / I feel that the equipment there is maintained well. / Equipment to
complete merit badge requirements / golf carts for staff to get from place to place easier. / How do
you view the ocean? Utilize the ocean, have camp outs on the beach, clam bakes on the beach,
famous oceanographers giving tours of the beach, clamming…the possibilities are endless. / N/a / I
have not been in so many years that I cannot answer honestly. / Better equipped lake. / Kayaks /
Ziplines/ropes course / Donʹt know yet because my boys are not of age yet. / A sound shell in back
of the Campfire Bowl. / Ropes course / Increased shooting range stations. / have more shotgun
shooting stations / Summer program is good / The group at the crafter area did an incredible job
with the limited tools and space. Need more saws, clamps and nails. / 1) Adult ʹwatering holeʹ with
WiFi access. Communicating back from camp was a big challenge. / 2) Add a lower and upper
ropes challenge course. / 3) Fix the little things that are broken (ex: lock on the adult/coed restroom
door near Chinidere) / Small sail boats, wind surfing boards, kayaks at waterfront. / Use old Sunset
Trail site at south end of lake as an OA village, with a lodge (meeting room) and ceremony with
camping cabins around a fire bowl...... / Signage throughout camp / basketball / It is already good
for Summer Camp use; Donʹt really have improvements / none / N/A / ? / GPS / ? / I do not know. /
Add ropes course to go with the climbing wall / none / Availability of shotgun ammunition in
lighter target loads. / Cooking equipment. I think itʹs possible to complete the cooking merit badge
in camp if food and utensils were available. / More kayaks / More aprons for the forge area they are
getting ratty. Also the targets at the Black powder range are needing attention. / Shotgun range
needs more shooting points so the Scouts have more opportunities to qualify. / Parade grounds
need a mechanism to keep the dust down even if only a staff member to remind the Scouts to pick
up their feet. I know I have to remind my Scouts when hiking or I eat a lot of dust. / Pretty complete
camp in my opinion. / none / More high venture equipment. / Too long ago / Same. / more shooting
sports / Not sure / Not sure, Iʹve never done summer camp / The archery range needs some low
draw weight compound bows so that the smaller Scouts arenʹt trying to shoot with something that
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is taller than them. / (none) / None / unknown / Purchase a Kawasaki or other brand two seat
vehicle with a small bed for taking supplies to the shower house, running tools and materials to
camp sites, ect..

It could be parked and controlled by the office staff and checked out by

Commissioners or others who need to run large materials on the service road. / hand tools for
construction projects / Lashing Yard like Camp Clark back in the day / not sure / Summer program
is one of the best Iʹve seen / full set of pioneering spars. / new life vest for the water front. /
commissioners could use new tools. / Water tower needs to be cleaned regularly. / supports under
some of the Adirondacks could be replaced/repaired. / None / Iʹm not sure, I wasnʹt there all week. /
everything seemed in tip top shape. / My only gripe really is the availability of the metal shop. It
would be great to have availability for all boys who want to get the badge during the week. More
capacity would help. / Update the shelters at the merit badge stations / Not sure / Not sure /
improve shooting (adult certification training) / The guns are always a big hit and the lines are long
and the younger Scouts are discouraged from participating / none / Tree houses, rope bridges. /
Add kayaks / dk / More equipment for the science merit badges. / Kayaks, small one person sail
boat ( catboats) / Have not been for summer camp / Oceanography study program shelter. /

Iʹm

pretty happy with it as is. / Scientific and computational equipment facility and maybe access to
atvs for back road/beach driving. / n/a / the roads that the boys walk to activities can be pretty
muddy and rutted during the summer rainy periods. / astronomy telescope / no suggestion / None
/ None / None I can think of. / n/a / larger swimming area / donʹt know. / Iʹd actually like to see
more improvements at some of the other properties before Meriwether. / I haven’t been there in
years. / road / none / n/a / Waterfront improvement / do not know / nothing / Facilities and trained
staff for the wilderness survival merit badge / Better bows / Nothing really. / I canʹt think of any. /
Surfing and ATVing The camp is right on the Oregon Coast. Itʹd be cool to have some sort of
activities in the ocean and on the beach. / n/a / Program equipment met satisfaction. / none / None. /
ATV / Bikes / not sure / Not sure. Perhaps ATVs to use next door at Sand Lake. / Up to date
watercraft / None that I know of / nothing / nothing comes to mind / Same as last 2 / none / better
tent platforms / none that I can think of / none / Ziplines to the beach / The program there is
phenomenal, I donʹt know of anything that could be improved. / Itʹs been 20 or so years since Iʹve
been to Meriwether. Iʹm sure many improvements have been made in that time. / New merit
badges / Pocketknives, Ropes / Have not been there for two years, so not sure what improvements
have been made and what needs work. / See above / I do not know. / Perhaps offer more
opportunities for the most popular activities like black powder (or provide reservation times) /
None / none / no idea at this time / ? / For adults ‐ better phone and internet access / Again the
water front ‐ buddy board, better access to the lake for walks, etc. Looking at Baldwin, Cooper, and
Pioneer their water facilities are much better. / Sea kayaking program out in the cove. / Amateur
radio repeater. / Access to fishing Gear and more range hours. / Better rifles ‐ the old ones make
completion of the Rifle Shooting badge a bit difficult for some. / boats / Kayaks / I donʹt know /
More high adventure activities and equipment for the older Scouts to challenge them / Nothing
comes to mind even though I am sure there are many needs. / donʹt know / canʹt think of any / none
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/ None / dont know / Cope course / Outlets, for plugs, and video making stuff. Maybe a platform
outside for drama activities. / Nature could be upgraded.

Arts and crafts should get new

equipment/materials.

Camp Pioneer
Replacement boats, All. / see previous answer / more/better equipment in general / Rifle Range
could use some upkeep. More flotation devices for youth. / Paddle Boards / Not sure / Some new
tents / Incorporate mountain biking, improve the quality of the rifles. / Telescope...lots of clear stars,
but we never seem to remember to bring one / Have more equipment available for high adventure
program. / Better facilities for adult leaders to relax and plan activities. / Install decent oars and
oarlock systems on the rowboats. What is up there now is very difficult to use vigorously. / I only
visited for one evening and therefore do not have much input / None / None. They are great for the
size and location of the camp. / New rifles. The ones they are using are old and broken. /
Ropes/COPE course. / More activities for older Scouts. / none / Cope course / None. / Bathrooms /
Climbing / We didnʹt spend a lot of time there, so I have no comment. We basically just dropped
off our boys with their troop, looked around and then went on our way. / None. / N/A / anything
needed on the waterfront or for merit badge offering. / Canʹt think of any. / I havenʹt been in 10+
years / Same as above / Upgrade .22 rifles... / high adventure hiking and climbing equipment / See
above / new boats, life guard tower, new fire bowl seating / Improved rifles, or different guns.
Handicraft area with better supplies including a small stage. / The oars used for the rowboats
should really be replaced ‐ they gave a lot of the boys this last summer splinters, and locking
oarlocks would be a huge improvement. / Did not notice anything lacking. / Better merit badge
stations with better counselors. I canʹt stress that enough. / Fishing poles. / I think providing some
high adventure gear for the boys who want to go out and beyond the camp would enable to camp
to have better, and more readily available programs. / atvʹs and shotguns / unknown / tables,
benches, etc. /

Scouters’ Mountain
Obstacle course like the one built by the OA at Ireland and Lewis. / Bmx area. Compass course.
Create an overnight site like the lodge at Meriwether. Maybe an outdoorsman center for Webelos
II. / None I can think of at this time. Although I would suggest to survey staffers of the camp as
they spend a lot more time on the property and have a good idea of what improvements are
needed. / a supply of goods, on site for check out, rent or purchase, to enable advancement without
having to bring in equipment from home / I have not used this property for summer camp use. It is
primarily used for Cub Scouts in the summer. / Thereʹs apparently a BB gun range, but itʹs difficult
to get permission to use the BB guns, even with a trained, authorized rangemaster on our team.
Program equipment isnʹt any good if you canʹt get access to it. Disc golf or some other, newer form
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of outdoor recreation could certainly improve prospects at this location. / improvement of COPE
course elements / See previous comment / For the BMX bikes, many of the bikes were in need of
mechanical repair. The safety glasses used in the sling shot area were in need of replacement; they
were so badly scratched that you could barely see out of them. / cant think of anything / Scouters
Mt already is well equipped for the summer camps that it has been offering. / Lights in the out
houses. Some lights on the walking trails for night time. / Hay bales for the Archery Ranges. New
arm guards for the ranges. Additional small bows and arrows. / none / None. If it is being used as
a camp for 1st and 2nd graders, it is perfect. It is easy, close to home for the majority of CPC, and
the current program is well suited for kids that age. The only comment I would make is that in
years past (6‐8 years ago) my oldest son was there for Cub World. The BMX track was too difficult
for kids. A few years later I was there and there was a Western Theme Crosscut saws and branding
of leather. great program. I know you can’t do it anymore, but about 8 years ago they actually had
water‐balloons they shot in the main field using a giant sling shot, Parents were given baseball
gloves and offered a chance to catch their sonʹs balloons. Again. Not the safest, but a great idea for
Boy Scouts / Adventure Crew / farm animals / unsure / actually I donʹt think this is a good location
for Summer Camp ‐ we have other choices better suited for Summer Camp. / None / No suggestion
/ More equipment for shooting and archery ranges. / No Suggestions / electricity for Discovery /
havenʹt been to summer camp in quite some time. Sound system in dining hall perhaps. / Sand or
grass at the campfire area not rocks. / New BB Guns? We had quite a few jam up when at camp.
Could have been the heat. / unsure. / This question doesnʹt pertain to me / Remove door locks from
freight cars. The Scouts lock each other out. / Ability to work on BB gun and archery pins. / Not
suitable for summer camp. / Too many years since I was there, to comment correctly. / A real water
slide might be kind of cool, as would a swimming pool. / zip line / Obstacle course / Clean up
teepee village / Only two years ago, the council put quite a bit into improvements at Scouterʹs Mt to
include repainting all the box cars. etc. So camp is in fairly good shape. / Not sure / None / Have
adult size bows. Also safety glasses replaced every couple of weeks. / Replace teepees / Same. Itʹs
time to move on. / Frisbee Golf course? / The branding machine was broken and the sling shot tubes
needed replacing. / maybe add half doors to fort sleeping areas. too many kids woke early and ran
into other sleeping quarters to wake kids. / donʹt know / New BMX bikes / none. this is a great
camp! / It has been too long since I have gone to be able to provide valuable feedback / bathroom
facilities / no suggestions / None / i donʹt care for the location / donʹt know / All the other merit
badges that do not require water. A center/area for each badge with everything there for
completion. / Everything seemed in good working order. / n/a / obstacle course / I donʹt think it
really matters because I heard this property has been sold but if it wasnʹt Iʹd say frisbee golf /
adding an age appropriate obstacle course / More water stations / Iʹve heard that Scouterʹs
Mountain is going to be sold off and no longer available. This is heartbreaking. Itʹs great the way it
is. I hate to see it go. / outhouses, the dragons tongue could use some tlc to make it a little less
painful of a slide down. still fun though / Donʹt know / I donʹt know / NA / I really canʹt think of
anything that needs improvement. / Larger visual aids for nature information / NA / Low cope
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course for younger Scouts. / This is past for us. We are boy Scouts now, so keep in pace to ensure
boys earn Arrow of Light / N/a / rock wall / Have a rock climbing equipment / A few more bows for
smaller boys. / Iʹm not sure what the definition of program equipment is, I only go to Scouterʹs
mountain to rent canoes. The trailers the canoes are stored on always have flat or nearly flat tires
and given how difficult they are to tow vs. the trailer weight I expect the wheel bearings have never
been maintained. / When I was there, many things were run down. This is an introductory camp so
having lots of things is not as important as having less things but done well. / none / I donʹt know /
Rifle/archery ranges repair / disc golf, zip lines, climbing wall / None / Just general upgrades to the
largely volunteer built structures etc. Clean up, paint, sanitation, etc. / Have not used the property
for Summer Camp. / Idk / Better compasses for orienteering. / Enlarge the shooting sports programs
and areas. / ? / None ‐ Been set up well. / Improve/expand/replace program shelters. Picnic tables
that arenʹt easily moved donʹt make the best program facilities. / None / ? / I donʹt know. It seems
well equipped to me. / More level playing field. Youʹd break an ankle on parts of the field. / No
recommendation. / None / unknown / BB Guns could be updated/replaced ‐ they had issues when it
was hot outside. New BMX bikes or repaired ones? They need some work. / n/a / Different focus of
Merit badge program compared to other camp. / Better shooting equipment ‐‐ at all camps. Boys
always complain that the guns and bows donʹt shoot well, and I have seen it for myself. There are
lots of organizations out there willing to help with grants for equipment. National Shooting Sports
Foundation, Youth Shooting Sports Alliance to name a couple. / Nicer bathroom/shower facilities
for women. / I think most everything is great there. Nothing really seems to be out dated. Maybe
the BB guns need to be tweaked, some are shooting really off. / better kybos / Program equipment
seems to be well maintained. / canʹt comment / Improve the ranges! Improve the field. / N/A /
Activities for the younger Cub Scouts. This is typically the first impression. / Havenʹt explored it
enough to say. / install bigger zip line / The program was amazing. / Mentioned in previous section
/ Things where well used but still worked / Exercise stations. / Better Showers. / Repair the teepees.
Build better drainage on the field. Build a swimming pool with a simple water slide. Build a zip line
facility. Improve the archery range and add additional ranges for hatchet throwing, spear throwing,
and guns. / same as above / None / nothing / It was fine. / Scouters mt is best for Cub Scouts; all Boy
Scout camps should have a multifaceted water program; climbing walls; ropes courses; seating
areas to hang out / We went for 3 years in a row and thoroughly enjoyed each year. Our second
year there was a new camp director and the staff/program was very unorganized but I write that
off as inexperience and donʹt discredit the camp for it. / donʹt have any suggestions / Donʹt know. /
There is not a lot of improvements to the program. The kids love it and the slip‐n‐slide is a
highlight. / Not sure... visited for an orientation and parentʹs weekend. I considered the equipment
good and sufficient at the time. / Not to get sold. / Shade at the flag ceremony location. / Have some
/ sports equipment share box. footballs, frisbee golf course. zip lines created. Giant Telescope
installed. / none / Build a lake. / NA / bmx bikes of different sizes. my son was a little too tall for the
bikes that were available and there wasnʹt a helmet that was big enough for him. / As stated prior /
none / N/A / Iʹm not sure. Seems like you always need to replace Arrows for Archery & you might
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need additional BB Guns. But I canʹt see putting a ʹton of moneyʹ into this property since it is going
to be sold before long. / ? / better pathways for walking / Program features around the Fort and
Indian Village theme as well as traditional Scout Craft emphasis in pioneering; cooking skills;
athletic events; field sports; etc. / Better outhouses. / facility maintenance, improve roads and
parking / Needs new bikes, upgraded BB guns. / there are many things Iʹm sure that would be
helpful ‐ but camp staff seems to be able to make ways of providing good program with what they
currently have available / none / Since it is being sold no recommendations / Climbing wall / Sun
shades. Keep the grounds and table up better. More importance on safety of the boys / Please see
previous comments / Not aware of any improvements needed. / Removal of the metal frames at the
box cars. Better air flow in the kitchen/eating area. / Moot point / I donʹt have any. / None / I am not
sure at this time concerning Cub Scouts programs / Add another bb gun and archery
range...working bb guns / Maybe some cabins in Cub World. / NW / Donʹt know. / Basically
adequate as is / Shaded campfire bowl. More staff and staff housing. /
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Q37: What PROGRAM EQUIPMENT improvements would you suggest for
this property that would be good for WEEKEND CAMPING use?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they visit any property except Sea Base most often
(because weekend camping is not widely offered at the Sea Base).

Q37 Results:
Text responses:

Aubrey Lodge
none come to mind / make sure the inner tubes all can fill with air. / No program area needs to be
improved / none / Ability to make better runs. More snow caving equipment. / none / New tubes,
new furniture. / Better (newer) and more inner‐tubes for snow tubing. / None / More tubes, digging
shovels would make a lot of boys happy / newer inner tubes / broom hockey area, molded tube run
/ see previous answer / ? / As a troop& Family event weʹve brought snow shoes and cross country
skis, maybe having some available for groups to try these activities, on a regular basis so Scouts
could get a chance at trying a different winter activity. / Summer time: develop hiking trails. /
Winter time: Bigger air compressor so it doesnʹt take so long to fill tubes. Provide snow shoes and
class on how to use them. Go on a little hike. Cross‐country skiing would be nice if there were skis
available at lodge. I donʹt have a problem with fees and registration so an idea of who wants to do
this is established. / Itʹs fine with sufficient equipment. / None / A pull down screen to show videos
and a good speaker system. The sound on the TVʹs is useless when the lodge is full. / Provide
grooming equipment for sledding hill. / Snow shoes, cross country skis. And of course a fresh
supply of inner tubes, especially for bigger Scouts and adults. / It isnʹt really camping here / Better
tubes for snow sledding. / More tubes for tube hill / I guess this is where I should suggest a rope
tow for the tubing hill. / none / nothing / Rope pull for sledding / More winter activities. / none /
Rope tow would be awesome. / newer inner tubes / more activities / Better inner tubes. Half of them
end up flipping, or grinding the user against the snow through the hole, because the tubes arenʹt
large enough. / I think the equipment is great. / I donʹt know. / bigger parking lot and skiing / Rope
tow might be nice.

Baldwin
nothing /

again can’t think of any. / ? / Zip lines. n/a N/A / None / None / Same as above / If it is

good for the Long term summer camp it will benefit the weekenders / Rifle range check out
program. 22 cal and trap shooting / Donʹt know. / maintain / same / Archery course 3d / Posted
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mountain bike riding trails or trail maps. / Sorry but I do not have enough info to answer this
question. Even though I do make it out there with the boys every year it is only during the winter
and the facilities are shut down for the year. The last time I was able to go to Baldwin in the
summer was when I was 14 years old. / Same as for summer camp use. / nature trail / donʹt know /
ok / unknown / kayak and/or paddle boards / NA / Allow troops to use the canoes or the mountains
boards on weekends because that would be fun for the youth and adults to use them. / None. /
None / Donʹt know. / Winter Camp lodging / it is ok / v / More/improved room for units to sleep for
snow camping / More fishing or boating? Mark trails and orienteering courses for units to use
while camping at Baldwin. / Possibly allowing troops to use the mountain boards that Baldwin uses
during the summer to be used by troops on weekends. / Same as above / None / I donʹt know. /
Trail improvement. / Our troop is self‐sufficient so there is not a lot that we need / Unsure. It can
always be improved to some degree.

Butte Creek
None / Zip line, more horseback riding opportunities, expand the Archery area. Expand the size of
the covered ʺpicnic tableʺ areas in the pasture. / None. / New trucks and tractor / More Adirondacks
and fire pits / Increase size of BB gun range and archery range to allow boys even more time to
practice those skills / have availability of indoor crafts or other activities during for inclement
weather. too much reliance on troop or pack to bring own program / Same. / none / none / None /
n/a / None. Horses were fabulous! / ? / none / none / Use of whole camp ground / I would like to see
some information on a nature trail, or compass course. We often use this property for our
introduction to Scouting camp out just after cross over, and I have wished I had access to
something like this. Also, just knowing what kind of ʺprogram equipmentʺ is available would be
nice. / they had everything. / Donʹt know / it all seemed good / New horseback riding helmets for
weekend riding use. / IDK / same / Excellent equipment, both for camping and for horse‐riding. /
none / None noted... / None / Brooms to sweep cabinʹs out. / n/a / donʹt know / None / Same as
above.. maybe you could have plaques installed at different locations / i don’t remember / It would
be great if there were something beside the horses for less expense activity on other weekends. I
donʹt know what that might be, but almost anything would be a great addition. A low maintenance
example could be some of the obstacle items like they have at Camp Rilea. We didnʹt need any staff
help and have a great time anytime we go there near Seaside. There are rope climbing ramps,
simple obstacle courses that take a little skill to learn, ropes to climb, etc. All relatively cheap and
low maintenance that unit leaders can manage. / zip line / none / See above. / n/a / None / None. /
na / None / More Variety / Same! More horseback time! / N/A / Covered area for long‐range
shooting activities for Venture Crews. / Long‐range riffle and pistols. /
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Clark
cleaner Kybos / covered program shelters for larger groups. ie: A Long House / Work tables
suitable for crafts, clay, leather, etc. / Wood burning tools, rasps, saws, shears, looms, etc. / An Imu,
planks for fish, baking on coals, Caveman cookouts. No utensils. / none / sound system / good
quality drop‐down screen / Donʹt know / works fine the way it is / Shooting sports area / Good /
nothing to mention. / More shelters in camp site areas / Same / A Campmaster appraised of the
marine gardens, and / knowledgeable about campfire, dutch oven cooking AND sanitation. /
Expand the native American village. / Campfire events for those who wish to participate. / Program
would seem the job of the people using the property / Nothing comes to mind. / unknown / ? /
Bigger dishwasher. / Replace tents with the ʺdog houseʺ tent like structures. / ? / don`t know / None
/ n/a / Mentioned before / none / Unknown /

Cooper
Troop supplies the program for weekend use. Part of boy‐led planning. / The only thing I can think
of would be to finish the shelters that were started by the O.A., two Ordeals ago. / Put a kybo closer
to the kitchen. / New water craft items / none / non I can think of. units provide equipment for
weekend use. / None. / None. / Donʹt know / I donʹt know / some cabins for family use / Have
COPE and director available by reservation there for weekend use / None / New tools for service
projects as well as general volunteer maintenance of the camp would be nice. / No suggestions at
this time. / The seem to have all of the standard camp things. They have an excellent COPE course,
which is a big plus! / None. / COPE course / weʹll see next summer‐‐‐again, we use it for YLTʹs. / I
donʹt really feel like there is any ʺProgram Equipmentʺ; I feel as if once everyone is done using it it
just becomes a ghost camp. / Improve power distribution /

Ireland
Zipl line / Restrooms / na / same / None. / Bridge, stairs in campfire bowl, Permanent Kybo
upgraded / fire pits for winter campers, camp sites that are well marked as such, wash station /
none / Covers for archery ranges, the bridge fixed for access to lower camp during the times of the
year it is usable and not in Camp. Fixed stage area and grills would make camping better. /
Nothing. / ? / N/A / Nothing comes to mind. / Water and cooking areas. / Same as above, we only
did day camp there. Also, my daughter was in day care there at Camp Ireland and really had a bad
experience a few years ago, they made her wait too long to go to the bathroom. / Fix the bridge! /
none / non / Fix the bridge! / Bigger camp sites. / Nothing I can think of at this time. / canʹt think of
any / archery facility / ? / same / n/a / The suspension bridge / unknown / Allow Cub Scouts to
camp there. Maybe add some bb‐gun and archery ranges. / Access to water and grey water
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disposal as well as electricity, fixing the suspension bridge, stage area and obstacle course as well as
adding a fire pit and allowing for lower camp use with the weather allowing would be great. / Nice
shelter, tables, established fire pits and water at each campsite / Loudspeaker / Trail signs / Water
access / Better toilets. / Same as above / Unsure. / donʹt know / Permanent sites / Donʹt recall, I
didnʹt attend the camp but rather my son did, and it was a while ago / N/A / Camp sites, fire pits /
None / none / The shelters need to be fixed and some replaced. / Not sure. / none / none / Can’t
think of anything. / Improve the High Bridge / None /

Lewis
same as above / None / N/A / It would need some sort of activity specialized equipment, such as
canoes for a better camping experience. / . / None, keep it basically primitive camping in order to
learn and practice primitive camping. / obstacle course / another covered area not filled with picnic
tables. need more open space that is covered. / n/a / archery / yes / Rifle range / Create an open wall
program shelter next to the parade ground that could be dressed to serve as a northwest coast
native american plank house and theme area for use by the Order of the Arrow. See Eric Pond for
the concept. / not sure / None / river access? / would be nice to have a cope course nearby. How
about a frisbee golf course here. If you had destinations for the holes tied to gps or compass
directions, this may be quite interesting for not much cost. / State of Art Climbing tower and Zip
lines to be used by Scouts and rented out to local schools and groups / High adventure course /
More covered picnic tables. Better access to water so even Cub Scouts can use the camp year round
/ see comments above / rifle and archery range / same as above / Nothing / All good / ? / OK / no
opinion / I havenʹt been there enough to make a suggestion. / We did not camp over the weekend,
no response. / Better camping facilities and parking / fire bowl / Flush toilets / Same as above. /
None / see above / Improved facilities / larger / None / lots / donʹt know / I would like to see thing
that would help leaders teach TTFC skills. Compass course, nature trail with signs for plants and
animals. etc / None / none / none / Orienteering course / Donʹt get involved in night camping / I
donʹt understand the question. The only ʺprogram equipmentʺ that we have is what is in the
storage container for summer camp. There is no ʺprogram equipmentʺ for weekend camping. /
climbing wall / Gear Rental / Checkout for troops / donʹt know / Didnʹt spend much time / How
about a lodge where kids could sleep and be warm. / Have better marked and designated camping
areas like I seen at Baldwin with fire pits and tables. / More water pumps / Same / waterfront and
water equipment i.e. boats, life jackets, life guard stand ect. / can’t think of anything / more targets
because they get used up. / None / no heath class / none / fire pits and less grumpy staff / Same as
above /
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Meriwether
I would like to see better internet/cellular availability for the adults. / un sure / Zipline / allow
shower houses to be used / Shotgun, black powder, fort opening weekends. / Zip lines, canoes and
row boats accessible / Having clean, and very close by, flush toilets and showers available at the
camps. / We keep it simple when we camp on the weekends. We just go down there to do a little
shooting and camping / I donʹt have any recommendations. / Kayaks for the lake ‐ you need them.
:‐) / Covered area at camp sites / Zip line, ropes course / Itʹs fine as is / same / none / Make sure
climbing wall is open. Really like super weekend concept. / Shotguns for range masters to open
range off‐season. / No suggestions (see previous) / An outdoor pizza oven. (Wood burning) / None
/ Nothing comes to mind. / n/a / continue to upgrade, replace boats, canoes, kayaks and associated
equipment. / donʹt know / Shelters could be improved and enlarged in case of bad weather, a troop
could still get under them. / none / same as above / don’t know / Same as above / Add shotgun
shooting to the winter program. Add covered areas designed to be used for charcoal cooking in
bad weather. / Same / na / none / Zipline from climbing tower / Archery equipment / None / n/a /
Not sure but do plan to make a visit to the camp for a weekend camping trip with in the next year.
/ adequate picnic tables in the campsites. / not sure / check out dutch ovens trading post open year
round / Provide covered area for archery and shotgun. Add more AC power outlets in select
campsites for CPAP and battery charging. / no comment / none / Improve the black powder range. /
Disc golf course, obstacle course, tarps to cover Adirondack openings / Besides the things listed for
summer camp use I think a better map of camp & a true orienteering course with permanent
controls (not shooting azimuths and straight lining, maybe CROC would help with this). / None of
the equipment is available when our troop goes in the fall. / Not sure / Low COPE Course. / See
above. / None / shooting area / unknown / none / More wood tents / We like to use the wood tents
so we arenʹt having to dry as much equipment when we return home / super weekend shotgun
shooting. / Any MB classes offered should be well published. / none / A well designed and marked
orienteering course. / Access to waterfront boats/canoes. / Having more program areas open more
of the year would be good. / not sure / Make sure the water in turn on in the camp sites / none /
wasnʹt aware program equipment could be used on weekend camping. Information exchange is
very important, I would strongly encourage the council to adventure out of the building and meet
with troops and packs and explore with them what facilities are available for us to use and what
they have to offer and how they can be used. It is a shame that we have such wonderful facilities
available for us to use but many of us donʹt even know about it. The BSA Program itself could
flourish if the public knew what we have to offer boys for a weekend activity as well. get the
knowledge out! / N/a / Patrol cooking facilities / Canʹt think of any suggestions / Canʹt think of any /
Boats / none / None / Zipline / Some of the summer camp items year around. / Make sure that there
are tent spaces ready for use / None / none / I believe that my time since visiting these sites has been
too long for me to indicate appropriate measures of fixing. / None / Maybe extra Adirondacks. /
none / no comment / nothing comes to mind / none / Unknown / Provide a reason to come for the
weekend. Also the road in is crummy with all sorts of evidence of logging. / N/a / I have not been
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in so many years that I cannot answer honestly. / Better built A‐Frames. / None come to mind /
Same as above / None. / Offer some of the Summer‐type opportunities if camper numbers support
it. / add several additional merit badges / ....... / Open the climbing wall with staff available / lights /
Marked 5 mi course for 2nd class hike requirement / Compass Course / Archery range goes under
water in heavy rain. Trail to rifle goes under water. / Nice to have sheltered shooting area at archery
like at rifle. Maybe built up on a ground level deck so out of the mud. / Camp sites on the east side
of the lake, too. with level tent sites and covered picnic tables for each patrol. / Fixing the big lodge
(old lodge) / basketball / It is already good for weekend use; Donʹt really have improvements /
none / N/A / ? / I do not know. / none / Perhaps some merit badge weekend programs. Similar to
what OMSI does, or the aviation museum. Opening up a couple of weekends for a merit badge
workshop. I would be happy to volunteer time and establish a program curriculum for a couple of
merit badges. I would even be happy to teach separately, or in conjunction with my son who just
made Eagle. / None / Not sure have never used this facility for a weekend camping trip but hope to
fix this within the next 12 months if the Scouts are willing. Again our trips are based on the Scouts
and then we adults verify it is a safe activity and one that has merit / Pretty complete camp in my
opinion. / none / Same as above. / too long ago / Same. / more shooting sports / Not sure / Some
poles to do camp craft in case there arenʹt any downed branches to use instead. / (none) / None /
unknown / would be nice to have encampment available during weekends. / Lashing Yard like
Camp Clark back in the day / not sure / do same as for summer camping / None / no suggestions.
Seemed great! / NA / N/A / Not sure / Not sure / not sure / High rope course, zip line / none / Tree
houses, rope bridges. / Open shooting ranges / dk / Access to the canoes. / No idea / More
Adirondacks. /

Small areas for Troops to use. / ditto / n/a / x / nothing / s/a / None / None / None I

can think of. / n/a / havenʹt been for a while (so these could have changed) but adding more group
shelter areas in/near campsites would help. When it rains sometimes the boys need a place to
congregate for games/activities closer to their campsites. / Iʹd actually like to see more
improvements at some of the other properties before Meriwether. / I haven’t been there in years. /
road / none / n/a / Better maps for orienteering / do not know / nothing / Trained merit badge
counselors / Better bows / Perhaps keeping the vending machines stocked during the winter,
however I can see how this might be troublesome with regards to can poppage. / I canʹt think of
any. / None that I can think of / actual access to the program equipment (climbing walls, archery
range, bb guns): could even be ʺpay‐as‐you‐playʺ. / Program equipment met satisfaction. / none /
None. / ATV / Bikes / not sure / Same as above. / No suggestions / No equipment is provided /
nothing / nothing comes to mind / Same as last 3 / more areas open / better roofs / none that I can
think of / none / Same answer as above, the equipment at Meriwether is great. / Itʹs been 20 or so
years since Iʹve been to Meriwether. Iʹm sure many improvements have been made in that time. /
shovels / Have not been there for two years, so not sure what improvements have been made and
what needs work. / see above / I do not know. / none we can think of. / None / none / canʹt think of
anything / ? / For adults ‐ better phone and internet access / Access to fishing Gear and more range
hours. / boats, atv / Kayaks / I donʹt know / No recommendations at this time / Kayaks, more
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shotgun stations / donʹt know / New bows for archery range / canʹt think of any / none / None /
dont know / same / I wouldnʹt know. / It would be nice if something around the rock wall was a
available. Maybe bouldering. /

Morrison
none / Restrooms / Iʹm not sure there is any program equipment at Camp Morrison. So, any
program equipment would be nice. / Development of shooting/archery range. / No programming is
offered. / there is no program. / Marked Rifle and archery range sites. A functioning lake, clean and
full for aquatic use. Marked aquatic area for swimming and other waterfront activities. / Itʹs usable
now. it depends on the experience you’re looking for. / Water facilities improved. / Lake re‐
established / This camp needed more Adirondacks and kybos. / riparian‐ stream exploration
development and programming. / Astronomy program in conjunction with OMSI. / none, i bring
my own program / I donʹt know of any program equipment at Morrison. / clean up lake / rework
the kitchen and dining facilities. Morrison would be used more often if it was fixed up. / Not sure
mostly my sons who visit / Waterfront / see previous / Suggest this camp become the Orienteering /
compass camp. / Rehab the amphitheater. /

Nanitch
‐‐ / none / This lodge is not used during the summer on a regular basis and therefore could be used
for groups wanting to stay the weekend and ride bikes at Ski Bowls or hike, climb, ride family
camp etc. / None / We typically do our own camping at non‐boy Scout camps. / For Troop outings,
keep it the way it is. / See my last answer. Equipment for geocaching, or orienteering, map
activities. / Games / Canʹt think of anything. / Maps for hiking in the immediate area. Fire pit with
logs to sit on.

Have a permanent orienteering course set up for easy training of Scouts and for

Scouts to earn that First Class requirement. Install a climbing / repelling tower (Scouts LOVE this).
A structure to climb big ropes, with and without knots as climbing aids. / Canʹt think of any. / none
/ Getting new and better inner‐tubes would make the tubing much more enjoyable. / I would
suggest having sleds to also go along with the tubing if you want to use sleds instead. / I like it once
there / I think this has pretty good equipment. Perhaps upgrade some of the kitchen supplies. / The
boys play in the snow, there is not program equipment beyond that, that I am aware of. /

Phlox
none / Leave it the way it is, its fun because its not a normal camp and is expected to be that way. /
leave it alone and the greatest thing about it is very primitive in some aspects /
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Pioneer
Able for troops to check out boats. Need for Camp host or off season ranger on weekends / see
previous answer / none / Wood for the woodstove, bunk beds. / n / See previous comments about
the wood burning stove. / Not sure / None / Snowplow / N/A / N/A / No comment / I only visited
for one evening and therefore do not have much input / NA / No opinion. / Not familiar with what
weekend programs are offered. / none / Sports court. / shovels to dig out cabins in winter / None /
Bathrooms / Access for greater portion of the year. I am not aware that troops can use it outside of
traditional summer camp. / None / I like Camp Pioneer just the way it is. / none / Canʹt think of any.
/ I havenʹt been in 10+ years / Same as above / Upgrade archery equipment.... / snowmobiles / See
above / Many of the fishing docks could be replaced/repaired. / Up to date staff cabins for Scouts
camping there on an outing. / Shooting sport availability. / Nothing that I can think of. / none /
unknown / same as above /

Royce-Finel
The Camp is set up for Troops and units to bring Canoes or Rowboats from Home. / A map
outlining the 7 mile hike Fort to Sea (Lewis and Clark National Park which includes Fort Clatsop /
where Lewis and Clark stayed in the winter would be nice to pass out to Units Camping. The Trail
starts two miles from Royce Finel at Sunset Beach Trailhead. / Also a map showing the swimming
area at Cullaby Lake County Park which is a hop, skip and a jump from Camp. Swimming would
have to have a Scout Lifeguard as it is not supervise. / There is no program equipment there. / N/A /
dock / Iʹm not sure. Not much can be stored at the camp due to the possibility of vandalism. To
have canoes/kayaks available close to camp would be great.

Perhaps something could be

coordinated with Floyd Holcombʹs Kayak company in Astoria. / Also ‐ a connecting map to Ft.
Clatsop and the Ft. to Sea trail would be a great help. / None. It is a primitive camp and provides
an excellent opportunity to test a unitʹs equipment. / none /

Scouters' Mountain
Obstacle course like the one built by the OA at Ireland and Lewis. / Larger shooting ranges for BB
Guns, Slingshots and Archery / Rockets and stem based area. Have a rocket launch area. Make
things explode. ;) / None I can think of at this time. / above; plus ease of set up at campsites
enabling quick engagement in advancement or other activities. / We need to replace Chief Obie
Lodge. The council had no problem spending 7 million dollars on a capital campaign for Camp
Meriwether but wouldnʹt spend a penny on Chief Obie. / One or more zip lines would be very cool
to have here. Better signage would also be a necessary improvement. / improvement of COPE
course elements / See previous comment / Same as above. / keeping it available for use by local
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troops and packs / as above / Same as above. The option to sleep in the mess hall during the cold
months. Barracks for groups to stay at, like what is at Aubrey camp, during the cold months, or
even the summer months. / None / none / Nothing. It is perfect for what it is / a sport field where
kids can play soccer or other team sports instead of playing on the uneven field that is there now. /
do not know / none specifically. maybe just better maintenance and updated equipment that is
already there. / None / No suggestion / fixing the tables under the covered areas. / N/A / good for
weekend use / Improved COPE course / more established trails in and around the area to just
wander during down times. / None ‐ BB Guns and Archery are only open when itʹs a Council event,
so even thought it would be awesome to add to family camps, etc. I understand why thatʹs not
possible. / Possibly a disc golf course. / This question doesnʹt pertain to me / BMX course open. /
Some type of trial to do a hike on that is at least 1/2 ‐ 1 mile. / More level tent camping areas. / Too
many years since I was there, to comment correctly. / Iʹve never spent the night there, but it seems
like there might be a shortage of fire pits. / zip line / Same / Clean up teepee village / I would not
cut back any of the vines, shrubs, trees on the perimeter, so that it can have as much of a rural
appearance as possible, given that subdivisions surround the camp / Not sure / None / Additional
bb guns. / Same. Letʹs focus our attention on buying property to replace it. / none / donʹt know /
None. / It has been too long since I have gone to be able to provide valuable feedback / no
suggestions / None / i donʹt care for the location / donʹt know / Covered area and materials to
complete a merit badge in one weekend. This would include computers/lap tops for research so
each merit badge requirement would be complete when the Scout left. / n/a / frisbee golf / Not sure
why anyone would want to use this property for weekend camping. There is nothing here to do. /
None / see above comment. / same / Better lighting / I donʹt know / NA / I really canʹt think of
anything that needs improvement. / Having equipment that we could rent would be awesome! /
Weʹd like to be able to pay a range master in order to be able to offer shooting sports during
weekend campout a / NA / Bigger cope course for the older Scouts like me. / Obstacle course / rock
wall / None / I donʹt do weekend camping at Scouterʹs mountain, itʹs too close to the portland metro
to provide a genuine wilderness camping experience. / Having good BB gun ranges and Archery
ranges staffed and available during weekend camping would be a nice draw for troops and packs. /
Orienteering would also work well on that property. / I have never done the COPE course but if
that is still available, having such a facility close to the Portland Metro area is a great benefit. / none
/ I donʹt know / Rifle/archery ranges repair / A place for Webelos to Camp. So they can learn/earn
Outdoorsman. / None / same / Public WiFi in Goldaʹs Kitchen / Idk / same as above / Same. / ? /
More access to the COPE course / None / ? / I donʹt know. It seems well equipped to me. / A pool.
Well, you asked didnʹt you. / No recommendation. / None / unknown / None / n/a / Merit badge
activities. / More shooting options. / Iʹm not sure / Program equipment seems to be well maintained.
/ canʹt comment / Individual camp fires and sites / N/A / Same. / Havenʹt explored it enough to say.
/ use the cope course / The program was amazing. / Mentioned in previous section / Not sure / Pull
up bars ,Rope Climb, Climb over Ropes, Run Dodge and jump, Monkey Bars, Tire run, low balance
beam.pro‐ Swing Set. / Not much. / same as above / None / nothing / It was fine. / Nothing off hand.
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/ It would be nice to have a dedicated compass course and a Frisbee golf course / Donʹt know. / It is
fine as it is for weekend use. / Not sure... visited for an orientation and parentʹs weekend. / Not to
get sold. / sports equipment share box. footballs, frisbee golf course. zip lines created. Giant
Telescope installed. / Media room for Scout leaders to give video presentations and training for
retreats. / none / Target shooting. / NA / as stated prior / none / N/A / Again, same as above. / ? /
better walking pathways / The same could be used for weekend camping as those applied during
the summer camp periods. / Better outhouses. / facility maintenance, improve roads and parking / I
think itʹs fine for weekend camping / cope course map and compass geo caching / as above / none /
Since it is being sold no recommendations / orienteering course / I did not weekend camp / An
ability to drive in to the camp site would be nice / OA Ordeals, District and Council events /
Havenʹt done a weekend camping event yet. / Moot point / I donʹt have any suggestions. / None / I
think it is fine at this time / Same as above / Shower house / Nothing. / Na / Donʹt know / Basically
adequate as is. / I had heard it was being sold and if so, why would money be put into it? It is
conveniently close to down but feels out in the boonies when on site, it is such a nice location /
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Q38: What PROGRAM EQUIPMENT improvements would you suggest for
this property?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that the Sea Base is their most‐visited property (because
the Sea Base was omitted from the previous question). )

Q38 Results:
Text responses:

Sea Base
Fleet activities need better planning because of not having a Commodore for more than a year...!
Need to have better oversight from the Council, and leadership instead of allowing problems to
continue to exist. / We take care of our own equipment / i believe we are in process...to define the
Sea Scout Programʹs viablity within CPC...and the proper use of the questioned property.... /
District leadership is non‐existent. Repairs are needed / Mechanical repairs to the fork lift. The
brakes need servicing. / For training purposes a white board or more of them in the floating class
room. They may have one board. In fact that building could use some more improvements. /
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Q39: You made suggestions for one property. Do you have facility
improvement suggestions for any OTHER properties?
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who indicated that they have been to one or more properties.
Responses have been grouped into applicable property groups; comments that could not be identified as
applying to a specific property are grouped under ‘General Comments.’

Q39 Results:
Text responses:

General
Comments
and those that could not be identified as applying to a specific property
Donʹt change anything. Although the kitchen and adjoining room are small and cramped. / All the
other camps are just great and donʹt need a thing. / All the rest have adequate programs and
facilities / All properties need to be maintained. Iʹve visited many camps over the years and it is
always the same thing. The properties have not been well care for. This district has beautiful
property it would be great to see them maintained so they look nice! I know itʹs summer camp but
it can still look good without having a rundown effect. It would be really cool if one of the sites
could be modernized to have more high adventure activities....For example a facility that offers
paintball, zip lining, ropes course, rock wall climbing, Frisbee golf. There are so many possibilities
to take one camp and make it amazing while still maintaining the other camps nicely. / Cascade
Rangers style‐activities for other camps, if it was feasible for CPC, at another camp.I think the
existing summer camps are all excellent, in general. Having some kind of basic cabin, like at Camp
Morrison, for winter camping at more locations would be great. Rain camping is the worst and
needs the most help to avoid cancellations, by having a better selection of rain management sites.
Yurts? Something big enough to get a group together in, aside from just sleeping quarters. / Clean
the kybos more often please! / Continue to look for ways to include/increase high adventure
activities / All properties: Scouts really do NOT like Kybos. Flush toilets for all ages, at all camps
should be implemented. / All summer camps need lower costs. That is why we prefer to do an
independent camp. Last year, we went to Merriweather for $275.00 per boy and all they could
come out of there with was 2 completed merit badges and 2 partials. We did an independent camp
for about $100.00 per boy this year and they were able to complete 3 or 4 and have 2‐3 other
partials. A much better per‐badge cost. / just walk around the property and look at the waste of
Wood (2x4 4x4 )just piled up rolls of roofing ? laying around looks messy and very unnatural what
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happen to leave on trace should apply to bsa camps also. / All Boy Scout camps should go to online
merit badge sign up and blue card system; all Boy Scout camps should offer merit badges, water
sports, ropes course, climbing wall, board game room with outdoor tables for free time. CPC
should have a website page for great ideas for adult leaders to bring or prepare for camp. I have
been to 14 camps and I prepare many specials things that make camp more fun. Iʹd love to hear
other ideas too. / All Camps ‐ A linked network of radio repeaters. / All camps could offer more
challenges in ropes courses, orienteering courses, activities which encourage physical activity while
using Scouting skills and teamwork. /

All camps I suggest that campsite cooking areas are

improved. / All camps need to be accommodating to food allergies. I have a Scout in our troop that
is allergic to gluten that is found in Wheat, Rye, and Barley. Sometimes it is hard to get him enough
food. Most cereals at Scout camps have wheat or barley malt in them. The lunchtime filler is
peanut butter and jelly, but he canʹt have the bread. They do make gluten free bread, but it is
expensive and needs to be frozen or refrigerated. / All camps should have obstacle courses at least
as good as camp Ireland /

Any camp ‐ Marked 5 mi course for 2nd class hike

requirement\Compass Course / At all of the summer camps in the CPC I would like to see
restroom/shower accommodations like you find at Camp Easton in Courde lane Idaho / At least
one camp with aquatics instructor certification / Bathrooms / Better bathrooms. / Camp Hobohas
always troops to select cooking at camp sites or earring in the hall ... Great flexible & improves
campers experiences ... More assistance a with eagle required badges would help with
advancements . Road to First Class is always a big plus. More eagle required merit badge options
the better ... / Camp Née Deep‐do not require parents to take valuable, scarce time off of work and
charge more than competing camps. My kids got bored because there were not enough things to
do. It cost more than local competing camps (Canyonview Day Camp) and did not last as long. We
also had to staff it, instead of having qualified camp staff. / Camps met satisfaction. / Cannot think
of any at the moment. / Didnʹt spend much time / do not make camps cookie cutter look‐alikes...
need the variations / Donʹt sell off your properties to fund district and council payroll. You will
kill the program and alienate you volunteers. This is the worst thing management can do. / Donʹt
spend enough time at the other properties to have suggestions / Each property should have a
unique theme and something that only that property has / Every camp is nice but there is always
something that could be added you should ask the Scouts what they want. / Food. better quality.
When everything comes out of the back of a Sysco truck you know the food will be processed, ie:
nutrients lost and additives and preservatives in its place. Besides losing valuable nutrients the
quality (taste) goes down. It is cheaper to make many of the food item from scratch not to mention
healthier and better tasting. It is no more time consuming if one preps properly and knows how to
cook. I think that making it easy as possible instead of as best as you can seems to be the way the
thought process goes. Iʹm not saying that you should Not get anything from a Sysco (or FSA or
whomever) truck, but there are cheaper and better alternatives. The OA folks feed us like kings
and the cost is cheaper then getting it all from a Sysco truck. Some fresh fruit would also be nice,
not from a can. /

For all Boy Scout summer camps: mini‐dacs or Adirondacks would be
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outstanding. We just did summer camp at Camp Fire Mountain in the Mt. Baker Council. They had
these types of accommodations and they were fantastic. / For camps with dining halls and shower
facilities ‐‐ ensure adequate operating and maintenance funds so that Scouts and adults get proper
sanitation/hygiene and good/safe quality food. This implies adequate equipment/infrastructure for
food preparation and food storage. / General ‐ I think we need to reaffirm our commitment to Boy
Scout Camporees. These have went downhill and many troops donʹt participate. Part of this might
be a property issue, but also program. / Generator / Have the bleachers and stage wood replaced
and the obstacle course tires, and maybe have a shorter monkey bars . / Havenʹt been to most areas,
but remember I am talking from a Cub Scout leaders opinions. Not a Boy Scout Leaders. They are
very different. / Havenʹt been to those since Ireland is the only one our pack uses. / Havenʹt
explored it enough to say. / Having clean, and very close by, flush toilets and showers available at
the camps. / I am always interested in more shower houses and flush toilets in camp sites in all the
facilities. / I am extremely grateful for all the camps we have here in the pacific northwest. After an
adventure to California this summer, we were surprised the lack of camps around there area, and
feel quite grateful for what we have. The only think I would love to see here in the Portland Metro
area, is a bigger gun facility. It would be nice to have an expanded gun program. Offering all that
the NRA has to offer for the boys. Hand gun shooting would be fabulous. / I am involved with
training at the council level and all facilities need sound systems and window coverings to make
them more training friendly. / I anticipate that of the 3 camps we rotate through (MW, Pio, Bldwn)
each offers a unique setting and I would not anticipate that program/equipment would not be the
same, I feel that things are reasonable at each and I feel the focus should be on keeping the cost of
camp as affordable as possible. At $285 Scout, still somewhat reasonable, but up $50/yr. in 4 years.
If you have too many Scouts/parents who cannot afford it, I think adding stuff to ʺentertainʺ Scouts
is counter‐productive. Offer more robust Merit Badge programs, be certain facilities you have get
upkeep/maintenance and adequate staff levels are at all camps so Scouts can maximize their
experience when they are there. / I cannot recall any improvements that would be helpful / I can
only imagine that the kybos at every property are substandard. Iʹm not as familiar with the other
properties so I canʹt say for sure, but they probably all need to be improved and cleaned between
weekend camping, and every day during weeklong camps. / I canʹt think of any right off hand.
The camps I have been to have all been excellent. / I do have one general suggestion. I know the
canvas tents are expensive to maintain and it seems that there is a push towards more Adirondack
cabins. My only suggestion would be to keep them small, mini‐Dac.2‐4 people. I think when you
get larger than that you lose the bonding aspect of camping experience between boys. I have seen
on many occasions where two boys come back from summer camp close friends when they were
not beforehand. I believe that it comes from tenting together (by choice or by force) for a week and
if they were in an Adirondack with 9 other boys I am afraid that those close bonds would not form.
Just my $0.02. / I do not have current information to evaluate facilities. / I don’t have the time right
now to write them all down (nor the previous question). I may take try to update the survey later
... / I feel CPC is aware of needs at each camp and directing available resources when/where
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needed... / I have not attended any other Scout camp. / I havenʹt been camping with the boys for
quite a while, so itʹs not fair for me to judge based on what I saw 10 years ago. / I need to visit these
facilities to be able to respond more accurately / I suggest for all camps that they allow troops
camping for the weekend use their fire bowls, and put covers over were the fire should be. I
remember going to a place and we couldnʹt lite a fire in the fire bowl because it was wet from rain. /
I suggest that it not be a requirement that all adults who go on trips with Cub Scouts be registered
adult leaders. This was a huge inconvenience for our pack. Also, registration for camps needs to be
easier. As a Pack leader, I wish there was a way for each family to register and pay for their own
child individually. There should be a way for the Cubmaster to be aware of how many adults have
registered, but not be in charge of registering everyone as a group. / I think that all the properties
are unique and worthwhile in their own ways. They all could be upgraded in some way, but at
present they all seem to serve their purposes well. / If a merit badge is offered and a requirement
needs access to a computer, provide the place and time, and adult mentor to complete it before the
Scout leaves camp. / If there is not a camp committee with a chairman for each property, there
should be. That group can keep a close eye on camp needs, including maintenance, additional
program equipment, upgrades, etc. / In general the food at camps is very poor. Uninteresting,
bland, generally over cooked and disappointing. / In my opinion, all camps should have ADA
improvements for mobility. / in speak to the rest of my pack the food situation was the same at all /
increase the use of mountain bikes at all summer camps to keep older Scouts involved. Where
possible include a field archery course. Give older Scouts the ability to use and develop leadership
skills they learned at NYLT. / IT has been too long since I have been at most of the other camp to
suggest anything. I am primarily running high adventure activities for my troop and have not been
attending camp for 6 years now. My son is now entering tiger Cubs so in the coming years I will
once again be able to attend these camps. / It would be nice for all the camps to have electricity. / It
would be nice if there were more merit badges available at summer camps at camp Baldwin,
Meriwether, and Pioneer. As Scouts get older, they either donʹt go to summer camp, because there
are not badges that they can earn or they go to camp and donʹt do much, they end up hanging
around camp a lot. / its great I love it. / Iʹve only visited the other camps once. Thought they were
great. / Just get the word out about less used facilities. / Just making sure everything is up to date,
tent platforms are sturdy, etc. / kybos at all locations could use upgrades, clean up, painting... /
Larger campsites ‐ we havenʹt been back to some of the councils camps in many years because of
bad experiences in the past. /

lighted outdoor area for cooking during winter months when

evenings are dark early. / Maintain trails and campsite structures/equipment. / Make the other
camps available to other age ranges. It seems like there is a hierarchy among the camps and that
several are ʺout of reachʺ for many of the boys because when they are old enough, they have grown
away from the program for a lack of interest. / many properties are unknown for many, create a
brochure advertising what services are available for each camp. especially properties that Scouts
can use during the winter months / Meganʹs meadows‐ Why? / Mini dacs rather than the tents for
campsites / More access for persons with disabilities that is inclusive. I think you would need to
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work with Scout leaders on that and really improve their understanding of accommodating others.
Not all but some seem to be if you canʹt take it stay home. / more shooting sports / more modern‐
better food for kids ‐ separate places for kids to visit, better bathrooms / More womenʹs facilities /
Most camps could use longer range hours. / My experience is that most facilities are in need of TLC
from years of deferred maintenance. i think the focus on improvements should be on increasing
capacity at dining facilities and shower facilities. / No outhouse in any camp, always flushing
toilet. / No, this is the property that Iʹve frequented most / No. My suggestions (based on my sonʹs
feedback) do not concern facilities or equipment, but there are personnel suggestions / None that
you are not already in the process of doing / Not really. If the adult leaders are not happy with
what facilities offer the adults... hot showers and so on, then they are not inclined to send their own
troop there. The other thing we consider for summer camp, what merit badges are offered, and
what will hold the interest of the older Scouts who have lots of merit badges. Are there any eagle
required mb offered? / Nothing should be improved. / Offer adult leader training (like leader
specific training) during camp, especially those course not easily obtained on‐line. Offer incentives
(reduced fees) for adults who complete core courses while at camp. We have too many untrained
adults and we are missing a great opportunity to train them while they are ʺcaptiveʺ at camp. /
better maintenance of the properties / Oh my, so many to list, and you said this would only take 10
minutes. / Okay, yeah I want Blacksmithing to be an option at all the camps. / Only thing I can
think of is that a truck might help the younger campers that have a week worth of stuff bring their
things to camp. Or there might be a better list of things to bring, I always ended up going in with all
the extra stuff kids couldnʹt bring and it was hellish. / Our council is at a disadvantage when it
comes to aquatic activities ‐ we do not have motorboats available, we cannot offer sailing (except
through Sea Scouts), no waterskiing, etc. To be competitive (and discourage our units from going
to camps out of council) we should consider how we can enhance our waterfront offerings at our
Boy Scout resident camps ‐ and how we can better support and promote the Sea Scout base and
programs. / Overall you need to solve the dining hall staffing and administration problem. Either
sub out the service or develop a list of excellent facility managers or something. / Probably change
the way the food is done at every camp. I hear complaints every year about the food. either its out
of date or its not been done right / program suggestion ‐ consider developing cross‐country skiing
and‐or snowshoe program for camps where appropriate /

put gravel in the area directly

surrounding the front of the mess hall. This might help with the amount of dust generated as
troops are waiting to enter to eat and would not detract from the surroundings. / Quit selling
candy to the kids. It attracts animals in the sleeping areas. If this is a way to raise funds make them
eat it in dining hall. In food in sleeping areas. Diabetics can get snacks at nurses office. / Should
have enough foods for youth every meals in Summer camp ‐ all camp sites. / showers, actual flush
toilets‐ all / Small boat sailing somewhere... maybe Merriweather? An on‐going sailing camp at the
Portland Sea Base? / Staff sleeping facilities should have working heaters and fans for hot and cold
days. / tent platform repair at several camps, grading of camp sites / The council should consider
how to build a high adventure program that is based out of camp, without having the feeling that
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Scouts are going to Scout camp. In TX there is a program based out of one of the Scout ranches that
provides a variety of activities with a high adventure flavor ‐ and even though the activities take
place at the same property ‐ the Scouts at Scout camp and the high adventure groups never interact.
Would be great to see something like this get developed. / The kybos at many of our camps need
upgrades. More hand washing facilities are also needed. / the tents please check for leeks. / This
list is extensive and would take some time to complete. I will bring it up with my Local Council
staff. / This would really go towards all properties I have visited; A lot of moms are active with
their Scouts. It would be nice if there were more bathroom and shower stalls. / Upgrade dining
halls, staff housing, quieter generators, mobile device charging stations, additional camp sites,
Disaster preparedness / Was a good set up, our Scouts like camp there / We need to include multi
day treks on river and white water rafting streams. Crew 86 used to offer this and it could be done
with the right staff. / Weʹre going to try going back to Baldwin next summer, we havenʹt been there
in about 7 or 8 years ‐ hopefully we wonʹt be struggling to find tent space this time. Weʹve gone
out‐of‐council 3 times in recent years and didnʹt have to put up any extra tents. / wow...too many
to list for each camp. The major would be to bring up the maintenance standards of the facilities at
all of the other camps. Every year things seems to be getting worse...not better. Too much deferred
maintenance. / yes every camp Iʹve been to has run down out house facilities either not pumped
out or structure is rotting. / Yes why doesnʹt Fort Vancouver district have an office building with a
shared sports equipment storage? / you could put a frisbee golf course in just about every property
you have / Your round table format at first church of god in the cafeteria is too small. / Zip Lines /
ADA restrooms, meeting areas, convenient parking for parents and Scouts with mobility issues. /
all camps ‐ destination trips with an activity at the site. say a lake with fishing with all gear at the
site; or special destination with white water or black powder or? / All camps ‐ Better food,
including salad bars and protein for breakfast. / All camps ‐ Have nice restroom/bath facilities for
women. You would have much better participation. Have more shooting options and ax throwing.
/ All camps ‐ microphones in the campfire area / all facilities with canvas tents need to have those
tents stored so they donʹt smell like mildew. / All Most of the camps need maintenance on their
roads, especially from the camp entrance to the parking lot. The service road through camp can
remain rough but many parents drive passenger cars to drop off their Scouts and have difficulty
with the rough roads. My suggestion for all properties is to ensure proper maintenance of the
existing facilities. This council builds many new shiny facilities but then neglects to maintain them
properly. / All properties‐‐ more flush toilets. I like the wood sided ʺdog housesʺ at Butte Creek. /
All properties should have road improvements from the camp entrance to the parking area. / All
properties that I have visited need cleaner outhouses, or outhouses that are serviced far more often
than they now are. The boys deserve better. /
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Aubrey Lodge
As for Aubrey Watzak‐ I suggest the staff should have been less strict because they were anti‐fun
people. That was 3‐4 years ago though, so I hope some changes have been made. / better pots,
pans, stoves, dishware and utensils at both winter lodges. For the money it costs to attend these
camps, itʹs almost criminal what is supplied for the boys to use. / Bigger parking lot at Aubrey
lodge. / Sledding can be dangerous due to ice and trees / The snow lodges are good as is / Well I
just recently spent three days at Aubrey Lodge first time in the summer at this facility what a
difference that was, no snow, I really liked it, but once again some well used facility conditions, I
think a similar conditions at Camp Ireland, I also realize that most of this is about time money and
who does the work, well intentioned volunteers or skilled tradesman and this could be a
combination of both, you need a Team of people that would go from facility to facility to work with
local volunteers to make the most of the Three Tʹs Time Talent and Treasure (the money) and have
a quality of facility standard to be meet. Being a former Maytag rear technician there is a difference
between a fix it job and a proper repair and then the update remodel, the other problem is the
exposure of the property to vandalism. / White River ‐ fire pit and seating outside. Also, new
furniture or just get rid of the nasty couches. / Aubrey is also under‐utilized and could have better
usage during the summer months. Troops wanting to hike around the mountain could use this as a
base camp so to speak and stay the first night and the last night. many waterfalls are within short
hikes and therefore would allow those without long distant hiking ability to experience the
wilderness as never before. Troop or Pack day and weekend events could be provided which
would allow those coming into Scouts to know where there boys were going in the winter and
would provide a place for a large troop or pack to experience camping as a group / Aubrey Lodge ‐
Cooking Pots and more outlets in kitchens Aubrey Lodge on Mt. Hood ‐ needs restroom upgrades,
and several times there were problems with water heater, though that might have been human
error. / Aubrey Lodge well the sink by the shower dripped and the drain trap leaked on the floor
and the bucket had a split in the side, I took a look into the shower and said Iʹll wait till I get home. /
Aubrey Lodge‐Better snow tubes for winter sledding / Aubrey, re‐grade slope to slightly smooth
out runs and prevent injury. / Aubrey... more parking. Better trail to get to the lodge... hard on little
Tiger and Wolf Cubs. / Aubrey‐Watzek ‐ kitchen upgrades. /

Camp Baldwin
A Kayak slide at Camp Baldwin. I can see a whole new twist on the Old Goat Regatta / Bigger
dining hall for Camp Baldwin so that it is no longer necessary to do all cooking in camp. / Camp
Baldwin ‐ Another shower house across the lake. Increase access for First Aid Station. Deliver hot
pack meals to camps if ordered 24 hours in advance. / Camp Baldwin ‐ Better shower facilities for
the youth / Camp Baldwin ‐ build a Business Center to house the Trading Post, Health Lodge,
Business Office and Program Center in one place. As it is, they are scattered apart and add a lot of
walking and inefficient use of time for Scout Leaders walking back and forth. / camp Baldwin ‐ I
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suggest the Kybos be vented in all of the campsites. Many of those that are not are disgusting. /
Camp Baldwin ‐ increase dining hall size so that a few meals can be eaten there and not all of them
cooked in camp. / camp Baldwin ‐ input from Scouts ‐ better bathrooms / Camp Baldwin ‐ more
womens showers / Camp Baldwin ‐ My biggest suggestion would be to upgrade the outhouses.
They were pretty nasty holes in the ground when I was there. /

Camp Baldwin ‐ road

improvements. / Camp Baldwin ‐ Sprinklers on trails to cut down dust / Camp Baldwin ‐ Stents
and a much improved waterfront. After attending camp at Fire Mountain this year I realized how
dismal our local waterfronts are. / Camp Baldwin ‐ The horses were a bit hit for us / Camp
Baldwin ‐‐ very dusty, dry; Yes, its in an more arid climate; encourage more vegetation growth to
keep the dust down. The outhouses weʹre as clean as in other camps. / Camp Baldwin ‐ We are at
next week, I would be happy to make a suggestion after Summer Camp. / Camp Baldwin‐‐ Add
more indoor camping areas for winter use and add cooking area for winter use / Camp Baldwin
could use a dining hall. / Bald Camp Baldwin needs a bigger dining hall. Cooking in camp is OK,
but doing it all week, for the kids in our troop, is not a positive experience. / Camp Baldwin needs
a new dining hall to accommodate the campers. A great deal of time and effort is used up out of the
day for in camp meal preparation, eating and clean up. Plus the huge amount of staff effort filling
meal boxes and distributing these throughout the camp with all of the attendant frustrations
involved in the process. Dust abatement. While I was attending the camp this summer I and others
had bloody noses from inhaling the dust. The dust alone makes this the summer camp facility I do
not like going to though I have been there several times for summer camp with my sonʹs troops.
Graveling the paths and roads in the spring when the ground is moist will cut way down on the
dust. I am not sure about what to do with the camp sites unless grass can be planted or a great deal
more gravel is spread. / Camp Baldwin needs locks on the showers like other camps. General
improvements on bathrooms/showers. Wasp control. Irrigate so it is less dusty; feels like a dust
bowl there. / Camp Baldwin needs to fix showers for the Scouts and could use another adult
bathroom facility. Better signage on roads at Camp Baldwin. / Camp Baldwin needs to update or
change their kybos, they are the worst Iʹve seen in the CPC.

Also at Baldwin the ladies

shower/restroom needs to be expanded. Separate shower/flush toilet entrance, so one person does
not monopolize the facility for 30 minutes while another just would like to use the restroom.

2

showers and 2/3 stalls would be helpful. And if you could at least add a small bench in the existing
one, so you could sit and remove your shower shoes, put on dry sock, and boots, without getting
your clean feet all muddy. It also needs some venting or a fan. / Camp Baldwin‐ Our troop camps
at Old Baldwin in September each year but we have not gone to summer camp there any of the 8
plus years we have been with the troop. And that is because there is no dining hall. Frankly, it is
just too much work to cook in camp and try to shepherd all of the Scouts through their activities.
You have a great camp there, an easy location, and the horses and high adventure in the Gorge.
Putting in a dining hall would probably attract a lot more troops. / Camp Baldwin would suit for a
giant outdoor chess set. With pieces the size of small Scouts / Camp Baldwin. I would like to see a
new dining hall for all attendees at summer camp. Too much time each day is taken up with the
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Scouts cooking and cleaning when they could be active in the program areas instead. It would also
simplify the difficult job for the commissary staff who have to sort and fill crates of food and
materials that then have to be transported to the camp sites. Garbage collection has to be done by
staff at each camp site. Leftover food and materials have to be returned to the commissary from the
camp sites. All in all it is a costly, complicated and time consuming process that could be eliminated
with a new dining hall. I fully believe in and have taught Scouts how to cook for themselves, but I
do not believe that summer camp is the place to have Scouts cooking for themselves. They should
be busy with the programs available at camp. / Camp Baldwin: Make the camp map more realistic.
It is way off on local of things and could use some improvements. / CAMP BALDWIN: I am not
against troops cooking in their campsites but I do object to the food provided. In the two weeks I
have spent there, the quality of the food is very poor. My recommendation is to allow troops to
bring their own food and lower the cost of the camp as compensation. / Camp Baldwin‐better
showers, more shower blocks / Camp Baldwin‐I suggest that they make the heath lodge more
accessible to get to and increase the size of the heath lodge / Camp Baldwin ‐ Dining Hall / Dining
hall for Baldwin...of course that is a dream! / I know that you have an onsite Ranger at Baldwin
that they would work with someone similar at the other facilities something to think about. / I
personally have enjoyed the camps that I have attended. We use them for different experiences. Iʹd
love a dining hall at Camp Baldwin however. / I would like to see a dining hall built at Baldwin.
There are so many activities that having to cook 3 meals per day in camp takes away from the other
programs offered to the Scouts / I would like to see camp Baldwin have a dining hall / make
Baldwin known for its rock climbing / More horses at Camp Baldwin to allow increased over‐night
rides. / More rock climbing at Baldwin! / Our troop decided against Camp Baldwin because of lack
of cooking or dining facilities. / Setup the Camp Baldwin to accept Co‐ed Venture Crews (as many
other Councils do at their camps) / Tent platforms and cooking shelters at Baldwin in rough shape.
/ Womenʹs shower at Camp Baldwin. We were there last week. We had 6 mothers camping with
our Troop. They are tough ladies, but 1 shower for the entire camp is not good. I encourage all
Moms to join the troop if even for 1 night. It wonʹt happen like that. BTW Love the waterslide /
would like to see Baldwin be able to do some eating at dining hall ‐ in camp cooking is great but
doing so for a whole week drags on the younger Scouts a rotation through the dining hall of even
just one mid‐week meal would be great / Baldwin ‐ better timing for food deliveries for the
campsites at the end of the route. not enough time to prepare and cleanup prior to starting the days
activities. / Baldwin ‐ boys donʹt like to cook in camp, which is what their understanding is, so they
donʹt want to go to this camp even if they want to do the horse. Could prepared food be delivered
to troop sites to free up time. Seems like it was like that in the 70ʹs ‐ came around by Jeep ‐ Or build
a dining hall! / Baldwin ‐ covered area over part of the horse corral / Baldwin ‐ dining hall /
Baldwin ‐ less dust / Baldwin ‐ needs health lodge that is accessible to all / Baldwin ‐ Pave the road
/ Baldwin ‐ redo the parade ground and the buildings nearest it: Health Lodge, Trading Post and
Program Bldg / Baldwin‐‐ horse feeders need replacing / Baldwin‐ less dust / Baldwin‐ would like
to see multi‐purpose staff cabins. / Baldwin, Keep the horses / Baldwin: Used to be a dustbowl but
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not anymore. Thank you. Needs better fire pits at campsites. / Baldwin: trail maintenance (dust,
roots) A running water bathroom (adult shower) would be nice near stables, Trail markings here
are needed as well and good trail maps. More lake programs for all lake camps would be good. Bc
At Gilbert ranch I know the boys really wanted to have some fun in the water. I think a squirt gun
fight or maybe a slip and slide might be nice to cool off after a long day at the ranch. /

Butte Creek
Better cleared out camp sites at Gilbert ranch at the top of the hill. The brush needs to be cleared out
a bit. / butte creek elect[tricity] for people with medical needs / Butte Creek‐ field drainage for
main field as it is rough and swampy sometimes. would be nice to camp down on it as well.
maybe a sports field there (baseball, soccer) / Butte Creek ‐ signage improvements (on the way to
the property) would be greatly appreciated by those without a GPS, and many with GPS. / Butte
Creek ‐ the camping area we were in was on a steep hill and it some of the exits from tents were
onto unsafe embankments. One of our parents twisted her ankle on it. Also, although we were
supposed to have a special needs closer spot, we were bumped because another pack had a
pregnant mom come for the first 6 hours of camp and then she went home after having secured a
better camping spot for her Pack. Then our Pack was left placed in an overcrowded camping area,
with several other packs. It was rather annoying especially since we had submitted our forms 6
months ahead of time. One of our parents who attended had significant problems with the hiking
up the hill due to her asthma problems. (Since then she has not been willing to attend camp with
our group, It is unfortunate to lose volunteers for such a reason.) / Butte Creek ‐ why not put in
bathrooms near the camp sites. Boy Scouts seemed to be enthralled with kybos. Nothing wrong
with a little plumbing. / Butte creek had wasp nests in the Adirondacks. Less wasp nests. / Butte
Creek is a terrible place to bring Cub Scouts interested in moving up to Boy Scout when during
rain, the place turns into a puddle filled, muddy mess with little to no place to get out of the rain.
They need to keep the horses out of the meadow prior to fall activities (do you like sleeping on
Horse poop?). A few more covered areas are also needed. / Butte creek needs a better store. / Butte
Creek sleeping areas are awful in how they were set up. The hike to the top sites in the summer
heat are bad not to mention you get dirty and sweating getting back to your tent after a shower. /
Butte Creek‐ training center, long range shooting, dig out the pond for fishing, soccer field, looked
at their tractor last weekend and it has seen better days, slaughtering classes. / Gilbert Ranch ‐ This
is based on visits over a year ago ‐ improvement to the trail leading to the creek. I have attended
this camp twice (two years apart) and I have seen shoes removed and people fall on this trail due to
the mud and running water. / Gilbert Ranch should be extended for another night or two. Scouts
go from two nights at Cub World and Butte Creek to 6 nights at Adventure Cove. / Have a horse
weekend for Webelos 2 at butte creek. Again an Outdoorsman program. Have the OA run both. /
I think that the horse camp would really benefit from having an overnight horse camping
experience. Pack your stuff, saddle up, and head out for a short trip to a nearby clearing. having a
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horse corral and hay shed located nearby would allow the horseback ride ʺday tripʺ currently
offered to be coupled with a primitive camping experience without too much concern for the horses
running away. Assigning watch duty during the night would help build some character and give
the boys a sense of duty and accomplishment. /

Improved the Gilbert ranch facility. the

improvement to the tents is a good step. you could do more if the weekend camping facilities were
more family oriented. / More horses riding at Butte creek. / Not sure I like the wooden ʺtentsʺ at
Butte Creek. Too hot, but they work great at Clark. One note about those things. They need a door
made out of canvas. / The check in and camp assignments were messed up last year at Butte Creek.
Our boys camp assignment got messed up and they ended up being stuck into an overcrowded
section. Also, the tent sites that we were assigned to were on a steep hill and some of the entries
into the platform tents were dangerous. / Gilbert Ranch‐More water pressure at upper camp sites, a
2nd day of horseback riding for the Scouts, improved shower facilities. / Gilbert Ranch ‐ The last
time I was there weeds were growing up through the floor boards of the shelters. I believe this was
allowing a higher than normal number of non‐flying bugs and slugs to crawl up those weeds into
the shelter. I have used a product called Brush and Berry Blocker which is essentially highly
concentrated vinegar to keep down weeds in some areas of our property. It works very well and
would be safe to use around sleeping areas. / Gilbert Ranch ‐ the Trading Post could be more
spacious, there was always a bottle neck there. We spent to much time waiting in line. / Scouters
Mtn and Gilbert Ranch ‐ I suggest having a more level parade field. It can be dangerous (even
walking) on such an uneven surface, running can be downright disastrous! /

Camp Clark
Kitchen and dining area not great at Adventure Cove, but I hear it has been remodeled / Clark ‐
Put in a swimming pool / Adventure Cove ‐ replace canvas tents with wood wall/metal roof bldgs.
/ Adventure cove needs to make a point to tell Scouts to put the seat down to reduce the smell in
kybos. Find a way to strap down the tent covers to prevent being blown off by the wind. / At Camp
Clark there should be drinking fountains at all of the camp sites and the waste water should drain
away from the wash station to reduce the muddy mess. / build nicer staff cabins with lighting and
electricity at Camp Clark, / Butte Creek and Clark are good now that the dining has been renovated
at Clark. / Camp Clark ‐ better outhouses! Again, we lose too many boys in the Cub Scout program
due to bad outhouses. If we have to use outhouses then install ones similar to Camp Meriwether
with solar powered LED light panel for night use. / Camp Clark ‐ change bathroom/shower to
single units / Camp Clark ‐ More Adakʹs to replace the tent platforms. / Camp Clark ‐ Same as
Meriwether, road in needs graded. / Camp Clark could use road improvements. / Camp Clark
could use something to reduce the ground dust in heavy winds (around the dining hall). / Camp
Clark was tough ‐ our main picnic table broke apart during dinner on a November night. Better
sites near Ocean did not have water Upper sight was dingy / Camp Clark would also benefit by a
low retaining wall around the beach side of the dining hall: it would level the ground and would
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provide some seating while people are hanging out/waiting for grub. / More family cabins for
weekend use at Camp Clark. / Our den did have some problems at Adventure Cove this summer.
There was a lack of leadership on the part of the camp staff. There was no emphasis on completing
Webelos Achievements. In the past, camp staffers have taken a better leadership role with the
Patrols, so we were disappointed. We feel that if we did not have three highly dedicated adults
from our Pack attending, the boys would not have completed a number of their projects (to include
rocket building) and our boys may have gotten injured on the beach hike, due to the rocky terrain.
Also, on the first day of camp, the dining hall was a disaster with such long lines that it took so long
to get food and eat, that none of the boys in our den got BOB time. It did improve later in the week
though, when the kitchen staff changed the dining style to Family Style Dining. On the good side,
the camp is in an amazingly beautiful location and the weather was great. / use the beach and the
water at Clark and Meriwether. / We were not happy this summer with the Adventure Cove camp
directorʹs feeling that boys earning awards is not important.

Also, the camp was rather

disorganized with not enough staff in each station to lead activities.

I strongly feel that

experienced, organized camp leadership is essential in the boys having a great camp experience.
And it is important for them to earn achievements so that they can more quickly achieve their
Arrow of Light / Trail maintenance is needed here roots are dangerous to for getting to and from
camps. New dining hall is urgent for this camp. Station facilities could be improved as well. The
snoopy houses are nice here and should continue. In general all camps should strive for the mini‐
dakʹs as they are nice and easy to work with and keep clean. /

Camp Cooper
At Camp Cooper the trail down to the waterfall could be improved. / Better dining hall at Cooper /
Better road signage or detailed maps to get to Camp Cooper. / Better signage to camp Cooper /
CAMP COOPER ‐ Developing trails suitable for mountain biking. Camp Cooper needs something
that will identify a ʺuniqueʺ quality for the camp. Maybe environmental sustainability since the
area have unique flora and fauna and would provide a laboratory of sorts for year round study. /
Camp Cooper ‐ I Suggest a new dining facility, mini dacs in all camp sites, training room / Camp
Cooper ‐ I suggest opening up for summer camping program / Camp Cooper ‐ I would suggest a
bigger kitchen and more kitchen staff. i attended Cooper this summer and that was my largest
complaint. either they wouldnʹt make enough food for the meal of way too much food. more
supply deliveries and a better developed staff / Cooper ‐ Improved dining hall / Camp Cooper ‐
increase the scope of the COPE Course / Camp Cooper – Lock[ing?] storage buildings for Archery
and Rifle / Camp Cooper ‐ Mini‐dacs / Camp Cooper ‐ more flush toilets. / camp Cooper a bigger
stage area and water heaters for the lake / Cooper‐ Rebuild the bathrooms, check & repair all A‐
frames / Camp Cooper‐ bigger lake / Camp Cooper could use a bigger parade grounds. / coop
Camp Cooper could use additional facilities; covered shelter to provide better summer camp
programs. / Camp Cooper‐ I suggest ATV riding, as permissible with risk management. / Camp
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Cooper‐ make a better path from upper parking lot, too hard to haul gear to campsites. / Camp
Cooper needs a new and bigger Dining Hall, a new Trading Post and bigger, better parking lot. /
Camp Cooper needs some improvement on Cope Course. / camp Cooper outhouses were not in
good shape / Camp Cooper to have at least one real bathroom facilities for the boys. / Camp
Cooper.

This camp needs new dining hall, camp site improvements, better signage, flush toilets

and more shower houses. Just about a total overhaul. / Camp Cooper: Keep the lake filled.

It

might also be fun to cook some in the campsites like you do at Baldwin since the dining hall is a
little smaller situation. / Camp Cooper: The dining hall needs to be replaced! / Camp Cooper: A
flushing bathroom in Camp Cooper. It would be nice to have one of these in camp. / Camp Cooper:
Could have a better TTFC area / Camp Cooper; Kybos need deodorizing. Need wash stands at
dining hall. Need Kybos and water at activity areas. Great camp for ATV program! / Camp
Cooper‐I have long felt that if you could divert a large portion of the water coming in through a
conduit around the lake so that more water stays in and warms up, the lake may not be so cold. /
Cooper ‐ allow more use of the High Ropes course to many attenders. / Dining Hall improvement
at Camp Cooper. / Expand Camp Cooperʹs dining hall and summer camp related facilities. / For
Camp Cooper‐ please redo the Scout shower house and add some porcelain flush toilets to it. We
had several Scouts who refused to go in the kybo and so we ended up escorting them to the adult
toilet facilities. / I suggest the pit toilets at Camp Cooper be drained, cleaned and buried. New
facilities are a must. / I think there should be mini‐dacs at Camp Cooper because due to the hilly
terrain tent space is limited. Every good spot already has a tent platform and most of our tents donʹt
fit. I think this would encourage more troops to use Cooper thus creating a need for Campmasters.
Then the program would expand to the camp. The Shooting Sports Committee thinks that the
Cooper rifle range would be the easiest to adapt to handgun, too / Our Troop has worked hard to
help reactivate Camp Cooper. It needs a climbing wall. Love the camp other than than that. It
does still need continued help with facilities (shelters at archery, finish shelters at some of the camp
sites) / use Camp Cooper more often; / Cooper ‐ better lake / Cooper ‐ better map to get there /
Cooper ‐ renovate the outhouses, they are disgusting. Replace the tent with Adirondacks or mini‐
dacks. Expand the Archery and Rifle ranges to accommodate more Scouts at one time. Offer All of
Cycling Merit Badge, including the 50‐mile Bike ride. Bigger generator and electricity to the
Trading post. Better insect control (i.e. horseflies). A Tree top Zip line that goes across the camp,
that takes advantage of the changes in elevation, and to use it for treetop nature tours of the camp.
Meriwether is probably the best camp in Council, and probably the United States. Camp Cooper is
a beautiful camp, just on a smaller scale. It just needs updating, to be just as good and as popular as
Meriwether. People think that there needs to be a draw, or gimmick to each camp (i.e. it was
presented out at Cooper this summer that they want to get ATVʹs there, for their ʺdrawʺ to the
camp, which would be an awful idea). If you just made improvements and upgrades to the camp,
you would have 3‐season camping there. / Cooper ‐ Tear down and rebuild the cabins for year
round use and meetings / Cooper . Utilize it more. / Cooper and Morison both need to be updated
enough to run as full camps again...however, we do not need expensive fancy buildings at camp,
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just functional ones / Cooper: Bugs and Lake Hurl. / Cooper: improve driving directions on the
Council web site and in the Camp Guide, and improve signage on the route in from Willamina. /

Camp Ireland
Many people want flush potties at Camp Ireland. I would prefer not to have them. If we install just
a few they will get trashed which will be more to cleanup and the staff REALLY doesnʹt want to
have to do that as well. If we say theyʹre just for adults Cubs wonʹt listen and many adults still donʹt
treat them well. I also think itʹs part of the ʺcamp experienceʺ and if people have that big of a
problem with our potties, they can go home and use their own. Our Honey Buckets are beautiful
compared to some other campsʹ kybos. And those are to me, still part of camp experience. / better
parking for Hillsboro site / Camp Ireland ‐ full use in the winter / Camp Ireland ‐ Needs a better
fence/gate. It is just too easy at this time for the neighborhood to enter that facility / Camp Ireland ‐
repair old bridge; hard piped hand‐wash stations in upper parking lot and lower field / Camp
Ireland: Parking improvements and install a permanent bridge so that meadow can be accessed
year round. / Camp Ireland; replace bridge for winter use. / I would also like to see the area that
was used for parking at Camp Ireland (the old obstacle course/nature trail) blocked off from vehicle
traffic so that the native species would return. This area was full of trilliums, ferns, tiger lilies, etc.
Also there is a danger of killing the firs from vehicles compacting the soil. I would be glad to help
with the actual work necessary to accomplish this. / Iʹd like to see the bridge at Camp Ireland up
and running, itʹs been three years and itʹs out every time so we only get to see the one side of the
camp right by the parking lot/entrance site. / No, but itʹd be cool if the Ireland bridge could be
fixed. / So Camp Ireland redo the stage, / Ireland ‐ It is such a convenient camp location for family
camps and training. I wish that the Council would put more money into or allow some eagle
projects to help improve the facilities. It would be a waste to allow it to continue in disrepair. /
Ireland ‐ new permanent bridge solution (i.e. old rail flat car bridge, etc.) / Ireland ‐ update the
hanging bridge. / Ireland, I suggest that the bridge is either fixed or removed / Ireland: Need to
provide overnight camping. Need a fire bowl. /

Camp Lewis
Add Adirondacks to Camp Lewis for winter use. / Again, itʹs been 20 years since Iʹve been to camp
Lewis, so I donʹt know what has changed in that time. / At Camp Lewis, the Adirondacks are in
poor condition. New Adirondacks? / Better road to drive down into Camp Lewis in Battleground,
WA...it was touch and go last year when I was driving down and it was kind of muddy and rainy
out. / Build kitchen facilities and move NYLT to Camp Lewis. / Camp in Washington get rid of it
or fix the trails, the bathrooms, the mini decks, everything. / Camp Lewis ‐ a few tent pads (mostly
for adults) in Ft Rains/Riggs area / CAMP LEWIS ‐ Additional covered areas / Camp Lewis ‐ better
campsites covered picnic tables improved Adirondack / Camp Lewis better out houses. Clear out
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brush more/fix Adirondacks / Camp Lewis ‐ bigger Adirondacks, to accommodate larger boy
Scouts for weekend camping. / camp Lewis ‐ help the chapel, it needs work. Would even love to
volunteer to help Camp Lewis. / camp Lewis ‐ I suggest improved bathroom facilities. / Camp
Lewis ‐ Really needs more KYBOʹs. Three for the entire property is ridiculous / Camp Lewis could
use a little love ‐ itʹs one of my favorite camps, because itʹs so close to home :) / Camp Lewis has
terrible signage into camp, on trails/pathways, buildings. Very confusing during Day camp. /
Camp Lewis‐ I suggest that you give them money so they donʹt fall apart. / Camp Lewis needs
electricity, running water, road maintenance, and more parking / Camp Lewis needs running
water and electricity. / Camp Lewis needs water and electric brought in. / Camp Lewis: New
Adirondacks / Camp Lewis; Replace or repair Adirondacks / Camp Lewis‐attended day camp and
wished would have been a little more clear where to go/find things because as a parent you are
kind of out of the loop / maintain the facilities at Lewis / More bathrooms at Camp Lewis. Better
removal of NETTLES at Camp Lewis. / Some of the shelters need attention at Camp Lewis. / When
I went to camp Lewis I was appalled at the state of the cabin. Dirty, rundown and super smelly
from rodents. / Lewis Adirondacks are in grave repair. This would be a great camping property if
the accessibility to the sites were clearer and KYBOS nearer. I was there is summer camp and canʹt
imagine the Scouts staying there this winter or when the rains come as it will be a mud hole with all
the backhoeing that has happened there. I was sadly not impressed with Camp Lewis and hope that
further improvements are in the works soon! / Lewis need to have all of the Adirondacks torn
down. They are not safe in the condition I saw them in 3 years ago. That is a great sight. Not far
from Portland. Close to town. Nice river. It would be nice to see it used more. / Lewis, New fire
bowl / Lewis: new kybos,

Camp Meriwether
Make sure that the Meriwether instructors know the material they are teaching, and that they
interact with the boys. Most instructors have been great but we have had a couple years where the
boys knew more than the instructor. / At Meriwether this year we had to put up several tents and
finding level areas not used as egress was difficult. / Camp Meriwether ‐ New Adirondacks. /
Camp Meriwether ‐ Big Lodge needs new windows. Road in needs graded / Camp Meriwether ‐
High Adventure Bikes / Camp Meriwether ‐ I suggest refurbishing the Big Lodge for use as a
museum, or OA lodge. The property has significant history and should be maintained for future
generations of Scouters. / camp meriwether & camp clark ‐ I know that the Road(s) into both of the
Camps would cost too much to pave, but it would be nice if some work could be done to improve
them. / Camp Meriwether‐ cleaner bathrooms/shower houses / Camp Meriwether‐ Continue to
renew the Adirondacks at the campsites. / Camp Meriwether could use a brochure/guidebook
about area trails (how to get to the tide pools, etc), historic finds on the site (gravesites of the
Champlainʹs, etc), what is there to do here, etc. / Camp Meriwether. Keep the Chapel in the
present location. If you move it too far away, you will lose an effective Chaplaincy. / Camp
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Merriweather or Camp Clark: build a northwest coast native american plank house for use by the
Order of the Arrow, and for instructing Indian Lore merit badge with a northwest coast theme. See
Eric Pond for the concept. /

Camp Meriwether‐ Power options for medical needs /

Camp

Meriwether, Food needs to be done differently. I have been there with two boys at different times
and the food was not very good both times. I will not go back there for that reason / I suggest for
camp Meriwether to post more maps and directions to help lead Scouts to their badge camps / I
swore years ago never to go back to Meriwether, even though the troop goes there annually or
more, because the bathroom facilities are horrid. / I would love to see access to showers (mainly
showers but flush toilets too) during the off season at Camp Meriwether if arrangements are prior
made. The Adirondacks could use a bit of work too. / In all honesty I enjoyed going to Camp
Meriwether and Camp Pioneer. I had some memorable experiences there / Meriwether ‐ allow
more use of the climbing tower / Merriweather‐ Has enough buildings, improve the current
buildings and do more to promote the property / move/create new kybos at Meriwether. / No
need to change anything at Meriwether. It is obviously the star of the council, and enough funds
have been spent to draw people from all over the country. / Several years ago I made several trips
to Camp Meriwether, both as a leader, senior campmaster and on Staff as a Commissioner. I was
there when they made the first dig in the ground for new Dinning Hall and Facilities (New Staff
Cabins etc) and was there at the Completion Ceremony and Campfire. I think Council has done a
great job in that Camp for improvements. Have not visited other Camps for a long time to know
what they need. /

Meriwether‐ Improve signage in the camp and road/trail conditions /

Meriwether: road width / Meriwether‐access or the ability to go to someone to get access to the
flush toilets in the off season would be cool. / Meriwether ‐ a new tower for the water front is much
needed. A boat house on both sides of the lake. And offer jet ski riding. / Meriwether ‐ replace
rotting planks in Adirondacks, replace crumbling staircases, and install boardwalks to combat
erosion of pathways. / Meriwether could use improvements to the big lodge, even though it is not
really used for summer program lots of people use it for weekend camping and the OA uses the
building heavily. / Meriwether: Thanks for putting $$$ into it. Great dining hall; new climbing
tower. / Camp Meriwether‐ I suggest a better stocked trading post. Camp Parsons was way better. I
appreciated being able to get discounted older camp shirts. / I believe that when my son went to
Camp Meriwether they said it was hard to find things at first and they had to run all over for their
merit badges. /

Camp Morrison
Need to decide whether Morrison is worth keeping. Hard to get to, limited usability, needs lots of
work / Camp Morison, fill the lake again. That is a good camp close to Portland that could be a nice
camp to go to. / camp Morrison ‐ Gravel on muddy roads / camp Morrison ‐ I suggest (a)
promulgating the usage of it; (b) having access to buildings and equipment there; and (c) creating
opportunities for young Scouts to have a day camp, or trail to First Class weekend campouts there.
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/ Camp Morrison ‐‐ I suggest new facilities be invested in this area. Itʹs a wonderful spot and could
use some attention. / Camp Morrison ‐ I suggest rebuilding or renovating the dining hall to
improve the appearance of the camp. Improvements to this camp landmark will lead to more
Interest and attention for the camp. / Camp Morrison ‐‐ I would like to see this camp made more
usable, specifically for Cub Scout family camping. / Camp Morrison gets heavy use from local
troops. The Cabin needs to be rebuilt and bathrooms/showers better maintained. / Camp Morrison
I have only been here once earlier this year May I think we had our Father son camp here, Nice area
but it too needs some tender loving care. I would find all the Eagle Scouts that live within 25 to 50
miles of a facility and form them into the care takers of that facility like little fraternities to the camp
and then setup a committee of two representatives from each camp to be the inspector and
controller of the facility care / Camp Morrison is a great weekend camping destination. Would
suggest a shower house and some site improvements. The Adirondacks and big shelter are great.
Other individual camps can use help. / Camp Morrison is in a great place but the last time were
there (1.5 years ago.) there was water damage from a poorly installed roof, lighting was getting wet
and there were rats everywhere. / LOVE and Care at Camp Morrison / Morrison ‐ Improve
internal roads / the road at Morrison down the hill to the shelter got my car stuck and they need to
re‐grade and gravel it / We camped at a ground near Scio, OR (I forget the name of the camp) but it
was super hard to find and once we arrived nothing was marked so we just set up and did our
thing. Some signs to at least indicate ʺCamp Blah‐Blah 5 milesʺ with an arrow...just so you know itʹs
there, we almost turned around and abandoned the trip that weekend. /

Morrison and Cub

resident camps ‐ keep creating mini daks, put built in cot into them, add electricity to some for
adults. Create electrical outlets for RVs in designated spots so donʹt have extension cords running
all over the place / Morrison‐ looking around the property this summer and seeing the lack of
reservations I would like to see this property sold and money put into the other camps in the salem
area. / Morrison needʹs major TLC, too. Also, can the lake be re‐dammed up? / Morrison‐‐ this
camp has been a camp without a plan for a long time. Its a pretty piece of property and close to our
troopʹs location. Make a modest, reasonable plan then do it. / Morrison: upgrade water system;
promote use for weekend camping /

Nanitch Lodge
The uphill trail to Nanitch Winter Lodge is absurd! I donʹt think itʹs particularly safe although
nobody I have talked with has had any accidents yet. / Nanitch ‐ better parking arrangement /
Nanitch lodge ‐ Some work on the rear entrance would be beneficial. /

Phlox Point Lodge
Phlox hut ‐ I suggest improving the lighting so there is more light and easier to use.
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Camp Pioneer
I have not been to camp pioneer for a while

I know bad winters can cause damage, so general

inspections and repairs. / At Pioneer years ago we had to put up a half‐dozen tents ‐ we havenʹt
been back since and donʹt plan on going anytime soon ‐ too many other options. / camp pioneer ‐
climbing tower; Urinals in all outhouses and restrooms / Camp Pioneer ‐ a trail from OA Lake and
Big Fir to the shooting ranges without back tracking. / Camp pioneer ‐ ʹadvertise the hike to the
falls more ‐ quite beautiful and easy walk / Camp Pioneer ‐ better hand washing facilities by dining
hall to encourage washing. And better trading post. / Camp Pioneer ‐ cabins or Adirondacks for
winter camping and a meeting room with heat and power for snow time usage. / Camp Pioneer ‐
Dining shelters like you find at Baldwin and Meriwether / Camp pioneer ‐ improved handicraft
area. We just returned from Camp Baker, OTC; they had a fabulous handicraft area. / Camp
Pioneer ‐ more mosquito protection in the lakes / Camp Pioneer ‐ Needs a new shower House. /
Camp Pioneer ‐ Stents / Camp Pioneer‐‐ Add winter camping program. Might entail Sno‐cats or
other means of transportation into the camp, and then use it as a base camp for cross country skiing
or snowshoe activities. / Camp pioneer‐ I suggest that maybe providing more funding to the camp
for little projects that the camp staff or camp committee or just troops can do for work weekends or
projects that can be done during the summer, like covered areas for each of the areas, for shade and
rain protection. / camp pioneer is a great camp. every year they put together a great staff. / Camp
Pioneer needs a safer walkway to the site from the parkway. It is rather dangerous for older people
& those carrying supplies. Also for the handicap. Presently this isnʹt a good camp for handicapped
kids or adults. / Camp Pioneer needs more toilet facilities (they need to be closer together). /
Camp Pioneer road ‐ however, I heard it has been improved, but I have not seen it. / Camp
pioneer‐ sat phone / Camp Pioneer should have an out bound program. / Camp pioneer. Not
enough Adirondacks. Group had to stay in tents that were in bad shape. / Camp Pioneer.. get the
dang roof fixed on the dining hall / Camp Pioneer: More kybos. We were in a campsite with one
kybo for 28 people. At Baldwin the Kybos have multiple stalls, but not at Pioneer. However, we
were in the campsite with the Kybo with the solar light, I would like to see those installed in all of
our council kybos. / Camp Pioneer: 2nd wash station outside the mess hall. More Kybos per larger
campsites. Replace aging picnic tables at campsites. Structural shelters for benches in campsites
and activity stations. / Camp Pioneer: Shelter for each campsite / Camp Pioneer: Would be very
nice to have shelters in each campsite. / Camp Pioneer; offer Venture camping / backpacking event
down to and around Marian Lake. / Camp Pioneer‐Better out houses. Additional outbound
facilities. A zip line would also be nice. / Camp Pioneer‐Get rid of Mosquito Lake, i got eaten alive
because of that pond. / Camp Pioneerʹs parking lot is a bit inconvenient, with the 3‐deep parking
that is required. / Camp Pioneer‐Shotgun range / Camp Pioneer: develop winter lodge. winter
camp program. / campsite shelters for Camp Pioneer. / Cell tower at Camp Pioneer / Climbing
tower at Pioneer / For Camp Pioneer‐ I think the outhouses need to be fixed so that it is easy to tell
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they are occupied. As is, one can be using the stool, (which has the door) and someone can come in
to use the urinal. Even something as simple as a rope and hook on the blind corner to indicate it is
in use. / I believe Camp Pioneer is a hidden gem for camp. This would be the ideal property to do
some pioneering and Scouting heritage. Use knot and lashing to show camping equipment such as
chairs, tables, kitchen was centers, hand washing stations. Pioneering merit badge area needs to be
expanded there is not enough room for everything going on in this area. / I love Camp Pioneer. / I
really enjoyed camp pioneer. At summer camp the staff ran out of things very early such as camera
for the photography badge and a few other items. / More merit badges at pioneer / My sonʹs Troop
went to Pioneer this past summer. My husband went along as one of the adult leaders. I will
encourage him to take this survey. / Pioneer ‐ Bat Boxes / pioneer should be known for sweet staff
and merit badges / Pioneer! I love Pioneer. Better waterfront training and better canoes ‐ I know it
is hard to keep them fixed up. Mark the paths with plant identification names etc... all over, so as
the boys walk around they come to recognize the different trees and shrubs. Oh, and contract with
that Osprey to fish the lake at every opportunity. / Take more advantage of the view of Mt.
Jefferson and surrounding trail system. / The last time I went to camp Pioneer it needed a facility
upgrade, hopefully one comparable to Meriwether and possibly a cell tower. Maybe a small theater
for the drama program that I have only seen at this camp. Additionally the theater could double as
a stage for the music merit badge. / Pioneer ‐ Outfit the main building for winter use for high
adventure /

Pioneer (water front was in need of attention when we were there), Station

improvements were needed as well, small shelters/buildings for stations would be handy, trail
work was needed as well. lots of roots and dusk, had Scout Master severely sprain ankle (he is an
avid athlete) / Pioneer could use more parking. / Pioneer could use some real mosquito killing.
Not a joke here. They really need it. Other than that it is perfect as is. / Pioneer‐ Mosquito control /
Pioneer‐ small cabin with a wood stove, kybos could be painted next summer, health lodge need a
remodel. / Pioneer, permanent program shelters, rebuild commissioner building / pioneer. fire the
cook. very poor food at summer camp this year. / Pioneer: Definitely need to keep the lease /
Pioneer: a bigger showerhouse.

Camp Royce-Finel
A better way into Royce Finel (sp) Someday I will make it there, but as I understand it you have to
canoe in or hike in. Perhaps the council would provide a small fleet of row boats or canoes to get
your gear in. / Access into Royce Finel is tough. / Better access to Camp Royce Finel, like, back
door access! / Camp Royce‐Finel, needs help getting fixed up. It is a great property when pair with
the Lewis and Clark Historic Trail hike CPC has. / Camp Royce‐Finel. Trail improvement. Need
foot bridges over the waterways. / Publish more info about Royce Finel. I hardly hear about it.
What can you do there? Maybe set‐up a Canoe/Kayak Camp like Northern Tier. / Royce Finel ‐
Improve trail / Royce Finel ‐ As this camp is closest to us, it would be nice if we could use it
pack/family camping / Royce Finel is the only property at the coast and is so run down and
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inaccessible that my troop will no longer consider using it. I do know that when improvements
were made that local vandals had often destroyed everything there. If you want to sell off a
property that cannot be improved to become useful or cannot be secured from vandals, then sell
off Royce Finel /

Scouters’ Mountain
At Cub World there should be better drinking fountains at the campsites. / At Scouterʹs Mountain,
refurbish the tee pees. / Cub World is a great location with lots of area. Could build it out more
and make it a weekend camping place for Scout families. / Cub World: Ventilation in the boxcars
was so poor that the kids had difficulty sleeping. Consider installing operable windows and
painting the roofs white. / Discovery ‐ More level ground to have tents. / I feel that the kitchen at
Cub World when we were there needed improvement. The dishwasher was old and slow and the
kitchen felt dirty and cluttered. / I heard Scouterʹs Mountain is being sold. Would like to see
another Camp set up near the Portland area of similar facilities and size that could continue Cub
World, Jamborees, etc / If Scouters MT. is sold where will the fall ordeal be held? We are looking
for another sits for the Ed Harris Memorial Auction. / In‐ground drainage system and loose top soil
placed around the fort at Scouters’ Mountain to direct water away from entrances, stairways and
any support structures. / It would be nice to keep Camp Discovery open, it so close to town, people
can get there kids there, easily for day camp. / Keep Cub World? My kids loved the water slide. /
Loss of Scouterʹs Mtn ‐ can there be a COPE course replacing that loss? Or, improve the lay out of
the one at Cooper? Hard to watch others at Cooper. Maybe one at Morrison, and make it a
ʹpioneering meccaʹ there: COPE, low COPE, structures, timed events, problem solving, etc. / re‐
paint the tepees at Scouters’ Mountain / Same improvements as listed for Scouters Mtn. / Scouters’
Mountain ‐ I believe there was talk about getting rid of Scouters’ Mountain. I am very against this.
This is a nice property, close to many troops, has a great ropes course and is available for many
activities. / Scouters’ Mountain ‐ I suggest some renovation in the box cars and resurfacing of paths
near the tepees that tend to turn to mud after even a light rain. / Scouters’ Mountain ‐ repairs to the
grounds and equipment. Bad shape! / Scouterʹs Mountain Cub World ‐ I suggest removing the
connecting walls on the fort / Scouters’ Mountain needs drainage improvement to the bowl area if
you give up the stupid idea of selling this camp. / Scouters’ Mountain needs to have better
bathroom facilities. Water doesnʹt always work. Soap not always available. Bathrooms not very
clean compared with other facilities. Camp Parsons is the gold standard. I love that camp. That is
my favorite camp for many reasons including facilities, program, and staff. Aim to be like them
and you will be good. / Scouters’ Mountain: more trees to hide houses on hill side. The water slide
is a blast improving it or making something more permanent might be good. Adding a Tree‐to‐tree
course at Scouters’ Mountain and renting it to the public would be a great resource for income and
exposure to Scouting. Have Class A Scouts work the facility. This Facility being so close to the city
should be used as a great advertisement for Scouts. We can bring Scouting even to the city. The
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tee‐pee, fort and train cars all need attention, Goldies could be expanded for larger events, Camp
discovery could take tours of the other camp to encourage Scouts to try the overnight camp. I was
disappointed to hear my old pack only took boys to camp discovery(day camp) all ages. They
didnʹt feel like there was a need to try other camps this is shameful as they are missing out on many
new things. / Sell Scouters’ Mountain / Skateboard Park at Scouterʹs mountain near cope course. /
We were at Scouters Mt for Mud Cubs. The facility looked completely adequate! / Well, Cub
World’s been sold and the only comments I have relate to that site. /
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Q47: What camping styles do you enjoy?
Response choices: (in alphabetical order)

Cabin camping
Camp-provided Adirondacks (three-sided cabins) in campsites
Camp-provided tents in campsite
Hammock camping (sleep in hammocks)
I don’t like to go camping at all
RV camping (RV trailer or RV motorhome)
Snow Camping
Tailgate camping (pull vehicle into campsite, sleep nearby)
Tent camping (pitch a tent)
Trail camping (hike for two or more days, camping trail-side in tents)
Other: (type in box below)

Presented to all respondents, in random order.

Q47 Results:
Data results are found in the main report; text responses listed below:

Youth members
Backyard camping / Pull up the car that has: food, tents, and bedding, nearby. Then pitch tents, un
pack and get cozy. / Under the stars (no tents, just a tarp and sleeping bag) / Really any kind of
camping, some listed sound fun but I havenʹt had the chance to try them yet. / Wilderness Survival
/ Rock‐climbing nests / sleeping under the stars or on the ground / yurts / survival camping /
Adirondacks / tent platforms

Adults
Adirondacks are fine if they have a curtain covering the open side / Any! My family loves to camp.
Never been RV camping or trail camping but would love to try! / As a female in an LDS group I am
not allowed to go camping with my sons group even though we are not LDS / as long as there is
sanitary running water for special needs / ATV trail ride and camping event. / back packing / Back
packing camping / backpacking / Backpacking then camp / Biggest problem with all of the camping
experiences is that all of the adults snore and keeps me awake; would like it quiet / boat camping /
Boat camping / Boat camping, and horseback camping / boat in / Boating / boating / Boating Treks /
Camping with a view of the stars. / canoe and tent trips like Willamette river water trail although
backpacking is my favorite / canoe trek / Canoe trip camping / float trip camping / Frankly I am
satisfied being a troop secretary and letting my husband go and other adults. I see nature on my
farm. I highly value outdoor recreation for my son with other youth; it supports our life style and
our values. / have my husband meet us at each trail head with the camp set up and dinner ready
when we walk up at the end of the day. / High Adventure camping / Horse camping / Horse
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camping with tents, canoe camping / hotel / Hotel camping / I cannot camp due to disability / I
enjoy hiking to the outskirts of camp and tent camping for the weekend. / I like to sleep under a
tarp lean‐to. / I like to vary my camping experiences I enjoy all listed here they each serve a
purpose, as my children have grown the so has the challenge and variety of the camping / I no
longer camp with or without Scouts so this is N/A I am now in a support position for Scouting and
not as active as I once was. due to age and health. / I prefer short hike in and camp for two night
rather than tailgate but enjoy both. Have yet to try Hammock camping but would like to. / I used to
like trail camping as I age Iʹm getting more limited in ability to pack heavy loads. / Lodge camping
and tent trailer / minimalist camping, wilderness survival / My age and stability thwart the idea of
treks I did long ago. / nearby toilets, showers, medical aid, organized leadership / On rowboat or
sailboat, canoe, raft, etc. / One night hiking, hike in, stay the night, hike out. / primitive camping
along a waterway on a several day canoe/kayak trip / resorts / River camping (paddle for two or
more days, camping river‐side in tents or hammocks) / RV camping combined with ATV use on the
Sand Dunes. / sea Scout cruising / sleep aboard boat / Sleep in a lodge is my favorite. / Sleeping in
vehicle due to poor weather (Iʹm a wimp) / Sleeping under the stars / Snoring of other men can be
severe. And, I prefer the adventure of dispersed camping and hiking. / Snow camping. Apparently
I like it because I end up doing it most years. / snow caves / Snow caving. / Sometimes we just roll
ourselves up in tarps. / stents / sunny weather camping / Take the Sea Scout boat and stay on board
/ Tarp, Blanket, sky / To go hiking and camp use tarps to make a shelter or to lay down in / Trail /
Backpack Camping Under the Stars (in good weather) / trail camping is ok if done chuck wagon
style / Trekking between established camp sites ‐ back packing, float trips, etc. vs wilderness
camping / Trial camping with just tarps and ropes to make a open shelter / Unable to camp due to
arthritis. / under the stars / under the stars on a cot or sandy beach / water camping traveling in
canoes or sea kayaks / water like kayak trip / We camp in plastic / Wilderness backpacking (ie: Jeff
Park, Duffy Lake, PCT) / Wilderness survival (camp in structures made with materials on hand) /
Wilderness Survival Camping / Yurt / Yurt / Yurt camping / yurts / Yurts / Yurts /
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Q50: Of those that you marked ‘Other,’ please describe the sleeping
accommodations that you prefer:
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents who marked ‘Other’ in the previous question related to sleeping
accommodations

Q50 Results:
Youth responses
A shed or something you donʹt need a tent or anything to store gear for a day camp / cabin with
water / Day camp doesnʹt require sleeping accommodations / Day camp should be bringing all their
things too and from everyday. Overnight storage seems unnecessary. A covered table should be
acceptable for anyone who leaves things. / Family camp there should be an option to bring a trailer
or RV. / donʹt need a sleeping place for day camp / I donʹt believe personal gear should be stored
over night at camp during day camp. Covered tables during the day should be enough. / No walls,
just a roof with beams an all 4 corners holding it up. / open, covered/sheltered area / Plastic
tarp/covering

Adult responses
donʹt plan on doing / I did so both times under ʺdayʺ events, so the question does not apply. /
Program shelters / lockers for gear / RV Camping / A covered area to personal gear in. Either a
pop up or a ʺpicnic shelterʺ / A designated place in an open, roofed shelter or lean‐to. Or a place in
the lodge where you can claim a small space and a place to sit / A permanent shelter of some sort‐
perhaps a small wall‐less shelter, or a small shelter with one wall with Cubbyholes / A picnic table
with cover like at camp ireland was fantasic. It gave us a place to leave stuff, a place to gather and
the kids knew that was our space for the week. It also gave us a place to get out of the sun for
lunch. / a place for secure equipment storage. / A spot for personal gear storage is fine or personal
gear could be left in my car, if parking lot is not too far away / adult training would be good in a
hotel / all / An option is to leave your ʺgearʺ in the car. / Any available sleeping arrangement with a
waterproof roof would do. / Any covered area would do. A pop‐up or picnic shelter would do fine.
/ any kind of covered storage from a tarp to a cabin / Any open space is fine / Any safe location for
storage ‐ inside building. Cubbies, whatever. / Any safe spot. / At home / back problems make me
want a cot or a real bed / Because of health issues I am unable to sleep on the ground and prefer to
bring my RV which has appropriate accomodations for me. / Bringing our RV / car trunk enough
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for personal gear storage / Close parking and keep it in my car. / Covered area / Covered area for
day pack / Covered area for my group / covered area to keep my stuff off the ground and out of the
rain / Covered area, canopy / Covered or enclosed area to keep gear dry. / Covered picnic area for
storage / covered picnic table / covered picnic table area, designated ʺdenʺ site / Covered place to
set it out of dirt and rain. / Covered Shelter for rain depending on time of year. / Cubby or locker
for storage of personal items / Day camp ‐ why would I need sleeping accommodations. Perhaps I
donʹt understand the question? / Day Camp and one day training, gear storage can be in a car. /
Day Camp and Training = Secure storage area. / Week‐long adult training doesnʹt need to be done
in conjunction with camping, do it close to home or give the option of hotel. Many of us volunteer
our time and effort and have many responsibilities outside of Scouts. We cannot afford to be
disconnected for a whole week and will need to be 100% when we return from such training etc. /
Day camp doesnʹt require sleeping accommodations. / Day camp doesnʹt require sleeping gear. /
Day Camp for personal gear storage and One day adult training event: Covered area with some
type of floor (concrete, wood, etc.) (doesnʹt necessarily need walls) / Weekend and week long adult
training, and family camping: RV space with our without hookups / Day camp needs a roof and
table. / The same for a one day adult training. / I usually take my RV for family camping. / Day
camp should only need light gear. Day pack sould be sufficient. / day camp would not have a need
for over night sleeping / Day camp wouldnʹt have sleeping accommodations ‐ probably gear with
either remain with me or remain in my transportation. / Day Camps do not need sleeping
accomodations.

Any area out of the rain with secure gear storage would be fine. i.e it could be

kept in a barn or shed so long as it is monitored. / Day camps donʹt need sleeping facilities, just a
dry safe place for gear. / Day use ... Need area to place gear / Didnʹt feel I needed a place to store
my belongings. Or I guess I would have my stuff with me or in a car. / Does not apply / Donʹt need
anthing to store my gear for a day camp / donʹt need any / Donʹt need any space for just a day‐
training / donʹt need gear storage for one day / Donʹt need sleeping accommodations if you are only
there for the day.... / donʹt need those things for a day training or day camp / Donʹt see need for
sleeping at day camp. Just need area to be able to get out of rain. Tarp or roofed structure. /
Existing shelter style is fine for gear and lunches / for a 1 day event you wouldnʹt need sleeping
accommdations / For a one‐day training even, I wouldnʹt have any gear with me except a notebook
and pen I would think. If I needed more then that or was an instructor, I could keep things in my
car. / For adult training I would like to have the option to bring my rv trailer if it fit the intent of the
training and the location. / For both ‐ covered area that provides protection from the elements / For
day camp or one day training I would think you would keep your gear on you or in your vehicle. /
for Day Camp..no sleeping accomodations are needed only a place to get out of the sun or rain,
requirements would be the same for a one day adult training. / for day use, just a covered area and
cooking area. / For daycamps or other day time only events, some sort of gear locker would be a
nice convenience but it is not required. / For gear storage ‐ I donʹt see a need for a dedicated
structure / For gear storage, a simple tarp lean‐to with a floor to keep gear off ground is sufficient. /
For one day evens no sleeping accommodations are needed. / For one day events a simple secure
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covered location for gear storage is adequate. / For one day only situations, as long as there is safe,
dry storage for personal items, that is all that is needed / gear could be stored in car, if parking is
reasonably near, or in a shelter, near by / Gear storage can be in vehicle for day event. / good times /
Hammock with tarp shelter / have no preference / I donʹt believe any kind of ʺextraʺ facility is
necessary. we should be able to either keep our things with us, store them in our vehicle, or place
them in the meeting / training area. The camp should not be responsible for providing any kind of
accommodations for a day‐only event. / I donʹt feel I need sleeping accommodations for day camp.
though a locker would be nice, but not necessary. / I donʹt need sleeping accomidations for Day
Camp. That is the whole point of it. I also donʹt need them fora one day training unless we are
taking a nap. / I donʹt need sleeping accommodations for a day camp. My gear goes in my backpack
which goes with me. / I donʹt think gear storage needs a cabin or tent. Just some covered area to put
my stuff if it is going to rain. / I donʹt think much is needed for personal gear storage during day
camps or one‐day adult training events. / I donʹt understand what you are asking in this question. /
I marked Other for Day camps... hardly even need anything for gear storage. / I should be
responsible for my own equipment / gear for one‐day events. / I store my personal gear in my car / I
think RV camping is an important option for families that have special health needs and to
encourage any type of outdoor activity. An RV is a great home base for hiking day trips and
canoeing day trips. It gets the kids out of doors but is still convenient enough for older adults to be
able to attend and chaperone. / I think that whatever is at the camp is what makes it fun. Doesnt
matter to me. / I would prefer to leave my things in a locked car or locker. / IDK / If itʹs just a day
event we really only need an overhead covering, like a food shelter or gazebo thing / If itʹs raining,
itʹd be nice to have a building to store personal gear in for a day camp experience. / If out doors, just
provide shelter from elements for us or gear. / Iʹm not interested in any training. / In my car or on
the ground in my backpack / In our own car. / It depends on the circumstances. / It doesnʹt seem
logical to me that the camp should provide personal gear storage for a day camp. Being at day
camp doesnʹt require the camper or leader to bring along much gear. / It is only a day camp. / Itʹs
day camp! i think Iʹd just carry a backpack for my personal gear. What an odd question. / Just a
covered area (covered picnic area/table), or corner in a building. / Just a covered area out of the rain
to store gear for the day. / Just a covered secure area. / Just a fly to keep gear dry / Just a place for
storage. Doesnʹt matter. / just a place to store stuff that needs to stay dry and can be accessed
quickly / Just a secure / dry place if I do not want to carry a day pack / Just a spot for stuff is good /
Just a storage place that is easily accessable with security. / Just anywhere to store personal gear.
For a one‐day event, we just typically carry everything we need in a backpack and donʹt need to
store things anywhere. / Just covered areas for protection from weather when needed, open sided.
Convention outhouses nearby / Just need a dry place to store things for a day usage. / Just need a
table or chair in a room, would not need any special area / Just somewhere to stash gear, maybe
with lockers or other compartments / Keep gear in my car. / Leave in car. / leave it in your car /
Locker type location to store personal stuff. / Lockers / lockers for gear would be sufficient / lockers
in a building / Lockers or some secure place to store personal gear / Lockers where you bring your
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own lock would work nicely ‐ at a couple of convenient locations. / Maybe just à covered area to
keep our daypack dry. / My car for storage? / My own car seem sufficent / My own POV to store
equipment / My own RV / My personal RV / my truck / n/a / NA / NA / no accommodations are
needed / No accommodations required for Day Camp. Keep stuff with you or leave in car. An
assigned pavilion works well. / No need for sleeping accomadations. Just a safe place to put
personal things / no need for sleeping arrangements / no need for tent, etc. / No sleeping / No
sleeping accommodations needed for a day camp. / No sleeping accommodations needed. / No
sleeping accomodations needed for these. / No sleeping needed...just gear storage. / No storage
needed for one day events / no storage needed, would use a backpack for my personal belongings /
no storeage is needed. / none / None / none / none needed / None needed / none needed for day
camp / Not Happening / not necessarily electricity but with water access / not needed / Not sure
anything is needed for one‐day events / Not sure I would do overnight adult training. / not sure
what kind of personal gear I would need to store. / nothing / Nothing needed for day event except
secure place to store gear. / On the one day event an area to store any personal gear that you do not
want to carry all day / One day camp does not need storage if you can pack your stuff with you /
One shelter with small Cubicles, sort of like mail slots, should be sufficient for personal gear storage
to keep things dry / One‐day adult training events and day camps require no sleeping
arrangements. / Only need something if raining / open shelter / Other would be a canopy of sorts.
Something that provides shade and perhaps something to sit on ‐ ie. picnic table. / Our RV or boat. /
perhaps a community building. / Personal RV / Personal storage shed / Personal; gear storage can
be in my car or on my person. / Prefer no adult overnight training for me / Room or covered area if
outdoor / Rv / Rv / RV / rv / Rv camping for family and adult / RV or backpacking tent. / RV or
camping trailer / RV Parking Spot / RZv / sea Scout cruising boat / Self explanatory. / Shelter or
picnic table / silly questions / Since it is a one day event with no overnight it would be good for
storage / Since no sleeping is taking place a secure place to check in personal gear / Since there
would not need to be sleeping arrangements made for Day Camp/training a lodge or covered area
would be appropriate for storing any gear that might have to be brought. / sleep in own vehicle /
Sleeping accomdations are not needed nor is a place for storage of personal gear. The adults do not
need such a place / Sleeping accommodations are not needed. Just some place safe to keep gear. /
some sort of lockers or adult common room with shelves / Some sort of Lockers or ʹadults onlyʹ
Storage Room to be able to leave things in/retrieve things from during the day. / Some sort of
shelter should be available for storage, and for rain or sunshine protecting food and other gear. /
Some sort of shelter. / Someplace dry. / Somewhere secure and out of weather for personal gear
storage during Day Camp / Storage building or event hall / Storage does not need any facility. /
Storage lockers / STorage Lockers or room with tagging system. / Store in personal automobile in
parking lot / Storing my gear in the car is fine for a one‐day event / The best nightʹs sleep I ever had
while camping with Scouts was under a tarp. / The question is too vague. / There is no need for
storage for one‐day trainings or day camps. / There is no storage needed / These were day camps,
no accommodation needed. Can carry a day pack. / Those that were marked ʺotherʺ did not require
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sleeping arrangements. Storage of personal gear would be in the vehicle that got me to the site. / To
store gear for a day camp, a location in one of the lodges to drop gear is fine. / training facilities.
donʹt need any shelter for self since it isnʹt overnight. / travel trailer / Why do we need a sleeping
accomodation for gear storage? / wonʹt need to camp over for one day training. / Would like a
central area that is semi watched to store gear but do not require any other facilites. Just a semi safe
area if away from parking area other wise wear it on my back. / would use backpack, no storage
place needed / You donʹt need a tent or shelter to store gear. Can use a picnic shelter, etc. Just need
tog et it out of the rain. / Yurt / yurt /
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Q52: What are important things to you in a campsite?
Response choices:
[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents.

Q52 Results:
Text responses:

Youth members
A fire pit, covered eating area, well designed, not far from my activities, and quiet / A fire ring to
safely have fires in when permitted is great. Water within a short walk to cooking, cleaning, etc. as
well as a grey water disposal area close by. Large covered areas with multiple pick‐nick tables‐the
handicap style ones are great. They can be used for handicap people or the area at the end can be
used to set up the kitchen without taking away from eating space.) Itʹs great if the tables are
moveable so we can change the layout to fit our needs. Access to some kind of restroom facility
nearby is preferred, though shower houses and flush facilities that are a longer walk away in
addition to close facilities is okay. If sleeping areas themselves arenʹt provided (cabins,
Adirondacks, canvas tents, etc.) then level pebble areas to set up tents would be nice but thatʹs kind
of an ʺspoiledʺ extra. / A fire, a clothesline, a latrine, a tent, and access to fresh water. For inside the
tent, something to entertain myself, and bedding. / a map of the camp and a fire pit / A nice
cleared out area, and if possible bathrooms or kybos if the campsite is very well established. / A
place that feels like home, but I want to do more away from the campsite rather than be stuck there
for an unneeded amount of time. / A place to sleep, a table with a shelter to prepare meals and a
nice big fire bowl / A spacious tent for two‐three people, a water source, a table with
chairs/benches, and a firepit! / a tent / A water source nearby‐including grey water area. Access to
some kind of restroom within a short walk and a shower facility within walking distance but
further away. Tables to set community items on or to cook on/prep food at. Covered areas over the
tables is nice. Moveable tables so we can shift to our own needs are great. A campfire ring and the
ability to get vehicles reasonably close to load/unload even if they canʹt be parked there the entire
trip. / A wide open space in order to make big fires and cooking stations for great food. / Access to
water. / An electrical outlet to charge toothbrushes, phones to contact parents, and walkie‐talkies.
Somewhere to keep food brought by campers. A clean bathroom and shower. / Area for
fire/cooking and separate flat areas for sleeping / bathrooms / beds / build a fire / Camp fire ring,
flat tent sites, good drainage, trees for hammocks, shelter for dining, and if possible outhouses. /
Camp fire sometimes and my bed / Campfire bowl, cooking area, rain shelter, seating / Clean and
closed off feeling. / Clean outhouses. / Clean, accessible, easy to find with good signage and well‐
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maintained cabins/tents. / Clean, space, a fire pit, a table / Cleanliness / Cleanliness, litter‐free. /
Cook area, Tents, and central meeting place all easy accessible. Mostly clean area. Flat area for
setting up tents. Close to the wilderness / Cook sleep play cards / cook, eat, sleep, and games / cook,
set up tent, meeting, teach other kids / Cook, sleep, eat, unpack, pack. / cooking shelter, picnic
tables / Covered areas, Water nearby / Decent bedding with no bed bugs, a decent sized tent (pup
tent= 1 person, 4 person tent=2 people, 8 person tent = 4 people etc.) / doing nothing / easy to get to
and convenient to camp activities / EAT! / eat, sleep, play cards, tell jokes / Family fun activities /
Fire pit / Fire pit covered area for in site eating or playing games in the rain / fire pit spots to place
my tent area to set table to cook / Fire Pit with seating nearby. / fire pit, location according to fresh
water source and restroom / fire pit, restroom, water, / fire, water, food, and somewhere to sleep
without bringing my tent / fish, hike, walks, rifles / flat / Flat , fire ring with grate, / Flat spots for
tents or survival shelters / Flat spots in a campsite, clean facilities, Trees. / Flat, not too rocky, not a
place where mosquitoes are attracted too, and near a water source (Lake) / Food, water, bathrooms.
/ food, water, shelter / Full kitchen capabilities (i.e. cooking, cleaning, and eating), sleeping area,
recreational area (i.e. fire pit, table) / Good camping ground (not rocky or uneven). / Good ground /
Good spots to set up tents (if other accommodations are not provided), access to water. / Grass, fire
pit, size, shade. / have fun / having fun and making new friends / I is safe for the children and can
be fun and inviting / lantern, campfire / Location, size, campfire ring / lots of roaming space, secret
paths and shortcuts / My mom has to have flush toilets or she wonʹt go. / Fire pits for making
sʹmores / Biking/hiking trails are a nice feature / Not sure / open area w/ some trees / Pack and
unpack / Picnic tables,bath rooms,non rockey camp sites, steel fire pits / room to play / safe and
cosy / space to set up a tent and also have enough space to do fun stuff when bored. / shelter, bed /
Shelter, Fire, water, open space. / Shelter,food,water

/ Shelters, distance from outhouses and

showerhouses, distance from water, cleanliness, terrain. / sleep / sleep and food / Sleep, cook meals,
gathering place (troop of 85 kids+adults), sometimes campfire. / sleep, eat, whittle / Sleep, meeting
spot if centralized, switch out get more gear. / sleep, play games, and eat / Sleeping and Eating.
Unless itʹs at summer camp. Then I mostly only sleep in my campsite. / sleeping area, fire pit area,
shelter? / Sleeping Arrangements, Place to cook, Bathroom/Outhouse, Water Access, Shade in the
summer, Fire area, decent size, Spot to sit and relax / sleeping, cooking, mooing, and exploring. : ) /
Space for a firepit, open space for games and or ʺhanging outʺ / Tables and gathering areas. Itʹs nice
to have places to just chill out and play board games. / tables, fire pit, running water, outhouse or
bath room / Tent & good cooking station / There is enough flat space to house all of the people.
Nobody should have to squeeze three people into a canvas tent. / Trash/recycling/compost area.
Water. / warmth / Water / Water and place to go to the bathroom nearby / water and shade / Water
availability, being able to have a fire, shelters to cook under, and close bathrooms. / water close by,
safe place to store food, firepit / water faucet, bathroom, covered picnic tables, tents, firepit / water
food shelter clothes supplys / water supply, few bugs, clean, access to bathroom / water, and if it is
a week‐long event: outhouse/ restroom facilities / water, and shade / Water, Bathroom, open area
for games, shelter, picnic tables. / Water, electricity, location to bathroom, firepit, open area for
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activities or games, protection from elements / water, fire pit, picnic table / Water, firepit & wood,
tent/shelter, cooking shelter, understory plants for privacy / water, it being flat and dry. / Wifi. /
area to buy more food or snacks /

Adults
? I donʹt really know. Brotherhood, bond, learn skills, cook, sleep, eat / 1) Ability to have or make
covered area for food prep and eating. 2) Fire pit area on higher ground then surrounding area or
at least that it doesnʹt get incredibly muddy. / 1. no smell of Kybos. 2. sheltered / A couple picnic
tables and a wide open space for gathering the group / a dry bedding area / a dry place to sleep / A
fire pit / A fire ring, close‐by kybo / A fire ring, table and some kind of shelter to get out of weather
even if its just a Tarp over. / A firepit and place to hide from rain are nice / A firepit, flag pole,
tables/picnic tables, running water, nearby bathroom. / A flat place to pitch a tent. Potable water. /
a flat space for tents. Itʹs not okay to expect people to pitch a tent on a massive slope or potholed
field and think theyʹll have a good time or shouldnʹt care. Space to bring kitchen units or shelters
already provided with picnic tables is also important. Water source nearby is essential. / A good
area for cooking. We always struggle to have enough room for eating and for cooking our meals. /
During the rainy season it is really nice to have the platform tents or cabins. Not everyoneʹs tents
are waterproof. / A good fire ring or gathering location to conduct group business or instruction. /
Access to facilities. / Something unique to make the site standout. This could be a view, some signs,
general construction,.. / a good open area big enough for the whole group / a good place to cook / A
good setup, room around the fire pit / A good view, not muddy, place for a campfire and tent / A
nice campfire so that we can gather together after dinner. / A place to cook, outhouse, water to
drink and wash with, somewhere protected to sleep in (a tent, cabin, Adirondack, etc.). A table to
eat at, campfire pit, / A place to pitch my tent, clean water nearby (within a reasonable distance to
haul a 5 gallon container), a table to eat at or play games, free from poison oak, ivy etc / A place to
sleep, eat, and gather for meetings Showers need to be accessible as well as kybos / A safe place to
sleep (preferably with the ability to zip out bugs); a place to build a fire (because sʹmores are a
camping necessity); a place to sit and relax and talk with fellow campers / A shelter and a picnic
table. / A shelter to cook under and eat under, water, a lack of bees, hornets, and wasps! / A
sheltered table, water, kybo, a fire pit, a flag pole, a bulletin board (with camp maps and program
guides) / a soft pad I have a bad back / a table and firepit / A table, level ground free of debris,
access to water, some privacy, a view, fire pit. / a workable sleeping space for all campers ‐ flat
ground, bed structure, etc. / Ability to cut trees, water, out houses close. good area to set up camp
and be able to cook. / Ability to separate adults from Scouts but still have supervision ability. /
Ability to set up chairs and have a fire pit. / Ability to set up personal equipment in an organized
fashion. Ability to sleep, eat and have a good time. / Accessibility to activities. / Ability to stay dry
in rain. Drinking water source. / Able to keep dry and not too muddy, must have good drainage
especially with large groups. / Able to make campfire / Restroom / Water / Able to relax / Access to
clean water, a covered picnic table area, a flag pole, bulletin board, adequate tent space or
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Adirondacks. Semi‐private is a bonus. / access to clean water, level ground for tent / Access to
drinking/cooking water and sanitary restroom/kybo / access to potable water with good drainage,
level space for troop provided tents, platforms or cabins, picnic tables for group gatherings / Access
to restrooms and natural surroundings / Access to Scout skills and training in the principles of
Scouting / access to water & bathrooms / Access to water and a nice non smelly place to relieve
myself. A place to cook meals out of the elements / access to water and ablity to hang a bear bag /
Access to water and restrooms. Access to fire wood and the ability to sit around the fire at night.
Quiet at night. Not too far from main dining hall and main events. If cabins are provided they
need to be clean and water tight. / access to water and toilet facilities at the very least. Everything
else depends on what type of camping outing it is. Tables are nice. / Access to water and toilet
facilities. Proximity to parking. Location within the overall campground / Access to water and
warmth. / Access to water source, covered area, firepit, distance to activity / Access to water, level
tent sites, covered dining/food prep area / access to water, fire pit, covered areas, campsite drainage
/ Access to water, kybos/toilets, tents/mini dacs in good repair, covered area for picnic tables,
proximity to program areas. / access to water, proximity to restroom, safety, picnic tables, covered
area / Access to water, toilet, and shower facilities. Shade/covering from elements and tables. /
Access to water. Fire Ring. Space for multiple tents. Picnic tables. Flat area. Access to trails. /
Access to water. Relatively easy to set up campsite. / Access to water. Shelter. Picinic tables. Good
location/beauty. / access to water/fire pit / Accessibility, drainage, View, Close to other activities /
Accessibility, proximity to activities, proximity to toilets/kybos and showers / Accessibility of water.
Comfortable sleeping arrangements. / Activities for youth and adults nearby to site. / Close to
showers, clean toilets, urinals in the outhouses ( helps keep them clean), water close. / adequate
area to properly set up camp:

kitchen area, gathering and instruction area, sleeping area /

Adequate flat area for tent set up with water within a reasonable distance and access to toilets
within reasonable distance. / Adequate space for boys to have space and adults to have adjacent,
but separate space. Place for cooking. Place for group campfires. Close to a bathroom. / adequate
space, cooking areas, space to run a program either in camp or close by, good drainage, adequate
cover or area to create a covered area / All dependent on what kind of camp out it is / All of the site
is visible to all campers/leaders. Near showerhouses/restrooms/outhouses. Near dining hall but
not so close as to be able to see and hear central activities. Sufficient level ground. Tables/benches.
Fire ring/pit, as appropriate. Water in or very near camp. / An appropriate amount of space for
tents and for the boys to run around. / Fire pit / Area for a fire, tents, storage of propane and/or
white gas, outhouses, waste water disposal / Area nearby to use the rest room, this could be a
facility or an adequate area for digging. / Area for the construction of a fire pit if one is not already
available. / area to pitch our own tent / areas for tents, covered tables, sanitation facility for washing
and collecting personal water, good outhouses, good fire pit and area for gathering around it safely,
firewood, divided areas for patrols and adults / Availability and ease in being able to determine
availability. / Sufficient cooking shelters to allow the boys to do patrol cooking / Large enough to
accommodate our troop. / Safe and usable facility. / Close enough to get there/home by dark. /
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Availability of showers, food and dry areas for rainy days. / availability of water and bathroom
facilities, space for cooking and tents, ability to set up tents in level, dry spot / availability of water,
available areas for program (or advanced notice on what is available so that the program can be
tailored to a limited space), central area for pack/troop/den/patrol gatherings / Availability of water,
camp fire ring, location of tents in regards to rain water runoff and location near campfire. If week
long camp, sufficient picnic tables and awning/shelter over tables. Lock box to prevent animals
from accessing supplies and food. Privacy from other campsites (if possible). / Availability of water,
level site for tent, proximity of trail. / Availability of water. A picnic table / available gather site ‐
covered area, cook area, tables/seating for group activities, access for group camping with troop
trailer, ease of reserving for use, location relative to what brings to the camp site ‐ day hikes, water
features, trails, etc. / available water near by. Kybo near by that doesnʹt stink that bad. Fire pit.
Tents or roofs that donʹt leak! Table and seating. / availability of water, kybo, shelter and camp fire
ring. / Bathroom facilities that donʹt stink. Water source. Covered picnic table area. / bathrooms /
Bathrooms / Because the type of camping varies, this is hard to answer. So I will focus on camping
within a council property. / Good tents/sleep quarters, water supply, kybo access, and
program...not in any order. / being able to cook, rest, access to bathroom, water. respecting the
ʺquiet time “between 9pm and 7am. place where you can dump dirty water into. garbage
dumpsters. / Being central to activities / Being out in nature with fresh air and family / Big fire place
with safety parameters. / big fire ring, flat areas for tents & minimal debris, preferably not on the
side of a hill, variety of campsite sizes to fit different size groups, flagpole & meeting area is nice /
Build a fire / Pitch a tent / Cooking / Knots / Build a fire. Cook and eat food. Sleep. / cabin, beds,
water and electricity / cabin, someplace to sleep and eat / camp fire / chapel / eat/cook meals /
games / earn MB or work on requirements / Camp fire pit, eating and cooking area, tents or
Adirondacks, shower and bathroom facilities nearby. / campfire covered kitchen areas / campfire /
table / covered group meeting space / campfire area to sit around at; picnic tables; adult area and
Scout areas / campfire area with seating, covered tables, toilets / campfire area. Better shelters in
camp sites / campfire circle,

good spacing between tents, level places for camp boxes, tents

arranged for patrol method camping, shady without being dark / Campfire pit, picnic table,
sheppard stove, outhouse / campfire, access to water, close to outhouse/kybo, reasonably close to
showerhouse/restroom, picnic tables, tent camping area, covered eating area at some sites /
Campfire, clean restroom nearby, quiet / Campfire, Cooking Area, Axe Yard, Hangout Area, Sleep
Areas. / campfire, cracker barrel, snacks, places to sit safely off the ground, access to a dry area for
foul weather. an emergency plan for lock down or evacuation / campfire, flagpole, picnic table and
cover / Campfire, good tables, good spots for tents, water, hookups (for trailers) / campfire,
songs/skits, roasting marshmallows, play games, cook, converse, sleep, tell stories / campfire, table,
trees, flat spot for tent or tailor / campfire, tent space / Campfire. Clear, flat ares for tents, water
availability / Camping Fire. Ax area. Common area to work on rank/skills/merit badges / Central
meeting area (campfire) with tents a reasonable distance for some privacy / Chairs/benches, firepit,
dry ground. / Check in with Scouts, sleep, eat , relax , campfire. / clean ‐ safe spot from weather /
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Clean , flat areas for tents! / clean / fire pit / covered areas / drainage / clean / large / private / trees /
shade / clean / water / Clean and accessible. / clean and availability of good tent site and fire ring /
clean and mud fee during rain. A good large covered area and adequate restrooms. A fire pit that
is large enough for a large group to sit around. A lot of fire pits are too small. / clean and private /
Clean and well maintained campground. Plenty of level areas to put up tents with no rain puddles.
A place to easily hang my hammock and nice Fire pits. / Clean and well maintained. / clean and
well organized / Clean area, plenty of space of Scouts and adults, fire pit / Clean area, water close
by and toilet facilities. a safe cooking area and a table of some sort. / clean bathroom and shower
facilities / Clean bathrooms and a safe environment / Clean facility, maintained latrine, water
nearby. / clean from debris. good fire pit. / Clean kybo, water, aesthetics (nature) / Clean Kybos,
level areas to setup tents / Clean scenic plenty of room. For troop and adults room to cook And eat /
Clean site and bathroom, wash station. / Clean site. Space to pitch a tent. Water nearby. Facilities
(outhouse, etc.) nearby. / Clean upon arrival, and smooth even ground, with enough space for a
large tent. fire pit. / Clean, a fire pit and nearby restrooms. / clean, access to water, and
outhouse/bathroom. / Clean, and a covered area in case of Rain, a bench with table to prepare food /
clean, areas to get out of the weather like shelters / Clean, bathrooms near / Clean, clean, clean. Tree
cover. Level area for tent. Fire ring. Water nearby. If developed, a pit toilet or restroom, no porta‐
potties. / clean, clear, free of hazards / clean, close places. Available areas to use to teach Scouts, in
the open and under canopy’s. Also having enough areaʹs to place three to four patrols in different
areaʹs for sleeping / clean, close to bathrooms and water.

electricity / clean, close to

restroom/shower, in good shape / clean, close to water, electric helps for recharging cpap and other
batteries for medical devices. covered tables given the rain in oregon / Clean, comfortable platform
tents, clean restroom facility, water. / Clean, dry and serviceable. / clean, level, shade, ease to
facilities / clean, no tripping hazards, firepit / Clean, noise free, environment...without intrusions
from other campers. / clean, open, fire pit not close to Adirondackʹs due to smoke / Clean,
organized, convenient, quiet / Clean, plentiful water. Safety‐ no traffic. / Some privacy, especially
form people passing through. / Clean, private, close to facilities / Clean, protected, well laid out,
private, covered from rain, places for tents. / Clean, roomy, somewhat level, partial shade, table /
Clean, safe place to learn outdoor skills / Clean, safe, showers, drinking water, / Clean. Level
location for sleeping. Away from water that would cause large amount of insects. Firepit. / Clean.
Near restrooms/outhouse. Sheltered from wind. / Clean; away from trash, disposal units, and
restroom facilities; and near to other campers who are clean and quiet. / Cleanliness / Cleanliness,
access, water, camp fire, layout and organization of site and access to other functions / Cleanliness,
accessible bathrooms/showers/water, fire pit or bbq stove available / Cleanliness, campfires,
weatherproof / Cleanliness, fire ring, water nearby. / cleanliness, layout / Cleanliness, natural
setting, view, water availability. / cleanliness, proximity of outhouse, picnic table, campfire ring,
availability of firewood / cleanliness, room for the boys to move around and play together. /
cleanliness, water / Cleanliness. / cleanliness and sanitation facilities / clear and clean. as bug free as
possible / Clear Level Grassy areaʹs for extra tents, functional firepit, treeʹs for cover and tie offs for
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shelter, tables, nearby restrooms/showers, water (power is not as important but it is a nice bonus) /
clear level tent space, shade, fire pit, water supply / clear of debris / running water / restrooms close
by / good drainage / shelter for meals / cleared brush, wood platforms for tents, covered area with
picnic table, fire pit / Close access to water, bathing and meals / Close to activities, dining hall and
restroom facilities. Place to have a campfire. Vegetation to keep dust down. / close to hiking trails,
water, flushing toilts, showers, etc. / Close to main events / close to shelter (other than tents, water,
and toilet / Close to showers, restrooms. / Close together, ease of facilities / close water and
firewood / Combination of shade and open areas. Clean. Some attempt to make the campsite less
dusty during the summer. / Comfort / comfort and privacy. flat sleeping area/tent area under
trees, protected from weather / Comfort is my own responsibility. The longer the event, the more
electricity, water, good restroom facilities become more important. personal privacy is critical
when hygiene is involved. Campfire; fire‐ring, pit, or safe location to build a small warmth/cooking
fire. I prefer to use my own tent when camping, or be paired with someone that does NOT snore! I
prefer a group tent as opposed to sharing a tent with another single male. / Comfort, water, toilet
facilities / comfortable facilities! Iʹm old and creaky / comfortable sleeping area, quiet / Comfortable
sleeping area. This could mean enough reasonably flat area. / Comfortable sleeping quarters (can
set up a cot). A place for people to gather. / Comfortable sleeping, firepit, tables, waste disposal
containers and dining/cooking arrangements. / comfortable, not many bugs / Comfy chair. / cook /
Cook play games crafts / Cook, relax, discover my surrounding , hold den activities, work on
badge requirements, hold meetings, etc / Cook, clean, sleep, relax by the fire / Cook, converse, play
games, sleep, practice smaller craft skills, read / Cook, Eat, Sleep / Cook, eat, sleep, campfire
programs. / Cook, eat, sleep... / Cooking area, fire pit, out house and water not far. / Cooking area,
sleeping quarters, facilities nearby. / Cooking area, tables (covered are preferred), flat places for
tents (when raining platforms are best and covered are even better), bathrooms or outhouses close
by. / Cooking Facilities, Water, and Tables. / cooking facilities, area I can teach in / Cooking
facilities, sleeping accommodations, water availability, showers. / Cooking, campfire programs /
Cooking, eating facilities, water access / Cooking, sleeping, relaxing, bonding / Cooking area;
Personal care facilities and Sleeping area; Relaxation area; Personal time and Social gathering area;
Campfire area; etc. / Cover dining shelter / Coverage from elements / Covered area for cooking and
areas for tents or areas that are covered i.e. mini dacs / covered area for inclement weather. Picnic
table. Firepit. ʺhang outʺ area. Space for spreading out tents... Adirondacks or other enclosure
close by. Proximity to a kybo or even better, a flush toilet w/sink. / covered area open area
bathroom / Covered area to cook, sit at a table, cover from rain or sun. Benches around the fire
pit(s) / Separate between patrols (cabins or tent sites that accommodate 8 Scouts). All of our worst
campouts have been where the patrols are too close or have to share a table or shelter. / Separation
(centrally located) between adults and Scouts ‐ Patrols so the patrol method can function. / covered
area, for cooking and staying dry. access to water, tents that are not tattered or distressed, to keep
out rain and cold night air. / covered area, fire ring, water / Covered area, tables, place to pitch
tents, tents not too close but not too spread out, easy access in and out, not too far from activities /
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covered cook area, available water, outhouse / Covered cooking area, good fire pit, water near by. /
Covered eating with place to sit. Toilet facility near. Covered place to sleep. Shower available. /
Covered picnic table for ʺOregon sunshineʺ. Close areas to pitch tents or have provided shelters.
Restroom facilities not too far away. / Covered picnic table, running water, a fire pit, cleared space
for tents. / covered shelter for eating and food prep / covered table; firepit; water/clean up area; ease
of movement within site (not having to dodge every bush or branch) / Decent choices for tent sites
(when not only using adirondacs) that will not flood out / Material on the dirt for handling damp
conditions to avoid instant mud everywhere = bark chips / Decent cooking area, someplace to sit
while eating, some shade, someplace pretty. / Decent water. Place to go to the bathroom. Fresh
outhouses. / Depends on the outing ‐ main things done in campsite are meal preparation, sleeping,
some learning activities / Depends on the time of year and the type of camping! Summertime in
eastern oregon ‐ shade & nearby stream, for example. / Depends on whether it is ʺcampʺ camping
or wilderness camping. Fire. Water nearby. A place to hang food. Not too rocky and windy ‐ well
sheltered but not too dark either. Nice to have a picnic table and/or cover shelter area if itʹs at a
place like boy Scout camp. / Depends upon type of camping, as does percentage of time spent there.
/ For me: quiet, scenery, something to sit on (log, rock, etc. OK), water source. / For family: quiet (as
in no road noise, boom boxes, etc.), covered area, activities, water, latrine or flush toilets. / For
Scouts, water, covered area, area for program. / depends upon what the trip is for / Dry ‐ drains
well / Flat for tents or tent platforms to make level areas to sleep / table / Shelter for cooking under
(depending on outing ‐ High adventure or hiking no required, but car camping is nice) / Water
nearby. / Dry and clean sleeping location. / Covered table for cooking or cover for weather. / Safe
fire pit area for Scouts. / kyboʹs nearby. / Water nearby. / Dry bed, water, toilet, fire pit, covered
cooking area / Dry covered area for meal prep. Campfire area for evenings. Dry sleeping area. / Dry
place to sleep and store gear (elevated tent) / Dry sleeping,cooking table,water / Dry tent and bed /
Dry, fire pit, safe. / Dry, level, some shade, fire pit, nearby water source, nearby latrine / Dry, level,
water, toilet, fire pit, access to natural water (lakes, streams, rivers, ocean, etc.), trails, fishing, wild
life. / Dry, well situated, close to activites / Dutch oven cooking, carving, lashing, regular cooking,
capture the flag, work on advancement. / Earn badges, get education, practice skills & get better
acquainted with one another. / Ease of access to stored equipment. Covered cooking area / ease of
access, clean, electricity (for my cpap), not crowded/cramped / ease of accessibility to other parts of
the camp / Easy Access‐ Butte Creek campsites are hard to access because they are on a huge hill. /
Close together‐ when you are supervising a group, you want to be able to keep tabs on everyone /
Access to bathrooms and washing facilities‐ even if they are kybos / Easy access to water, kybo and
not long, time wasting hikes to activities, campfire (like the hikes at this years Jamboree). A roofed
cook kitchen and a fire ring. Depending on the equip the troop is required to bring, road access,
esp. if mud is an issue. Tent platforms are good, adirondaks better. / Easy access with not a lot of
hills. / Easy Water, enough space to separate the Scouts from the adults, some sort of bathroom,
some way to stay dry if it rains: either by roping tarps to trees or and under cover area, fire pit,
something for the Scouts to do close by, hiking, fishing, shooting, etc, etc. / eat and sleep / eat sleep
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socialize / eat, sleep / Eat, sleep, plan activities, prepare for activities / eat, sleep, socialize around
fire / Eat, sleep,rank advancement / Eat,. Sleep, Tell stories, / Electricity and tables / Electricity for
my husbandʹs cpap machine‐he does have a battery but it is heavy and hard to take long distances.
And distance to activity such as hiking, biking, and swimming / Enough room (tent space) for
everyone, covered areas for the inevitable rain. / Enough room to set up tents and cooking areas. A
decent campfire ring also makes for a nice site. / Equipment in good repair. Access to water. Good
smelling kybos;) / Establish sleeping quarters. Preparation of food and cleanup. Pearsonal hygene.
Finalize each days activities. Sleep and enjoy one anothers company. / Established fire pit, some
kind of covered area / Everyone being able to gather for stories, songs and fellowship / Everyone
being close by / Facilities and utilities. / Fairly clean, convenient kybos / restroom facilities.
Common shelter(s) in good condition. / fire area... table rest room facilities / fire pit / fire pit / fire
pit (and available firewood), place to sit (picnic table or even fair sized logs), level tent area, food
security from critters ( bear wire, metal box, etc.), water source, kybo / Fire pit / Covered picnic
table / water / cooking area / restroom / Fire pit and location to water / Fire pit and seats. A bonus
is a covered area. / Fire pit and table area for meals / Fire pit and water access ‐ flat space to pitch a
tent / Fire pit must be enclosed and ready to use, tent platform and canvas ready to be slept in,
wood available to fire up. / fire pit seating / Fire pit with definite border, covered picnic/dining area
/ Fire pit with shovel, picnic tables with shelter, bulletin board / Fire pit, / Fire pit, / Fire pit, rest
room or out house / fire pit, access to tent / fire pit, access to water, flat area set up tents / Fire pit,
access to water, good place to pitch a tent. Clean and free from vermin. / Fire pit, accessibility. / Fire
pit, comfortable adirondak/tent, covered cooking/eating area, convenient water source, in camp
kybo / fire pit, covered area, water, seating / Fire pit, Covered eating area, adequate wood for a fire,
/ Fire pit, easy access to water, clean, / Fire pit, flag pole, space to pitch tents for adults. / Fire pit,
flat tent area and water / Fire pit, garbage can. / fire pit, level area for tent, access to water,
restrooms nearby / fire pit, level ground, large enough to pitch a large tent and space to spread out
chairs etc. / Fire pit, level safe ground, accessibility / Fire pit, nearby playgrounds, trails for hiking,
even ground for placing tents, shade trees near tents to keep heat down / fire pit, nearby restroom,
level tent area, table / fire pit, picnic tables, flat spot for tent, shady areas and open area. / Fire pit,
picnic bench with seats, running water, some sort of porta potty or restroom facilities / Fire pit,
picnic table, firewood, cleanliness. / Fire pit, picnic table, running water / fire pit, place for chairs,
easy social gathering space, good weather / fire pit, place to prep meals, area to sit (doesnʹt have to
be a table/bench, that is nice, but needs to have clear areas to sit. If its offseason group camping, a
shelter to gather/eat that gets out of the elements / fire pit, place to sit, shelter from the rain / Fire
pit, privacy, recreation options nearby / fire pit, room for tents, tables, access to water / Fire pit,
room to pitch tents, table, covered area for cooking in the rain, concrete pad for rainy season under
covered cooking area, grey water disposal area for cooking water, water source / Fire pit, table /
Fire pit, table / Fire pit, table, covered cooking and eating area / Fire pit, table, electrical hookup /
fire pit, table, kybo, wash station / fire pit, tables, water, wash area, tents, tent on deck,
restroom/outhouse nearby. / Fire pit, trees for shade. / fire pit, water / Fire pit, water access and
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bathroom access nearby / fire pit, water, picnic tables, garbage cans, and a place to put your tent if
thereʹs not one there already. / fire pit, water, shelter / fire pit, water, toilets / Fire pit. / Fire pit. / Fire
pit. Areas that allow Scouts and adults to have their own space. Tables in camp (if a summer
camp). / Fire pit. Clean. / Fire pit. Level ground. / Fire pit. / Adirondacks. / Space between other
camp sites. / Lack of bugs. / Proximity to bathroom and showers. / Fire pit. Water. Rest room. Flat
tent space. Trees for hammock / Fire pit; axe yard; flat sleeping spaces... water. / Fire Ring / fire ring
/ fire ring / Fire Ring / cover / Benches / Fire ring / Flag Pole / Cover area / Tables / Water / Toilet /
Fire ring and outhouses. / fire ring and table / fire ring or pit water nearby covered area for tables is
excellent / fire ring, bath room, water, table / Fire Ring, Cooking area/shelter good places to pitch
tents if other accommodations are not already provided. Try not to spend to much time in camp.
like to get out and do Scouting things like finding animal tracks Identify plants fishing shooting
hiking. Camp is for preparing and consuming meals, Devotionals before bed and sleeping. / Fire
ring, covered area to escape elements / fire ring, covered area, flag pole / Fire ring, covered areas to
cook and enough tents for everyone in the campsite / fire ring, flat ground , shade / Fire ring, level
area to pitch a tent, water nearby / Fire ring, nearby outhouse, tables/benches to sit on or eat at,
water nearby / fire ring, potable water nearby, flat ground if pitching tents, table for meals, / Fire
ring, proximity to potable water, location of sanitary facilities/outhouse, level or gently sloping site
/ fire ring, room for tents, safe / Fire ring, spots for hammock, water, outhouse. / Fire ring. Cooking
setup. Covered area. / Fire ring. Level ground. Rain shelter. Proximity to interesting outdoor
features. / Fire ring. Tables. / Fire ring; decent (clear and flat) area for tents; decent Adirondacks if
provided. Flag pole; water. / Fire rings , water accessibility / Fire wood / Fire, decent ground, some
shade/protection, table, easy to get to / fire, info sign, water, table, covered structure when raining /
Fire, large, flat / fire, level ground, open area, shade trees / Fire, Safety, / Fire, water supply,
bathroom, shade / Fire, Water toilet / fire, water, level ground for tent, picnic table / fire/cooking pit,
area to pitch a tent, table, nearby water, nearby restroom/latrine / firepit / Firepit / Firepit and flat
area to put a tent, nearby port‐a‐potty at least is nice, and a water source nearby. / firepit and trees
and brush back for enough to use them during high risk fire conditions. keep dust minimal, rock to
walk on, flat spots for tents, hand water pump with water checked quarterly, close vehicle parking,
/ large multi‐family group sites. bathrooms with showers. / Firepit and water / firepit, a bit of
seclusion / Firepit, close bathroom/kybo facilities, covered picnic tables (waterproof). / firepit,
covered cook area, close to a restroom/kabo facility, toilet paper, close to water, can get near with a
vehicle for unloading/loading / firepit, level ground, space / Firepit, picnic table, covered area, fairly
accessible to drinking water / Firepit, space for large tent, drinking water, electricity / Firepit, water
/ firepit, water, kybo, shower facilities. / Firepits, a place to sit and people to see. Also good is a
table and shelter. / fireplace, restrooms with running water / Firewood, gathering area, food prep
table, water / Flag pole, close bathroom / Flag pole, fire pit, cabins, and restroom close by. /
Flagpole, water, campfire ring, picnic tables, distance to showers/bathrooms / Flat / good drainage /
fire area away from trees / Flat area / Good firepit / Shade / Lots of room / Flat area for tents or
adequate platforms for tents, camp fire area. / flat area for tents. Fire pit. area to cook meals. / Flat
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area, good drainage, partial tree cover, fire ring / Flat ground for tents, nearby bathroom facilities,
available fresh water, fire pit / Flat ground for tents, water at the site or nearby, restrooms that are
nearby, fire pit / Flat ground for tents. Cover to get out of the rain. Place to cook and have a fire. /
Flat ground with the vegetation not too high. / flat ground. hidden from roads and in the trees.
good tree coverage. plenty of space to roam / Flat place to put my tent. / flat space for tents, enough
room for everyone, close proximity to other facilities / Flat spaces ‐ picnic tables ‐ shady spaces ‐
water available / flat spot for tents, good fire ring/pit, close to toilet, shade / Flat spots for tents,
access to water, access to wood. / Flat spots to put down a tent (if needed), easy access to water and
a kybo that you can breathe in without retching. / Flat surface for tents, shelters, cooking, eating,
etc. Safe location away from water, falling rocks, roadsides. / flat surface, relatively low amount of
mosquitos, convenient to a restroom/outhouse and water source / Flat tent space that is at least
12x12. Nearby parking unless it is hike‐in. Water and out house nearby for washing, etc. Trees and
nature in abundance. Walking trails are nice too. / flat with an area of minimal rocks for a tent. /
Fire pit / Body of water for activities / Bathroom / flat, clean, not muddy, some natural vegetation
for privacy/aesthetics / flat, trees, space / flat, wood available, water / flush toilets / Flushing toilet /
Food storage, fire pit, potable water / For a trailside backpacking campsite, a flat spot for tents, an
area to gather as a group, and campside water source (preferably a swimmable lake for the Scouts).
/ For me, the adult,

i do not want to stay in a building/tent with other adults.

hand wash, covered area, toliets.

Fire pit, water,

area to play for kids. space. I felt the camps I went to Camp

clark and Scoutersʹ mountains were very nice. / freesh water, outhouses, fire pits, tables / Fresh
water access, restrooms, easy disposal of trash (if not taking it out with the Troop), designated
cooking or fire areas, better directions (directions to Camp Cooper are wrong and miss directive),
and check in and out processes. / Fresh water nearby, private, fire pit. Activites like hiking and/or
swimming, fishing, etc nearby. / Fresh water; kybo; fire ring. / Gathering area / good fire pit, even
ground for tent, good privacy / Good tent sites, cover table, running water, near bathroom
facilities. / Good access to water, nice view, flat area for tents and ability to have some privacy /
Good area for pitching a tent, a camp fire as neessary, a place to cook meals and eat. / good camp
fire area, shelter from the rain other than the sleeping area / Good clean kybos, sheltered dining
area, fire pit. / good cooking area, gathering area, fire ring or place for campfire,tent/camp sites in
trees for some privacy and out in the woods feel vs. a very open area, / Good drainage ‐ no mud /
Covered area for cooking / tent/cabin/mini‐dacs/dacs spread out somewhat / Good clean water
supply / good drainage and fire ring / Good drainage during rain storms. Lack of tripping hazards
in food prep and campfire areas. / Good drainage, clean water, safety, available wood for campfire,
campfire facility, picnic table with rain cover, relatively close to major camp activities. / Good
drainage, nice setting (view, nice trees, proximity to creek/river, etc). Flat surface for sleeping and
setting up cooking area. / Good Drainage, scenic, secluded / Good drainage. Solid ground. No
overhanging trees. Away from standing water. / Good fire pit / Level ground to pitch tent / Enough
clear spaces to pitch tent for Scouts (10?) / good fire pit and flat / Good fire pit, access to water, good
tent sites or shelters / good fire pit. covered area for cooking. waste disposal. shade / Good fire
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ring, good drainage, tables, covered area, water nearby, grey‐water disposal or drain at campsite. /
good fire ring. Level tent sites / Good flats ground. A shelter with table. Good fire pit. / good layout,
level tent sites if for tent camping, scenic, / Good location, protection from the weather, access to
water, restrooms. / good place to cook / Good place to gather, close bathroom facilities, quiet,
private, safe / good repair of accommodations, water source, kybo nearby (but not too close) /
Good site with a fire pit, Water avabilty, Adironback, Tent platform, Mini Bax. Newer style
outhouse / good sleeping area, adequate water and sanitary facilities, shelter for group activity and
meals (if hot or rainy). area to cook. / good sleeping area. nice place for a campfire / Good sleeping
areas. Fire pit. Covered area for eating / meal preparation. / good sleeping facilities (tent sites or
Adirondacks), good fire ring, accessible toilets & showers, natural beauty / Good tent areas, and fire
ring / Good Tent location, Good Food prep and cooking area, Nice Camp fire ring / Good water
supply, fire pit, suitable area for toilet (pit toilet or are suitable for cat holes). Flat ground. / Picnic
table is a plus. A covered picnic table is a double plus. / good water, trees, good sleeping site,
clean, not too close to kibo / good water. camp fire , flag pole or trees to hang a flag from. As simple
as it can be. Tables are good too. last not least; outhouse. / great fire bowl, flat rock free area for tent,
water source close by, restroom facilities nearby but not too close, / Green space, level space for
tent, privacy/space between campsites, fire pit / Group areas for gatherings, cooking, activities,
campfires. Things to see and do in small groups or with buddies immediately around the camp.
Buffers from off‐site noise, such as public camp sites or major roads nearby. / group shelter, fire
ring, dry tents/adirondacks / Group shelter, water source, toilet that does not stink. / H2o, fire pit,
nice ground for tents / Have a decent firepit and space to camp. When camping with our family I
also like privacy / Have campfire time. Camp flag ceremony. Snack. Play games. Read. Make plans
and have meetings. Sing and build group cohesiveness. / having a mattress, being able to charge
phone / Having adequate space for cooking and sleeping areas. / Having enough space. / Having
proper water, hand washing and cleaning sites at each camp (no matter the usage) are proper and
exemplifies being clean in the Scout law. Hygiene is a must for our boys no matter the age. Set tent
sites, whether they are platforms or a field shows designated sites for tents. Having the proper
campsite parade grounds keeps with tradition and heritage in Scouting. And lastly having a
designated marked fire ring provides safety and better exemplifies the principles we adults strive to
teach in the firemen chit. / Having space to spread out and have separate areas to be able to cook,
eat and sleep. I prefer nature views rather than other campsites and campers. / Health and Security
/ How clean it is. / How close the nearest kybo is (I have a difficult time walking in the dark).

Also

proximity to dining hall, waterfront, rifle range. / How close to restroom facilities and ease of use /
it depends on what else weʹre doing. Number one is ground moisture. I.e., muddiness, or rather,
*lack* of muddiness. Second is water availability. Third is amount of outside noise (road noise,
generators, other campers, etc.) / I donʹt often camp. But I like to have a fire ring at the campsite and
a water source and bathrooms nearby. / I havenʹt spent time on camping outings except for family
camp. We tend to have too many adults signed up for camping outings so I donʹt participate. / I like
a concrete fire location to prevent forest fires, but to allow a fire and a picnic table and lots of
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vegetation, nature and privacy. / I like to listen to nature watch the birds and relax let myself slow
down no cell service welcome / I supervise Scouts as well as do work such as cooking and cleaning
as well as advise troop leadership on skills instruction. / If you are asking about official campsites,
then important things are: Water, place for camp stove, fire pit, logs around fire pit, vault toilet,
trash can. / Important. I want to be able to relax when I get back to camp / Private, flat, fire pit,
water & toilet near by / One thing I can tell you is this year our boys at Camp Clark were running
around the camp a lot, which was okay but they treasured their free time at camp just exploring
and going in and out of their little houses. Having the older boys showing up and telling them how
to set up their little houses would have been cool, maybe let them know what would be good to
bring, how to pack it well. Right there in camp, it would be cool. / Isolation from other sites /
isolation, absence of restrictions on what types of activities we can participate in, minimal evidence
of human intervention in creating the campsite. / It depends on if we cook in the campsite or not.
Level, sheltered space for a tent, clear area for a fire. Bench for a stove and kitchen if cooking. / it
helps make camp experience better / It must be dry, level, with easy access to water. Hopefully no
odor from outhouse. Good fire ring is important also, as is shade. / Its usable. If we are pitching
tents, there are flat spaces for the tents, for example. Also, that there is a shelter and a couple of
tables. Also that there is a fire pit. / kabos / Keeping the campsite clean, food put away for safety. A
great time to gather everyone for a learning experience (talking or demonstrate). Also, to gather
around telling stories, everyone has a chance to get to know each other better, and at the end of
camp practice leave no trace. / Kybo access. Water access. Ability as an adult to keep a visual on the
entire campsite. / kybo, Not a mud pit, Shelter provided by camp for cooking + eating, running
water / kybo, Water, Table, Fire Ring, sleeping area. / Large area, fire pit, water and bathrooms
nearby / Large campfire pit, space for seating, good sleeping facilities (Adirondacks or tent sites),
covered area for seating or food prep / Learning survival skills / level and ʺtent friendlyʺ /
depending upon the experience ‐ fire pit, water source, etc. ‐ frankly it varies widely / Level and dry
spots / level camping spots for tents. Water. Nearby activities for the boys. established fire rings. /
Level flat site with trees / Level ground for my tent, shade / Level ground for my tent. Enough room
to accommodate a larger (25+) Troop. Tables for a cooking area. Either a covered area for the
cooking/dining area or a frame to put up a tarp to create a covered area. Restrooms within a
reasonable walking distance. At Summer Camp ‐ Showers are a must! / Level ground for sleeping. /
level ground with shelter from the wind / fire ring / accessible to activities / level ground, access to
water if possible, view:

for trail camp / offsite parking, table, table cover, water, tent or framed

structure, fire pit w/ fuel, easy access: for established camp (Dining hall, lake/river access, outdoor
adventure opportunities, trained staff to mentor youth) / Level ground, adequate tables for cooking
and eating, hand washing facilities close by, and cover in case of rain. / Level ground, campfire area
/ Level ground, fire pit, picnic table, water nearby, and bathrooms nearby / Level ground, fire pit,
table with seating. / level ground, good drainage, separation from other camper sites, well
established trails, cleanliness, secure garbage can / Level ground, if using tents. Availability of
water. Close to activities. / Level ground, safe fire pit, restroom access, free from debris / Level
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ground, some trees / Level ground, trees, area to set up patrol stations, scenery, access to water,
electricity is becoming more important these days for adults with cell phones. Not sure how to
resolve that, mixed feelings. / level ground, trees, water nearby, pit toilet nearby / level ground,
water is nice, fire pit, or fire ring, open areas to pitch tents, trees to hang hammocks, space to tents
arenʹt next to one another, Kybo close by / Level ground. / Level ground. No yellow jackets. Easy
access to water for cooking, hand washing, etc. Shade or the ability to erect shade. Room to cook.
Room to sit at a table. No stinging nettles or poison oak/ivy. Easy access to a restroom facility. /
level grounds / level sleeping areas ‐ tent or tent pitching site or Adirondack area; / bathroom
facilities ‐ at least a clean pit potty although the Mom in me appreciates a flush potty/shower if
camping longer than a two to three day weekend with the boys. / fire pit area ‐ room for seating
around it thats not too uneven all over and/or with some seating provided (log benches); / access to
water if not on a backpacking type trip it is nice to have relatively close to where a cooking area can
be set up; / a covered table/cooking area/gathering spot for the troop is nice but not needed if a
moderately level area can be found / Level surface, enough room to set up cooking equipment,
access to a fire ring or pit for cooking, access to water for cooking & doing dishes, access to
bathroom facilities, removed from road. / level, access to water, grass to pitch tents, minimal
amount of dirt / level, close access to water, ability to spread out / level, fire pit, shade, sun, water
close, wood close, well drained, table, restroom close / Level, fire ring, table, covered area, toilet
and water / Level, good water, trees, view, / level, smooth tent pad, fire pit, water access/dump
station for grey water, garbage nearby, restrooms nearby, showers nearby / level, water, plenty of
room, ability to have a fire / level, clear, away from bathrooms and standing water (bugs), near
water source. / Level. Free of debris. / light wind ‐ no bugs, view, easy access to camp facilities,
sites for tents and hammocks, fire pit suitable for troop campfire ‐ ( 30 to 50 person capacity ) /
location of restroom, fire pit area adequate, Non‐slope area for tent or sleeping, enough space for
several people to move around in and have chairs set up by fire area. running water at site /
Location relative to other activities, how secluded it is, how pretty the scenery, water availability,
outhouse or other facility nearby, a central area (table under dining fly or covered structure) /
Location to activities. / Location, kybo, water, fire pit, flag pole, info board level ground for
camping / Location, terrain, accommodations / location....flat...trees, but not ones that may fall
during high wind / Low noise level / meal prep and eating. Sleeping. / my cot is dry / My kid / N/A
/ natural foci of interest‐ trees, rocks, view. / Natural surroundings (i.e. not just a big open field with
rows of tents) / Nature and away from the hustle of the city. / near a bathroom, covered area, /
Nearby restroom, fresh water nearby, / Near restroom facilities (not outhouses) / Safe / Not near a
lot of mosquitoes and bugs / near shade, level ground preferably dirt, not rocks, nearby fire ring or
bbq / Nearby restroom facility in decent repair. On both of my visits to Scout camps, both Pioneer
and Meriwether, the outhouses were in bad shape. The one at Pioneer had a bees nest in it. Also a
place to wash hands for food preparation or after using the outhouse. / Nearby water, shelter with
no leaks / Need enough space to move around, campfire area, picnic table with enough space to
accommodate everyone. / Some space between campsites. / A view is great, take advantage of sites
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assets like river, lake, ocean, view. / Never a deal breaker. / Nice fire pit and benches... / Water
near... / No dust, water close by , kybo not close by / no safety hazards such as steep drop offs or
impassable paths to individual sites / beautiful natural area with light and shaded areas / tables
and/or benches are nice / No Yellow Jacket nests. We had a situation at Camp Meriwether. I was the
only adult leader at camp when one of our boys fell into a ground nest. The boy that fell, another
Scout, and myself were all stung several times getting him out of the nest. / Noise, Level Ground,
Fire Opportunity, fire wood availability, Bathroom/Shower facilities / not a camper disabled / Open
area for star viewing and tent set‐up/flat ground. Access to rest rooms. Fire pit. Access to water.
View. / Organization of structures / organization, clean up, flag service / Outhouse, hand washing
station, maybe a fire pit, sturdy camp tents (or good spots to pitch my own), and covered dining
areas. / Outhouses, wash station, parade grounds or a open area were we can have games and skit
events. Flag pole, either tent platforms, Adirondacks or open enough space to set tents or trees to
put up a tarp shelter, / A shelter frame or complete shelter with a couple or one picnic table to eat
on, or play games to dry bags and clothes if they get soaked. / Overall tidiness and general upkeep.
/ picnic table, fire ring/grill grate / picnic table, water accessibility, nearby restrooms, fire pit / Picnic
tables, Fire/cooking surface‐grill etc. Trees. / Picnic tables, water supply, dirty water dump, flat
ground, fire pit / Picnic tables, water, bathrooms, flag pole, adequate area for teaching Scouts /
picnic type table and/or benches (logs sawed flat even), campfire area, kybo/restroom close enough
to use (but preferably downwind or far enough not to smell all night long...).

/ In hotter

areas...shade, shade, shade. / In rainy areas...good drainage. / place for a campfire, running water /
place for a fire to be kept safely and pitch a tent above water / Place for a fire, relatively flat areas,
high ground (so ~dry), open thru trees. A few benches or picnic tables. Larger area for common
fire / tarps. / place for a temp, fire pit, area for food prep / Place to cook and sleep. Storage of
unused gear. / place to cook, not too far from restrooms. Maybe some shade in summer. / Place to
cook, sleep and create a comfortable space for camping. Running water and electricity would help
in achieving the comfortable space. / Place to eat and prepare meals. Level ground for tents. Some
shade for tents and while relaxing or eating. / Place to get out of the rain ‐ not a muddy mess / place
to have and make a fire. Space for picnic table with rain fly. / Places to sit, open area for activities,
campfire ring / plenty of 2 person tents for Scouts and adults.

Prefer camp staff prepared

meals/cafeteria. / Plenty of level space for tents and access from site to areas for boys to play and
explore. / Potable water nearby, but not necessary. A place for a campfire, shade for tent, privacy
from other campsites, reasonable walking distance to toilet/shower. / Potable water, kybo / Privacy
and hiking trails / privacy comfort / Privacy in terms of proximity to other sites. Campfire with
benches. Picnic table. Level ground. Framed, floored sleeping sites for pairs. / I particularly enjoy
having the Scoutmasterʹs HQ a nice sleeping distance away from the Scouts. Also, Camp Baldwin
has some sites with one site having a small front porch. This was great to use for Scoutmaster
Conferences out in the open, but still having private conversation. It provided not only some
leveling, but an official looking place for doing Scout business. / Privacy water fire pit covered area
/ Privacy, fire‐pit with grill, access to fresh water, flat area for tent. / Privacy, near toilet and shower,
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water nearby, good table or two, shade (shelter or trees) / Privacy/separation, natural, trail access /
proper placement of the firepit, a picnic table or tables, flat ground and access to drinking water. /
Protection from the elements, fire ring, water, tolerable kybo / Protection from weather/sun,
available water, available facilities (outhouse, restroom, shower), distance from activities. /
Proximity of restroom, easy access to unload gear / Proximity to activities and facilities. / Proximity
to activities. Clean/accessible/sufficient kybo. Running water. Flagpole. Level ground. / proximity
to drinking water, proximity to toilet, availability of safe fire ring / Proximity to events, good
condition, proximity to restroom facilities, proximity to showers on overnight stays. Structures
should be in good repair, free of loose nails and splintered wood, be reasonably close to level, and
of good design. / Proximity to real bathrooms and showers / Proximity to trails or bodies of water
for exploring. / quality and level tent platforms, adequate shelter for working with boys, minimal
hazards in camp (e.g. tree roots in paths, etc.) / quiet and my stuff not getting robbed / quiet at night
/ Quiet place to sleep.

Having clean, and very close by, flush toilets and showers available.

Covered tables. / Quiet, clean, safe / Quiet, natural setting, no bad smells / quiet, privacy, / Quite
and room for Scouts to play. / Rain / Sun shelter tables / Rain shelter, i.e. Canopy
fire ring

picnic table

water source. / Read, build fire, talk/socialize, nature watching, bird watching, / read,

camp fire / Relatively level ground with good drainage; space for at least five two person tents; a
roofed shelter with space for one or two sturdy picnic tables; a ground level metal fire ring with
room for seating; a designated assembly area with flag pole; wood lot; a bulletin board with safety
and program signage and a map of the camp; designated trash and recycle station; easy access to
latrine; the latrine should have posted instructions as to itʹs care and cleaning and solar lighting in
the latrine is a plus. / relax, read a book, cook over a fire, sit around a fire and talk, whittle. / Clean,
well‐organized layout. Rain shelter (this is Oregon) including covered message board. Good
campfire ring for campfire and cooking. Close to outhouse. / Rest, clean‐up, cook, read build/tend a
campfire / Rest. Crafts Cook clean Read Learn. Practice skills Play Visit etc / Restroom facility,
shower facility, proximity to camp programs, / Restroom with doors. Showers preferable. /
restroom, table, firepit, water access / restrooms / restrooms and area to prepare food, tables / Roast
marshmallows, board games, ghost stories, whittle, visit, nature walks, blow up rafts, bike riding,
jet ski, etc. / Roofs that do not leak. Picnic table. Fire pit, if allowed. Level camp sites if I have to
set up my own tent. Tent platforms that have a sturdy floors. Clean kybos that are in good
condition. / Room for fire, clean outhouse, good cooking table / running clean water / clean
restrooms / Running water ‐ wash stations. Flush toilets. Fire ring. Plenty of spaces for tents, or
mini‐dacs.

Additional spaces for tents even if there are mini‐dacs. / Running water (Except

backpacking) / Running water and kybo. Also a fire pit and dry sleeping accommodations. /
Running water and outhouse / Running water for a weeklong camp. Shelter from rain. / running
water! / Running water, a flat spot to pitch a tent on, a fire ring, a picnic bench for week‐long
camps, and an outhouse that doesnʹt smell like death. / running water, area for fire pit / running
water, close to facilities and program areas / running water, common area shelter, fire pits / running
water, disposal for grey water, good condition kybo / Running Water, electricity and cell service! /
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Running water, electricity, fire bowl, picnic tables, trash cans, proximity to latrine / shower / dining
hall / running water, showers, comfortable bed, and stars / Running Water, Toilets, Area large to
gather comfortably as a group. / Running water. Close bathrooms. Private shower for adults.
Lights in bathrooms at night. Lights on paths. / Safe area for a campfire and a washstand. Also,
quality of tent/platform. / Safe area for fire‐not too close to shelters, tables, Safe area for Axe Yard,
reasonably level, no widow‐makers, water, Shelter (for table/cooking) reasonably close rest
room/shower facilities / Safe area, accessible / Safe cooking area, fire pit, level ground. / Safe
environment, that is easily accessible for boys and leaders. / Safe environment. Adequate facilities.
Getting out in nature. / Safe fire area, flat area for tents, water / Safe fire area, safe water and good
cover. / Safe fire pit, water, good shelter, cooking facilities, good restrooms, clean area. / Safe fire
pits / Safe place to have a fire. Privacy if weʹre going as a family. / Safe, clean, nature around, safe
drinking water / safe, fire pit, water nearby, dry sleeping area / Safety / safety / Safety / Safety / Heat
/ Safety, appropriate facilities for cooking and cleaning, proximity to usable outhouse or bathroom
facilities. Reasonable places to accommodate feeding kids and appropriate distractions for ʺdown
timeʺ. / safety, bathrooms, medical, clean, fun / Safety, clean sleeping area, freedom from predatory
animals / Safety, cleanliness, natural environment, near other amenities, water available. / Safety,
comfortable for sleeping (so everyone can sleep well) / Safety, no down trees or sharp stumps for
kids to trip over, especially in the dark. / Well cleaned kybo and equipped. / Water for hand
washing or cooking. / Nice to have the patrol boxes that close up, to store away what gets eaten
into. / this is all assuming, we arenʹt on a back pack outing....then, itʹs just camp somewhere pretty
and near water we can pump or boil. / Safety, proximity to water, clean, isolated from other
campers. / Safety, water close by, not crowed from other people near by, open to see a view /
Sanitary facilities: nearby toilet, wash stand w/soap / Tents/adirondacks / Adequate seating: picnic
tables, benches / Fire ring or fireplace / Seating / Seating, fire Pit, covered area for eating and
cooking. / Security / Sense of isolation from other camp sites (screening brush or trees, limited road
exposure). / Access to toilet (kybo). / Level area for picnic tables, cooking areas. / Shelter from rain.
/ Set up camp, cook, eat, sleep, build a fire, work with Scouts on advancement. / Set up camp,
prepare meals, work on Scout skills / set up, take down, pioneering, reading and study, fire wood,
cooking, cleanup, activities / Several fire pits. Tables. Table shelters. Water / Shade / Shade / shade,
alot of room, firepit, logs for sitting, flat area for tents, picnic tables, water / Shade, area for tent,
area to set up table for eating and games, area for camp fire. / Shade, cellular service / Shade, fire pit
/ Shade, level tent site, and a good picnic table / Shade, sun, water, firepit / Shade, table to eat, water
nearby, clean restrooms and showers / shade, water, near a functioning bathroom / Shade, where
water is located, level ground, room to do activities, established fire pits, location to Kybo, not
muddy. / shelter / shelter and non‐smelling toilet facility / Shelter and tables / Shelter from
rain/snow. Fire pit. Outhouse. Water. / Shelter, fire pit / Shelter, fire pit, places (logs) to sit on, and
place to sleep, whether it be a tent I pitch or a structure already there. / Shelter, fire site, water that
doesnʹt flow into site, good tent platform groupings / shelter, food, storage / Shelter, picnic tables,
fire ring, kybo nearby (but not too close) / shelter, security of items as needed, minimal mud /
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Shelter, Shower, Water and Safety / Shelter, table, cooking site / Shelter, table, fire ring / Shelter,
tables, Water, trash cans, fire pit, tent platform with tent / Shelter, water and bathroom / Shelter,
water, bathroom / shower facility, running water, grey water disposal is close by. Centrally located
to activities, parade grounds, camp facilities. / Showers and potties near by. / size! / sleep / Sleep eat
and rest / Sleep, cook meals, teach some of the requirements, hold boards of reviews. / Sleep, cook,
eat, and relax / Sleep, eat, camp fire, flag, some free relaxation time. / sleep, eat, relax / Sleep, hold
meetings and training, cook / sleep, meals, campfire, planning / Sleep, prepare meals, eat, do some
training activities, particularly as work down tenderfoot, second, and first class rank advancement.
/ Sleep, Relax and help boys with rank requirements / Sleep. / sleep. some cooking / Sleeping area,
dining area, safety, security / sleeping area, restroom, water, ability to cook / sleeping space (mini‐
dak, adirondack, or ample space for tent set‐up), table to eat at, fire pit / sleeping, cooking, eating
facilities / Sleeping, team building activities, sharing, tent competition, troop celebrations and
special meals, rank advancement, resting, cards and games. We need a 4 sided place to sleep, a
shelter, a flat spot for tents, lots of tables and a campfire. Close water and kybo. / Slight separation
between boy and adult areas. Arrangement of small group areas to accommodate multiple patrols.
Site fire pit for a troop campfire and dutch oven cooking facilities. Level area for multiple tents. /
Smooth, level ground. / some kind of toilet and water source nearby / Something to set up a fire
(bowl, pit, etc.). Overhead shelter from weather if necessary. Enough bunks or space for a mid to
large troop. At least one table for cooking. / Somewhat level....shelters in good condition (primarily
for safety issues)....water somewhat close by / space / space away from other people, good places to
put up tents with flat areas, shade if possible, / Space for everyone, good areas for fires and sleeping
/ Space to move about, have a fire and gather a group for discussion or games. / Space to set up
Tents or an Adirondack/Cabin, Fire Pit(s), Accessible Water, Kybos. / Space! Trees! Quiet / Space,
fire pit, tables and shelter, showers / Suitable area for cooking. Firepit. Area to pitch tents. Water
source nearby. / table & chair & camp fire / Table and water access / Table for dinning, safe fire pit.
Restroom facilities (outhouse or port‐a‐potty). / table, cooking shelter, kybo, water, shelter
(tents/mini‐daks) / Table, covered area / table, fire pit,reast rooms or port o pottys and kids
swings,slides etc. / Table, fire ring with grate, water close by, restroom close by, benches, good
place for tent that is free of large obstructions or platform for tent / Table, fire ring, level property /
table, flat area for tent that is well drained, proximity to toilet/kybo facility / Table, flat area for tents
or provided sleeping area, fire ring, water source when possible, Kybo close by / Table, usable fire
pit for cooking and campfire, somewhere to sleep, potable water nearby less than 30 yards.
Restroom or kybo less than 30 yards away. / Table/seating, fire pit, room for activities / tables and
overhead covering / tables shelters close outhouses but not too close / tables with cover area /
tables, / Tables, dining shelter, water, close sanitary facilities. / Tables, fire pit / tables, firepits,
parking, Room to roam and play for the boys. / Talk and socialize. / tent area. / cooking area. /
restrooms nearby. / tent sites, area to gather for meals, socializing / Tent that does not leak. Fire
pit. Tables in good repair. / Tent, Fire pit, Flag pole, Kybo / Tents without rips and holes. Cooking /
Eating area with rain covering. Fire ring. Kybo near but not too near sleeping area. Kybo not too
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near the trail so others mess it up. / That there is a safe environment, privacy, water and place to be
able to meet together / Time and ability to have campfires as a troop. / toilet close by / toilet nearby,
outhouse, running water, usually a body of water close by to explore, lots of trails / toilets nearby /
water nearby / Toilets, water source / trail to first class. songs around camp fires / Training MBs /
Tree cover, water, fire ring, picnic table / Trees (shelter), and flat spaces for tents, although I sleep in
hammock, so this doesnʹt affect me personally. / Trees and other cover from sun. / Trees for
hammock. Ability to spread out. / Trees, a nice flat area to put your tent (if tent camping),
accessibility to bathrooms.

Having water available in the camp site (as opposed to at some

distance) is also a plus, as is being next to a stream or river. / Trees, ground, fire are, table / Utility to
sleep, rest, cook, eat, socialize, prep for activities. / view, distance from others, safety, closeness to
facilities (bathroom,shower, electricity) distance to destinations of interest. / Mostly it depends on
the topic of the weekend, if we want to rough it or leisure camping it is nice to have facilities
available for any type of camping that we may want to do. Resorting to hike ins. We use the camps
for all kinds of outings from just a nice cozy team building weekend (Low camping high work) to
roughing in. Hike in tent/hammock basic camping. / view, location, shade, facilities / Views and
memories / Visit with other members of the unit, food preparation and eating. Sleeping. / warm,
dry, lots of trees for shade and ambiance, fire pit, flag pole, picnic shelter / Warm, dry, reasonably
close to water and restroom/outhouse facilities. Close to the showerhouse is even better. / wash
station, outhouse, sum sort of parade ground, flag pole, shelter(s) with picnic tables. open space to
do game and activities / wash, sleep, study, cook, clean up, preserve food, hang clothing, visit,
protect from weather. / water / Water / Water / water / water / water ‐ either lake or river/creek /
scenery / bathroom facilities / Water & bathroom facilities / water access, tent sites / Water
accessibility, level picnic area. / Water and a head (toilet) / Water and fire / Water and fire ring /
Water and flat ground / Water and kybo and fire pit and a dining shelter. / Water and Kybo. / Water
and shelter / Water and some sort of toilet / Water and toilet facilities nearby. / A place for a fire. /
Level spots for tents. / A covered area to cook in or a place to set up tarps to create a covered area. /
water and waste facilities, KYBO, etc, central covered meeting area, sometimes a fire pit, location
relative to desire activities / Water availability and fire pit / Water availability and smoothness of
area (if I am on the ground) as well as an area for cooking. / Water availability, access to latrine
facilities, place to build a fire, seclusion. / water close by and fire pit / water close, somewhat level,
close to water other than cleaning and drinking water / Water drainage, dust, campfire ring. / Water
drainage, Wind shelter, fire ring and camp table, / Water fire pit , frame for tarp cover / Water for
cooking and clean=up, / space to study or do crafts. / an opportunity to rest. / My supplies,
,materials, etc are not far away. / Free of noise pollution. / Proper disposal of water, trash, etc. /
water for drinking / cleaning.....sleeping area........bathroom facilities / Water near by and shelter for
cooking. / Water nearby, level ground and ease of access. / Water readily available / Water source
close, tables and a shelter from the rain/sun. / Water source, weather protection/wooded area /
Water toilet garbage / water toilet or outhouse protection from the elements / Water, bathroom
facilities / water, bathroom, and covered area / Water, Bathrooms, storage place. / Water, cooking
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area / water, decent bathrooms or outhouses / Water, electricity for CPAP or PC. Flagpole with flag,
fire rings, shade. / water, fire pit, bathroom accessibility / Water, fire pit, tables / Water, fire rings,
bathroom area & type of sleeping area / Water, fire, privacy / Water, Firepit, rest room, sleeping
accommodations / water, flat ground, cover / Water, flat ground, trees / Water, Flat ground
preferably not muddy / Water, Flat, Comfortable / Water, garbage, cleanliness, decent access for
older campers 70+ / Water, good flat tent areas. Fire pit / water, kibo, shade / Water, kybo / Water,
kybo, safe shelters, dining fly‐structure. A few places for tents if number of structures are
inadequate for group or male‐female considerations. / Water, level, fire ring, table / Water, low
population, scenery, campsite suitability / water, outhouse / Water, outhouse other activities /
Water, outhouse, shower facility, dining area / Water, privacy, flat areas, something to sit on, good
food prep area, sense of being in nature / Water, restrooms, ability to store food. / Water, safe area
to sit and sleep. Campfire pit / Water, sanitary / clean restroom facilities, shelter, keeping dust
down, firepit and wood, Rain / snow shelter over cooking area, Tables / Water, sanitary facilities,
wood supply, rain protection / water, shade / Water, shelter, covered cooking area, campfire,
restroom/kybo close by / Water, shelter, seclusion (to some extent from other groups). / water, sink
water drain, close to kybo and showers / Water, space between tents, troop gathering site campfire
pit) tables. / water, table, plenty of room / Water, tables, and tent site availabilities, restrooms /
Water, tables, covered dining area, adequate sleeping areas, good drainage, wind protection, fire
pit, picnic tables, area to pitch tents if necessary / water, toilet nearby, shelter, table is nice / Water,
toilets, showers nearby, Covering for eating areas, marked entrances, level tent sites / Water, trees
to tie a line too. Open space for campsite games: ladder ball. / Water, washstand, kybos that are
clean, private and secure with good natural lighting, program shelters, cooking shelter, room for
tents, shade, good drainage, parade grounds for Patrol Lines and flag / water,firepit,table tent site /
Water. / Table. / Enough flat space for tent / s. / Accessibility. / Water. Kybo.

Pleasant scenery.

Covered area / water. close restrooms, outhouse. / Water/electricity/parking near camp / We are
easy going. The camping trip we went on last year was a great experience. / well laid out / water /
not muddy / well laid out campsite / Well maintained facilities / What is available is in good
condition, quality not quantity, well established and useable fire ring, flat tent areas and quality
cooking area and tables, things that contribute to leave not trace camping concepts.
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Q55: Who decides where to go camping?
Response choices:

Adults plan our camping trips
Youth plan our camping trips
I don’t know who plans our camping trips
Other

Presented to all respondents associated with a unit – youth and adults in Cub Scout packs, Boy Scout
troops, Varsity teams, Venture Crews, and Explorer posts.

Q55 Results:
Data results are found in the main report; text responses listed below:

Youth responses:
Adults and youth plan our camping trips / Adults and youth work together, about 75% adults
doing work. / akela / Both / Both adults and youth. / Both contribute equally / Combination /
Combination of Youth and Adult Efforts, Youth plan meals and gear, while adults plan for travel /
combined efforts / in our troop, Scouts plan it but the adults end up taking over / Itʹs mostly a
group effort, with Scouts usually handling the activities and location planning while the adults help
with the logistics. / Mixture of Adults and older youth. / PLC: Scoutmasters work with sccouts in a
leadership position to decide camputs and troop activities / The youth and adults plan. / Tiger
Cubs, so not much camping yet / we both do / Youth (Older Scouts) and Adults Plan / youth and
adult / Youth and Adult combined. / youth and adults / Youth and Adults / Youth and Adults /
Youth and adults congregate to decide. /

Adult responses
A bit of both. / A combination of boys and adults. Adults make suggestions based on weather
conditions, boys pick the place / A combination of youth and adults; mainly boy‐led. / A
combination of youth with adult input. (Youth usually canʹt drive themselves so the adults hold de
facto veto power. / A mix of both. Adults make arrangements for reservations, payment ‐ youth
plans activities and food / Adult committee (Cub Scouts) / adults & youth / adults and boys
together / Adults assist youth during the planning process / Adults come up with the place and a
list of things to be brought. Patrols plan food, etc. Family campouts are completely planned by
adults. / Adults give majority of the ideas and the boys pick and plan / Adults give several options
with pros and cons, youth make final decision / Adults layout possibilities and the troop decides as
a whole with the kids leading the discussion. / Adults make initial plans, then in some cases we
enlist the Scouts attending in some aspects of the trip (but even then the adults have drastically
narrowed down what choices the boys have) / Adults plan for Cub Scouts, Scouts plan for boy
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Scouts (with input) / Adults plan our camping trips, but boys get a voice in it / Adults plan the
camping trips, however the Scouts have input on the activities / Adults plan, but boys have a say.
They may suggest any camp they like. / Adults present camping sites and the Scouts decide where
and when. / Adults present options, youth choose, work together planning / Adults provide
options, youth choose from among options provided. / Adults provide several suggestions, youth
decide when and where they want to camp / Adults set the schedule with youth input and youth
plan out the logistics of the trips / Adults with youth input / Adults with youth input because we
are at the Cub Scout level / annual planning meeting with boy and leaders (but we rotate between
camps) / Both / both / Both / both / both / both adult and youth do the planning / Both Adults &
Youth / Both Adults & Youths / Both adults and leaders plan trips / Both adults and youth plan the
trips / both have made plans / both plan it / Both work with each other / Both youth & adults / Both
youth and adult leaders collaborate. / both youth and adults / Both youth and adults / Both youth
and adults / Both youth and adults / Both youth and adults / both youth and adults / Both youth
and adults make recommendations / Both youth and adults participate in planning. Some trips are
more adult, some are more youth. We let the youth go first and then adults step in to make sure it
happens smoothly. / Both youth and adults plan / Both youth and adults plan / Both youth and
adults plan aspects of the camping trips, adults mostly cover finances or situations in which
finances overlap with camp planning. / Both youth and adults plan camping trips together / Both
youth and adults plan our camping trips / both youth and adults plan out events / Both youth and
adults. Ideas come from youth and adults make whatʹs possible happen. / Boys and Adults / Boys
take care of the choosing of events, adults plan the details. / combination of boys and adults /
combination of the two, but typically locations and timing are determined by adults / Combination
of youth & adults. / Combination of youth & adults. PLC plans the events and adults help firm
them up and make them happen. Sometimes the adults list what options are available for the
youth to choose from. / Combination of youth and adult together. / combination of youth and
adults / Combination of youth and adults plan the outings. / combination or youth and adults ‐
somewhat depending upon age, experience, and engagement of the youth / Combination youth and
adults / Consensus of Scouts and adult leaders / Cubs ‐ adults; Boy Scouts ‐Youth (I am in both) /
depends on the Scout age and camp length... adults and youth share in the planning / depends
sometimes youth sometimes adults / For Cub Scouts groups, adults plan, and go to closest. In BS
itʹs a combined planning for merit badges needed. / for the troop boys plan for the Cub pack the
committee plans / Full team effort. Boys choose the activities and suggest locations. Adults secure
the most suitable

locations. / I deal with Cubs.. We plan the camp together with our Cub

Committee / I plan them ‐ Iʹm the Cubmaster. / I work with Cubs and Scouts. Adults plan for Cubs,
Youth plan in Scouts. / in our Webelos group the parents plan in our Scout troop the youth plan / It
is the youth, but facilitated and monitored by the adults, who set specific parameters (i.e. budget,
where, etc...) / Itʹs really a mix ‐ some are driven by Scouts, some are driven by adults / Itʹs usually a
mixture of youth and adults. / Leaders and the youth / leaders decide, our pack typically attends
same camp each year (based on age: Tigers (Lewis), Wolves (Cub World), Bears (Gilbert Ranch),
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Web I (Clark/Adv Cove) / Mainly the youth with adult suggestions. / mix of adults suggesting and
youth deciding / mix of both / mix of both. youth often dont have ideas where to go, but they are
strongly encouraged to do the planning / Mix, in the process of transitioning to the youth... /
mixture of boys and adults ‐ depends on current group of boys and how mature/motivated they are
‐ if they donʹt motivate then adults will ensure there is camping / mostly boys, but the adults do
offer new suggestions / Our venture crew takes care of the horses at Butte Creek. We donʹt camp as
a group unless it is on horse trek. / pack leader / Scouts and adult leadership ‐ consensus / Scouts
are learning how to make the plans but have not been required to prior to this year. Their input out
ways an adult unless safety is an issue. We hope as a troop and as a committee to have the Scouts
making the plans for future camping and other activities by October. Like I said they are learning
and they vote on the camps for summer camp majority rules. / Stake Primary Presidency &
Cubmaster

/

The

boys

choose

the

outings,

and

the

adults

make

the

camping

arrangements/reservations. Adults set the calendar after the boys choose what they want to do. /
the boys plan the activities they want to do for a campout, the adults pick the places we go and
when / The planning is a combination of both youth and adult / The Scout vote on their favorites
and adult take those votes and make a year long schedule. / the Scouts make decisions of what they
want to do and then the adults find the places to do it, and the PLC completes the planning / The
Scouts pick where they want to go, and help with the planning. An adult in charge makes all the
arrangements / The youth leaders are present but mostly the Troop Leader adult plans everything /
The youth plan what we will do and month we will do it in, the adults make the reservations and
pick the specific date. / This is a joint youth adult activity. / We are Cub Scouts, we donʹt camp / We
go to the boy Scout provided camps / We plan together. / We say that the boys make the plans but,
really, itʹs more the Scoutmaster / with adult input, Scouts plan where and when / young men plan
and adults decide how to make it happen and where to go, but they make the plans to go camping /
youth and adult make suggestions and then adults try to lead youth to plan what is important to
them / Youth and adults / youth and adults / youth and adults / youth and adults in consultation /
Youth and adults plan / youth and adults plan each year. Adults help w/ specific for each campout.
/ youth and adults plan together / Youth and adults plan together according to leader and driver
availability / youth and adults plan together in the Boy Scout troops. / youth and adults share in
planning / youth and adults together / Youth and adults together / Youth and adults together /
Youth and adults work together / Youth and adults work together to plan / youth as a patrol leader
he suggest 2 to,3 camps to the Scout leaders or committee for review! / Youth choose and plan with
competent adult advice / Youth decide activities, adults find site, and go back to troop to confirm
outing details / Youth decide and help with planning. Adults help with follow through and
submitting tour permit / Youth decide where then plan with assistance of an adult leader. / Youth
decide where to go, adults help with details. / Youth decide where, adults pick when / Youth decide
with suggestions from the adults / Youth determine their activities for each yr and then we get
them there. Some one off things suggested by adults. / youth leaders and adult leaders / youth
make decisions depending on adult participation, availability / Youth make main plans, adults may
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suggest and parents approve / youth make recommendations and adults confirm or advocate for
other choices / Youth make suggestions and the PLC work with adults on final locations / Youth
plan annual calendar with monthly themes and preferred locations; adults usually plan calendar
details (dates) and finalize location / Youth plan location. Adults plan when base on their work
schedule. We have adult leaders that work some weekends. / Youth plan our trips with adults
making sure the boys adhere to safety regulations. / Youth plan the camping trips with adult
supervision and veto power (Adults recommend/set some of the sites and times) / Youth plan the
trips but it is contingent on adult drivers available. / Youth plan them, but they are strongly
influenced to follow the rotation for the camps visited / Youth plan what, adults plan where. /
Youth plan where and what month they want to go. Adults set specific dates. / Youth plan where
and when, but with adult guidance. / Youth plan where they would like to go and adults make the
arrangements / Youth plan with adult information provided for youth program support. / Youth
plan with adult input as to transportation and scheduling. / Youth plan with adult support and
backup, changes if necessary / youth plan with the help of adults so the youth understand all
aspects of travel etc. / youth plan, with adult help / Youth planned...adult guided / youth PLC and
adults plan together / Youth provide input, Adults put final calendar together. / Youth select where
with adult suggestions and approval to insure that we can provide support at the selected date. /
youth suggest, adults approve / Youth suggestions are finalized at an adult Troop Committee
meeting / Youth vote to decide where we go, plan events, meals, etc. Adults help with
transportation logistics, permits, and getting drivers. / youth vote, adults heavily influence based
on their preferences / youth wil the help of the adults / Youth with adult appoval. / Youth with
adult guidance. / Youth with adult guidence / Youth with adult input / Youth with adult input /
Youth, with adult supervision / Youths plan with subtle adult input /
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Q56: The outdoor experience is a very important part of Scouting. What
prevents your unit from camping more often?
Response choices: (select as many as apply)

Conflicts with non-Scouting activities
Cost
Leaders have limited time available
Limited space at camp
The travel time to camp is too long
We don’t know much about camp
Weather
Other: (type in box below)

Presented to all respondents associated with a unit – youth and adults in Cub Scout packs, Boy Scout
troops, Varsity teams, Venture Crews, and Explorer posts. Presented in random order.

Q56 Results:
Data results are found in the main report; text responses listed below:

Youth responses
Adults make plans that kids do not want to do. / Age of boys , tiger Cubs / As a Sea Scout Ship
camping isnʹt a high priority. However I would say that we donʹt sail more because of time
constraints with our youth and adults / baseball / Canʹt get enough people involved because we
need more people in our unit but donʹt have effective ways to recruit. / crazy Scoutmaster / donʹt
know why / donʹt want to go more than once a month / Enough drivers to transport our troop / for
the older boys we go less, but the younger group goes much more frequently / I don’t know. Maybe
cost, though. / Iʹm only ten. Scouts that age donʹt go camping. / Lack of adults involved in Scouting
/ Lack of leadership in the troop changing Scout leaders often or not having one / Lack of Scout
activity in Scouting unit. / Member participation‐ but we already have a committee and full
readiness from the Troop to handle this problem :) / my den has no den leader. / None / Not enough
people sign up / nothing, my unit camps monthly, except for december / other activities outside
Scouts / stuff / time in the day, weeks in the year / We already have monthly outings / we camp
once a month / We donʹt want to take up every weekend in someoneʹs free time. / We have outings
nearly every month, so my troop doesnʹt necessarily need to do more camping trips. / We have
several camping opportunities in our Troop. We are very active all year long / we only go once a
month /

Adult responses
12 month camping program. Only dangerous weather conditions stop us. / A good number of the
boys in our troop don’t participate very often. / Ability of youth to plan ahead / Accommodations /
Age of boys too young for extended/overnight camping without a parent present / age of Scouts,
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rules of Boy Scouts of America as they apply to Cub Scouts. / All of the above. Leaders time and
cost are the big ones. / all of the above. It just depends. However we have some outing each month
of the year. / at the pack level conflicts and leader time play a big role / available trained leaders /
balancing needs of older and younger Scouts. / Being able to transport Scouts and their gear‐ need
more adults with pickup trucks / boys donʹt want to camp more than once a month / camping is a
monthly activity / Charter unit guidelines / Church rules. / Clicking ʹOtherʹ to take this opportunity
to state, again, ʺconflicts with non‐Scouting ....or the Scoutʹs own parental calendars. / Conflict with
district activities that we judge it important that we support, like Webelos Woods. / Conflicts with
church activities. / Conflicts with other (non‐camping) Scouting activities / Conflicts with other
Scouting activities such as fundraising, district events, and volunteer work / Could not find a
campsite / Cub Scouts do not camp as much as Boy Scouts / Cub Scouts do not have as many
opportunities for overnight camping since they are younger. / Cub Scouts / currently in Cub Scouts.
Not many camping activities have been planned / Doesnʹt seem to be the top priority for the troop /
Generally satisfied with the amount of camping / Grumpy parents who are not willing to help out /
I am not involved with the Scouts who go camping that often. With the Cubs we do one
overnighter with Webelos and one with the Scout troop. Parent are involved with the first and the
Scout Master plans the Second. / I am over Cub Scouts and we were told they do day camp only / I
am very happy our troop has monthly camping and great leader participation. This is an excellent
thing about our troop. / I canʹt think of a time when we didnʹt have at least one outing a month. / I
do not know ... Some of the leaders do not like outdoor activities / I donʹt know / I think once a
month was a pretty good number. We just donʹt always use BSA property. example: 50‐mile hike. /
I think we get out very often! / I work with Cubs. We donʹt do overnight camping, unless it is as a
family. / If camping is an overnight activity, as Cub Scouts, we donʹt camp / if you mean at Scout
facilities, cost and time.

Our troop camps at least every month. / Ineffective pack leaders to plan

ahead / interest and motivation / Isnʹt 11 times a year enough? / It is a non‐issue. We camp
monthly. / It seems from what I hear that there are many ʺhoopsʺ to jump through before we can go
camping. We canʹt just plan a trip and go from what I understand. / Lack of parental involvement /
Lack of parental participation ‐‐ (Weekend) Baby Sitters of America / Lack of participation/ busy
schedules / Lds Cub unit / leaders availability / Leaders prefer car camping / Leaders who donʹt
enjoy the outdoors / Limitations on Cub Camping make it challenging to plan and execute weekend
campouts for the Pack (not just Webelos den) / Limited youth enthusiasm / Little kids and busy
lives. Once my son joins Boy Scouting we will do a lot more camping. / Many of our boys want to
get there late and leave early, if they go at all. / Many required activity limit the time available for
outing. First aid training, safety inspections, boat maintenance / Most of our Backpackers camp
outs are not at council properties. We hike in and camp along public trails like Silver Falls or Eagle
Creek. / My Scouts go to every campout / my troop camps once a month which is sufficient / My
unit camps a lot. / Need more of our adults to step up and spread the load. Over 60% of our adults
interpret BSA as Baby sitters of America. / need to be reminded of how much fun we have when we
go. / new places to go / No easy system for planning. Iʹd have to spend weeks of my own time
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trying to figure out how to organize it. / No toilet paper in the kybos means soiled underwear. /
None ot the above, we do some sort of activity (outdoor) at least 1X a month / not enough adult
participation with planning / Not enough drivers to take youth to the campout. / Not enough merit
badges are offered and past experiences (good or bad). / Nothing prevents us, we camp monthly
and more than monthly in the summer. / Nothing / nothing / Nothing ‐ they camp very often /
Nothing ‐ we try to camp at least once per month / Nothing! / Nothing, we camp at least once a
month except for December due to holiday activities. / Older Scouts go at least each month ‐ where
to go depends on the above concerns / Once a month is enough. / Only icy weather will prevent us
from camping, travel safety / Only so much time. Our troop camps about 10 or 11 weekends a year.
/ Our boys are not aware of what is available, even with adult suggestion. They are afraid of a bad
camp experience as leader / our Scout unit does a lot of camping already ‐ at least once a month all
year! / Our Scouts camp often. unknown why not more camping. I work with Cubs and we don’t
camp. / our troop camps once a month, rain or shine. The cost of travel and camp reservations
effects where we camp. / Our troop does one outdoor experience per month. Thatʹs plenty! / Our
troop is camping at least once per month. More frequently would be too much to address and
attend. / Our troopʹs youth tend to prefer shorter, non‐strenuous activities. / our unit has monthly
Scouting trips. / Parents who ʺdrop and runʺ not actually help with the troop / Patrol Leaders make
schedules / plain out in advance 3 to 6 months and have a plain B as a backup even the Scout
master back yard! / Possibly a lack of knowledge of weekend camp opportunities in our area /
priority is low for Cub Scout camping. / Regulations of charter organization / Religious preferences
prohibit camping on Sunday / restrictions set by the sponsoring organization / Scouts fail to plan
appropriately / Several of the families are inexperienced campers and do not have equipment. We
are working to camp more each year. / sign up / sometimes a lack of Scout enthusiasm / Sometimes
participation is low. / Sorry ‐ we camp every month as a troop except August which is a high
adventure campout. Itʹs all about the game with a purpose / sponsor policy / The closest camp to us,
Camp Ireland does not allow camping for Cub Scouts. We would camp much more if we could. /
The eternal need for more parents willing to go to ensure the few who always end up going do not
burn out. / The last time we went we didnʹt have a good experience / These are my hunches. Seems
itʹs just our custom to only go to camp once per summer (except Web I and II who do Web
Woods/winter lodge also in early spring/late winter, respectively) / they camp a lot! monthly trips
for Troop and separate monthly high adventure trips plus week long summer camp and week HA
trip / They camp once a month / Time commitment of boys and adult leaders / Tour permits are
submitted but never returned from council with approval. / Training. We need to get someone
BALOO trained. / Transportation for everyone plus gear, usually itʹs only the Troop Leader and
Assistant Leader driving minivans so itʹs very crowded now, troop grows yearly in Spring so who
knows how next year will work. / troop 462 has an active outdoor program / Unit participation
levels, BSA regulations / unknown / unknown / unorganized leadership and unmotivated parents /
Usually we do not plan more than one a month. / We already camp a lot, at least 12‐15 times a year.
/ We already camp each month. / We already camp once a month / We are a church based unit and
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it is up to our church leaders / We are a faith‐based troop and aim to return on Saturdays most
time. Some are willing to stay but not always adults who can. / We are camping once a month. / We
are on a campout every month. I wouldnʹt want to camp more than once a month. / We camp 10
months a year / We camp 10 months out of the year. Though it is challenging to find sites big
enough for our troop. We have 55 boys. / We camp 11 times per year. 3 days at a time minimum /
We camp 11 months out of the year. I think we are awesome! / we camp 11 months, we have strong
supportive adults and utilize CPC properties for 3‐4 events a year. / We camp 11 months/year / We
camp a fair amount; nothing really holding us back. / we camp a lot right now. / We camp a lot! /
We camp a lot. Monthly and five long term options over the summer offered by troop. / We camp
all year long. averages more than 2 nights a month / We camp almost monthly, but it is becoming
difficult to have enough adults participating and it is falling on the same families time after time. If
any of those families have a conflict the entire outing may need to be canceled due to lack of
transportation and safe youth:adult ratios. / We camp at least once a month. / we camp each
month... only limitation is time / we camp every month / We camp every month / We camp every
month except December for tree recycling / we camp every month or more / We camp every month
which is the right amount for us. / We camp every month, rain or shine. The only time we would
cancel is dangerous weather. Even then, we might have a backup location. / We camp every
month, summer camp and high adventure camping‐ many night camping / We camp every month.
/ We camp every month. I think thatʹs just right. More than that would be too much / We camp
every month...some months have multiple activities. Donʹt know how we could fit in more
camping! / We camp monthly / We camp monthly / we camp monthly already / we camp monthly
and summer camp, sometimes two or more events per month / we camp monthly but had to cancel
before due to lack of transportation / We camp often. / We camp once a month ‐‐ more than that
and our leaders donʹt have the time. / We camp once a month except in Dec. when people (adults)
are busy with the holidays. / We camp once each month. Adult leader time but also family
priorities/conflicts for the boys preclude more than on trip per month. / We camp out every month,
sometimes a Scout has to miss an event due to other activities or weather. / We do a lot of camping,
hiking, & canoeing. We just donʹt do it at Scout camps. / We do a lot of camping. Nothing prevents
us from camping. / We do something every month / We do summer camp plus 10 weekend
campouts plus one church overnighter (December). Seems like thatʹs often enough! / We go often
enough / We go once a month except December and April. December we donʹt go and in April we
go twice. Thus we go 12 times a year now. / We have 9 campouts per year / We have a strong
camping program (13 camp outs this year) / We have an outdoor activity at least once a month. Iʹm
happy with that. / We have an outdoor activity planned for every month of the year. We do not
always camp due to adult limits or other activities but I think the only time in the past 3 years we
have not camped each month was Last August and that was because we returned from summer
camp in early August so the family interest was not very high and the boys opted to cancel the
campout. / We have one campout per month except during December, when the weather is
generally miserable. / We have plenty of opportunities for camping each month / We have the
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Scouts camping pretty much every month and a few day camps for the Cubs. / We love camping,
but sports & family plans are important too. / we maximize our camping schedule / We plan a
minimum two family camp‐outs per year as a pack. Any other camping trips would be planned at
the den level and is up to the availability of leaders. / We require the Cub Scouts to camp with their
parents/families. The Boy Scouts camp often with Scouts leaders. / we try to camp 1 x per month,
outside activities is usually the only conflict with this. / We try to camp once a month / We try to
camp once a month. We get out a lot and our leadership is great. / We try to camp once per month /
we try to do camping each month with one or two off for either weather or ʺotherʺ things going on /
We try to have at least one campout a month. Life goes on, people attend the events they have
interest in. We have had campouts with 3 boys, and campouts with almost 30 boys. / young Cub
Scouts /
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Q58: This is the last question of the survey. If you have any additional
comments, please share here.
Response choices:

[Fill-in Box]

Presented to all respondents

Q58 Results:
Data results are found in the main report; text responses listed below:

Youth responses
Being social, the most important thing for about trips is the people that are going. I just want to
hang out with friends, get to know each other better, and to be able to encourage/be encouraged in
Jesus Christ. / BSA is an amazing thing. Keep it alive, healthy, and out of petty politics. / CPC, keep
being awesome. / do not sell Scouterʹs mountain please. It is so convenient and I have so many
great memories there. / Great experience my child loved it. / I believe that camping should be
rugged and amenities, ex. in weekend camping, should be limited. However, summer camp should
have more amenities such as showers and a store. / I have no additional comments. / i like boy
Scouts and good night / I love and support the Scouting program. Itʹs something I grew up with
and nothing‐other Scouting programs included‐can compare to the BSA. But I think we need to
invest more in the Cub Scout day camps. That is the first place many people see and experience is
Cub Scout camp and we need to put our best foot forward there which it doesnʹt seem weʹre doing.
I would love to see more camps with at least a week open in the summer to Co‐ed Venturing
Crews. I also would love to see more opportunities in Scouting to promote our programs other than
Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts such as Venturing and Sea Scouts. Events similar to Webelos Woods.
We also need to find ways to recruit more girls into our co‐ed programs, because if we have more
girls, well chances are better to get more guys involved and keep them involved. / I love the Boy
Scout of America. Thank you for all the things youʹve done for us. / I support the Scouting program.
In my opinion, it is the best in the country and no other programs (Girl Scouts especially, trust me I
did 10 years of that) can compare. We need to find more ways to get involved and connect with the
community to recruit. The older Scouting units especially. Most people donʹt know a thing about
Venturing and itʹs a great program but outside of the Scouting community, itʹs unknown. We need
to recruit. And honestly, if we get more girls, weʹll get more guys because thatʹs the way teenage
boys work. A chance to hang out with and show off for girls will keep them involved. / We also
need to put more into our Cub Scout camps, day camps especially. Meriwether has been the golden
child of council for far too long. And the other camps have been neglected for it. The staff of other
camps dislikes the staff there and the campers dislike them. They have great resources but a bad
attitude‐and Iʹve heard this from staffers at multiple camps as well as people who went to
Meriwether for camp. They need to grow up and learn to make do with what theyʹve got. Other
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camps are literally falling apart and it hurts me to see that. I donʹt want our camps to be a resort.
Thatʹs wrong and not Boy Scouts. But we need to take care of our other camps better. I see this most
at Ireland but thatʹs where Iʹm at most. Itʹs old and needs care. We need to invest more in Cub
Scouts because those boys are the ones that go on to become Boy Scouts and Eagles. We need to
show we take care of our properties and have a little pride in them. Fix the bridge, show the parents
what Scouting is. We learn to make do, but there are times when we shouldnʹt have to. Invest in
Cub Camps because theyʹre the first camping experiences many boys have. And for some of them,
itʹs their only. / Host off season sessions for Dens and as recruitment. At Cub Camps. Itʹs a great
thing to do. Get local troops and Crews to run them and help them recruit. And please get the LDS
dens to move on from Day camps all their years and do more. We can only tell them so many times
at camp. They need to get their kids out camping more because the boys love it. But they get bored
after their 4th time at the same camp. I love Scouting with all my heart and will support it as best as
I can. But we can be so much more than we are. / As a side note, I love these surveys. I like that
people in the program and the day‐to‐day bits of camps or on the unit level now have a voice. Keep
them up! / Can Ireland get some of the Box Cars from Cub World after itʹs sold? Theyʹd be a great
addition to camp! / moo / more active activities more shooting sports more sports and more hiking
and backpacking less nature stuff and less singing / My troop likes to plan camp outs during some
minor holiday weekends, usually a four day weekend, which is inconvenient to me. Also, we have
planned and I have been to two week long ʺhigh adventureʺ camp outs. These camp outs involved
many outdoor activities, but few opportunities for merit badges and rest. / N/A / N/A / no / No
comments / No fires in camp Baldwin, and stay off the nature corrals. / None / none / none / None /
none / None. / Nope / nope / not at this time / Ok / Overall, I have been very pleased with how the
council has run the camps. Offering more opportunities to learn and practice leadership and some
of the aforementioned maintenance issues are all I would point out. / Please provide better
outhouses. / Thank you for selecting me for this survey. I found out what I really care about in
Scouting and camping. / They need to have bacon at camp, not ham. Theyʹre not the same! / This
survey took way longer than ten minutes. Also, there should be something like ʺcamping at seaʺ
(something that involves sailing). / We live near great places to experience camping. We should
clean and update / these places regularly, meaning several times a year. And at summer camps, /
we need merit badge counselors who know what they’re talking about and do / it well. We need
merit badge counselors who will: / 1. Reject Passivity / 2. Accept Responsibility / 3. Lead and
Courageously / 4. Invest Eternally / webelos woods is amazing! / Webelos 1st years should have
more camping opportunities. /

Adult responses
Losing Scouters Mtn is huge for us as the location is 20 minutes from our COʹs parking lot. We have
years of memories and fun at both Cub World and Discovery. Not sure if we will continue our
yearly day camp offering if we need to travel each day to Camp Ireland (45‐60 minutes with traffic)
or Camp Lewis 60‐90 minutes with traffic). I know other districts plan and execute local day camp
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options in local parks. I am not sure that the Pioneer District would be able to pull that off as
currently structured. / I think having 15+ properties really hurts all of them.... We do need to
consolidate and improve the facilities. Do we need 4 Boy Scout Summer Camps? Would 2 camps
that are open for longer work out? Can we run summer camp for 10 or 11 sessions rather than 6 or
7? / Are we using the properties to the fullest? Is it possible to run resident camps for Cub Scouts at
Camp Clark and Butte Creek at times other than currently offered? / Can White River be used
better, open at times other than the weekend for Cub Scouts. Looking at the school schedule and
being open on in service and days off might increase use.

/ Cub Scouts need some sort of

waterfront activity... swimming pool / We need to do something to improve the overall facilities
and maintenance at our camps. I hear that places like Camp Baker and Camp Parsons outshine our
offering in both facilities and program. / A camping weekend event for adult leaders to get together
without boys and network would be an amazing addition to the opportunities currently available.
/ This survey didnʹt cover things like amenities at camp (such as bring your own food or have it
prepared by camp staff).

Many campers these days have food allergies that prevent them from

eating the same thing mainstream campers enjoy on campouts. It is critical to not forget them when
planning outings. Allowing them to bring their own food (opting out of camp prepared meals) is
sometimes very important and they donʹt want to be penalized by being required to pay for food
they arenʹt able to eat as well as having to pay for their own food. While I havenʹt experienced this
problem at a CPC camp, I have witnessed it first hand and an out of council camp and it was such a
bad experience that the camper chose not to participate with the troop because of something as
simple to accommodate as food preparation. / After spend last week at Camp Fire Mountain in the
Mt Baker Council I have realized how many years our camps have been neglected. We have better
dining facilities, bur the rest of their camp is in much better shape than ours is. We could also learn
a lot about how to run merit badges at summer camp from them. / All camps should have adults
coordinating the activities. If t‐shirts are pre‐ordered then camps should not run out so that Scouts
who are owed shirts never get one. If Scouts are used to teach other Scouts they should be mature
and respectful. This year at Butte Creek that wasn’t the case. All camps should have a list of what
achievements the boys will complete provided to the adult leaders. We should not have to make it
up or guess based on activities when they may be poorly ran. / any properties that councils
currently own should not be sold. Property is so hard to come by. If a camp no longer serves in the
same capacity (for instance, because of city growing up around it) then the property should be
changed into things like training facilities where the wilderness feel isnʹt as important. But selling
the properties are unwise. / At Camp Ireland: Parking can be a problem. It could be solved by some
simple rules. 1. If you are just dropping boys off, donʹt come into camp or stay until people are
done driving in. 2. No one should be allowed in after 3:00 (or whatever the end time is). They can
park on the street and walk in to get their boys. Both of these rules would solve all kinds of traffic
snarls. / At each of the camps, I believe that a weekend camping program could be established that
would include merit badges. Signup ahead of time for a limited number of spots, but this could be
a coordinated effort by two or more troops that would allow merit badges to be taught much like is
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done at OMSI, at the Aviation and Space Museum, and at some merit badge extravaganzas held
locally.

This could provide an opportunity to make the weekend campouts have more of a

purpose. / Overall, I am impressed with the properties that are available in the council, I wish I
knew more about some of them. / Perhaps an online video similar to a ʺtravel showʺ that would
outline the benefits of each of them. For example, I had no idea that Portland has a sea‐base. Weʹve
travelled to Florida 3 times to attend the sea‐base there. I realize that scuba diving in a reef is not
something that would be likely on the Columbia river, but a weekend experience for 8‐20 boys to
get an introduction to sailing or take a trip to Government Island might be fun. It would also
encourage more people to get involved in the safety afloat program. / Avoid high cost optional
items and ʺPCʺ focus...the outdoors is cheap and easy to access, keep the focus on the youth and life
skills, not on short‐term trends and pampering adults...be thrifty! / Before the economy tanked,
funds from the sale of Scoutersʹ Mt. were to be placed in an endowment and designated for camp
and other facilitiesʹ maintenance, replacement and expansion. I felt that was a wise decision since
upkeep and improvement costs are pretty high for so many properties. / Better improvements are
needed at each camp instead of fixing up and making do until something breaks / Better printed
materials regarding each camp might be nice. More info on individual camp websites might be
nice. More pictures on website. / Boy Scouts have moved too far away from traditional Scouting.
Badges to internet, skating, soccer, etc.? While I know the world has changed, Scouting is what I
look for to help my son escape from the world he now lives in. He can play soccer on his soccer
team, he can play on the internet at home, and he is supposed to be getting his math in school.
Trim the fat and get back to the basics of the Scouting ethic and honing outdoor and self‐reliance
skills. / BSA needs to stop worrying about all of the politics and focus on getting youth outdoors,
camping, doing service work, etc. Get them active, put together quality programs and everything
else will fall into place. / Stop all of the political positioning regarding sexuality, religion, etc. / Get
back to the basics, get into the woods and help local organizations (acts of service) and all else does
not matter; in my humble opinion. / Camp Meriwether is the premier camp of our council, for
location and activities, location. However, we just returned from Camp Pioneer, and Scouts and
adults were enamored with the camp and the staff! / Camping can be fun and itʹs important to get
youth (especially modern cell phone, video game, Facebook youth) out of their comfort zone and
learning things and building confidence among each other but I think there is value in day trips as
well especially given the lack of interest from families or the inability for single parents to come
camping and support the troop. / We ask a lot from our Scout families and it can be very hard on
them. Sometimes I even find myself wishing I didnʹt have a son in the troop so I could drop out due
to the stress of supporting my family at home and not letting down the boys who expect me to go
with them every month for a weekend. Itʹs a constant conflict inside trying to balance the troop, my
family, and my own personal stress/well‐being. / Camping is very important, units need to be able
to reserve camps, and campsite, 1 to two years out. Since this is / how our PLC planning is done. /
Cascade Council has some of the finest properties in North America, no reason not to look for
partnerships with other groups to make Scouting more mainstream again. / Cascade Pacific Council
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has some excellent camps, but sometimes routine maintenance gets neglected. I have been to most
of the camps at one time or another. Frequently I see rangers that have a bigger workload than one
person or even two at the bigger camps can be expected to complete. New seems to be override
regular maintenance, which means the camps are always trying to catchup with back problems. A
prioritized maintenance list should be developed for each camp; Reviewed by a camp committee;
Budgeted; Time framed; And acted on. / Communication is key, I strongly believe if the camps
were advertise more with the groups there would be more attendance. Round table isnʹt enough.
need to get out and into the groups. They boys learn so much by camping and getting out. We
need to make every effort to get them out to camp(s) of all kinds. / Cub Scouts is the entry for a lot
of adult leaders, These guys need lots of help. Inviting them out to the camps for a one day or
overnighter to tour them and explain the camp program to them. would help get more attendance,
Explain weekend camping, Program camping, Summer camps and all that to every group. Every
year! more exposure more press more Scouts more fun..... / Continue to do great things! / Cost is
one of the biggest items for our Scouts. We are on a limited budget and are restricted to it, therefore
we have to pick and choose what experiences our Scouts will attend. / CPC is a great Council with
amazing properties that our Scouts and their Families are very fortunate to be able to use. It would
be great for some activities like the ranges or climbing wall @ Meriwether be more available on
Family weekend, and I understand it is staffed by Volunteers.

I am so fortunate to be a volunteer

in your program, I enjoy the opportunities that all our Scouts have here. / CPC should do more to
promote venturing for girls. Use the girls camp at butte creek to encourage the next class of girl
venturers, sea Scouts and camp staff. The girls camp is a great program and a real opportunity to
recruit girls into the program is lost. / CPC‐BSA does a wonderful job in maintaining quality camps
in the district. That said, it does not advertise very well some of the camps. Iʹve been a registered
leader (Cub Pack and Troop) for 8 years, and I did not know that there were camps at Seaside and
near the airport. How is that possible? I read nearly everything that is sent out. / That said, you do
a wonderful job. / Did the council ever involve a certified inspector when it came to building the
staff cabins at Scouters Mountain? I wonder if an inspector would recommend a couple small
changes in moisture protection and ventilation for the cabins to extend their life? / Diminishing or
eliminating Camp Lewis would be a disservice and mistake. Despite opinions put forth from others
in Council this facility is well used by us in SW Washington. Having been a sponsor for 7 years [14
camping events] of Webelos Woods and Webelos Day/Sasquatch Search along with my wife a lot of
youth, both Cubs and Boy Scouts, have taken a great deal of joy learning and delight out of this
property. The amount of money it would take to bring this property up to acceptable levels is far
out weighed by the joy of these young people in not only learning but teaching that which they
have learned from previous ages of Scouts to the next generation. / do not get rid of Scouters
Mountain / dont say its a short survey when its long! / Enjoyed the survey and look forward to
helping achieve goals from this project. / Everything is too expensive and hard for the boys pay for.
Busy schedules make fundraising hard so the cost needs to be less. / find current Scout master
difficult / For LDS sponsored troops, the cost of Scout camp is very prohibitive. Nearly $300.00. We
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are only allowed one fundraiser a year, and it barely covers activities outside of Scout Camp,
Meaning parents have to pay out‐of‐pocket if they want their kids to go to camp. / For the actual
Scout camps, have an agenda and follow it. The Scouts are not there to goof off, they can do that at
home. Have a busy schedule for most of the day. Limit free time. / Go Scouts! / Good internet
access is critical to me being able to participate in a full week of camp. without that I could only
take a few days off work for the week. When I have had good internet access I can do a minimal
amount of work while the boys are working on their merit badges allowing me to stay for the
whole week. / Good planning , having leaders who have connections with good, helpful friends
that like Scouting and what it does for the boys. teaching the boys to ask to use land and get access
to places not everyone can go. / Have really enjoyed Camp Meriwether. My family is spoiled to
have it only a couple of hours away from home. We boast that it is the best! / Having clean, and
very close by, flush toilets and showers available at the camps. / Here in the CPC we are blessed
with many beautiful properties; many councils have one or two, and some have had to sell
properties because they couldnʹt maintain them. / CPC really needs to consider selling or leasing
some of the underutilized properties and using those funds to help maintain the other properties. /
With the sale of Scouterʹs mountain, maybe Camp Morrison could be updated and used for
summer camp. / Hopefully I didnʹt go too fast through these questions. I would be interested in
visiting some of the BSA camps but distance and available time would be a factor. Scouting is great
but I would like to balance civilian life with regular family life. / I am against selling Scouters
Mountain / I am an Eagle Scout and very proud of this fact. My son just achieved his Eagle Scout
and Iʹm equally proud. Iʹm an active member of our troop and lead high adventure activities. I
think once Scouts turn 14, high adventure is critical to keep kids involved. Itʹs important to mix up
the activities and have variety. An epic weekly long or two week long (High Adventure base trip
like Philmont) trip is strongly recommended. / I am concerned about what I see as decreasing
emphasis on the Scout oath and law. / I am concerned about what I see as steady erosion of training
related to the Scout oath and law. / I am concerned about what I see as a continuing erosion in
efforts to engender Scout principles related to the oath and law. / I am not a typical Boy Scout adult
camp person. My kids (venture crew daughter and Boy Scout son) have many more skills and
abilities to cope with remote camp experiences than I do! / I am very disappointed at the amount of
time that the Scouts in our troop have spent outdoors and on the trail. We are raising a bunch of
electronic loving wimps who know nothing about the outdoors. They are lazy and donʹt know how
to work. / I am worried about losing Scouters Mountain. It is such a superb place for the Portland
Metro area and hosts many great things from Day Camp, summer resident Cub Camp, weekend
outings for many units, and Ordeals. I would be very sad to see it go ~ especially after recent
improvements to staff city and the boxcars. I hope we can find a way to keep this wonderful gem
of CPC. / I and others in my District think itʹs a huge mistake putting Scouterʹs Mountain up for
sale. What in the world is the CPC thinking? / I believe our pack camps according to the
expectations/past habits. In other words, if one of our dens is invited by Boy Scouts, we usually
attend. If the new paradigm became camp once in the spring (2‐3 days maybe) and then also go to
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summer camp (day camp, then 3 days/2 nights for, and finally 5 nights/6 days as boys move from
Tiger, to Wolf, to Bear, to Web I to Web II) our pack would probably shift its paradigm. / If our
pack or dens are directly invited, we might be more likely to come? If there is a specific camping
event tied to meeting requirements (like Webelos Woods) I think we would be more likely to
participate. / I do not generally like to camp. I camp because my husband and boys like to camp. I
prefer a cabin with electricity and running water and flushing toilets and a shower because I like
the conveniences of modern life. But I think it is good for the boys (and the men donʹt seem to be
bothered by more primitive conditions) to live in more primitive conditions. It is good for boys to
know what it is like to go in an outhouse or dig a hole. It is good for them to sleep in a tent under
the stars. It is good for them to build a fire and cook on it. These are all essential skills for survival
and kids grow up in such a technologically advanced society that I think it is a great benefit for
them to go to camp and not have the conveniences of modern life. It teaches them to appreciate
their life of ease when they know what itʹs like not to sleep in a bed, to put up your own shelter,
cook your own food, make a fire for warmth, etc. primitive is nest for boys. But women appreciate a
little more comfort when camping. / I donʹt have additional comments. / I donʹt like the boys using
electronics at camp. It is very distracting to modern boys getting into a suitable nature experience.
I guess when staff have time off you let them do what they want. / My son observed sugar was
abundant in camp food. We like to eat well at home ‐‐ nutritious, high‐quality even organic food
(and cheap too due to bulk and garden). It was surprising to hear my son say he didnʹt like to eat at
camp because foods didnʹt live up to his expectations since at home we donʹt allow waste and he
eats a medium amount. / As gas prices get higher, it becomes more and more important to be in
nature near home. Nevertheless I value the camps. Having various experiences not available at
home ‐‐ boats, horses, shooting, nature is very important. It is important for you to help make these
things appealing which boys donʹt associate with masculinity as much as previously. My son
unfortunately is very influenced by the appeal to other boys, but I wish he would pick the riding
program for example. He says the staff there and at swimming are arrogant; I donʹt know if that is
a one time thing or a pattern. / I donʹt like the ease that some merit badges are given at summer
camps Some boys learn little and donʹt have to pass all the requirements. Example: one of my
former Scouts had some time on his hands so went looking for a class to attend. 20ʺ later he came
back to camp having passed the geology MB. I asked him a few questions about his collections and
such and he said we just looked at the instructorʹs / I enjoy all the camping experiences / I feel that
CPC has the best property and most of the time the best staff in the country. Whatever changes take
place I feel it is vital that we do not sacrifice our properties that is what make CPC Strong! / I feel
the variety of campsites is very important. I would not like the council to decrease the number of
campsites and properties. I wish i had time to go to more here. Not interested in going out of state.
/

/ I have heard in the past that the Council was thinking of selling some of their lesser used

properties. I disagree with this as the availability of property is getting tighter. Keep what you
have and always accept more. / I have no further comments. Thank you. / I have not been in the
area very long, so I am learning about the facilities, as with many councils across the country, some
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camps receive more funding than others and it shows. You need to fund the camps that are used
more often. To help with maintenance, establish workdays (like the OA does) and get adult
volunteers to help with some of the more mundane tasks. It never hurts to ask, instead of always
asking for money. / I heard that council is considering selling some of the properties do to financial
burden.

As I am sad to hear that I certainly understand in time of financial strain.

heard that Scouters mountain is one of the properties.
property in our council.

I in particular

That scares me as that seems to be a major

I would ask that prior to any properties be sold that council reviews all

properties which ones are used the most or least. Which ones cost the most to maintain and which
ones have the most impact on the Scouts. If we must sell properties lets sell ones that will have the
least impact on our current and future Scouts. This may put us in conflict of which one we could
sell at the highest price, but we are for the kids (current and future). / I hope that the money from
the sale of Scouters Mountain goes into a trust to support the upkeep of the rest of the Council
properties. Historically, the Council hasnʹt taken care of the properties they have, i.e. the staff
cabins at Meriwether, and they are eventually removed without replacement. Very short sighted
historically. Build a quality camping structure and take care of it. Going cheap costs this Council
more in the long run. / I hope this process will be transparent. The council is not maintaining it
facilities. It needs to make a decision to either close some camps or increase maintenance funding.
It is just as bad to offer an amenity which functions poorly at best as it is to not offer it at all. / I just
attended Camp Clark/Adventure Cove. I would love to see similar adult classes offered at camps
geared towards younger Scouts (perhaps on a smaller scale). / I just wanted you guys to know that I
am very unhappy with our Cub Scouts leader. I think he is trying his hardest, and I know he works
full‐time. My son [name omitted] has been going to his pack for two years now. The meetings are
very boring, and there are no planned activities all summer. I was hoping some kind of camp trip
would be planned maybe this year...maybe even a weekend? a one‐nighter? but nothing. When I
finally ran into the assistant leader [detail omitted], he said I couldʹve picked a camp for [son’s
name omitted] to go to through the brochure that was sent. I didnʹt want to send my son to some
place he had never been and not known anybody there. I am just very disappointed the lack of time
and effort put into this. Itʹs unfortunate but my son will not be attending this pack anymore. I hope
he can go to another one which is what a couple others that were in this group have done already. I
hope you guys can either train this leader, or maybe find a new one that can put more time and
effort into this. Itʹs supposed to be fun and a great experience for everyone. I have had several
friends ask if itʹs something they would want their kids to go to and I have said no because itʹs so
boring and unorganized. This pack could have grown a lot more by now. But now they will be
down to 4. / I know that someday soon that the Scouterʹs Mountain property will be sold. I very
strongly believe that another camp property should be bought and developed that is somewhat
close to the Portland metro area. Using other established camps such as Butte Creek and Camp
Lewis is not the answer. Scouterʹs Mt. is much more than just a summer camp facility. It is used
throughout the year for a great many more events because of its location. / I know that there is
much to consider when running a large council. Please know that your efforts are very much
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appreciated as you continue to make decisions on how to make the best possible camping
experience for our youth. Some of these questions do have me wondering about what type of
requests that you may have had recently? / I do hope & pray that any upgrades considered will not
be in order for the adults to use the internet instead of interacting with these deserving boys that
they bring to the outdoors, OR that having a flush toilet & hot shower at their campsite is a priority
as they choose where to camp. / I know that none of the boys Iʹve ever talked to want any of those
things during a campout. / I know these comments are unrelated to this survey, but Iʹm not sure
where or how else to say them. / I like having so many choices for camping nearby. I hope these
properties will be accessible for years to come! / I mentioned Camp Lewis earlier. I live in
Southwest Washington, and Lewis is the nearest council camp. / Most Scouters I know feel that
Lewis has been neglected by the council. / It needs running water, electricity, and flush toilets.
Also, a paved road and a larger parking lot would allow Ft. Vancouver and Columbia Gorge to
hold their Camporees at Lewis. / I personally contribute money to FOS and directly to fund raising
at specific camps (via troops and Venture crews). My favorite cause is Butte Creek because of the
strength of their program. I also donate my time to camps (especially Butte Creek and Camp
Baldwin). Iʹd like to see these properties continue to thrive. / I really feel bad about the sale of
Scouterʹs Mt. I wish there were a way to save it. I am concerned that day camp programs will not
exist if they it is too inconvenient to travel to. (It will be too difficult to get volunteers to drive boys
to and from camp daily, if it is too far away. / I recommend a more thorough training for staff;
better organization in readiness before and when we arrive. Efficiency would be appreciated.
Camp is great‐ as an adult leader, Iʹve attended summer camp at least once each summer for the
last 11 years. Keep up the good work / I think boys camp is far too expensive. You ask for us to
volunteer, for everything from maintaining camps to staffing groups of boys, while professional
Scouters make big bucks. The high up professional Scouters could make less and have the boys
camps cost less. / I think it would be nice to add a ʺGood Mannersʺ section in the program
somewhere. Either a part of early rank advancement or some rewards at the younger Cub Scout
camps. I have been shocked by the terrible manners that most Scouts have as far as cutting in line,
not waiting their turn, not holding doors for others, while at camp and mainly in the dining hall
area. Maybe younger Scouts could collect special recognition pins or bracelets (awards of some
type) and get recognition daily for those good turns. This could be good training for young men,
that obviously isnʹt happening at home. / I think leaders from our council other camps outside of
our council to get ideas. Just like teachers do! / I think not providing the council calendar in paper
form has hurt attendance at council and district events. The calendar was a great promotional tool
that units could use in annual planning. / I think that it would be very beneficial if there was lime
provided at each camp, so that it could be put into the kyboʹs to help reduce the smells. / I think the
cpc facilities are awesome, as a unit, however, we are not well informed about how we can best
utilize them. / I think the process that you are going through to evaluate the council properties is
important and worthwhile. I hope this does not turn into analysis paralysis like many of the
previous council endeavors in this area. / I think the Scouting program is effective. Our unit enjoys
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lots of camping and Iʹm not sure how much more we could‐‐or would want to do. / I only wish
that, for summer camp, they allow latecomers to be able to drop gear off closer to the site‐‐just in
the general lot, at least. / I think this survey would serve better if there was one that applied to Cub
Scouts and one to Scouts 11 and older. There are different rules and guidelines for each age group.
As a Cub Scout leader with boys that do not go to overnight summer camps, being forced to answer
questions (because I wasnʹt allowed to skip the questions) about what I prefer when selecting a
camp is irrelevant. Also, the church that sponsors our pack has extra guidelines that do not allow
for Cub Scouts to camp, even family camp. Having an option to explain that or saying itʹs doesnʹt
apply to my group would be helpful to you. / I think we are very fortunate to have so many great
camps which the Scouts can experience the coast, the mountains, horses, snow fun, hiking, water
sports and lots more. My experience has been positive and I know that this program has been a true
blessing for my Scout. Thank you Cascade Pacific Council! / I understand that Scouterʹs Mountain is
once again on the CPC Board of Directors ʺFor Saleʺ agenda. I am extremely disappointed by this
news, I strongly discourage this action and are adamantly opposed to it. There are hundreds, if not
thousands, CPC members and volunteers that believe those advocating for this action do so with
very little history with the CPC, so therefor have no understanding of value except for the dollar
amount, and that the BOD’s and management are using this action as a resume stuffer. / CPC
Members and volunteers that where born and raised here, or have a long time relationship with the
CPC, see this as a ludicrous idea The value should be solely weighed on the use of its members, and
for the fact that once itʹs sold; itʹs gone forever! / Scouter’s Mountain is the only property in the
metro area that is conveniently located for thousands of Scouts and Scouters. Many excuses and
reasons have been made why the CPC would be better off selling Scouterʹs Mountain. / Day Camp
can be offered at local parks (because thatʹs what other councils do). The CPC has always been an
unique Council and is the envy of councils throughout the United States. Itʹs ridiculous to even
think the CPC would sell one of its prized gems to re‐locate to a city park? / The urban area has
encroached upon the property. Please…..those homeowners knew what they were getting into
when they decided to build or move to the neighborhood. If you can’t handle the roosters crowing
and the smell of manure, then you better not live next to the farm! / Establishing an endowment
fund. The CPC Board of Directors are intelligent individuals. If they take the time to brainstorm and
make the effort, there are other ways to create an endowment, move the CPC headquarters, and all
of the other items on their wish list. / I strongly encourage the CPC Board of Directors to put their
efforts into other avenues and to stop trying to “sell” one of the CPC “best assets” when it’s not
necessary! / I will be working weekends for the foreseeable future. I really want to participate with
Scouts and camping with my son, but we are limited to camping during the week in the summer at
this time. Most Scouting events are on the weekends. / I will not share a lodge with a woman who is
not my spouse, I will not return to any of the council lodges if I am expected to share a dormitory
with female leaders. / Why donʹt boy Scouts of america recite the pledge of allegiance at council
camps? We are one nation under God, and as Iʹve taught my Scouts through the Duty to God
program, it is also their duty to honor the laws of the country they live in, even to pledge their
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loyalty to perpetuate the liberties they enjoy. It need not be mandatory, but those who would like
to participate should be given the opportunity to recite the pledge at a Scouting activities. / I wish
there were more activities for older Scouts. These donʹt have to be with their troops. / I would
emphasize making the BSA camps available to Scout groups of all ages, and not worry so much
about the programs. Parents are capable of designing and hosting the activities. The exceptions
might be BB gun and archery. But mainly I donʹt feel as though most properties have been made
available to us. / I would hate to lose Scouters mountain. ( I see why ) The rest of the camps are
slowly being upgraded. / I have been in the Boy Scout program for over 50 years Iʹm an Eagle
Scout as well as my two sons I have 3 grandsons in the Scout program. I think the Scout program is
very good. / I would like to have the CPC at least pretend that some of the Scouts‐‐of which there
are several in SW WA‐‐ also live in the State of WA. As our council, I feel it is your obligation to
provide information on your website for Scouting Activities that occur in WA. WA Jamboree is a
great example. According to the CPC, as they did not sponsor it, evidently it is not important to
have that information available to SW WA Scouts/adult leaders on Compass Points, etc. You are the
local council, you need to represent our Scouts and their opportunities on an equitable basis and
present the info. Who knows, maybe an OR Scout would attend an activity n WA if they knew
about it. This has been a sore point with me for quite a while. Also, have some of your council
activities/adult leader training in SW WA once in a while. I think people could drive to a locatin in
Vancouver as easily as they do to one in Portland. You have some of your training in Woodburn,
OR, Why not in Longview? I feel that more than ever, with all of the crap Scouting has gone
through, lets at least make sure the folks who already are involved in Scouting feel that they are all
on the same team. / I would like to see more modern Scouting activities available for Cub Scouts
such as building a computer, geocaching, online gaming, building rockets, robotics, Internet safety.
/ I would like to see that our Council staff members be more helpful, especially around summer
camp. I think it is unfair how the free summer camp t‐shirts only works if the whole unit pays
before May 15th. Not every family can make the May 15th deadline. They need June 15th to make
payments. If some families can make the early bird, they should get the free camp t‐shirt. I
understand the council wants every unit to pay early and have that issue out to the way. The head
of the camping, he was not very helpful or friendly when I talked to him on the phone. If our
Council wants every Troop to follow the Scout Law and The Scout Slogan, then I expect the Staff
members of our Council to do the same. / I would love to see more communication on a district
level. Our Council does a fabulous job keeping us informed on the bigger stuff going on. But on a
district level, I dont know much of anything. / I would rather take several smaller surveys than one
large one... / Iʹd like to consider adding weekend trips to Council properties, but I donʹt know
where to obtain availability and pricing information. / Iʹd like to help out with future camp
planning. I can be reached at [phone number omitted] / Iʹd like to see more co‐ed opportunities for
my girls ‐‐ there are not few co‐ed crews out there. / Iʹd like to see some of the camping facilities get
some very needed repairs. / Iʹd really love to see more options for the sisters of Scouts ‐ I have an
11‐year‐old who is the younger sister of three Scouts, and she *really* wants to be a Scout herself,
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and has for years now. Sheʹs just plain not interested in girly‐girl Scouts ‐ she wants the camping
and hiking and all of it. We know about the horse camp ‐ and she wants to do it, even though itʹs a
one‐time thing ‐ but so far, we havenʹt been able to come up with the money for it. Itʹs much easier
to get a Scout to camp with fundraising and scholarships than it is to come up with the $$ on your
own for sister camp. / If there is one thing Scouts can improve upon is to be more efficient use of
time. Oftentimes, I hurry to get to an event, and find that Iʹm waiting. ʺA hurry up and waitʺ
attitude that is pervasive.

Many activities just take too long. They can be easily be shortened in

duration. I live a busy life; my son lives a busy life.

He has homework to do and when Scouting

takes the entire weekend, it interferes with his homework and his education, so we often have to
make a priority call and forgo participation. And really, you donʹt need the entire weekend ‐‐ a
single overnight would be fine instead of both nights. The other youth organization that my son is
involved with is far more efficient use of his time. / Iʹll be giving these questions more thought. / Iʹm
tired. In all reality there is only so much each of us can give of our time and ourselves. BSA is a
volunteer based association. Without volunteers stepping up those of us who do find ourselves
doing increasingly more and more to help our amazing Scouts through the program. / It takes an
enormous amount of time to successfully run a troop. It takes an enormous number of parent
volunteers to ensure a successful program. Too often we face the challenge of having our
volunteers coerced to such a point they feel obliged to go help at district and council level when in
reality we and the Scouts need them at unit level. The amount of pressure we have from district
and council level for us to go help them shows a disconnect of what the program really involves
and is about. / It takes months if not years for parents to feel comfortable volunteering in a troop. It
is disheartening, and frustrating, when one is struggling to fill basic but necessary roles on
committee and assistant Scoutmasters only to see them head out the door to help elsewhere when
we really them in unit.

/ Iʹm very glad to have my boys in Scouting. I think it is a wonderful

program in teaching boys a lot of life skills they will need later. Camping has always been a great
experience. / Iʹm very upset about the loss of Scouterʹs mountain. In my opinion, there is no excuse
for itʹs sale. Expecially the lodge! / improve merit badge program at summer camp. the instructors
are complacent and not providing quality instruction. they need assistance with youth behavior
and not being boring / In the last 2 years i have enjoyed my camping experiences and so has my
son. Keep up the good work. In regards to Scouters Mountain being lost, please find another
location to replace it that is close‐in to town for Scouts to attend similar activities. Not having a
close‐in site would become a major issue for many families. / In the section rating camping
experiences for different age groups ‐‐ the age of Scouts 11 ‐ 13 was missed on my survey. / Is there
a way that the boyScouts of america could set up a permission slip or some sort of agreement to
allow youth or young adult leaders (below 21) Like in venturing scouts of america to drive friends
or other youth in the troop to events, Because that would help alleviate the stress some troop have
with having enough rides for campouts. and maybe would keep some of the older youth that can
drive legally to stay involved with their troops programs. have the Scoutmaster, committee chairs
and both adults sign a waiver that they cannot sue BSA or charter organization, and it gives
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permission only to take those youth on the waiver to and from Scouting events. and put time
restrictions so that the youth/young adult leaders cannot take the youth out of camp without the
Scoutmaster approval. / Is there a way to be more involved in what is going on in Scout camps? / It
is all about cost for us anymore. We (adult leaders) would like to see a no frills camp. Just water
and outhouses.

That way our boys can go to a summer camp without their parents taking out a

loan. Some families have 3 boys in the troop. / It is sad that we have started leaving the council to
go to different Scout camps and other places because of the cost is getting to high and I can take the
youth to Canada and feed them better and have a better experience than they can get at a Scout
camp for a lot less money. They have a more of a Scouting experience than if they went to a council
Scout camp. I donʹt like it. But it is what it is. / It was difficult for me to respond to this survey as I
typically do not go with my son on his Boy Scout campouts ‐ one of the reasons I have him in
Scouting is because I donʹt care for camping and so this allows him to experience this with his
troop. / Itʹs important to strike a balance between achievement (merit badges and rank
advancement) with having fun. I like having programs the troop can do together, have fun, and
bond, in the afternoon for the Scouts instead of it being all free and open. They need to have free
time to work on merit badges in the afternoon as well. / What I do not like is what Pioneer did this
last year. They had each troop go out and camp in the wilderness overnight one day and cook their
own meals etc. This was a huge mistake and pain in my view. It added a lot of work and
complexity to the week. We had to pack not only for a summer camp experience but also for a
backpacking experience which means we had to bring a lot more gear. It also took the boys away
from doing merit badges for a day, which was not good. Pioneer is one of my favorite camps. It
has a lot of beautiful wilderness area around it. However, please do not do this again. This one
thing makes me not want to ever go to that camp again. Please make the wilderness overnighters
optional, not mandatory. / Iʹve heard that the council is thinking of closing some of our camping
facilities. I think that would be a shame. We have some of the greatest camping facilities in the
nation, each offering different things to our Scouts, and each very important. I would hope that the
council would continue to offer those multiple sites and opportunities to our Scouts. / Just wanted
to let you know that this survey took far longer the 10 or 15 minutes mentioned at the start. I spent
about 40‐45 minutes to get through it & thoughtfully answer each question asked... / Keep all
properties after SM is sold. / Use funds for upkeep. / Encourage use by advertising to units
(especially about lesser known camps (Morrison, Cooper, / Lewis, Ireland). / keep up the good
work / Keeping the cost low is extremely important. Also, no mention of ʺroad to 1st classʺ at camp
but that is very important. / Long boring survey. Just tell us which camps youʹre going to sell off. /
make adult training more convenient. I have asked multiple times and offered to have our troop
sponsor or host a wilderness first aid only to hear nothing back from the council. go to the troops
and not make the troops come to you. very rarely do we ever see a council or district person at our
meetings... / Many Scouts (and adults) experience internet and video game withdrawal when
camping. The focus on camping and the experience of community and being outdoors would be
greatly inhibited with too easy access to cell service, internet access, and even electricity. Also non‐
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outdoor activities or powered activities can interfere with the nature experience. / Camp property
is very important. Compare the limited shade at Scouters Mountain vs. the ample shade and trees
of Camp Morrison or Camp Pioneer. Distances that must be traveled between facilities in the camp
provide built‐in ʺnature hikes.ʺ Layout of camp sites and main facilities, including the dining hall,
can foster community within the troop. / Maybe you could have a Camp Spotlight in Compass
Points where you would randomly spotlight campsites all over Oregon and Lower Washington.
This would educate people new to Scouting in the area what is out there. Even if it was only a
couple paragraphs talking about the site, views, amenities, trails, etc. / More attention needs to be
paid to the maintenance of camps. / More quality training would be great if it were available in the
[x] District. Iʹve attended several training events in the Portland area, and I felt like they were much
higher quality than what has been provided in the [x] District. / Most council campsites also need
more covered areas. It rains a lot here, even in the summer. / Most of my memorable experiences
are from going camping with Scouts, both going back to camps I have been at and exploring new
ones, I grew up in Ohio and went to several camps there, I attended Philmont as a Scout, My first
Scoutmaster ship in Alaska I enjoyed many camps, Illinois and Missouri and then Washington and
Oregon when I separated from the Air Force. From single day trips and camps to week long +,
Summer and High Adventure activities. I think all of the CPC facilities I have been to are safe and
enjoyable but some do need some care...

There is nothing better than a return camper that

remembers the Staff and has a great time and one day becomes a junior staff member. That is
greatly influenced by an adult who sees the details in the quality of the staff and facility. I
appreciate the opportunity to participate in this survey hope my comments help. Have a great
Scouting day. / My answers were not that important, being that I was talking for the Cub Scouts. If
I could have answered more from a Boy Scout perspective the answers would have been more
detail, because they would have pertained to the older boys who are able to overnight camp for
longer periods of time. / I personally think it would be awesome if you would open more of the
properties to family camping during down time of Scout camps. Or have open camping for those
groups that come in for service upkeep. Also it would be great for BS groups to come and make it a
service project weekend. / My boy just became a boy Scout this past year. He is starting the 6th
grade this fall, and we anticipate a greater amount of homework. He may well drop out of Scouts
due to the fact that there are weekly meetings and monthly campouts required, and with the added
amount of homework from school it may just be too much of a demand. We feel it would be much
better for the young guys if there is a better balance between Scouting, schoolwork, and other
outside activities. Why not require a campout every other month and two meetings per month?
All of the parents weʹve talked to think that would work far better, and keep more boys in the
program. / My boys and I have always had wonderful experiences at camp. Camp leaders and staff
have been a huge part of this! / My sonʹs experiences with Boy Scout camps have been five star.
Our Troop goes to an out of council camp every 5 years, usually Camp Parsons. All the boys come
home with such excitement over their camping experience, both in and outside of council. They
enjoy the wide variety of merit badges they can earn. We have two new Scouts who both got to
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attend Camp Pioneer with the Troop. They each had a great experience camping BSA style. / My
unit loves and regularly uses almost all of the CPC properties and we camp 11 of 12 months each
year including at least one if not 2 weeklong camping experiences.

CPC camps are usually

available so no issue with having a place to go and have water and a kybo which is all we really
need. / Need better beach/tidepools program at Meriwether and Clark. / need low‐maintenance,
low‐country, winter‐accessible council properties with 1/2 hour travel time for unit camping and
adult leaser training /.

Cost is always a factor.

I wish our den was more proactive about

fundraising so our kids could do more activities. / None. Thanks. / Nope. Except that more funding
should go to camp lewis in Battleground. They are underfunded. / Nothing comes to mind. My son
loves Scouting, and just returned from National Jamboree... now he has to choose between NOAC
2015 and World Jamboree.... / Nothing is more irritating than Councilʹs apparent bent with regard
to continually trying to sell off Scouterʹs Mountain. / nothing to add / Obviously I spend a lot of
time camping with the Scouts. My kids Troop prefers to camp at council properties. I spent 4 years
as a Den leader. 2 as a Cub Master. The last 3 as an ASM, and the last one as a Crew Committee
Chair. I talk to other leaders all the time, and it amazes me how few of them have any idea what
this council has to offer in the way of camping properties. As a Cubmaster, I offered at least 2
camping opportunities every year to my Pack in addition to summer camp. My son is the SPL. He
and the PLC decide where to camp, yet they have never heard of Royce Finel. I have no idea what
Meganʹs Meadow is, and I thought i was pretty well informed. / I know you guys have info on
your website. perhaps an email flyer sent out every year to the Cub Masters. There is no reason
those kids shouldnʹt camp more. You could even include Del Smithʹs Jurassic Park style gates onto
his property at Evergreen. Iʹm sure he would love it. / We are all busy and donʹt always look at the
website to see what is available. The CMs and SPLs in the troop are going to be the ones that really
need that info. The SMs, and ASMs should know about it already, but really it is the SPLs (PLCs)
and Cubmasters that make the plans. Find a way to get them the info about what is available. I
was a Den leader and assistant CM for years before I knew about the winter lodges. Remember
that the Cub Scout leaders are the ones that are really thrust into their positions knowing nothing
about what we as a council have to offer. Perhaps the Council staff could make it to a few of their
meetings and inform them better. / In the end, we have one of the best councils around. The
property we have is bar none and you guys are great stewards of it. Keep up the good work. Plan
a replacement for Scouters mountain to allow Tigers and Wolves an overnight camp (even if it is for
1 night). Upgrade a few items at the rest of the camps. / Thanks / offer more eagle merit badge at
all camps / ok / On some of these properties such as Camp Morrison or Cooper, would portable or
chemical toilets be a better option to dilapidated kybos for weekend camping? / On the pages that
had questions with star rankings, I was unable to answer using my Windows 8 system. / One of my
greatest concerns is the eventual loss of Scouterʹs Mt. and how that loss will be made up for. I
firmly believe another fairly local facility should be acquired for the same functions that Scouterʹs
Mt. is now filling. / One question that wasnʹt asked that is important to my son is the quality of food
served and ability to accommodate dietary needs. He felt that the quality of the food at Camp
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Pioneer last year was poor. At Camp Meriwether, he thought it was great. / Our favorite summer
camps are not the ones we use most, specifically Baldwin and Pioneer. It is a matter of access and
distance. I would have appreciated the chance to give detailed responses for those two camps as
well as Meriwether. In both cases, it is program, the feel of a smaller camp and the staff that bring
us back. We just got back from Baldwin and I would judge it to be the best experience I have had in
15 years of summer camps. / Our pack has attended camp Lewis the last two years and Scouters
mountain Cub camp before that. We are putting on our own camp next year because we were
disappointed in the quality of the camp.

We especially felt that the youth running the stations

were not great leaders for the boys. The youth running the stations seem disinterested. We felt the
boys wasted a lot time at the camp. We felt like the boys could have passed off more things. We
felt like the crafts were cheesy. We (the leaders) felt like it was not worth $125.00 per boy. The skit
night went way too long. What did we like? We like seeing all the other Scouts from the other
packs. There were a couple of good leaders. / Our pack needs major assistance with administration
and running a pack meeting that honors Scouts and the boys that are in Scouts. Denʹs run fine.
Our pack meetings do not uphold the principles of Scouting. / Our unit would love to do more
family camping outings...I feel there would be a better turn out for overnight camping experiences
if these were offered to families in our area. / overall I think the Pacific council is doing a great job! /
Overall we have some of the best camps around. / Overnight camping and summer camp are very
important to our Scouts. They all enjoy and learn from getting out into the outdoors. Camp should
be for learning how to get along in the outdoors and not indoor activities. I do like the rule no
electronics. / Paperwork thereʹs so much paperwork to do for camp Ireland itʹs ridiculous every
year I have to fill the same form for day camp when Iʹm right there with my child itʹs enough to
make me want to quit Scouts. / Please continue to keep the summer camp cost reasonable ‐‐ believe
it is still a good value for the money compared to other for profit and not for profit alternatives. /
please donʹt sell cub world/scouterʹs mountain. this is a huge mistake! Its short sighted to have the
board make this decision for everyone, to fund salaries short term. You will never get such a
wonderful property so close to Portland again. This is a really bad mistake. / Please survey other
top notch councils. We donʹt go out of council much, and donʹt know what great ideas / amenities
are possible. / Keep improving online planning tools, including for reservations. / Property maps
require improvement. (Of the property ‐esp Baldwin, and how to get there) / Quit trying to
accommodate city campers. Camping is not for techies. / Really enjoy Scouting and camping with
my son and grandsons. Bring back my days of Scouting. / remember to think about the Cub Scouts
too, just like this survey you made Cub Scouting fell like is an afterthought, if they donʹt like Cub
Scouting enough then they donʹt go on. and you have less boy Scout / Roads into an out of most of
the camp properties Iʹve been to leave a lot to be desired. I understand the need to keep cars
driving slowly and rock roads are not too much of a problem. But when they wash out or there are
crater sized potholes the entire five mile length of the road, it is hard to justify subjecting my
vehicle to that kind of abuse ‐‐ even for boy Scouts. / Scouting has been a very positive experience
for our son and our family so far. We wish our daughter had the same opportunities available.
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Girls in Scouts someday? And sorry...but girl Scouts just isnʹt cutting it! / Scouting is a great
opportunity. My boys prefer a lot of the traditional activities like firebuilding, hiking, shooting &
archery, etc. / Scouting is to be primarily an outdoor experience. My Scouts have a diminished
view of turning Scouting into a country club, electronic experience. My boys say that Scouting
loses its appeal when it conforms too closely to the culture; Scouting becomes nothing special,
because it becomes too much like all other organizations and functions. / / Have an emphasis on
the Scout Oath and Law. / Scouting should be a fun learning experience by both the kids and
Adults. However in the current social climate we seem have to lost the true spirit of Scouting. / Sea
Scouts has been a wonderful program for my son. He has made good friends, learned to sail better,
and achieved his Quartermaster Award. The program at the Base is an uneven experience. I see
some of the ships really doing a lot of skill building and teaching seamanship while others just puts
around. I think more uniform training and emphasis on advancement would enhance all the
programs out there. Cooperation among the Ships would go a long ways toward improving the
entire program. / The program my son experienced has been terrific. / Seems since we became
involved in Scouting since 1994, there is a significant competition for time and attention to the
Scouting movement, amongst media, over taxed and worked parents, short attention spans, and
inability to see the worth of Scouting. / When do we all get to see the merits of Scouting in
advertising, in ads, on TV? The show ʹAre you Tougher Than a Boy Scoutʹ, touches on this, but is
still a reality show. Where are the well‐designed advertisements during the smutty, inappropriate
TV shows kids get to watch these days, asking them, ʺSo, What did you do this weekend?ʺ Or
maybe, another showing a 16 year old saving a manʹs life. Or, showing good judgment? Or, getting
the Scholarship? Or, the job? Or, showing respect to our history? Or...etc. It could be a series of
short 15‐30 second commercials, all with the same ending....or tag line, logo, music, (etc). / itʹs time.
Otherwise, we are lost in the din of everything out there, provided abundantly, so minds can
continue to be lazy, or not have to parent, or hazed into participating beyond reasonable levels so
the coach looks good. Which by the way, Scouts are hazed by these coaches because they are in
Scouting...this is why we need a dialog in the public arena sharing the overdue merits (lost merits)
of Scouting. / Sell Scouters Mountain and buy a great replacement property / Selling Scouters
Mountain is a horrible idea. / Selling Scouters mountain is a terribly stupid idea and should be
stopped. Sell Royce Finel, Morrison or some other camp that has limited resources and away from
the bulk of the population that you already donʹt support or promote. / Scouters Mountain an I
believe Camp Lewis are the heart of the Cub Scout facilities both in the Portland area and in the
Council. It is a travesty not to support these camps and support the youth that have benefitted
from them for many many years. / Meriwether has been well supported for many years. Time to
support some other facilities. / By the way, your 10 minute time estimate was way off to complete
this survey. It takes more like 30‐45 minutes to complete. That would have been nice to know. /
Shooting ranges need to have management of the waste commodities. Scrap lead can be sold for $1
per lb but it needs to be captured cleaner on the range. The shotgun range has the potential to be a
super fund site someday. Empty shotgun shells can be sold. / Since we are talking about facilities,
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the most serious issue is the sale of Scouters Mountain. We absolutely need a dedicated Scout camp
close by for Cub Scouts and day camps. If we do not have a great outdoor experience for Cub
Scouts, many will lose interest and quit. Without Cubs we will not have sufficient Boy Scout
numbers. The way this sale is happening is highly offensive to those of us with boots on the
ground. No input was asked of us. At best you talked to cherry‐picked Scouters. After the outrage
from the earlier proposed sale, the surprise sale at this time is a slap in the face to all dedicated
Scouters. Proposing a ʺblue ribbonʺ panel to find alternatives at this time, when the deal is done, is
pathetic‐the time for this was over the last several years, so that an agreed alternative is already
agreed upon by Scout volunteers. I have been a Scouter for over 20 years, District Award of Merit,
Silver Beaver, Wood Badge. I feel this treatment is offensive. When the sale is complete, I will
probably conclude that my Friends of Scouting donations are no longer needed‐you should have
sufficient funds. I will still work with the Scouts, as that is what Iʹm here for. But for $$, forget it. /
Sometimes we only have a couple of active boys in our Troop. When I lived in Cleveland we had a
program called provisional Scout Masters where the Council provided the leaders and the Scouts
were combined into patrols and one large troop. This gave boys who did not have the leadership or
the numbers to attend summer camp. I was one of those provisional Scout masters and the program
worked well and we enabled a lot of boys who would not have been able to go to camp to go to
camp. / Staff members should have a good attitude, It makes the Scouts more likely to achieve. /
Stop selling camping properties.

Fix them up for use. / survey takes too long / Survey was too

long. / Thank you for letting other Scouters voice opinions, much appreciated. / thank you for
survey / Thanks for asking for input to a great survey that should provide some future assistance to
better Scout Camping in the Council. / Thanks for doing this / Thanks for getting our opinions! /
Thanks for reaching out to those of us who use the camps / Thanks for the opportunity. Iʹve moved
from Boy Scouting back to Cub Scouting over the last couple of years, so my answers seem kind of
mixed up ‐ hope it helps. / The activities and what camps attained were answered by my 13 yr ols
twin boys. My husband always goes as a parent / They attended camp Easton in Id this summer
and they said it was the best ever. They loved the water activities. / The Camps we have are great
for the Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts. Even though Iʹd like to see little tweaks here and there, if we
just improved on what we already have that would make Camps so much better. / The cost of Scout
Camp is getting prohibitively expensive. I can take boys on a 5 day 50 mile hike for ~$50‐75. Iʹve
taken boys on 5 day, 50 mile kayak trips for $200. I canʹt imagine how you can charge $284 for
Scout camp. That needs to change. / The cost of using Scout facilities has gotten too high. We
normally use other facilities to camp. / The council has some fantastic properties, which is a
blessing to have but a burden to maintain. It would be a shame to lose any of them. I hope the
council can find a way to keep and manage all of them. My recent experiences at council boy Scout
summer camps have been very positive. / The CPC has astonishingly great properties. I respect all
of the choices the Council has to make to keep the properties functional and well‐maintained. CPC
units are incredibly fortunate. / Thank you for all you do for our Scouts and Scouting! / The CPC
provides excellent opportunities for troops to provide fun exciting outdoor experiences for the
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Scouts / The major problem with the Cascade Pacific Council, compared to the other councils we
have been involved with, is that there are too many entrenched volunteers. There are adults whose
kids have grown and moved on, but the adults climb forever to their entrenched positions in
advancement, district, council and elsewhere and no people are not allowed to move into them.
The unwillingness of the council professional staff to set limits on the length of service adds to this.
It makes the organization stale. Limits the ability to find new funds and individuals who can
refresh the council. / The most important area for Council to address is the replacement of Scouters
mountain, a self‐inflicted wound created by board members more interested in the bottom line than
our youthʹs Scouting experience. A day camp experience on dedicated Scout property close to
home is essential and probably now lost forever. City parks, etc will not suffice. If Cub Scouts do
not have positive camp experiences, they will not appreciate the Scouting program and our feeding
into Boy Scouts will suffer. The time for planning was before Council committed to selling Scouters
Mountain, not after. That said, a real replacement is top priority for the Council. The other top
priority is to listen and consult with us, not tell us what you are going to do to/for us. / The most
important part of the week long Scout camp is for the boys to be able to get merit badges. Itʹs nice
to have a large number or to vary some from year to year. When my boys got older they had
already received the merit badges available and we didnʹt want to spend a significant amount of
money to send them when they could camp locally for cheaper. / The outdoor program is the most
important part of Scouting and should be supported to the fullest extent possible. Even though
Scouts may enjoy them, electronics and motorized activities are not appropriate to the outdoor
program. / The previous question tells the purpose of these questions which is how to get more
Scouts to attend your camps. Itʹs all we can do to get a few of our boys to summer camp. Yes money
is a big block. This a poor area and I donʹt see a big change in the future. / The survey was a good
idea. / The survey was too long. / There are a few questions I couldnʹt answer where I had to rate
listed items from one star to five stars. / The survey wouldnʹt let me rate any of those. / There is
absolutely no reason camp Ireland should continue to be neglected and allowed to waste away. /
There needs to be more communication with parents. I think some troops are great at providing
parents with information others seem to want you to just drop off your Scout and expect that they
will make it home. Including parents in the process is a key to a successful camping experience. /
this is not a 10 min survey :‐( / This survey is too long for a Cub Scout to fill out. / This survey is too
long, I almost didnʹt complete it! Perhaps you could streamline it somehow / This survey was not
really well designed‐‐‐too many questions where I wanted to answer something else but it wasn’t
an option‐‐‐for example, whether or not a type of camping experience was positive was just badly
done because I wanted to answer that we never did that type of camping (but that was not an
option to mark). / In general, I think Scout outings and camps needs to be more about team
building and outdoorsmanship.

No need to add computers! / We need more hiking events and

more backpacking but, unless the troops are led by those adults that want to do this, the kids get
ʺcabin campingʺ.

Thatʹs better than nothing, but troops should be encouraged to do more of ʺraw

experiencesʺ / This survey was really long! I would suggest breaking it up into separate surveys for
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day, weekend, and week‐long camp experiences. / This survey was too long and not sufficiently
targeted. You have long term camps convoluted with weekend stay places. The nature and needs of
summer camps/ long term camps is very different from the short term camps. / This survey was
way too long and detailed. As you will see by my responses, I stopped answering the questions but
wanted to finish so you would at least get responses to those I did answer. / This survey was way
too long. / This took way more than 10 minutes, Scoutʹs Honor. / Iʹm very impressed with CPC in
every respect. I have been involved as a Cubmaster, Scoutmaster, Scout Committee Chair, and now
Asst District Commissioner. I am very impressed with the current project to assess property
management plans for the future and have great confidence in the committee addressing this. I
would have responded sooner, but this went to an old email address that I donʹt check too much
anymore. / thank you! / This was a longer survey than the 15 minutes promised. / This was a
pretty long survey... / This was not an anonymous survey. You asked for zip code and email
address. [zip codes used only to evaluate geographic spread of responses; an email address was
only asked for IF the member wished to sign up for the council email newsletter, and was not
required] / Thank you for taking my opinion in to consideration for the improvements of our
council properties and I know these surveys work since I climbed on the new Rock Wall at
Meriwether. Please continue to expand on the Obie Ranger Site at Camp Meriwether and also make
a similar program at each of our other week long boy Scout summer camps in the council. It is a
great opportunity for the Scouts and I think we could have a lot more involvement if the Scouts
could come to camp and be ready to be 1st clsas within a few months of returning from camp. great
program out there on the coast. Needs to be at every council summer camp. Also please keep the
Fort at Meriwether, This Fort has gotten more of the scouts in my troop over the past 8 years either
motivated or more interested in Scouting than any other program feature I have seen. I know it
brought the leader out of one of my Scouts back in 2009 and he made Eagle. / Venturing Crews
need more access to high adventure camps such as Camp Baldwin. / We are of limited budget, the
increase in cost is becoming prohibitive. Please keep the week end camping available for free to
troops that support Friends of Scouting. / I have had a number of scheduling conflicts at camps. I
have been double booked or the reservation was moved to a different week. / Additional locations
with good cover for winter/rainy season camping. Need it close by to be able to arrive in daylight. /
We camp a lot. I am also a Girl Scout leader. We enjoy the BSA properties and overall they are far
superior to what the Girl Scouts offer, and cost less. I paid $550 for my daughter to attend a 5 night
Girl Scout camp, compared to $284 for Boy Scout camp. The CPC is doing a great job of keeping
the costs low. I fully expect to have my 12 year old girl Scouts become Venture Scouts as soon as
they are 14, if nothing else so we can use the BSA properties for camping. (We do already) Iʹm
taking my girls to Butte Creek for weekend camping this fall, and we have also been to Aubrey
Lodge for family snow day. Looking forward to seeing the campsite improvements at Butte Creek.
Would love to have a place where we can take boys and girls canoeing in the fall or spring where
the canoes are available for use. / We did notice this year that all of the camp shirts were more earth
toned. When outdoors that is not always a good thing. On a hike one of the leaders at the back of
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the group noted that the brown shirts were difficult to pick out from the surroundings at the front
of the group. Embrace the popularity of the neon colors :) / Also, backing in at Cub World I was
assisted by a staffer directing me. I am fairly proficient at backing and didnʹt necessarily need
assistance. I do feel it is needed to have someone helping though as not everyone is comfortable
backing and with loaded vehicles may have restricted visibility. I would strongly encourage a bit of
training for staff working the parking lot. All staff in the parking lot should be wearing a flaggers
vest and maybe even have a flag. Staff should be trained that if they canʹt see the driver in their
mirror, then the driver probably canʹt see them (causing them to be of no assistance as well as
putting the staffer in danger). As I was backing into a shaded spot, with dust on the back window
of my SUV, toward a staffer wearing a dark brown shirt...it was difficult to see him to begin with.
Then he moved to where had I not had the smaller bubble mirrors on my side mirrors I would not
have been able to see him at all. / Overall though I think we have excellent camps within our
council. I believe that each camp has done well with picking great staff. / We do a good amount of
camping in our troop. At least 1 a month we have an outdoor activity and 1 week long camp a year.
Other than ʺsummer campʺ when we use facilities like Butte Creek and/or meriwether, we usually
have a reason (new Scout skill training, family camping, etc...) so having camps be a little more
family oriented during off times while maintaining the true camp feel for Scout summer camping
would be extremely helpful / We do a lot of our camping on non‐Scout owned properties. Your
survey seems most interested in Scout‐owned properties. Itʹs not clear to me what the goal of this
survey is but it seems like you might be assuming that when units camp, theyʹre doing it at Scout
properties more than they really are. / We do several types of camping thru the year. / We have a
great Scouting program in our area and my son and I have enjoyed it very much. Thanks! / We
have a youth lead troop. / As the membership of the troop changes so does the focus of activities. /
We have done several camping trips in Scout facilities and Oregon has beautiful Scout properties. I
am an Eagle Scout (1970) and love to camp. We will continue the tradition with my son, who will
be an Eagle too. / Keep up the good work and beautiful camps / We have found that most of the
camping facilities for this area are great. Lighting around the campsites/camp would be helpful.
Signage is very important for those people who are not familiar with the facilities. / We have great
properties in Oregon. I would like to see us concentrate on facility improvements on properties we
use the most. Shelters and outhouses seem to need to need the most work in camps I have visited. /
We have great properties. Keep them managed properly with more people like Aaron Yoder at
Cooper. Primitive is good, just need better toilets than the kybos / We have some of the best camps
in the nation but I would like to see some of the properties sold and more money put into the
development and maintenance of our other camps. / We love the Scouts! / We need a Camp like
Scouters Mountain close by well suited for Cub activities, Trainings, Weekend camping. the other
camps are too far from town for the Blue and Gold dinner, or the campout, where 40% of the kids
also have soccer and will be arriving and leaving as the day progresses.
will not participate at all. /

Too far away, and they

/ I have been to a lot of Scout Summer Camps and hiked several

thousand miles of trails. / CPC has great camps and from what I have seen great program and staff.
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/ It is not the infrastructure that makes a camp, it is the Program and the staff. I have backpacked to
places and the kids had a great time, and there were no tables, dining halls, toilets. We made our
own program and the kids had a lot of fun. / Electricity and cell phones are for the adults, program
and program staff are for the kids. / we need a permanent fund for property maintenance, the
principal of which cannot be invaded without provision for quick/immediate replacement; ideally
this fund would generate sufficient income to properly maintain all property. we need a separate
fund for capital improvements, with a base below which the fund shall not dip; ideally this fund
would generate income from which to fund smaller projects. / We need more knot tying lessons. /
We need new staff cabins at Camp Clark because they are rotting from the bottom up and are
animal infested. / We need the basic facilities, in good repair, and in good locations.

We do not

need stores and internet and shower houses except in the primary week long summer camps.
Maintain basic facilities. secure them if they are being vandalized i.e. Royce Finel, and keep the
excellent locations, i.e. Scoutersʹ Mtn. Give us tent sites, with water, with rain shelters and picnic
tables in lots of locations around the council. / we need to just get out and camp, the rest is side
story. The boys and girls need to spend more time outdoors, they need more nature. / We tailgate
camp a lot during the winter. Being able to drive into council sites is a big plus. One appeal of
Meriwether is the access road. For weekend campouts to get gear into camp since camp is so large
and spread out. / Do not like the mini cabins. Too dark inside. How about a shuttered opening,
window? Skylights? Guys like the bunks vs sleeping on the floor ‐ any way to incorporate bunks in
mini cabins? / We try to keep cost down for the Scouts. / We use Meriwether and Lewis for off‐
season the most, as they are near beach and Ape Caves respectively. Having a special feature helps
for places to go. We try to use Aubrey‐Watzek or Baldwin once a year for winter trips. A property
near the Gorge with access to off‐season hiking would be useful. A pond or lake property with
fishing opportunities would be helpful. We often go to Vernonia Lake, which has primitive camp
sites, fishing, and access to a bike trail. A similar Scout property would get heavy use. / We went to
Camp Baker this year.

It was the best camp we have been to (including Parsons, Pioneer,

Meriwether and Baldwin) It was best for two reasons. First, the camp attitude ‐ they were very
Scout friendly. No areas were numerically limited to only a handful of Scouts. The program areas,
including climbing, were open to all each day from 2pm ‐4pm and again from 645pm to 815pm.
Second they had a lot of activities/programs for older Scouts (in addition to the standard programs
for younger Scouts). Our Scouts had such a good time that three (3) have applied to be on staff
there next year, including one who spent 6 weeks this summer at Baldwin. / We would like to see
Cub Scout day camp vary more in activities from year to year. As long as there is archery, and bb
guns every year. / The idea of different activities for different ages is appealing. / went to camp
parsons this year ‐ really liked the facilities. / What I have found since I have moved to Oregon, the
Adults try to do too much for the Scouts. The Adults appear to run the program for the Scouts on
up with the units I have been acquainted with. Scouting to me is a great time for boys to learn how
to plan , prepare and carry out activities with the assistance of their leaders. The boys need to make
the decisions not the leaders. Parent need to be more involved also. Scouting should be more of a
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family activity. I have found out recently with Cubs that it is more of a day care program for most
parents. It gives them 60 to 90 minutes of freedom. The cost are very substantial for most for the
families in our units, so the financial burden has been passed on to others. A large majority of
parent are not involved with their boys. Of our Cub Scout we have two active families and the rest
are so‐so. I donʹt have the answer except present the program as best it can be presented and some
will be attracted to and some will be successful. / When any Scouts are camping, whether it be one
night or a week, I am hoping that precautions are taken to ensure the safety of all boys, by having a
rule that 2 adults must be in tents with the boys at all times. / When we lived in the Midwest we
lived in a Council that seemed to give more ʺbang for the buckʺ when it came to day camps and
Scout Camps. In other words, the camps were higher quality at a lower cost. Iʹm not sure why this
is the case, but it is something worth considering. When Scout camps and day camps are planned,
we need to make sure that Scouts are getting their money’s worth. / WiFi is needed so that we can
be away from work, but still be available. / with so many properties, funds are not available to do
everything, I understand that. I think Program quality is more important than most facilities. some
basics, like running water, make camp life easier (and healthier in most cases). / With so many
properties, it is difficult to maintain all of them to a standard that would be ideal. Providing safe
experiences is most important. Most other things can be worked around if we know what is or is
not available. / Would like more access to weekend camping at established camps, especially at bad
weather times of the year. / would like to see activity / Would love to see more aim toward
backpack type camping and a simplified approach to outings that the youth themselves can handle
logistically without all the complications that we often add as leaders. There is something to be
said for having a unit that is light, lean and efficient; this kind of thing doesnʹt seem to be very well
encouraged in council and district events where more complicated and extravagant setups get all
the attention and encouragement. Being adequately but not excessively prepared should be our
aim. / Yes I do, please fix the bridge over at Ireland. Please and thank you! / You guys are awesome!
/ You spend a lot of money, time and effort into building facilities and yet when it comes to putting
out a quality product you fail. I am talking about the dining facilities and some are updated and
very nice, then you serve food that the young men find not good at all. Either buy better, find better
quality cooks or change the menu but when the young men come back from camp and talk about
how bad the food is it tends to reflect on the entire camp. To them the food is important /

[ This concludes the Survey Report Appendix (Part C) ]
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